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HOLOCAUST ON TRIAL? THE FRANKFURT AUSCHWXTZ TRIAL 1963-65
IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Doctor of Philosophy, 2001
Rebecca Elizabeth Wittmann
Department of HUtory, University of Toronto

This dissertation concerns the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial of twenty former Auschwitz
perpetraton that took place between December 1963 and August 1965. With specific emphasis
on the trial's origins in 1958, the prp-aial investigative phase, and the resdts of the trial, I argue
that the aiai had a paradoxicai result. On one hanci, 1 contend that the limitations of the pend
code and procedure became obstacles to the public prosecution ofnce's extraordinary effort to
put the entire "Auschwitz cornplex" on trial. I demonstrate this through an examination of the
West Geman criminal justice system. On the other han& 1 maintain that the Auschwitz trial was
a turning point in West Gemany3 conf7ontation with the past and has resonance in Gemian

post-war exploration of the Holocaust The use of the legai system to pubticly confront the
crimes of the Third Reich was an important step in Germany's reconstruction after the war and
represents a break with past war crimes proceedings, especially the Nuremberg trials. There was
enormous national and intemationai press coverage; in West Gennany each court riay was
covered by all the major newspapers despite the prohibition of carneras in the courtroorn. The
resuit of this was that for the £ k ttime. the German public learned about Auschwitz. and

intensive historicai research on the Holocaust begsn. However, the law created a distorted
emphasis in which the sole focus of press coverage and serious judicial punishrnent Oife in
prison) were the "excess-perpehators"who had acted individuaily and sadisticaily. The
Auschwitz aial was virtuaily unexamined for over thirty years because the triai files and tapes

were under pmtective secUnty and codd not be viewed by the public mtil 1995. There is no

m o n o p p h on the trial in either Ge-

or English This eid is the targest and most

representasve of ail the trials that took place in Germany according to the West Gemüin criminal
code d e r the govemments decision not to try former Nazis under the war crimes laws of the

International Military Tribunal as estabiished at Nmmberg.
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This dissertation would not have been possible without the guidance and generosity of
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and extraordinary president. 1owe inexpressible thanks to Zev, who bas always been my
champion and has helped me dong through every stage my work.
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their thne and advice. I have been honoureci by the feedback and input 1 got fiom my extemal
advisor. Christopher Browning,and fiom Man Mitchell, my master's supervisor and beloved

mentor. 1 also wish to thank the many others who helped me, including Rebecca Boehling, Je@

Diefendorf. Geofky Giles, Peter Hayes, Jeffery Herf, and Konrad Kwiet
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the tools 1 needed to write this dissertation. Professors Komberg and Retallack have been my

teachers since 1 was a teenager first studying Geman history at this University, and their
guidance has shaped my life in so many important ways.The Holocaust course i took with
Professor Komberg in 1989 - and taught with him ten years later - was an inspiration that sealed
y

determination to study this topic. I codd not have asked for a more engaged supervisor than

Professor bfam~~.
who carefully and thoughtfully went over every single page of my work,

reninùng to me ofien completely marked up pages; after my initial shock at the work that lay

ahead of me 1 was thrilled to see that the end resuit was innnitely improved. Rofessor M a m '
dependable (and reassuring) promptness on al1 h n t s eased my othenvise anxious mind when I
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written this dissertation without them. To Angela Andersen, who has taken every important life

s e p together with me. 1 owe so much. To Paige Arthur, Anna Bauer-Ross (and Craig, Mia, and
Devon), Suzanne Brown-Fleming, Robin Green, Cl& Moorsom, Minna Niva, and Wynter

Rosen thank you for helping me to maintain perspective on the wonderful things in life. To the
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snaightforward advice dong the way. And to John Zilcosky, thank you for king such a loving
and generous supporter, as well as a rigorous conversation partner, helping me to rehe my

thoughts and improve this thesis immeasurabiy.
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Alex and Jack. and Jeffand his daughter Rachel, have made me a very lucky, happy sister and
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the reason for everything.

The word Auschwitz has become a metaphor for mechanized, systematized,

bureaucratized annihilation. Commentators use the word liberally to describe the nadir of the
Nazi period as the culmination of evil. It is the place and event after which there is no poetry. It is
the realization of the perverse dream of a few, underraken with hmdreth of thousands of helpers.
Gemian historian Wolfgang Benz says that the word Auschwitz "became the embodiment of the
perversion of the political program and the political ideology, in whose name the evil of human
nature was released"' It has become the most important representation of Nazism.

During the mid 1960s. the Germm authorities in the public prosecutor's office of the
state of Hesse organized a trial of a group of people alleged to have been respoosible for some of

this evil. That aial is the subject of this dissertation. The trial was inteaded to be an event of

great sigaificance. In the mind of its principal organizer, Attorney G e n d Fritz Bauer, the trial
was to put the entire "Auschwitz Complex" before the court, not ody the "small men" who

had

canied out the "Final Solution" but also those who had created the measures. policies and "laws"

which had given the Holocaust an air of legality. According to Bauer, "Germany was not made
up only of the Nazi Hitler and the Nazi Himmler. There were hundreds of thousands, millions of

othea, who not only carried out the "Final Solution" because they had orders, but because it was
theu world view as well. which they wülingly admitted."2
at the core of Gemian public codhntation

This concept, "Auschwitz on trial," is

with the Nazi past in the 1960s, and it is the focus of

this dissertation.

Wolfgang Benz, "Biirger als M6rder und die UDtahigkeit zur Ehiclrt der Auschwitz Rona" in Gnure Pruzure
Recht und Gwec&g&eit in der Geschichre,eed Uwe Schultz (Munich: Seck PubMers, t997), 383.
Fritz Bauer, "Su den Naziverbrecher hzesseu," in Siinme der Gemetndemm Kachlichen Leben, ,?v Polir&
Wirtsch@ und KuIhir 18 (Sept. 1963): 568.

'
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Why çhould we c ~ about
e this aid? Why dots it wimam a dctailed investigation,and

why now? To answer these questions. it is important to set the aial in context The aial of twenty
Auschwitz "perpetrators" - representing a cross-section of criminals who participated in the
atrocities at the camp between 1940 and 1945 - took place in Ftankfiut-am-Main staning in
December 1963, and lasted over one hundred and eighty days. It involved approximately four
hundred witnesses and produced thirty thousand pages of files, not including the trial record

itself, which exists only on tape. The trial was not the first criminal procedure against Nazi

cnminals in Germany. but it was by far the largest, most public, and important ever to take place

in West German~using West Germanjudges and West Gennan law. The rnotiey group of
defendants included two camp adjutants (second in command to the commander of the camp),

five members of the "Political Department," wo dennsts, a doctor, the camp pharmacist, four
barrack commanders, four medical orderlies. a camp security commander, a "disinfector" and a

"capo" pnsoner.
The aial opened with a seven-hundred page indictment which included not only the
testimony of two hundred and fifty-four witnesses, both survivors and former SS officers h m

Auschwitz but a three hundred page history of the camp itselfprovided by experts on the field:
histonans Ham Buchheim. Martin Broszat and Heimut Krausnick of the "lnstitute for
Conternporary Historyt in Munich. This historical account of the camp ongins and genesis

provided many Germans with their k

t knowiedge of the me workings of genocide at

Auschwitz. Shortly after the Ûial it was published as a two volume work entitled The Anatomy of
the SS State, representing the nrst major inquiry into not oniy the camp itself but also into the
muctwe of its bureaucnicy. There was enormous national and intemationai press coverage. In

West Germany each court day was covered by a i l of the major newspapers. including the

Fran-furter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), the Frankjk-ter Rundschar (FR), Frankjüner Neue

Presse (FNP)and die WdtI despite the prohibition of cameras in the co~moom.The ~d ended
with a nine hundred-pagejudgment in August of 1965, in which ail but three defendants were

convicted either of murder (Mord) or of aiding and abetting murder (BeihiIje

Mord).

Sentences ranged fiom life in prison for six of the defendants to between three and ten years. to
acquittai.

in view of this. it is surprishg that no monograph on the trial exists in either Gennan or
English. There are essays and articles about the aial. written rnainly during or shortly after its
occurrence. There are two chronicles of the trial which document its genesis. but offer little

analysis. The fmt was written by Hermann Langkin, a survivor of Auschwitz and the Head of
the international Auschwitz Cornmittee (LAC)for survivors,who was instrumental in organizing

survivor testimony prior to the trial. The second account was written by FAZ reporter Bemd
~aumann.)There is a documentation with accompanying analysis by Gerhard Werle and Thomas

Wanden. a professor and his research assistant fiom the Humboldt University in ~ e r l i The
n~
lack of research on the triai itself is in part the result of the Federal German protective t h e ümit.

which prevented the release of documents or transcripts pertaining to a triai for a period of thir[v
years beginning after the Iast day of the triai. In addition a paragraph in the Federal "criminal
procedure" (Snafrozessordmrng - Sm)prevented the transcribing of the trial? Instead, the
triai was tape-recorde4 with each witness' cooperation, ody for the "Purpose of the Protection

3

Hermann Langbein, Der Auschic-Praress. Eine Dokumenraion, 2 vols. ( Frankfun-amMain: Verlag Neue Kritik,
1995); and Bemd Nauma~n,Auschwitz: Berichr über die Str@suche gegen :Huikaua vor dem Schrgericht
Fran@n (Frankfùrt--Main:
Fischer Bûcherei, 1968). Both documentations include oniy excerpts of the uiaL
Hermann Langbein was a witness who could only observe in the couraoom a h the nineteench day of testimony, and
his documentation is not in chrono1ogical but thematic order. Bernd Naumarin's account is a compiIation of a
selection of reports he wrote for the FAZ whilst on the case.
* Gerhard Werle and Thomas Waaders, .41~~chwit.z
vor Gericht VaUMnord unà bundesdeufscheStra@stiz
(Munich: Veriag Beck, 1995). This book deais briefiy with the West G e m system of crimùial justice as Ï t applies
to Nazi crimes, but is largely a documentation of the proceedings of the triai and itr outcorne in the sentence.
In April 1965 a new criminal procedure carrte ïnto effen which overtumedthis iaw and ailowcd for fuii
transcriptions of trials to be protocoiied; however, this was not adopted by the Frankfitrt c o r n Langbein, Der
Auschwitz Prozess, 13.

-

of the Memory of the c o u d b It k only now that the "Fritz Bauer lnstitutefor the
Documentation and Research of the Holocaust" in Frankfurt-amMainhas undertaken the
enormous task of transcribing the five hundred hours of trial tape. ïhis is possible because of
what appears to have k e n a lapse on the part of the presiding judge. Senator Hans Hoheyer,

whose duty it was to destroy the tapes &er the court had used them for sentencing purposes.
Langbein said in a newspaper article directly d e r the trial,

a large chunk of responsibility for ensuring that the Auschwitz Trial stands the test of
time belongs to the documentations taken during and made after the trial. Are these
documentarions truly capable of the difficult task of conveying the proceeciings in detail
and the urgency of the language, of doing justice to the tortured and the tempted...?7

The tapes were deposited in the basement of the public prosecutorosoffice in Frankfurt (StA b.
LG - Public Prosecutor3 Office at the District Court), where they remained until the Radio
Broadcasting Company of Hesse began re-recording them ont0 more substantial digital

audiotapes in 1993. Until then, it seerns, they were left to disintegrate. More surprising, however,

is the similar SCholarly and public neglect of the documentations of the trial produced by
Langbein and Naumann. As a result there is much confusion and ignorance about the Auschwitz

Trial. .Aithou& meticulously documenteci and publicly recounted in the 1960s, the trial is more
oRen mistaken as part of the International Military Tribunals at Nuremberg or not recognized at
dl. than appreciated as the f k t massive attempt within Germany to c o h n t the past and

condemn it judicially. The trial must also be seen as a major cataiyst in probing the Nazi past that
took fidl shape in the 1968 student revolutiom.
How and why is the Auschwitz Trial ody now emerging in historical discourse about the
Holocaust? What does this tell us about its impact on Germaa public consciousness about Nazi
Stipdation for the recording of trial pmceedings, S~rafsachegegen Mufh und mdac. JKs 2/63. Fim FDmkfun
Auschwitz Tri& December 20 1963 - August 8, 1965, Jury üial at the Disîrict Court, Frankfbt-am-Main(hereafter

crimes? M o n importantly, in light of the deficiency of matenai and Imowledgem

d

g the

trial not only in Germany but especidy internationally, what conclusions can be drawn about the
trial's success in achieving the prosecution's initiai goal, the trying of the "Auschwitz

Cornplex?" These are some of the chief problems 1 will address in this work.
1 propose to investigate the trial on two levels: I will provide a history of the aial itself,

suweying its ori@n. evolution and its resuits. The dissertation is intended. in pnrt as a
m o n o p p h of the trial. 1 will also place the aial in its wider histoncai context, examining its
compiexities and associated problems. and evaluating its signifïcance in the Genan

confrontation with the Holocaust. Throughout the body of the dissertation I will address various
significant factors which affect the course and nature of the triai - the motivation of the

. .

prosecution. the limitations of the German cnminal code, the role of the witness - and describe
the challenges the court faced in attempting to bring the "smaü men" of the '%inai Solution" to

justice.
Chapter One begins with an oveMew of the Ailied policies towards former Nazis

between 1945 and 1949. with particuiar attention to the Nuremberg triai of the Major War
Criminals, and West German responses pnor to the Auschwitz Trial in 1963.1 investigate the
process that led to the decision by the newly formed West Geman justice system to ûy Nazi
criminals according to the national pend code, beglluiing with an examination of the Federal

Republic's official policy toward the Nazi

pas^ The cornparison of the Allied case with the

Gennan case is most ilIuminating because it shows the complexities of meting out charges,
sentences and punishrnent not only to "desktop murderen," but dso to the hands-on participants

- 10 1 , Hessisches Staatsarrhiv, Wiesbaden.
Hermann Langbein "Langsamer Weg mr Gerechtigkeit," Die Welt, A~ugust2 1, 1965.

APO), Tapes O L
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in genocide. It also dernoia~tragesthat to sotw extent, thejudiciaf metimd imptememed byttre
West Cemian state was a response to the perceived problems with the Allied policies.

However one chooses to interpret the events of each trial and to assess the success of each

in doing justice, the statistics regardhg the actual trials of Nazis are dismal. Of approximately
100.000 people invesùgated in Gemany and suspected of couunitting "crimes against hurnanity"

and participating in the machinery of the "Final Solution," only about 6500 were actuaily brought
to trial. and the large majority of these before 1949.' in this context, the Auschwitz Trial

represents a historical watenhed not only because of the size of the proceedings but because of
the nature of the trial itself.
Chapter One also examines in more detail the criminal code itselc giving an overview of

the West German criminal justice system as it existed after 1951 and focusing on three major

elements. First, 1 examine the prohibition of retroactive legislation (Rückwirk<ngsverbor)of
1949.making ex post facto laws (i.e. charguig individuais with crimes that were ailegedly not

illegal during the time of their commission) invalid? This prohibited recourse to the Occupation
Control Council No. 1 0 and the war crimes charge of "crimes against humanity." instead the
court utilized the long-standing criminal code of 1871, which included the murder charge

(pafagraph 2 1 1 and the distinction between perpetrator and accomplice (paragraphs 47-49). I

examine the reasons for this decision and the impact of this decision on the trial in FIiinkfuh The
second element 1assess more closely is the a

d murder charge and its stipuladon that the

prosecution prove the subjective motivation and individuai initiative of each perpetrator in order
to convict him of murder. The understanding of these legai issues is impedve in order to M y
appreciate the trial proceedings themselves: the atmosphere in the cointroom, the strategies
Norbert Frei, unpublished p a p a presented at the Confetence T o m Ratrs zur ûeschichte," January, 1998.

adopted by the prosecution and defem. the wcty the evidence was used, and the rok ofthejudge

in arbitraung the trial. Finally. 1 investigate the debate on the statute of limitations
(Ver~ahmrngsdebatte),which aiso had an enormous impact on the trial. This debate began in the

late 1950s in the Bundestag and dealt with the twenty-year Limitation on murder and the fifieenyear limitation on manslaughter. The courts had to defer to the decision made in parliament. and

could only charge the defendants according to the decisions reached as a result of this debate.
C hapten Two through Four concentrate on the trial itself, beginning with a survivor's

identification of Wilhelm Boger - one of the worst sadists at Auschwitz - in the m e t s of
Stuttgart in the spnng of 1958. The pre-trial period beghing in 1958 provides the most

extensive body of documentation produced by rhis trial. with over 30,000 pages of evidence.
some 400 witneu interrogations, and the investigation of as many as 800 suspected perpetrators

at Auschwitz (including no t only SS guards from the camp but prisoners "capos" suspected of

murder and brutality as well). These pages dso chronicle the genesis of the trial, demonstrating
the decisions made by the courts and the prosecution in theù efforts to have a manageable yet

comprehensive aial which would adequately judge criminals of varying levels of responsibility

and show the corrupt nahm of the "Auschwitz Cornplex." The narrative also explores what may
seem O be baffiing decisions to close investigations or postpone them for later trials, and how
decisions were made to accuse some and not others.
Chapter Two aiso examines the interrogations of witness conducted by the prosecution

and by the courts (most witnesses were deposed twice). niese interrogations provide the main
proof for the prosecution's case against the defendants?for the aial relied much more heaviiy on

Paragaph 103, Section 2 of the Grundgeseeojùr die BwidesrepubIU Deutscfrllondstates that "An Act can only be
punished if the punishability ofsaid a a was a h i d y tegaily d i i s h e c f before it was committed" Grundgeserzfiù.
die Bwtdesrepublik Deutschland (Bonn: Bundeszentraie fIfr die Poiitische Biidmg, 1996),64.

witness restimony &an documentetMn. The prosamicm therefore Lrad to careAiHy pick and

choose the -'bestnwitnesses for the trial. I investigate the influencing factors in these decisions.

The historîcal narrative continues through Chapter Three, in which I examine the
indictment. This fascinating document has, as mentioued, a 300-page history of the Auschwitz

concentration camp at its centre. The indicmient provided the backdmp for the charges against
the defendants in a most innovative way. Because the state was constrained by the German

criminal code to pmve each defendant's individual guilt, the prosecutors needed to include this
historical account in order to contextuaiize and emphasize the magnitude and uniqueness of their
crimes. The charges and the evidence provided in the indictment are M e r proof of the

prosecution's attempt to put the Holocaust at the centre of the trial, aithough they were confined
to do so using the existing criminal code. In this chapter I explore the often confushg nature of

the indicmient which constantiy changes. saw the charges king redefined, and the defendants

ofien being M e r interrogated and smtinized. The indictment itseif is a reflection of the larger
trial and its constant motion.

Because the trial itself has not yet been transcribed, the documentations by both Langbein

and Naurnann are key pieces of narrative; but even more effective in coaveying the atmosphere

of the aial's everyday pmceedings are the 500 hours of triai tape which 1explore in Chapter
Four. i focus here on the court: the role of the judges (much larger and more inquisitorial than
that of North American judges), the prosecution and the defense. There w e more
~ than twenty
lawyen acting for the prosecution and the defense, and almost dl made thernselves heard at some
point during the proceedings. Thek mtegies, tactics and conflicts are examined here.

y far the largest part of the trial tapes, and indeed the triai itself, was made up of wimess
testimony. It is therefore necessary to investigate in detaii the mie and conduct of the wimesses,

and the defendants' responses (or lack thereof) to the accusations leveled against them. 1focus

s e p t e l y on two di.Eemckinds of whesses in Ctrapter Fonr: the ~

o

r of the
s camp and the

former SS members who not only worked at Auschwitz but visited and shed light on its

operations. The fust category. the s w i v o n . made an essential contribution to the prosecution by
recounting the horrors at Auschwitz and reconstnicting the actions of the accused at the camp.

The audiotapes in this case provide a more nuanced understanding of wimess testimony than a
ûanscript could. Not only is it possible to perceive the changing tone of the judge's interrogations

depending upon the witnesses, but one can also appreciate the effect on the court of having to
listen to carefhiIy translated statements made in Polish (the majority masterfullytranslated by one
woman, Wera Kapkajew), Ukrainian. and Czech.

The court required the witnesses to tell of their experiences in paiastaking detail some
rwenty years after the fact, in order to prove beyond doubt the guilt of the defendants. This had
hNo key consequences: on one hand, this procedure rernoved any element of depersodization or

incomprehensibility through sheer numbers and mas, and presented the court and the world with
the names. faces. personalities and activities of those who becarne victims of the defendann on

triai. On the other hand, the witnesses themselves sometimes reinforced the "innocence" of those
who did not act bnnally or with personal initiative, descnbing those who rnurdered reluctandy as,

relatively speaking, "decent men" (anstdndige Mïnner) and ndvertenently dimlliishing the

criminal nature of the system itself. My discussion wiU consider how the trial format and the
legal limitations afkcted the way some of the horrors of Auschwitz, paradoxicaily, may have
been diminished in the presentation of evidence by siwivors.

The vivid memories of the witnesses created a remarkable picture of the camp's
fiuictioningç. Many of the nwivors occupied relativeiy important positions at the camp:

Hermann Langbein, for example, was the "secretary"for the head doctor (Dr. Wiabs) at the
camp between 1942 and 1945. mers who testified were semetaries Oargely women) in the

of the prosecution to show, by using the 1871 C r i a Code, thet the afts eommi~edat
Auschwitz were indeed al1 crimes when they were carried out. These SS witnesses si@@ a
tuming point of sorts in the triai. for as a remit only the most grotesque and shocking of crimes

were heavily punished, while mas-murder conducted through the machioery of genocide. the gas
chambers and the crematoriums, was pushed into the background.
Chapter Four aiso expiores the "pomography of horror" that occurred through the

extensive press coverage of the daily trial proceedings. The unremitting, graphic representation
of the "sadists" and monsten?' on the stand contributed to a g e n d collective public detachment
h m the defendants at the trial. The defendants became remote fkom Gennans because the cruel

actions of a few were reported in grotesque detail while the rest of the men on trial were either
largely ignored or presented as decent, reluctant participants in the killing machineiy. Daily
newspaper coverage provides immense insight into the public response to the nial.

Chapter Five focuses on the closing statements of the prosecutioa and defense. and the
judgment imposed on the defendants. The closing statements encapsulate the arguments of both
sides and provide a surnmary of the strategies used by both the prosecution and the defense. The
judgment gives not only the individual verdicts for each defendant but also lengthy explanations
for the acquittals. coavictions, and punishments. The court's ruiing demonstrates how difficult it
was to reconcile the crimes, the context in which they were commined, and the legal Limitations

on the court. Did Fritz Bauer and his attorneys succeed in putting the machinery of genocide on
trial? Was atonement and just punishment achieved, as far as the prosecution had hoped? 1 shall

explore these questions and evaluate the judgment in light of the prosecution's goals.

In the conclusion 1make some final remarks on the trial and the judgment, concentrating
on the press coverage, the scholariy reacîion and, nnally, the public perception of the aial. The
complexities of German postwarjustice, press reportkg and public response are at the heart of

understanding and pmsecuting the role of the "smd" men who participated in the amities of

the Holocaust. indeed recent scholarly hquiry and research has focused its attention on the
"ordinary man" and on perpetrator mentality.12 However, I am interested in discovering how

these men - and the attempt to bring them to justice - were perceived in 1963. At that tirne there
was still a sense, which became especiaily prevalent in the cowtroom, that many of the "big fish"

and architects of the Nazi system were si11 very much accepted members of German s o c i e ~and
politics.
The Auschwitz Trial contributed to a new historical understanding of the Nazi period and

the Holocaust that had been lacking in Germany until the 1960s. It is generally agreed that before
the awakening of the 1960s - which was in large part advanced by the Auschwitz Trial

- there

were only a handfui of works written in Germany that deait with the Holocaust. While the 1950s

and 1960s did see an increasing amount of scholarship and research into the subject, particularly
by historians such as Eugen Kogon, Karl Dietrich Bracher, Wolfgang Scheffler, the scholars at

the Institute in Munich and by survivon Like Hermann Langbein and Lucie Adelsberger, this

period is generaily rnarked by a culture of silence. Norbert Frei, a specialia on the history of
aiais in postwar Germany, says that "since the lessening of pressure by the occupying powea -

i.e.. since the founding of the German Federal Republic - the initially respectable m p t s at

requital by the West German justice system came to a quick standstill. h e a d , there was an

'* S n Chnscopher Bmwning, ûrdinary Men: Rerene Police Battaiion 101 ami the Finai Soiution in Puland (New
York:HarperCoilins, 1992); George C.Browder, Hitler S Ei#orcers: lke Gestapo and the 2 3 Seclarclarty
Swvice in the
Nazi Revolution (New York OxfordUnivenity Press, 1996); Daniel lonah Gol&iagen, Hitler S Wiiling
Erecutioners: OrdiGermans ami the Holocmt (New York: Alûed A. Knopt; 1996); Robert R. Shaudley,
Umviihg Germatu?: The Goii;hagen Debate (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998); Edward
Westernam, " 'Ordinary Men' or 'Idcologicai Soldiers'? Police B d o n 3 10 in Russia, 1942." G m a n Sadies
Review 2 1 ( 1998): 4 1-68; Stanley Milgram, Obedience COAuthority=An Experimmtai View (New York:Harper &
Row. 1974);Zygmunt Baumann, ModH& and the Holocaw (Ithaca: i 989); Eric A. ZiIImer, Moly Harrower,
Barry A. Ritzier, and Robert P. Archer, The @est for the Nazi Personaiity: A Psychological Imesfigationof Nari

ovenvhelming cal1 for e &hlujiwich [lit&y.

e Qawmg of kE r ~ f . " ' ~Among the few works

that appeared in Germany, Lucie Adelsberger, who was a prisoner doctor at Auschwitz, wrote an
important mernoir entitled Az(schwitz: A Doctor 's Story. Hermann Langbein and EUa LingensReiner, also survivon of Auschwitz who both testified at the trial. put together a collection of
survivor statements - oral testimony, memoirs and written testimony - that remains an excellent

introduction to the camp. Sociologist Eugen Kogon's seminal work The 7keor-yand Pructice of

Hell, and Ota Kraus and Erich Kulka's report on theu experience and escape fiom Auschwitz in
7'he Deah Factory. are both foms of survivor memoirs that engage in a deep andysis of the

structure of concentration camp hierarchy and the mentality of its henchmen. Karl Dietrich
Bracher's The G r m n Dicfmorshipis an excellent source on the history of Nazi Germany. but

has only one chapter on the Holocaust. Philosophers and psychoiogists have exarnined public
collective responsibility, Like Karl Jaspers in The Question of German Guilt and Alexander and
Margarete Mitcherlich in The Inability to Motrrn (which deals M e r with Gennan postwar

reaction - or non-reaction - to the Holocaust). To some extent, Hannah Arendt also looked at
public reaction in Eichmann in Jerusalem She revealed the nature of Nazi evil and shocked the
general public - not only in Gemany but worldwide - with her portraya1 of Adolf Eichmann as a
clownish pathetic figure who was not the living personification of monstrous and murderous
antisemitism. And finally. Woifgang Scheffler was one of the only historians in Germany in the
early 1960s to write an entire book on the extermination of the Jews, entitled The Persecution of
the J m s in the heird Reich 1933-1945.l4

W m Criminais (Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum Associa., 1995); and Robert Jay Lifbn, The iVmi Doctors: Medicd
Kifiing and the Psychology of Genocîde (New York: Basic Books, 1986).
" Norbert Fmi, "Der Frankfuner Auschwitz R o v n md die Deubche Zeitgeschichffirschung",in Auschwitr:
Geschichte, Rezeption und Wirkung, ed. Fritz Bauer Institrde (Fmkfim Campus Verlag, 1996) 124.
14
See Lucie Adelsberger, Aurchwi&: a Docror's Sroy translated by Susan Ray (Boston: NorthUniversity
Ress, 1995); H.G.Adler, Hermann Langbein, and Ella Lmgens-Remer, eds., Ruschi&: ~~e
und Berichte
(Frankfiin-am-Main: Europaische Veriagsandt, 1962); Hannah Aruidb E i c h m m in Jert~~ailem:
A Repon on the

A momgraph on the trial that is most central rt, West Gemianytspolitical aMt eulW

development in the 1960s is overdue, and is therefore intended to represent an advancement in

histo&d scholarship on Germany's exploration of its past With this exarnination of the
Auschwitz Trial 1 wish to show the contradictory results of the pmceedings: whiie there was new
public awareness of what Auschwitz was for the first time in Germany's postwar history, there
was a i s 0 a distorted representation of that history - particularly the responsibility of its henchmen
- because of the law and the press. The prosecution had a very specific goal in this trial, as we

shall see in examining their motivation in the pre-trial phase, their line of questioning in the triai,
their closing arguments. and their reaction to the judgment: to teach a lesson about the Nazi past.

The exigencies of the law made this vimially impossible. '%le the trial itself has become an
invaluable historical source for the teaching o f funire lessons on the Nazi pst, at the time it was

conducted it could not serve to enlighten the German public about its own role in the Holocaust

whiie using the German pend code. Its greatest achievement was to provide Germans - and the
world - with new information on the Auschwitz concentration camp. It did this thanks to the
extraordinary meticulousness of the survivors who testified and the expea histonans who

carefblly examined the Nazi concentration camp system. But the result of the trial was a
paradoxical one. The West German criminai code was inadequate because of the limitations

inherent in the law. It was therefore unable to render a just sentence, and to pmvide Germans
with a springboard fiom which to jump into an intense scrutiny of their own Nazi past

Banafity of Evil (New York: The Vtking Press, 1964); Karl Dietrich Bracher, The G m a n Dictaorship. translaied
by Jean Steinberg (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970); K d Jaspers, The Qumon of Gennm Gu& translateci by
E.B. Ashton (New York: Capricorn Books, 196 1); Eugen Kogoa, Tire Theory and Pructice of HeiL translatecl by
Heinz Notden (New York: 1985); Ota Kraus and Erich K W Die Todesfrrbrik,(Berlin: Kongress, 1957); Alexander
and Margaret Mitcherlich, The InabiIity to M m : Prirtciples of Collective Behaviow (New York: Grove Pnss,
1984); Wolf&mg Scheffier, J1demerfblgung im Dritren Reich 19334945 (Berlin: CoUoquium, 1960); and Jan Sehu,
Kottrentrationdager Oswiecim-Brzezinka: Auf Gntnd von Dokwrenraton und Bewebqueilerr, (Warsaw: 1957).

1. PROSECUTTNG NAZI CRIMINALS: FROM NUREMBERG TO AUSCEIWITZ

Between 19SO and 1962. the West Germans investigated 30,000 former Nazis, indicted
12,846. aied 5.426. and acquitted 4,027.Statistics vary somewhat accordhg to the sources. but

al1 show a relatively high record of acquittais and low number of hewy sentences. Of those
sentenced only 155 were convicted of murder.' The West German justice system began to open

investigations only after historians. sociologists and psychologists began to examine the legacy
of the Ailied prosecutions at Nuremberg. Domestic scholars were not dealhg with the subject at
d l in the 1950s, and it was only grudgingly taken up again in West Germany after foreign

observerj - such as historian Gerhard Reitlinger and American prosecutor Telford Taylor - used
the abundant documentary evidence produced at Nuremberg to draw Gennan public and judiciai
attention back to the Nazi past. Even then, pubüc prosecutor's offices pumed these crimes, as

Fria Bauer put it. "tiredly and without passioa" ümiting their investigations to charges that were
made by living swivors who saw their persecutors wallcing fkely in the m e t s , or to crimes
that were committed in their regional juridiction - for example during Ki.istaIZnucht.2
Why was there such reluctance to pursue Nazi crimes, even the moa heinous? Fritz

Bauer, the attorney general of Hesse in charge of the Auschwitz case and outspoken legal
aoalyst, argued that there were at least three explanatioos. First, most investigations had the
I Fritz Bauer, "hNamen des Vokes: Die strakchtliche BewlUtigung der Vergmgenbeit,"in H e W
Hammmchrnidt. ed,Zwanrig Jahre a h z c k Ehe Deutsche B i l m 1945-1965 (Munich, Viexma, Basei: Desch,
196): 3034. For sirnilar statistical reports. see Dick de Mildt, In the Name of the People: Perperrators of Genocih
in the Rgection of theV P m -W m Prosecution in West G m q - The "Euthmasia" mtd "AktionReidwd" Triol
Cusa (The Hague: ,Marcinus Nijhoff hibiishen, 1W6), 20-2 1, and Adalbert Rackeri, The Imestlgotrun of Nuzi
Crimes 1945-1978: -4 Doeumerilaiion, tram. ûerek Rutter (Heidelberg: c.f. Müiier, 1979).
Fritz Bauer, "lm Namen des Voikes: Die smfkchtlictie Bewaltigung der Vergangenheit," 304.

q d t y of being "coincidentai and improvised;" second, the Nuremberg trials had initially

created a sense of finaiity around Nazi investigations, and third and most importantly, the

limitations of the West German criminal procedural code produced inertia in the courts. The
roots of the problems surrounding Nazi triais in West Gemany lay in the transition fiom

htemational Military Tribunal of Nuremberg to Gennan national crVNnal law. Then is much
historical and legal discussion of the international aiais and there is a growing body of literature

on the German trials. 3 However. there is a gap between the two which begs several questions:
Why did West German jurists decide to use the West German criminal code? Why did the courts

not adopt the international criminai counts as. for example. the Israelis had during the Eichmann

Trial, which occurred just two years before of the Auschwitz Trial? With hindsight, it will
become clear that the German pend code was oiren unsuitsble for the prosecution ofNazi
&es,

while the international criminai Iaws at least dealt with the elimination of national groups

based on racial ideology ("crimes against humanity"). The Geman code had a strict ban on
retroactivity and therefore nothing within in confines prohibithg genocide. which ody became

iiiegd in a 1954 statute. 1 contend that the decision to try Nazis in Gennany using the standard

Very litile literature on Geman triais exim in Englkh and a h m t nathing has km wrimn about the Auschwitz
Triai. See De Mildî, In rhe Nume of rhe People: Perpenwdts q f k c i d e in the Rsftectianof&&
Pw- Wm
Praseauion irt West G m w R(lcker1, The imestigation of N d Crimes f 945- 1978;Raif h i e r , Jwistische
Vergangenheirsbewaltigzuzg.(Baden-Baden: Nomos, 1995); üirich Battis, Gunther Jakobs, and Eckhard lesse,
VetgangmheitsbewaZtigwtg duch Recht: akei Rbhundlungen,?r ehem deul~chenProblem (Berlin: Duncker &
Humblot, 1992); Christa Hofhann, "Diejustirieile 'Vergangenheitsbedtigung' in der Bundesrepublik
Deufsciiland:Tasachen und Legenden," in m e r Zitetmann, ed,Die S&en der Vergmgenheit: Impulse -w
Historisienmg des ~Vationalsoziczf~mzls.
(Berfin: Ropyiaen, 1990): 397-521; Barbara lut-Dahand Hehut
Jus%Die Gehirfen:NS-Verbrechen wtd die Jwtk nach 1945 (Frankfiat am Main: Athewun, 1988); ingo Mûlier,
Hitler S Justice: me Courts of the Third Reich, translateci by Deborah Lucas Schneider(Cambridge: Hmard
University Press, 199 1 ) - aIthough this book de& mainfy with Nazi judges, the author aiso examines the
relationship between Nazi judges and p o s m Nazi triais, arguing that there was a great deal of continw'ty in the
cours after the Nazi period as mmy judges retained theu posts; Michael Ratz, Die Jtrstiz rutddie Nu&: Zw
Sb-@e@oZgw,g von iYuzisrmrs und Neonazisllltcs seit 1945 ( F e - - M a i n :
Roderberg-VerIag, 1979);Alan S.
Rosenbaum, Prosecuting Nazi War Crimin& (Colorado: W-ew
Press, 1993); Llwe Schuiz, ed, G r m e
Prozesse: Recht d Gerechtigkeir in der Geschichre (Mimich: Be& Ver@ 1996); and Jûrgen Weber, and Peter
Steinbach, eds., Vergangenhertsbewaftigungduch SaafterfaiPen?NSPrmesse th dkr Bundwepublik Dmchland
(Munich: O b 1984).

pend code wm the resnlt of bath extemal and intemai pressures. Before deTWig into the Gercase. 1 will briefly explore Allied Policies of investigation. prosecution and denazification in

occupied Gemiany, with emphasis on the most important and famous triai of Nazi criminals the Nuremberg Trial of 1945-6 before the Aiiied International War Crimes Tribunai - in order to

explain the West Geman judiciary's decision to reject international laws and try Nazi criminais
according to their own national pend code.

The Allied decision to try the major Nazi war criminals was in part a reaction to the
failure of the w u crimes provisions of the Versailles treaîy at the Peace Conference of Paris in

1919. In Paris, the issue of Geman war crimes was addresseci, and consigned to the

"Commissionof Responsibilities of the Authors of the War and Enforcement of Penaltie~."~
The
Treaty of Versailles included four paragraphs dedicated to war crimes. condemning the Gemans
For waging aggressive war. and for "a supreme offence against international morality and the

sanctity of treaties."s The provisions of the treaty included a recognition, on the part of the

Germans, of the right of the Ailies to try them. Unfortunately, these trials never occurred, and
Gemany was fknously subjected to draconian policies of immense punitive reparation
payments and demilitarization. The failure of the Weimar Republic, in addition to its k t u r e d
democratic system and extraordinary economic burdens was blameci. in part, on the crippling
effects of Versailles. In resporesponse to this, the International Military Tribunal (IMT)at Nuremberg
was a carefidly thought-out. thoroughly debated attempt to uado the mistakes of the pst and to
Michael Manus, The Nuremberg
1997), 3.
ibid., 10.

W r Crines Trial 1945 - 16.A Doewnentmy H&toty (Boston: Bedford B o d a

prevemthe rise of another Mer. ui addition, according to Telford Taylor, a member of the
Amencan team prosecuting at Nuremberg and chief prosecutor at the subsequent trials. Germany

seemed to have k e n a much more dangerous threat this t h e . Writes Taylor, %e perceived evil
of Nazism was far deeper and more pervasive than was that of Imperia1 Germany."6Nazism was
not ody a military but an ideologicdy àriven authorhian power whose political aims flew in
the face of dl modem values.
In April 1945, at the fomding conference of the United Nations in San Francisco, the

delegates discwsed the idea of an international tribunai and the Amencans sought international
support for the project. Just a few days after Hitler's suicide, the Americans proposed "due

procesr for defendants."Although the Allies had not yet chosen the defendants, nor dehed the
charges against them. the procedure for prosecuting Nazi ;var criminais began to come together

in the fom of what was intended to be a f& trial at which each of the accused would be given
opportunity to defend himself? M e r some debate, the Soviets. British and French agreed to the
American proposition that an intemational Military Tribunal was the b a t way to deal with Nazi
crimes.

Allied representatives assembled in London in Iune 1945 to mate an agRement on the

triai process that became known as the Nuremberg charter. They agreed on the most important
governing condition of the triai - namely, that only Nazi crimes would come under the

jurisdiction of the court. The Soviets. for example, did not want to be charged with responsibility
for the massacre of thousands of Polish officers a~Katyn in 1940,and in fact included reference

to ihis crime in the indictment against the Germans. The Americans had also killed civiliam and
6 Telford Taylor, fie Anmomy of the Nuremberg Triais: a Personai Mernoir (New York: A h c i A. Knope 1992),
21.

dmericm Dr@ of Definitive Proposai', Preremed foForeign Minrsters m San F r a a ~A~
p d, 1945, in hhms,
The Nuremberg War Crimes T'id, 34-35.

wanted to avoid a tu quoque argument Eom by the defense. The charter then, stipuiated clearly

that war crimes meant crimes committed in connection with Germany's responsibility for waging

aggressive war. OnIy Germany would be heid responsible. Both "conspiracy to commit crimes

against peace" and "crimesagainst peace" (referring to aggressive war) became parapraphs in the
IMT charter that had as much weight as %varcrimes" and "rrimes against humanity.n8
There was conflict over the type of proceeding this would be. The Soviets quite opedy
envisioned purely punitive rneamres, designed primarily to punish the Nazi criminais alrrady
presumed guilty. The Americans pushed their agenda to create an indicmient and to have a fair
trial in which the defendants were presumed innocent and had the right to defense attorneys and

due process. The Americans also wanted it to take place in Nuremberg, not only because it was

in American-occupied temtory but because it had been the location of many Nazi rallies. On
August 8. 1945. afler a summer of debate in London, The Charter of the International Military

Tribunai carne into existence. The charter of the MT laid the groundwork for what wouid be the
trial of the major Nazis at Nuremberg. It detennined the structure of the trial, the roles of the

countries involved (and their prosecutors), and the rules that would endeavour to ensure a fair
trial for the defendants. Most importantly, paragraph 6 of the charter defined the crimes that
would be prosecuted:
a) Crimes Against Peace: narnely, planning, preparation, initiation or waging of a war of
aggression, or a war in violation of international treaties, agreements or assunuices, or
participation in a Common Plan or Conspiracy for the accornplishrnent of any of the
foregoing;
(b) W m Crimes: namely. violations of the laws or customs of war. Such violations sMl
include. but not be ümited to, murdex, ili-treatment or deportation to slave labor or for
any other purpose of civilian population of or in occupied temtory, murder or ü1treatment of pnsoners of war or penons on the seas, küling of hostages, plunder of public
or private property, wanton destruction of cities, towns, or villages, or devastation not
justified by rnilitary necessity;

(c}Crimes agchst l3inmmity: name@,muder. extermination, enslavement, deportation.
and other inhumane acts committed against any civilian population, before or during the
war. or persecutions on political, racial or retigious gromds in execution of or in
connecbon with any crime within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether or not in
violation of domestic law of the country where perpetrated.
Leaders, organizers, instigatos. and accompüces participating in the bmulation or
execution of a Comrnon Plan or Conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing crimes are
responsibie for ail acts performed by any persons in execution of such plan.9

The wording of the charge of "crimes against humanity" had immense sigdïcance in the
proceedings of the trial. First it is important to note that the Allies accused the Nazis of crimes

against any civilian population, before or during the war. This meant that the Gennans could be

charged with persecuting their own population, even before the beginaing of the war. 'Ihis was
rarely applied however. and only in context of the key phrase mentioned above: the jurisdiction

of the tribunal. In fact pre-war crimes were largely d e d out.10
Once the charter had been agreed to, the M i e s decided on the defendants and drafted the

indicment. The Americans were determined to try not oniy the highest-ranking G e m
perpenators but also the "leading representatives of p u p s or organizations to be deemed

criminal."liOn October 6. 1945, the Allies indicted twenty four defendants (two of whom Robert Ley, head of the Arbeiterfiont, and Gustav Knipp von Bohien und Haibach - were Iater
excluded) on four counts: I) The Comrnon Plan or ConspVacy (formerly the Iast statement
applying to ail three clauses of the charter), TT) Crimes against Peace, m)War Crimes, and IV)
Crimes against Humanity. The remaining twenty-two defendants were:
1. Hermann G ( l ~ gReich
,
Marshal
Chof the Inmnarional Mifitary Tribunal, Augrrst 8. 1945. in &id., 52-53.
Io For example, Telford Taylor explam& "Major William] Walsh [an Amerifan prosecutor] began his
presenration with documents dealing witb Nazi persecution of Jews during the prewar years on the stated basis that
ptewar crimes agahm German Jews were pan of the p-on
for waging aggressive wars. No objection was
raiseci at the time, but uhimuely the Tribunal held ùirn the evidence did not support such a conclusion and deciined
to treat prewar persecutions as crimes under the Charter." Taylor, The Amomy of the Nuremberg Trials, 2 t O.
M m , The Nwembwg W w Crimes Tri01. 56.

2. Rudoif Hess. H i t M s dcputy
3. Joachim von Ribbentrop. Foreign Minister
4. Wilhelm Keitel, Field Marshal and Chief of the High Command of the Amied Forces
5. Ernst Kaitenbwer, Chief of the Reich Security Office
6. ALfred Rosenberg, Mnister for the Occupied Eastern Tenitories
7. Hans Frank Generalgouvemeur of Poland
8. Juiius Streicher, publisher of "Der Sttlrmer"
9. Walter Funk, Minisrer for Economic Affairs
Kari D6nitz. Supreme commander of the Geman Navy
Ernst Raeder. D6nitzfspredecessor
Baldur von S c h h . Reich Youth leader
Fritz Saukel, Reich comrnissioner for Labour
Wiltieim Frick. Minister of the Interior
Albert Speer, Minister of Armaments
Alfied Jodl, Chief of Military Operations Staff
Amir Seybinquart. Minister for the Netherlands
Constantin von Neurath, Minister of Foreign A f f i and Reich Protector for Bohemia and
Monrovia
19. Martin Botmam. Reichsleiter and Chief of the Pa- Chancellery, (in absentia)
20. Ham Fritsche. Departmental Head of the Ministry of Propaganda
3 1. F m von Papen. Vice-Chancellor and latet ambassador to Austria and Turkey
22. Hjalmar Schacht. President of the Reich Bank and iMinister of Economic Mairs. l2
As for the destruction of European Jewry, Count IV of the indictment had a new section

which exnapolated fkom the statement in the charter: "Persecutionon Political, Racial, and
Religious Grounds in Execution of and in Connedon with the Cornmon Plan Mentioned in
Count One [Le. aggressive war]." It stated: "Thesepersecutions were directed against Jews. They
were also directed against persons whose political belief or spiritual aspirations were deemed to

be in conflict with the aims of the Nazis.Jews were systematicdy persecuted since 1933; they
were deprived of their Liberty, thrown into concentration camps where they were murdered and
iIl-neated.''l3 The section went on to show the numbers of Jews kiUed in various corntries,

seriously underestimating what we now know the torals to be. in the end, meen of the
International Military TribuaaL Triai ofthe Mgior W m Crimbds before the Int-omi
Mifitary TriiVwemberg 14 November 1945-I October 1946.42 vols. (Nuremberg: international Military Tri?>& 1947), 1:2795, and RLlckerI, The Investigation of Nazi Crimes 1945-1978,26027.
l 3 Ibid, 66.

defendants wnc comicted on this charge. Both JuIt*usStreicher and BaIdur von Schirach were

convicted solely of crimes against humanity. This was an illusaative example of the limitations

of contemporary appreciation of the Holocaust, with Streicher presented as the ideologue behind
the Final Solution and with the pivotal role of other defendants, such as Goring, overlooked in
order to focus on their guilt of crimes against peace.
The American prosecutonal team clearly dominated the trial. The latter was a tedious

process, punctuated by moments of profound horror and revelation. For example, the Struop

Report of the Wanaw Ghetto Uprising of 1943 htroduced to the coumoom and the world not
only extensive information about the revolt but also macabre p i c m of Nazi bnitality towards

the Jews. Farnously. this report began with Stroop's triumphant exclamation, "the Warsaw Ghetto
is no more." and it chronicled the vicious Nazi assauit on the Jews who remained in the ghetto

after the deportabons of 1942 (with a ridicufous emphasis on the vaiour of the brave Nazis who
stood up to the tenacious Jews)Y Telford Taylor refmed to the documentary evidence of Nazi
bnitality as a "parade of horron" and noted later recalled the shock and nervousness of many of

the young Amencan prosecutors who read into evidence the words of Jilrgen Stroop, Hans Frank

or Heinrich Himmler.'5

The Nuremberg triai faced three widely expresseci criticisms in Gemany. First, the trial
was seen as a fom of "victor'sjustice." Many Germans found this unacceptable for fundamentai

procedural reasons. and because they felt that the ALlies could not be Ïmpartial.16 Second.
Gemany's constitution since unification in 1871 had a strict ban on retmactivity. as we s h d see

l4 Swop Report. read by Justice Robert J d n , in ibid, 126.
I Taylor. 7ne Anatomy of the !Vwemberg Tri&, 202
l6 For an interestmg assasment of German rrxntment towanls the Allied and a particillarly harsh condemnation of
Soviet involvement m "viaor's justice," see IUrg Friedrich, "Nuremberg and the Germans*, in
Legacy ofNuremberg ed Beiinda Cooper (New York: TV Books, 1998), 87- 106.
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taxer in this chapter. According to this stipuian'on, c'tics

observed, Nuremberg ïmposed an ex

post facto adjudication - assuming the existence of crimes that were not defined as such at the

time the acts were supposedly committed. Finaily, the ru quoque argument, discussed earlier,
carried rnuch weight for the Germans who had been victims of Plllied bomb attacks. According
to legal expert Adalben Riickerl, the devastation inflicted on the mass of the German population

by the air raids left the population outraged at the Allies. uninterested in trials of the Nazis, aud

deterrnined only "tofind food and accommoàation for themselves and their families.17
ïhe Trial of the Major German War Criminals ended in October 1946. The judges
acquitted three defendants. sentenced twelve to death, and gave sentences of ciiflering lengths to

the rest. The trial was followed by other Allied trials. but interesingly none conducted by al1 of
the Mies together. Mead as decided already in December 1945 by the Control Council Law

No. 10. each occupying power proceeded against Nazi crirninals as it saw f i t 9 These subsequent
trials were conducted separately by the Ailied powers, but the largest and most famous were the
Amencan trials. There were twelve in aü, and they lasted until the rniddle of 1949. The
Americans divided them h t o criminal groups according to occupation, including the doctors'

trial (mentionedeariier), the lawyers' trial (including leading judges - this trial was to be the
subject of the film "Judgment at Nuremberg"),the IG-Fmben trial (the chemicai Company which

manufacnired the poison gas Cyclon B and employed slave labour), and the Eimcztzgrtcppen trial

of Otto Ohlendorf and twenty-three heads of the special "Operations Groups," which swept
through Eastern Europe and murdered some one million Jews before the establishment of the

Rkked, The henvdgaion of Nazi Crines 1945- 1978.36.
tbib, 26. Conml Coucil law No. 10 ratined the Charter of the LMï m aa offcial Allied Code t
hwodd apply
to ail subsequent trials. Paragraph 6 of the IMTc h a r , which listed the fOur major crimes to be med, became
paragraph U. in addition, it stipulated the appropriate prmishment for these crimes,

ci&

The Amerkans dso tmched proceedings against guaràs at various concentration

camps. and in al1 had a fairly successful conviction record: of 1,941 persons indicted by the
Amencan courts, 1,s 17 were sentenced.20 in ail, between 1945-49, the Americans interned one

hundred thousand former Nazi oficials. In al1 three Western zones, the Allies intenied hast
wo hundred thousand former Nazi higher ups.21

The years between 1945- 1950 marked a slow transition from AUied conml of the
Grmianjustice system to a f&ly independent Gennan judiciary. Although it may appear that it
was reorganized solely by the Allies. the exclusive use of the German code in Nazi

trials was in

fact orchestrated by German jurists who exerted pressure on the Allies to prevent national or
district courts from using Control Council Law No. 10. Why? This question cm be amwered in

part by assessing the legal system imposed by the Allies prior to the establishment of the Federai
Republic. At the start of the Wied occupation, Geman courts ceased to function, and it took

approximately five years for these institutions graduaily to corne back to life. We shdl see later

in this chapter that after the establishment of the F e d d Republic. the Ge=

pend code was

based on the original code of 1871. The Allies took it upon themselves to determine the legal

19 Ohlendorf was sentenced to death. and exewted in June 195 1, a few yean prior to another Einsa~gmppenTriai
(thWesr Cienmm Uhn Triat of f 959).Hiiary Eart, grachme student at the University ofToronto. Is currentIy

complethg a dissertation on the Amencan M i l m Tribunai trial of the Eimatzgnppen..

z0 RUckerl, The Investigation of Nazi Crimes 1945-197& 28.
21 Jeflky Hee Divided Memow: The Nazi Pm in the Two Gummiys (Cambridge: Harvard Univers* Rcrs,
1997). 204. In other proceedings, the country with the mngest record of aying Nazi war ctiminals was Poland
whose military miunal began m g Gerxnans during the war and, according to the Polish Ministry of Justice, haci
sentenced 5,358 Germans between 1944- 1977. The results of these triais varied Many were hastily sentenced to
death and executed, while other were initiaiiy given long prison terms and then apparentty zmnestiecl Artta
Breitwieser and Oswald Kaduk, bath defendants at the Auschwitz Trial, are typical cases in point. Breitwieser was
sentenced to death in a 1947 trial of major Auschwitz criminals, but later to iife and then tirne served. Kaduk was
sentenced to hventy-five years by a Soviet court in East Germany in the same year, and serveci nine years in prison,
He was reieased m 1956 and moved to West: Berlin, where he worked as a nurse in a hospital. Two years later he
was arrested by the West German authoritits and added to the Auschwitz investigation. Rflckerl The l ~ l v e s t i g ~ o n
of Nazi Crimes I94S-/978,31;Uneil und U~eilsbegnïdùnghV'ahrPn
gegen Liebehmchel und d i e , drriF
Oberste Palntsche Volkstribwtal. in 4 Js M / 5 9 , 4 : 8349; and Langbein, Der Auschwitz Prozess, 249.1 wiil teturn to
the conmversy surroundmg Kaduk's previous conviction in Chapter Five.

foundatioions of pst-war Germany.

dmded ttrat imy taws hsthted ùy the Nazis Lhat were

obviously criminal (e.g. racial discrimination) would be revoked.
The Ailied Control Council Laws were designed to reconstnrct the German state. Law

No. 4 on "the Reorganization of the Geman Judicial System" prohibited Gennan courts nom
aying any crimes committed against the Allies." Control Council Law No. 10, which referred to

the four international criminal charges, dso stipulated that the Geman courts could only try
crimes "committed by persons of Gemian citizenship or nationality against other persons of
German citizenship or nationality, or stateless persons.'m

a resdt. it FeU to the Allies to

prosecute ail crimes committed by the Germans against Allied nationais and ail war crimes.
includhg crimes against the Jews.z4

in addition. the Gennans were not eager to use these international charges in the M T
charter. Histonan Henry Friedlander argues that the charge itseif could have been advantageous
to the Germans for a few reasons: it made "no distinction between perpetrator and accomplice,
rejected defense of superior orden. and provided for penalties higher than the German penal

code...."5 Not only did the German penal code have lenient sentences for manslaughter and for
aiding and abetting murder. but it was so difficult to prove perpetration of murder thai the

maximum punishment could rarely be implemented. in addition, as 1wilI demonstrate in Chapter

22 Ibid. 30.
23 Rtickerl. The fnvestigotioon of 1Vai Crimes 1945- I978,34.
24 Despite the fan that Law No. 10 was designed to p h d e %niforni legal b a i s in Gemiaay for the prosecution of
war r r i i a l s and 0 t h similar offénden," the Ailies dlowed exceptions in some cases. Specincally,Gennan courts
could ay Nazi criminais on the charge of "crimes agaimt humanity" if they m untelated to -ive
war, but
not "crimes against peace" or "war crimes," as these dkectiy &ed
the Ailies-Accordhg to historîan Henry
Friedlander, the Germans were rarely ailowed to do so, however, because in alrnost aiï cases the Mies considmd
"crimesagairist humanity" to be linked to war crimes and therefore uuder Allied jurisdiction. Thüls of Ww
Crimhak befoe the ~Vurmberg
MiIitary T~bunoLrd
e
t Control Council L m No. IO. Nuremberg Ocrober 1946
-4pril2949 (Washington D.C.: U.S. G.P.0, 1949-1953), ;wi-xix.
25Henry Friedlander, 'The Judiciary and Nazi Crimes in Pos<warGermany," 7?reSimon Wiesenzhd Cetuer A
d
(New Yotk: Rossel Books, 1984), 3 1.

-

Two. the Gemian penat code

-

art die defense o f snperior onfers" or Befehlsnotstand but it

could be used in order to distinguish between a perpetrator and an accomplice. Still, German
jurists argued bitterly over the basic character of Control Councii Law No. 10. Although the four

counts of the M T could be usefùi in convicthg defendants of genocide, and although they
contained no distinction between perpetrator and accomplice. they were seen as ex post facto
legislation that tore at the very core of the Germau constitution and its ban on retroactivity.
Friedlander stases that œ'finally.in 195 1, the Allies yielded to massive Geman pressure and

prohibited the use of Law No. IO in German courts. Thereafter, conviction of Nav criminals
could be obtained only on the bais of the German pend code?

This meant. then. that ex-Nazis would be dealt with as common criminais. According to
Rückerl. this is exactly what the Gerrnan public wanted d e r the experience of Nuremberg.

Germans were tired or war, and of war crimes as a category. They were preoccupied with food,
shelter and reconstruction.In many ways, the Geman public saw the Allied judicial proceedings
as political revenge rather than criminal justice. They prevented the courts frorn m g serious

crimes:the M T charter smacked of retroactivity and victor's justice; and the denazification trials
were h u & t with controversy as questionnaires were forgeà, Iower ranking Nazis often received

heavier punishments than their superiors, and charged pmons were "reeducated" for six months,
and whitewashed with a PersilSchein (literally, washing detergent that could clean them of their
pas crimes) and released into the public." Accordhg to Rückerl.

27 For more on denazification, see Herf, Divided Memory, Rebecca L. Boehlhg, A Question of Priorih'es:
Democratic Refornts and Economic Recovery in Pustwm G e n n w Franùjûrt. Mwrich. and Sîuttgart under US.
Occuparion (Providence: Beeahn, 1996);Norbert Frei, Vergmgenheitspoiitikdie An$Cinge der Bmdesrepublik
Heake and Ham Woiier, eds., PoWche
ruid die ~VSVergmgenhir,('Munich: Beck, 1996); Klaus DiSiïubenutg in Ewopa: Die Abrechnung mit Faschismur und KoiIabororion nach dem Zweiten Welrkieg (Mimich:
DTV, 199 t ), contaios man? articles deaiing with denazificationon al1 ofthe occupied zones; Ernst Klee,
PersiLrcheine undfalsche Pusse: wie die Kirchen den NPiS haifen (Fraddïm am Main :Fischer, 1991); and

the reasun why they regarded the murder of m3Iions of Jews, political opponents and
insane persons as a political act rather than a primarily criminal one may be found in the

reporting of the trials mounted by the IMT in Nuremberg and its enormous impact on
public opinion. The trials were chanicterized by an intermingling of military, politicai and
purely criminal events in a mamer which rendered it vimially impossible for a .
unprejudiced observer to obtain the facts needed to unntvel the tangle of evidence.'qa

The on1y viable adaptation to this situation for the Ge-

Ministry of Justice was to

mate purely criminal proceedings that shunned the Allied Conml Council system. This was
dso a way for the newly independenf democratic West Geman govemment to demonnntte that

it was capable on its own of coping with Nazi crimes. By using the Long-standingcode - and
pointing to the fact that the murder statute had never gone out of eEect - the Federal Republic
could show that Nazism's murderous policies .
ad been illegai h m beginning to end. How did

the newly brmed West German judicial system go h m having little power to investigate and
try fomer Nazi c h i n a i s to launctiing one of the largest, longest trials in German history in

1963? A closer look at the attitude of the newly emerging West German state to the Nazi past,
and the structure of the West Germanj udicial system after the shift h m Allied control, will help
to answer this question.

b) The Response of the West German State: FramiDg the Nazi Past

With the collapse of the Nazi regime in 1945, Germany had allegedly reached "Hour

Zero'' - Sh<nde 14uiZ- in which there was a break h m the past on all fronts. Gemiany was
reduced to rubbie, and its population was decimateci and h g . The sole preoccup~onof the

-

-- -

--

Clemens Voihhak, Enmaz~jùierung:Polirisch S%&erwig znd Rehabiiitierwlg VI den vier Besatnurgszonen, 19451949 (Munich: DTV,1991).
28 Rûckerl. The Imestigation of Nazi Cbhes 1945-1978. 3 5-3-36.

majority of the people was to rebdd and to k d food. Some contend ttiat there w d d be no
r e m to any past political traditions, for Imperia1 Germany was long gone, the Weimar era had
been an unmitigated political failure. and the Allies would do everythlig to prevent a nse of old

National Sociaiist sentiment. According to historian Gordon Craig, "before it was over and the
Gennans had been authorized to cesume organized political activity... old structures and elites

had been demolished so completely that there was no possibility of building a new system upon
them.'"g A completely new democratic system was the g d of the Ailies and a few key political

figures - particuiarly Kurt Schumacher. leader of the Social Democratic Party (SPD),Theodor
Heuss, who becarne Germany's fim president, Konrad Adenauer. Gennanyyos
Christian

Democratic Union (CDLT) leader and chancellor nom 1949-63, and Ludwig Erhard Chancellor
at the Ume of the Auschwitz Trial - in what wodd become the new West Gennany.30 This
democracy became one of the most successfbl new constitutionai suites in Europe, an "economic
miracle" that showed no signs of weakness, even d e r the devastation of the Nazi penod and the

troublesome legacy of Nazisrn's rnurderous policies.
How did politicians in the Federal Republic of Gennany frame the Nazi period in the new

democracy? How did politicians deal with the millions of German citizens who had been
membea of the Nazi party, or of the SS, and had been more or less involved in the "Final
29 Gordon Craig, The G e r m m (New York: Meridian Books. 1982). 36. This m e n t has been thoroughly
debated in historiai examinations of the postwar era, and many historiaus argue thaî this outlook is tàr too
sirnplistic, for many important political figures b m the Nazi era - and before - remaineci powertùl and regaineci
key polmcai posts. Recent analysis has generdly contended that the hasty denazificationand release of many
Uivestigaed former Nazis Ied to the continuation of coLlSNative politicai trends and the presenmtion of powerfid
dites in both govenunent and the economy. The most m
g exarnple of this was the case of Ham Giobke,
appointed as Adenauer's personal secfetzuy, who had been a civil servant in the M b h r y o f Justice in the Nazi
period and wrote cornmencary on the h o u s Nuremberg Law. Demis L. i3ark and David R Grees,
A Htstory
of West Gwmars,: From Shudow ru Su&stance 1945-1963, second edition (Oxford= Blachell, 1993), 85. For more
in depth analysis, see Christa Hofnnana, Snuiakn N d ? Vergangenheitsbav&gwrg in Deufschland 1945-1989
(Born Bouvier. 1992); S t e h Krimm and Wieland Z i eds., Nachbiegszeit: die Sîunak Nidi als Reaiitdt wui
itijtthcas in der deutschen Geschichte (Munchen: Bayerischer Schulbuch-Veda&1996); and Geofky J. GiIes, d,
Srwtde Null= The End and the Beginnhg F@ Yeors Ago (Washington, D.C.: German HhOncal lastitute, 1997).
30 H d Dntided Mernory. 226.

&.

Solution"?31 fn Divided Memory: Tke N 'Pmt hrk T m Genrronps, tristorian JefBey &rf
deals with the question of memory and attitude towards the Nazi past He examines the Adenauer
period ( 1949-63)in the Federal Republic. and shows that post-occupatiod policies towards

former Nazis were the direct result of the disapprovai of AUied policies. Specificdly, with such a
large number of former Nazis,denazification and harshly punitive nids were not popular. There
was a large portion of the population who "opposed

any serious efforts at postwar judicial

reckoning or fkmk public memory." Adenauer's main policy was to inte-

rather tban alienate

ex-Nazis. because for many, "one could have either democracy or justice but in the early days,
cenainly not both.*'32 Justice had k e n the pursait of the Allies: between 1945 and 1949 there

were seemingiy rndless investigations, denazification hearings and triais. Consequently,
Adenauer made it his goal to focus on moving forwatd. Herf -tes

that for Adenauer. "in order

to avoid a renewal of German nationaiisrn and Nazism, economic recovery and political
democratization must take priority over a judicial confbntation with the crimes of the Nazi
past."33 Craig argues that Adenauer's ability to shift the gened population's focus away fiom

the depressing, devastating effects of Nazism was his greatest achievement and one of the main
rasons for the success of the democracy and the economic miracle.s4 Rather than contiauing the
purge instituted by the Allies, Adenauer proposed that the Nuremberg trials and other AUied
investigations had successfidîy drawn public attention to the horrors of Nazism. and it was now

tirne to pursue a policy of reconstruction, restitution to Jewish smivors, and reinteption of

According to Morian Michael Kater, eight million Gamans w m members of the Nazi par^ at the end of the
war. Michael Kater, The Nazi Party: A Socid Profile ofMembers and Leaders, 1919-1945 (Cambridge, iMA:
Haward University Press. 1983) 26232 Herf, Dividod Memary, 203.
33 ibid, 109.
34 Craig, l
k Gennans, 44.

former Nazis." Continuhg the denazification hearïngs wodd be counterproductive, according to
Adenauer. because they made former Nazis into "second-class persons" rather than integrated
membes of the new society. Endless punitive measures paved the way for a new kind of
nationalism that would o d y make people nostalgie for the Nazi period. Says Herf. "fiorcing the
Grmians to face the Nazi past [in Adenauer's view] would only make things worse."36

There is much debate about the policy of Adenauer's govemment regardmg the Nazi

p s t . Many historiam. including Herf. argue that Adenauer was not an apologist, but a d i s t . He
felt mongly that the architects of Nazism should be punished and presented to the G e m
public as the Caces behind the evil oPNazism. He was an opponent of Hitler, and spent much of
the Nazi period in hiding. He had an "emphaticaily non-military bearing" that made him the
"tirnate

bourgeois,'' a representative of the new Germany.37 ûthers argue that his policy of

forgiveness for the majority of former Nazis in German society paved the way for a rapid
forgetting process. as thousands of ex-Nazi party and SS members were integrated hto society,
the culture. and politics. During the early years of postwar reconsrructioa however. Adenauer's
continued focus on the hture and more immediate concems - the cold war, entrance into NATO,

and economic remumring - made him a uniting force in an exmxnely fkctured state with a

%agile popuiar psyche."38

35 Herf. Divided Mentory. 209.
j6 iôid.. 224.

37 lbid
38 ibid. 225. For more on the large historicd assessment of Adenauer's legacy and the early poattitudes
towads confionration with the Nazi past, see Ulnch Bmcbhagen, Nach Nilrnberg: vergangenheitsbewdfigungund
Westintegrotion in der Ara Adenuuer (Hamburg: Junius, 1994);GotthardtJasper, "Wiederguauachungund West
integrarion" die Mbherzige justiPeIle Aufarbeitung der NS-Vergangenheit in der îïûhen Bundesrepubük," in
Ludolf Herbst ed,Westdm~schlmd1945-1955: Untenveqîing Kontrofie Integrbon (Munich: R Oldenbourg,
1986): 183-202; Christa Hoffmann, "Die justitielle 'Vergangenheitsbedtiguug' in der Bundesepublik
Deutsctihd: Tatsachen und Legenden;" M a d h d Kittel Dh Legarde von u b "ZweirenSchuld--"
Vergmgenhei~sbewciltigwrg
in der Ara Adenauer (Berün: UUSICin, 1993); Robert G.Maiier, ed., Wssr Germony
wder Consmction: Politics, Society, a d Culme in the Adenmcer fia (Am Arbor, MI: University of Michigan

Geman state's relationship to the Nazi past should be. The stmngest opposition to Adenauer's
policy of "integration" came from Kurt Schumacher, leader of the socialist opposition, and

Theodor Heuss. president of Germany. Both Schumacher and Heuss were proponents of a
democracy thar would address and incorporate the dark Nazi past into lessons for the future of
the West German state. Adenauer was more popular because of the large nurnber of conservative
votea to whom the idea of integration appealed, but Schumacher and Heuss had a large

foilowing promoting justice and memory in the new democracy.39 On the Left. confrontation
with the past was a very important issue and it became more widespread later in the 1960s,

considenbly weakening the Right.
in 1949, during his first address to the Bundestag, Adenauer outlined the Justice

Mînistry's policy towards fonner Nazi criminals:

The govemment of the Federal Republic, in the belief that many have subjectively atoned
for a guilt that was not heavy, is determined where it appears acceptable to do so to put
the p a s behind us. On the other hanci, it is absolutely determined to draw the necessary
lessons h m the past regarding ail of those who challenge the existence of our state
whether they corne now fkom right-wing radicalism or lefi-wing radi~aiism.~
Adenauer's approach of "putthg the past behind us," helps to explain the decision of the new
West Gemany judiciai system to prosecute Nazi criminais accordhg to the Geman pend code.
which I will examine later in this chapter. This decision wes criticized by Fritz Bauer, who saw
the early abandonment of judicial measures as a major impediment to the later investigations cf

Press, 1997); and most recently, Robert Moeiler, War Stories: The Se& for ct Usabie P m in the Federal Republic
of Gennmy (BericeIey: University of California, 200 1).
39 He& DNided Memoty, 226. Heff s book wuunmes the manory ofthe Nazi paiod b u g h the di-g
politid
ideologies of Adenauer, Schumacher and Heuss.
40 K o d Adenauer in ibid, 271.

Nazi crimids. Bauer felt that *+the
extensive passivity of the administrationofjusrice d e c t s

the foreign and domestic policy of the Federal Republic" in genera1.U
AAer the Nuremberg Wals. in fact already during them. the Gemian public lost interest in
punishing the Nazi collaborators. a s we have seen. This loss of interest was in part because they

had other concem. like the cold war. in part because many perpetratoa who had been convicted

of senous crimes were being pardoneci. and in part because the Allies prohibited the Gemians

from trying anyone who had already been investigaîed by the AUied rribunals. Poliricians and the
public were focused on building a democracy at any c o s and in order to do that ex-Nazis had to
be reintepted into society rather than chastised or alienated. GradUSifIy, throughout the early

1950s, they were welcomed back into society. Bureau-

h m the Nazi period were guaranteed

pensions, and in generd. "the West G m a n governent was preoccupied with assuaging the
Nazi criminais."42 This did nor mean. though, that the courts were empty of former Nazi
crirninals during the 1950s. The new West German justice system slowly got its wheels into
motion and investigations into Nazi crimes gained momentum throughout the 1950s.

Between 195 1 and 1955, the new courts attempted to ~ s o l v the
e problems caused by the
limitations of the German pend code. Rückerl suites that during this time only twenty-one nonappealable sentences were recorded. Most sentences were extremely light (Iess than five years
imprisonment), and most acts of what would normaiiy be considered perpetration of murder were

judged as aiding and abetting murder because of what we shali see was a resiriction inherent in

. .

the Iegal definition of the crime. In addition, many Nazi cnminals had already

hed,

convicted or released both by the Mies and in Eastern European courts; it did not occur to
Gemian officiais to pume them fiirther during this period of recoristruction and preoccupation
41 Fritz Bauer, "lm Namen des Voikes: Die mafkchtlichc Bedtigung der Vergangenheit," 30 1-2.
42 Ibid.

with contemporary crimesG An expandect sense of the possibüities of legai proceedings

(especially since the majority of crimes had been committed outside of Germany) did not exist
yet in the mincis of y u n g prosecutors. who did not have much information about the Holocaust
at their disposal and often did not know where to begin to gather basic evidence. Older

prosecutors were not always eager to investigate Nazi &es

because many of them had k e n

members of the Nazi Party. Overall, these circumstances, dong with the politicai climate during
the Adenauer era, explain the general atmosphere of coafusion and reticence within the Gemian
legd cornmunity with regard to Nazi crimes. Meanwhile. the Allies were also winding down

denazification proceedings and in many ways, it was thought that the "goal of coming to terms

with the past had now been reached."@ Finally. in 1955, the 'bTransitionAgreement" between the
US, Great Britain. France and West Germany included the stipulation that Gerrnan courts could
not investigate or prosecute anyone who had been investigated already by the occupying powers.

This had an unfortunate effect on subsequent investigations. Citing the exampie if the Amencan
triai of the cornmanden of the Einsatzgruppen, RRiickerl notes that on one hami, the major

criminals in charge of the special killing commandos had ail been released by the late 1950s and
could no longer be investigaed. On the other hanci. many of thek subordinates were d e d in
subsequent proceedlligs and often sentenced to Life in prison." This caused some public

resentment of the trials, for the majority of Germans blarned the architects and ideologues of
Nazism for their pro-

of destruction and saw themselves as the victims who had had no

choice but to comply. With hindsight and with increasing focus on the role of mbordinates as

43 ibid 44.
44 Ibid.. 46.
45 RiSckerl, The Imestigatton of Nari Ches 1945-1978.57.

perpetrators and murderen. these Mds were justined and necessary. However, in West Germany
of the early 1950s, this attitude had not yet fomed.
The latter half of the 1950s saw an increase in the number of trials of former Nazis in the

Federal Republic. This was often the result of individuals. usually survivors, recogniPng camp
guards or other Nazi officials on the streets and pressing charges against them. This was the case

with the initiation of the Auschwitz investigation, and also with the Uùn triai of 1958, when
mernbers of an Eimatzgruppen unit were tried. A survivor recognized the leader of the unit in
the mass killings in Lithuania in 1941, after the suspect appealed to the press to be reinstated in
his job as police inspector..'6 These coincidences occurred more and more often as former Nazis
were released from the East and made their way back to Gemany.

As individuai state public prosecutor's offices became aware of the massive number of

uninvestigated crimes and suspects, they made a concerted effort to document investigations in a
coherent manner. In October 1958 the "Central Office of the Land Judicial Authorities for the

investigation of National-Socialist Crimes" (Zentraie S'elle der Landesjt~stizverwaItung,yr
Au$W#mng nationaLsonalistischer Verbrechen - ZdL) in Ludwigsburg was estabiished, through

an agreement of regionai judicial administrations and funded by al1 of the federal states. It was
dedicated to investigating Nazi crimes @rimarily in the East) and collecting information., in the

form of documents or witness testimony. on perpetrators. This information would then be
forwarded to the appropriate prosecutor's office for criminal prosecution. Whawis initiaiiy, most

information coilected by the M L came h m previously coilected documents and the Nuremberg
triai records. new evidence began to appear and accumulate due to public awareness of the

existence of the new office. in 1959 alone. the ZdL initiated four hundred new investigations into
-

46 1 wiU discuss the Ulm trial firrther in Chapter Two.

crimes committed in the east by both the Er'mo~zgruppenand the guads at concentration and

death camps.J7
A new era of judicial investigation into Nazi crimes thus began, and by the late 1980s the

ZdL had launched investigations into at lest 13,000 proceedings.48 To be sure. many of these

had to be closed due to the death or disappearance of the suspects. By 1992, approximately
103.823 Gennan citizens had been investigated for Nazi crimes. Of these, according to historian

Dick de Mildt, only 6.487 were prosecuted and convicted and 5.5 13 (85 percent) of these were
for '-non-lethal" crimes of National Socialism - generally a i h g and abening. Of these
investigations. very few actuaily pertained to the mass murder of Jews. because racial hatred the
identification of the ethnicity of the victims and the prognun of racial annihilation were not
central elements to a murder conviction. In dl, of these some six thousand convictions, "little

over 7 percent actuaily related to the m a s kilhg of Jews.'" Of the 6,487 convicted defendants,
13 were sentenced to death (before the death sentence was eradicated), 163 to life imprisonment

(a murder conviction), 6197 to temporary pnmn terms. and 1 14 to fines.'*

In many ways, neither the Nuremberg statutes nor the West German penai code satisfied
the Gerrnan public. Control Council Law No. 10, and especidly the charge of "crimes against
hmanity." ignored the fact that those acts describeci as war crimes "should have been prosecuted
as murder. manslaughter, grievous bodily hann, fdse imprisonment, duress, larceny and

48 Adalben Rllckeri. -*NaziCrime Triais?" The Nmi Holoc4us~ecl Michacl Mamis (Westprt: Meckler, 1989), 9:
627.
De Mil* in the Name of the People: ferpetrators of Gienoide in the Refection of thea Post- W m PraseMion in
West Gemany, 20-2 1. De Mildt staks that many mhes pmsecuteà were "final phase crimes:" for example, the
execurion of Gexman soldien who had desmed, or "politicai denunciation," Le. acting as idiorman~to the Gestapo
in fellow German citians. Few mais actually had O do wah the "Fiaal Solution" of the Jews in the death camps and
gas chambers.

blackmd purm;mt to the pend lmin force bot&then and now."'

This was the argument of the

German judiciary and in many ways is part of the Iarger problem with the MT. The crimes of
the Holocaust had little if anything to do with war. However, once the Geman judicial system
was completely independent again after 1950, G e m tnds aiso had little to do with the

Holocaust. as they were run as regular criminal proceedings in which the overarching "FUial
Solution" was not on trial, but the individual actions of each defendant. Neither the defendants

nor the public was impressed with the outcome of regular criminal pmceedings and the depiction
of the people on aial, for *although they and their public might c l a h political victimization,
they appeared in court as killen. rapists and thieves."S* It was vix-tuaily impossible to mate a

trial that could adequately deal with Nazi crimes and that would meet with public approval.
I would argue that the use of the German pend code had in fact made the trials easier for
the public to digest: it disranced hem fkom the proceedings. By the very natu? of the murder

charge. the defendants had to be shown to be sadistic, twisted, malicious killen. Once this was
proven, the public could look upon those convicted with disgust and read about them in the paper

a s the "other," mowters and evil men. separate from the "ordinary Germans." Some West

German state prosecutors may have wanted to h d the best system to properly pmecute Nazi
criminals - we will see that the prosecution office in Frankfurt led by Fritz Bauer, was
determined to pume these crimes rigorousiy and vigiiantiy - but the decision to avoid the
Nuremberg stannes had unintendeci effects that may have weakened the public prosecutor's cases

considerably. This weakening effect becomes most obvious in an examination of the press
coverage, which wiU follow in Chapter Four The media picked up on the legal emphasis on
excessively brutal crimes - not only because the courts were p~occupiedwiih them but because
Friedlandec, The Miciary and Nazi Crimes in Posnuar Gamsny,", 36-37.
52 ibicl, 32.

they soki newspapen - and the Iarger message about the criminality of the entire Nazi state that

was so important to the Fritz Bauer was almost entirely lost
The overail reaction of society. politicians, govemment and West Germany on the whole

has becorne part of a large hiaoricai discussion that frmctions a s a second level of historical
anaiysis regarding Nazisrn: Gerrnany's co&ontation with the pst. or
VergangenheitsbeivüItigung.Although this dissertation is concerned with the Auschwitz Trial in

particular. it is useful to explore some of the more ment titerature that deals with the general

trends in this important collective German atternpt to reckon with the Nazi penod and its legacy.
German historians. such as Hans Mommsen, Norbert Frei, Uirîch Herbert, and Olaf Groehler,
have pioneered the historical inquiry into G'ergangenheitsbewaitigung in both East and West

Germany. Frei has written extensively on the politics of the early F e d d Republic in direct

relationship to the preceding Nazi period in his book Vergangenhitspolirik(Politics of the Past).

Herbert and Groehler have conducted studies of East and West Geman postwar confrontation
with the past. comparing the two and exploring whether either population engaged in r d , deep.
and meaningful introspection about the past, or whether authoritarian, mionalin militaristic and
racist quaiities had remained entrenched in the collective German psyche, making the supposed

VergangenheitsbewaItigunga superficial and imposed pmcew. Germaaid Jean-Paul Bier has
exarnined the 'Ptrategies of O blivion" adopted by Adenauer's govemment - instituthg reparation
to Israel in 1952 a s a psychological substitute for the equally impomt task of h v e s t i g a ~ gand
prosecuthg the thousands of mspected murcîerers within Germany - as well as by the public.
who saw the subjects of genocide. antisemitism and concentration camps as "taboos which the

new Gexman society was trying to forget at al1 costs." Hïstorian Gotthard Jaspers a

. that the

process of VergangenheifsbewÜIn'gimgin Adenauer's era was %&heartd" especially

judicidy. Fcnnousty, historiarr C h i e s M a i e r b s tabefect the Nazi period Gemiany's

asterab able past." and in his book he examines the various ways in which memory and

hinorical diaiogue about the Holocaust were aected and even distorted by the silence amongst
historians that lasted until late in the 1 960s. We have already seen that Jeffrey Herf has
conducted an investigation of comparative memory in the two German States, and we have also
seen that many scholars - Karl Jaspers and Fritz Bauer, for example - were criticai o f the

German reaction to the Holocaust in immediate postwar poïitics and beyond The conclusion thaî
the Vergungenheitsbewaltigungprocess has been incomplete, conaadictory. and distorted will

become M e r evident through an analysis of t
k Auschwitz Trial. the public, scholarly and
journalistic reaction to it. and its centrai place Ui 1960s West Geman exploration of the Nazi
penod.53 But fmt. a brief examination of the independent West Gennanjudicial system. and the
process by which it came into existence, demonstrates the foundations of the limitations that
prosecuton in Frankfurt would face in putting Auschwitz on triai.

53 See Jean-Paul Bier. The Holocalrst West Gennany, and Strategies of Oblivion, 1947- 1979." in Anson
Rabinbach and Jack Zipes. eds., G e r m a and Jews since the Holocaust: rhe Changing Situorion in West Germany
(New York: Holmes & Meier. 1986): 185-207; Michael Burleigh, ed., ConfFanring the 1 V a t i past: 1Vew Debares on
Modern German Hbtory (London: Collins & Brown, 1 996); Norbert Frei, VergungenheiitrpoIitik.- die A e g e der
Bundesrepublik und die 1VS- Vergangenheif(Munich: Beck Verlag, 1996); Ulrich Herbert and Olaf Groehler,
Zweierlei Bewaf tigwrg: vier Beitroge uber den Umgang mit der NSVergangenheit in den beiden deutschenStaaten
(Harnburg: Ergebnisse Verlag, 1992);Jeflky He& DNided Memory; JeHe& 'The 'Holocausr' Reception in
Germany. Right, Center, and Le%" in Amon Rabinbach and Jack Zipes, eds. Gemranr and Jews since the
Holoc~ust:the C h g i n g Situation in West Germaty, 208-233; Eckhard J e s e , and Konrad Low, eds.,
Vergungenheitsbewuttigwrg(Berlin: Duncker & Hurnbolt, 1997); Alf Lüdtke, "Coming to Terms with the Past':
Illusions of Rernembering, Ways of Forgetting Nazisxn m West Germany,"Journal of Modem History 65 (1993):
542-72; Peter Graf Kiehansepe Lange Schmen: vom Umgang der Damchen mit der natronaLrozialStirchen
Yergangenheit (Berlin: Siedler, 1989); Erich Kuby, Deutschland- von verschtrlderer Teifung&yrunverdierilen
Einheit ( k s m t Veriag Arthur Moewig, 1990); Charies Maier, The Unmusterdie P m Hbtory, Holoc41(sr, and
Gennan ,Varional Idenrity (Massachusetts:Harvard University Press, 1988); Hans Mommsen. Aufder Suche na&
historircher Nomalirtlü: Beitrage -7un Geschichtrbiidrrreitin a b Bundesrepublik (Berlin: Argon, 1987);Robert G.
Moeller, ed., West Germuny under Colil~tru~om
Politics, Sociery, and C h u e in the Adenauer Era (Am Arbor,
MI: University of Michigan Ress, 1997); and Rolf Steinhger, ed., Der Umgungrnit dem H O ~ O C C:EWO~CI-USAISL~F~
fsraef(Wien: Bohlau, 1994).

II. A B R E F INTRODUCTION TO THE W S T GERMGN CRIMINAL JüSTICE
SYSTEM
in order to understand the genesis of the Auschwitz Trial, a shon overview of the West

German criminal code and criminai procedure is necessary. 1shail hune the discussion of the
law in four sections. F i m I will describe the court systern with special attention to that element

relevant to the Auschwitz Triai. Second, 1 will discuss the criminal or pend code itself (in
German. the Stmfgesetzbuch or StGB), and those specific pvisions that were applicable. Third,

1 wi11 examine the criminal procedure or Stra&rozesssordnung (StPO) which defined the marner

in which these codes were employed. Finally, I will disclms the limitations of the criminai codes

ihat are relevant to the Auschwitz Trial. This will include a srudy of paragraphs 49 (law
distinguishing between perpeaation and aiding and abcning) and 21 1 (law against murder) and
the problem of determining perpetrator motivation, as weii as the debate on the Statute of

Limitations for murder and manslaughter. A detailed, in depth d y s i s and examination of the
law itself is not possible here. but a generai synopsis of the peculiarities of German law during

the 1960s will provide a backdrop to the triai and will explain the limitations of the legai

instnunent in the effort to corne to grips with the phenornenon of Auschwitz.

a)

The Court System

Gennan law belongs in the greater cenaal Europea.legal family of continental Iaw
countries, meaning it has five codes at the core of its legal system: civil law in Roman law
definition. civil procedural Iaw, criminal law, criminai proceduml law and commariai law.54

54 Nigel G. Foster, German Law mtd Legaf @stem (London: Blackstone Rey Ltd, 1993), 1-2.

The German Pend Code was established in T
m with &e fbundlag of the Second Reich and
existed throughout the entire Nazi penod Generally, h m 1933-45,huge changes were made to

the entire system of Geman law. No new constitution per se was i n s t i ~ e dbut
, the law was
either suspended or perverted by Nazi judges, who were pany members implementing Nazi
ideology. Many laws were simply issued by decree. The rights of the individual were vimially
negated and the state (and the dl-powerful police) became the absolute power that could choose

to determine the rights of individuals. After the demise of Nazism, some of the revisions made
by the Nazis were repealed and the old code of 1871 stwd; in fact, the official name of the StGB
is ait1The Gennan Pend Code of 1871 ." However, a new aunosphere of leasonhg and

interpretation of the law was innoduced, dong with many new Iaws. For example, an important
statute against genocide (paragraph 220a) was

introduced in March 1954. The genocide law was

clearly a result of the Nazi genocide of the Jews and an attempt to prevent another such
catastrophe.s? Unfomuiately, Paragraph 103 of the constitution (Grundgese~:GG), the ban on
retroactivity (Rzïckwirkungsverbot),made the genocide statute inapplicable in Germau postwar

trials of Nazi perpetraton due to its ex post facto statu. As we have seen, the ban on retroactiviry
was adhered to rigidly in the German criminal code. it was also the nibject of mmy major
debates in the Bundestag. At the same t h e . any notion that the Nazi policy of rnurder was le@
was not entenained. for the statute applying to rnurder @aragmph 2 1 1) stood throughout the

entire Nazi p e n d The pst-wa. court system was determineci by a much more interpretive and

precedent based order. It was rooted in the greatest achievement of the immediate pst-war
55 S a ~ g e s e u h c h
mir 77 Nebengeseoen [StGB] (Mhchen and Berlin: CH. Beck'sche Vulagsbuchhandlung,
1963), 34& Edition, 90. The law defins genocide as ÿvhoever, with the intention of wi~oiiyor partially destroying a
national, raciai, retigious or ethnicdly distinct group as such, 1) kiUs members of a group; 2) inflicts serious physical
or mental injury.. 3) subjects the gmup to living conditions tikely to cause deah u, aü or some of the members; 4)
imposes measures designmi to prevent births within the group; 5 ) forcible tmmfèrs children h m one group to
another." ïïte Pend Code of the Fedwal Reptzbiic of Gennony, tram. Joseph Dahy (Littieton, Colorado: Fred B.
R o h a n and Co., 19S i ) , 182.

..

period: the Feded Constitutionai Court (Bundessverfassunggerichr).which was given (and

retains) the power to overrule any laws which may be in breach of the basic law.
Paragraph 92 of the GG creates the division between federal and regionai courts, making
for a highly specialized and decenaalized court system.56 The federal court (Bundesgerichr),

stands at the head of each of the hierarchies of the state courts (Landesgerichte). and is basically
only used as a court of final appeal, which helps to define a uniform înterpretation of law

b u g h o u t the *tes of Gemany. Each state is responsible for the administration of its own
judicial systern as defined by the GG and the court constitution (Gerichtsverfàssungsgesetz -

GVG). There are ninety-three regional courts in Gemany, based in larger towns aod cities.
(Smaller t o m s and villages have a system of local courts [Amtsgerichre.])Within the regional
court of each state exists a criminal chamber, which is divided into two sections: the maIl
charnber (kleine Strajkamme~.and the large chamber (grMe Sira@mmer). For our purposes,
the large charnber is relevant as it is responsible for indictable offenses. For the most serious

criminal cases. such as the Auschwitz Trial, the regional court creates within the large cRminal

chamber a Schoffengericht or Schurgericht, which in Engiish is known as a jury court or trial.
in reality, the judges always partake in the actual verdict. During the 1960s the jury court had six
jurors. These lay judges are the equivalent of legal scholars by North American standards, as
they need no professiouai legd training, need have no case knowledge pnor to the actuai trial,

and issue judgments just like the professional judges.57 The Auschwitz Trial was administered by

the jury court at the regional court of Frankfh-am-Main, and was made up of three professional
judges and six jurists.

56 Ibid. 36-37.
57 G e M Dannecker and Julian Roberts, "The Law of Criminal Procedure," in Imo&aion to G e m m Law, eds.
Werner F. Ebke and Matthew W.Finkin (The Hague: Kluwer Law international, 1W6), 420.

The puMc prosecutufs office tiasexchmve dumain overthe pressing of charges. The
prosecution service is set up by the state and is a completely separate entity h m both the police

and the court. The prosecutor's office has the right to pursue an investigation begun by the police
and generally works very closely with hem, as police have the necessary expertise and capacity
to gather evidence. However, prosecutors may also investigate on ttieir own. They have the right

to arrest suspects. subpoena witnesses and conduct searches. but they are not obligated to press

charges based on police investigaiion or suspicion. The public prosecution office represents the
public interest and must therefore aiways ensure that correct pmcedure is being followed not

only in the pre-trial phase but also within the trial itself? 1 shall retum to the relationship
between the state and the court when dealing with the Geman Criminal Procedure, which

becomes relevant when the prosecution has decided to press charges and issue an indictment.

b) The German Criminal Code (StGB)

The application of German criminal law and the shape of a trial are dictated by two
separate yet equally important categories: substantive criminai law, as outlined in the StGB,and
procedurai criminal law (StPO). The former sets up the actual requirements and details of crimes
dong with their punishments, and the latter determines the ways in which the StGB is enforced.

me StGB, loosely based on the Second Reich's Pend Code, is divided into two parts: the
general part (cl llgemeiner Teil). whieh encornpasses paragraphs 1-79, and the speciaiized part

lBesonderer Teil), deahg with paragraphs 80-358. The general part sets out the d e s and

regdations that apply to most cnminaî offienses, and the speciaIized pan identifies the crunina1
offenses that make up the core of criminal law."sg
Certain basic principles are outlined in the general part of the StGB. For example,

parapiph I enunciates the principle of legdity which States that there c m be no punishment

without statutory legislation and there can be no crime without offense. (ln Latin. these are the
principles of nullu poeno sine lege and nullm crimen sine lege respectively.)* Paragraph 2
precludes retmactivity. insishg that ''the punishment and its collateral consequences are
detemiined by the statute which was in force at the time of the act.*61 This applies to laws
implemented after 1945. and wouid have made such charges as those of the International

Militas, Tribunal at Nuremberg - crimes against humanity, for exarnple - impossible in the
German legal sening. Paragraph 2 is not to be confuseci, however, with the Befehlsnotstmd or

defense of niperior orden used by many former Nazis. whereby their Iawyers atîempted to show
that they were only doing as they were commanded and therefore acting legaily. I wiii show in
Chapter Two that this claim was deemed inadmissible already at Nuremberg, and again at the

Auschwitz Trial. and therefore the defendants w e n charged with crimes that were understwd to

be illegal during the time that they were supposedly committed Murder fds mder the category
of feIony outIined in paragraph 12 of the StGB, which creates a division betweenfelonies and
misderneanors. Felonies coostitute the focus of this investigation as they are defined as indictable
offenses with punishment of one or more years.

-

59 Henbm Schumann. 'Criminal Law," Inwoiction to G m m Law, 384.
6o The Penai Co& of the Federaf Repbiic of Gernumy, 47.

ibid

in determining what constitutes a punishable crime, the general part of the StGB
emphasizes three constituent elements that must each be present: the offense, the unlawfulness of

the offense. and the gui1t of the offender. F k t , a punishable crime m u t fûlfill the mental and

physical elements in the satutory definition of an offense or Tatbestad. Key to this is intent,
which is defined a s subjective mental reasoning. Pamgraph 15 states that intentional behaviour is
aiways punishable. where negiigent behaviour is not. Intent is defined as the "knowledge that the

behaviour will have a particular result and the desire or will that this result should corne about.'"2
Therefore. for example. a person is noi guilty of munier because he pulled the trigger and killed
another person, but because he pulled the trigger with the intention of killing the other person,
and succeeded in doing so." This element of subjective intent within a physical act will become

crucial in the discussion of the limitations of the murder law and the detennination of perpetrator
motivation. 1shall retum to it in the context of the Auschwitz Trial and examine the ways in

which the emphasis on subjective motivation helped to lessen the convictions of many of the

defendants on trial. The second element in the definition of the general concept of a punishable
crime is unlawfulness fRechrswidrigkeit). Simply, this means the act must be unlawful and, in

rnany cases such as murder, the offender must be aware that his action fulfills the definition of a
crime (Unrechtsbewuj3tsein~
34 The third element of a crime is the gui1t principle (SchuldpriiMp).

The guilt p ~ c i p l is
e the basis for punishment of the offender according to paragraphs
:
6
4

and it

incorporates social responsibility according to the ability of the offender to choose between

62 Fostcr. Gvman Law and Legd S'stem, 170.
63 Schumann, Trimmal Law,' Imohuction ro Gentan Lmv. 388.
64 [bid.. 394.
65 Pamgraph 46 fails into title II of the StGB, The Assessrnent of Pimishm~t"

tawfii and uniawfiit c ~ n d u c tThis
. ~ ~ is a compiicated maner detemiined Iargeiy by the specific
charges laid against an oEender.
ïhe Generai Part of the StGB also determines the Parties to Crime (Teilnohme). This

section is central to the Auschwitz TRal and mentioned here because of the division created
between principal perpetraton and general participants. The numbers of the paragraphs were: 17

- perpetratoa and CO-perpetrators(Tüter und iMittdter), 48 - instigator (Amnper),and 49 accomplice (Grhim. Paragraph 47 defines four types of principal perpetniroa, dl of whom are
would receive a life sentence if convicted: the immediate perpetrator ((unmittelbarerTater). the
perpetrator who acts through the agency of another (rniftelbarer Tüter), the CO-perpetratoror

.l.fittafer.and the COllateral perpetmtor or Nebentater. Paragraphs 48 and 49 define two types of
participation: instigation (Anstfîng)and aiding and abethg (Beihilfe). Paragraph 49,aiding and
abetting, defines the behaviour of an offender as sorneone who "intentiondy renders assistance

to enable another to intentionally commit an unlawnil act."67 Aiding and abetting is different
fkom instigation as the offender is accused of having promoted or facilitateci the commission of a
crime. where a penon accused of instigation is said to have caused the perpetrator's intent and
resolve. It is entirely different and l e s serious than perpetration, which is the charge against the

penon or persons who willfully and intentionaily commit a crime. with individual initiative. 1
stress the importance of the charge of Beihilfe here, and the distinction between aiding and

abetting, on one hand and perpetrating, on the other, as the defendants in the Auschwitz Triai
were generally charged with perpetration and the specinc charge of murder or paragmph 21 1, but

were in the majority convicted of aiding and abetting murder. Despite the fact that according to

66 Foster. G m m Law and Legai Jsszem, 170.
67 The Penai Coâe of the Federd Repubiic of G e n n q , 57.

the StPO mr accessory tu murder was tiabie to the same punishment as the perpetrator himsell; it

is difficdt to find a case in which anyone convicted of nidhg and abethg received a life
sentence.68 This holds true for the Auschwitz Triai. Only seven of the twenty defendants were

convicted of perpetration of murder. This was the result of the limitations of paragraphs 47-49,

and particularly the stipulation of individual initiative for perpetration. In addition, the murder
law had complex elements defuiing motivation, as I will discuss later in this chapter.

c) The German Criminal Procedure (StPO)

The proper implementation of the Ge-

Pend Code is prescribed by the accompanying

procedural Iaw. This is basicaily the extensive statutory legislation which ensures the srnooth
m i n g of the criminai process and complements the pend code in order that substantive law

and punishment is conectiy enforced. The German criminal procedure is defined as
"inquisitive.' meaning that "prosecutionis undertaken by a state senrice and the court is

coucerned more with an inqujr to determine innocence or guilt of the accused" than with a less
active role of adjudicating which par~ythe prosecution or the defense. has made a better case?

This means that the c o u plays a dynamic role in the pre-aial and trial phase. The central
element of the StPO for our purposes is the state and court procedure, which is divided into three
sections: the pre-trial investigation (Errnittiungrverjifahrenj,the interim proceedings (Zwischenverfarenj, and the main proceedings (Hûuptverfataen).

68 Rackd, The hsnvesn'gatioonof N m i Crimes 1945- 1978.65.
69 Foster. German Law and Legai S'stem 176.

The pre-triai investigation is conducteci exctusiveiy by the prosecutor. with extensive
assistance t?om the police. ï h e principle of officiaüty as outiined in the StPO States that only the
prosecutorosoffice may bring public charges. not individual citizens.7o in this phase the
prosecutor's office detemiines whether or not forma1 charges shouid be laid and initiates arrests
of those under suspicion of serious criminal offenses. The suspects are placed in investigative
detention as defined by the StPO according to the nsk of flight, the risk of the destruction of
evidence. and the gravity of the offense71It is in this phase that the defense attorneys are
brought in. for the trial cannot proceed without them. If the accused refuses to acquire one, the
court then makes the appointment. h is also in this period that a CO-plaintiff(NebenWager)can
be assigned to those victims who are not granted an investigation by prosecutoa in their

jurisdiction." Once the prosecutors decide to prcceed, they formaiiy apply to the responsible
court to commence judicial proceedings against a defendant or multiple defendants.
This is the beginning of the second phase of criminal pmcedure, the interim phase, in
which the dossier of files is delivered by the prosecution to the court? The court then conducts
its own investigatioa independent of the police or the prosecution, in order to determine the
validity of the charges and whether or not to declare a formai trial." The court cannot bring

charges against a defendant independentiy; the indictment m m officially be filed by the public
prosecutor's office. However. once the charges have been fil& the court becomes involved in

the investigative process and can therefore also recommend other charges they consider more
70 Dannecker and Roberts. "The Law of Crimimi Procedure," Imuùcrion 10 G v m ~ Law.
n
426.
Foster, Germm L m and Legai Procehe, 182.
Ibid.. 178.
73 Gmedly, the prosecutor's office is in the coim building itself; for example, the S t a k Aaorney's Office in
Frankfurt is k t l y withm the regional c o r n ( S t a o r s a n w a l t r ~beim Lmrdgwichr Frmrkfiar-m-Main). The files
ofthe pre*ai investigation therefore remah within the prosecutor's office before, during and after the aial takes

place.
74 Fosîer, Gennan Law und legai ProceraUe, 179.

appropriate. Onty the professid jndges make these decisio~lsfthe Iayjudges rake part onty in

the main proceedings, and are not supplied with information h m the pre-trial inve~tigatioas.~5
Once the prosecution and the court have decided upon the charges and the temis of the
indiciment. the final phase of the trial begins - the main proceedings. As detennined by the

StPO. this is in the form of an oral trial before the appropriate court. The charges are read aloud
by the prosecution and the accused can make a statement. The inquisitive nature of the criminal

procedure of the Germa trial system is especidy evident here as the judges. panicularly the
presiding judge. play an enormous role in the courtroorn. They are generaily aIready very
farniliar with the facts of the case and they ask a limited set of questions to determine if the

charges can be sustained. Most of the questions, in fact, are asked by the court, with very üttle
cross-examination by the prosecution or the defense attorneys.76 Mer the hearing of evidence,
the judges and the jury deliberate and a judpent is made based not on a unanhous decision but

on the majority decision of two-thirds of those presiding. Following this stage the criminal code
determines the punishrnent faced by the defendants.
The pre-trial files of the Auschwitz Trial c0nsi.t mainly of communications between
prosecuton. arrest warrants and wimess interrogatious, exrendhg over a relatively short p e n d
of the investigative process. nie court was officidy informeci once the prosecutors felt they had
enough evidence for a large trial of those accused of crimes committed at Auschwitz. On July 12,

1961. the public prosecutor's office mbmitted the first "Motion to Open the Preliminary
Judiciary inquiry" (ilnpag auf Erofiung der gerichtlichen Vimmtersuchzîn@ to the court in

Frankfbt The interim phase of the Auschwitz investigation began on August 9' 1961 with the
court's formai dedaration of the hding for an indicmient and decision to begin the judicial

in9ui.q (Bachi#? rioer die EraflFu<ngder geiiehdieken Ymnter~tlehung$.It is for this ret~on
that the pre-trial files of the Auschwitz Trial often contain two interrogations of the same

witness: one conducted by prosecution attorneys and one conducted by the investigatingjudge.

Dr. Heinz Düx. Ofien there were discrepancies between the two statements which made the work
of the presiding judge in the trial even more difficult. This had to do with the fact that the

records of the pre-trial interrogations were not verbatim, but protocols of what was said as

sumrnarized by the police or judicial officiais and signed by the witness once they had been read.
As for changes made by the courts to the individual charges, we will see that in the Auschwitz

Trial. especially in the final stages of the pre-aial investigations. the prosecutors continuously
reconstnicted their cases and sought to press M e r charges against many of the defendants - to

which the court did not always assent. In fzct, in some cases the court decided to drop charges
and cases entirely for reasons I shall explore later.

There was a two-year interim investigation in the Auschwitz Trial, during which charges
were added or dropped and amenciments were made based largely on the court's findings. On
April4, 1963. the indictment was filed and the main proceedings of the Frankfurt Auschwitz

Trial commenced. The triai began on December 20,1963. ï h e court consisted of t h e
professional judges: presiding Judge Senator Hans Hoheyer, losef Perseke and Walter Hoa.

There were two s u b s t i ~judges,
e
as is ofien the case in large, lengthy trials: Werner Hummench

and Giinther Seiboldt. The triai had six juron present and four main prosecutors: Dr. Hans
GroOmann, Joachim Kügler, Georg Friedrich Vogel and Gaiiard Wiese. There were three
collateral prosecutors. or CO-plaintiffs:
Henry b o n d , Christian Raabe, and Prof h.Friedrich

Karl Kaul. representing victims h m France and from East Germany respectively. There were
eighteen defense attorneys who represented the following twenty deféndants: Robert Karl

Ludwig M u l k Karl Hkker, Friedrich W i k h Boger, H a i t s S m k iUws Dgtewski, Pery

Broad, Johann Schoberth. Bruno Schlage, Fr-

Hohann, Oswald Kaduk, Stefan Bttretzki,

Johann Artur Breitwieser, Dr.Franz Lucas. Dr.Willi Frank, Dr.Wi11i Schatz, Dr. Victor Capesius.
Iosef Klehr. Herbert Scherpe. Emii Hami and Emil Bednarek The defendants were interrogated

from December 20. 1963 until Febmary 2,1964, after which the expert testimony of Hans

Buchheim. Heimut Krausnick and Martin Broszat was heard. The first wimess, survivor Dr.Otto

Wolken, testified on February 24, 1964. The last evidence was heard on May 6, 1965. From May
until August, the trial was occupied with the closing statements of first the prosecution and then
the defense lawyers of each defendant. On August 12, the last words of the defendants were
heard and the trial was closed for Ùdiberation. The judgment was announceci on August 19: six

defendants were convicted of murder. one was convicted of "coiiective" murder under the
juvenile code. ten were convicted of aiding and abetting murder, and three defendants were

acquitted. The murder convictions carried a life sentence, al1 of which were served. However, of
the ten convicted of aiding and abetting, four were immediately k e d and one was later

acquitted. These unsatisfactory results were the product of the limitations of the murder Iaw and

the debate on statutory limitations.

III. THE LIMITATIONS OF THE LAW
a) German Criminal Code Paragraphs 211 and 49

The murder law of the German pend code, paragraph 21 1, -tes

that:

1) The murderer shall be punished by imprisonment for Me

2) A murderer is anyone who kiUs a human king: h m a lust for killing, to satisfy his
sexuai drives, h m covetousness or other base motives, treacherously, cruelly. or by
means endangering the community or in order to facilitate or conced another crime.77

Such defuiition are not uncornmon in civil law countries. Motive is always central to the charge

of rnurder and distinguishes it from manslaughter, which, accordiig to the StGB, is committed
by "anyone who kills a human king under c:Jcumstaaces not constituting m~rder.'~a
The

attempt to define motive. however. as a subjective inner disposition such as sadimi or sexuai
desire. is unique to the German criminai code and considerably narrows the specûwn of criminal

behaviour that the prosecution c m validly try as murder. hterestingiy, before 194 1 the murder
statute had been defked as "intentionai killing accomplished with prerneditation." However, in

194 1. the Germans adopted the language of other European countxies, particdarly Switzerland

and a premeditated killing now became 'particdarly reprehensible," the definition of which is
spelled out rather specifically in the code, as seen above.79

German laver Alfred Bongard has closely examineci the murder charge and deficiencies
in Nazi trials. and has detemiined that much of the charge cm oniy be applied with difnculty to
Nazi crimes and cannot easily be manipulateci or interpreted in ways that wodd make convicting
"StûB. 88.
78 ibid
79 Friediander, T h e Judiciary and Nazi Crimes in Poshvar G e m y , ' ' 34. Why the Nazi judicial systern chose to
adopt language util*& by ottier Empean countries at thisjuncture is perplexing at the vexy least

them of muder even feasible. Adatbert mked confInnsthis by stating tnat "it is M I y ody
the criteria thim for blood base motives, mdiciousness and brutality which corne into question

in comection with the prosecuthg of Nazi war crimes."80
According to Bongard, the Bundesgerichtshof or BGH had determined that the p h n w

-'base motives" in the case of Nazi trials would be d e h e d as race hatred and antisemitism, or

would apply to anyone who killed Jews and used ideological brainwashing as a defense. hoping
this would preclude him fiom being be held criminally responsible for the act. "Base motives"

could also apply to someone who made himself "Lord over life and death wMe believing that

those over whose life he decideri are l e s than worthy, not even humans."8[ This means that the

Federal High Court had made interprebve decisions which dowed for antisemitic Nazi ideology
to be included as a valid part of the murder charge. However, the prosecution was rarely able to

prove this and mutder convictions grounded in "base motives" were surprisingly rare. In

additioa the detection of "base motives," particularly racial hamd, was often the detennining

factor in whether or not a defendant was considered a perpetrator or an accomplice.82
[nterestingly, the BGH has been criticized here for concentrating too m w l y on the question of
race htred and therefore letting other possible motives go unseen. Bongard states that
whoever had in any way *breasomble,"
aIthough objectionable, yet still prosecutable
motives for kilüng, codd not be in a worse position than someone who killed out of
totally empty motives. ? l e BGH main?aim that the defendant " after al1 didn't have these
base motives [race-hatred] himself, but only obeyed orders as a police officer or SS*O Rilckerl, The Invesîigation o f N a i Crimes 1945- 1978.42.

A l h d Bon& "DuUnterschied misehen Mord und Totschlag," Die Jurrù urd die Nmû: Zur S~@-Igung
von N~zismusund Neonclzismus seit 1945, " ed. Michel Ratz (FrankfiPt-am-Main: Rbdetberg-Ver@ 1979), 8 1.
This cornes h m the BGH decision in Criminal Maners PGHSt) 18,37,39.
82 Riickerl The i'mestigafio~of Nazi Crimes 1945-1978. 64. Accordmg m RUckerI tbis kcMaes even more rigid
after May 1969, when new Iaws are passecf which mue that "an accessory merely acting under orders could o d y be
punished if it was demonstrated that his contribution to the crime sprang fmm base motives or that he was aware of
the cruel or malicious nature of the crime at the time ofits commission."

member, even thou& he recogmd them as eriminat." 'fheBGH doesrr't consider the
possibility that the defendant himself rnay have aiso possessed these base motives when
he carried out the killing ...."
This means that early decisions by the BGH determineci that base motives of race and
Jew hatred existed only amongst the law-makers or desktop murderers of the Nazi regirne and
therefore could not apply to the lesser personnel on trial for individual murder at the camps. It
was virnially impossible to prove the personal antisemitisrn of the defendants at the Auschwitz

Trial as they could always insist that they were not ideologically driven, but were simply
following orden.

The clause *?.reacherously"was also virtually unusable in the case of Nazi perpetrators.
.4ccording to Bongard and the d i n g of the BGH, treachero~sbehaviour meant to kill someone
who is both "drfenseless" and "hannless." Of course, most victims of the Holocaust qualitied as

detènseless. or as least "seriously h i t e d in theu ability to resist";however, the BGH yet again
did not always nile for defenselessness. particuiarly in the case where the victims killed were

prisoners of war." Even defendants who killed the most bbharmless"
of prisoners, the iii, were

ofien convicted only of rnanslaughter or aicihg and abetting because of the other limitations
inherent in the murder law.

ïhe stipulation of "melty" is another good example of a loophole the defense could use
to exonerate their clients. The BGH dehed a perpetrator as cruel if he intentionally tortured or

inflicted pain, either emotioniessly or joyfully, by doing so for an extremely long perhd or with
excessive force. This applied to what has becorne known as "excess perpepatoa," some of

whom were cenainly on trial at Auschwitz: Wilhelm Boger, for example, was often witnessed

a3 Bongard, "Der Unarschied misfhen Mord und Totrchag," 82. These are precedent decisions imwuncd in the
Neue JwStische Wochemchrifi, a F d c f û r t law journal,

a4 fiid,

between 1968-69.

tortming victims. û s v d d Ka&

tiked tn stand on the nec& ofhis victims or shoot them in the

pnitalia Implicit in this definition is evidence of individual initiative which is inherent in
random. uncommanded acts of cruelty. Such extreme sadists could be and were convicted of
murder: however, as Bongard scomfully States, 'Vie mere mas-liquidation of victims was not
nsidered cruel treatment by the courts."8s

CO

The problem of individual initiative was not only obvious in the murder statute. but in the
laws determihg level of participation. Individual initiative tended to be the determinhg factor

in differentiating between perpetration and aiding and abetting (Paragraphs 47-49 as mentioned
above). It is here that subjective theory, Le. the "inner disposition" of the defendant, became
crucial. much more so than the owrall appearance of the crime. A perpetrator was someone who
committed an offense "of his own will," demonsrrating the wiii to perpetrate, where an
accomplice simply committed the offense. The "individual initiative" clause that distinguishes

between perpetration and aiding and abetting was applied very iiberaily in triais of Nazi
criminals: even if defendants killed by their own han& they were largely convicted of aiding and
abetting because a certain degree of "lack of will" could almost aiways be proven. Or,at least,
with those who did not visibly demonstrate excessive force or unordered violence. individual

will coufd very rarefy be show. Instead, the prome of the defendant as "entangIed in national
sociaüst ideolo&' or "part of the state power-apparatus" very ofien led to a lesser conviction.

According to Bongard, the BGH bandlecl such decisions e n h l y differentiy in "normal" criminal
procedures. The introductory statement of a reguiar criminal decision stateci that: "he who kiUs a

person with his own hand is fundarnentally considered a perpetrator, even if he does it mder the

influence. in the interest or in the presentr of &er.qe

This standard was obvioudy not

always applied to Nazi criminal triais and in final judgments the BGH often decided on
convictions of aiding and abening rather than murder, especiaily in the court of appeals. It is
difficult to Say whether this was the remit of a tendency to m a t Nazi criminals leniently, as
Bongard maintains. or rather because these trials were not "ordinary"rriminal triais. In many
ways. the prosecution had no way of proving individuai initiative if a defendant could not be

found io have the subjective, inner desire to kill accordhg to any of the stipulations of the
murder statute. Those who acted oniy on orders and without excessive force or cruelty codd
always insist that they had no personal malice, no individual antisemitism and therefore no

particdar will to murder. If no witness couid cnnclusively and explicitly contradict this defense
with precise evidence. it was impossible to show intent.

Rückerl reiterates the distinction between murder and aiding and abetting by describing
the latter as "anyonewho fdfilled the legal characteristics of murder by vimie of his action but
thereby completely Obeyed the wishes of a third Party without taking any interest in the

accomplishment of the crime."s7Applied to the Auschwitz Trial, this meant that although the
"order defense" could not be useti on its owq as the Nazi state had been ruled iilegal and its
orders therefore invdid. it codd stiH be used to demonstrate that the defendant had not carried

out individual acts of cruelty (&hg out the cruelty clause of paragaph 21 l), had not
demonstrated personai antisemitism (ruling out the base motives clause) and had not acted with

individual will (ruling out perpetration and leaving aiding and abetting). The disappointhg r e d t
was that defendants who had selected victims for death in the gas chambers at the platfôrm, or

86 BGHSt 8 in ibid., 85.
87 ïbid, 43.

injections in the camp hospitai, were not convicted of murder:
the jury courts often punished pmons accused of aiding and abetting murder where they
had in facr O bjectively committed an act of murder pursuant to Paragraph 2 11 of the
Pend Code by vime of theu action but where the courts were unable to prove thar they
had been acnüited by their own wishes.88

b) The Debate on the Statute of Limitations

Mding to the prosecution3 fi.ustrations and inability to fully punish the Nazi criminals

on trial was the Verjahmngsciebalte (debate on the >minne of limitations) which took place
throughout the 1960s in West Germany. Beginnieg in 1960,the public and the parliament
became aware of the limitations on ceriain statutes and it mon became obvious that changes had

to be made for the special case of Nazi trials. According to Rackerl,
limitation mies out judicial punishment of a criminal act.. .. Ail crimes become statutebarred d e r a certain period of t h e has expired. Pursuant to Paragraph 67 of the Pend
Code... the limitation of crimes liable to a life sentence was twenty years; for criminal
acts liable to a term of impnsonment of more ihan ten years (manslaughter), a period of
fifieen years: and for other criminal acts, ten years.83

This meant. of course. that after 1960 defendants could not be charged with manslaughter for
crimes comrnitted in the Nazi penod. M e r 1965, murder would be invalid. The charge of aiding

and abetting is a pecuiiar one. According to Fritz Bauer, Beihilfé zu Mord initially feii into the
fifteen-year Limitation span tbat appiied to manslaughter. It was oniy in 1943, with a change to

the StGB implemented by the Nazis themselves, that aiding and abeîthg became punishable with
a maximum sentence (under the Nazis this meant the death sentence, but under the general paial

code it meant a life sentence) and thefixe subject to a twcmp pariimitaim. Iromcaüy, the

Nazi zed for harsh punishment worked against them @y

after the w a f l

In the late 1950s and early 1960s membea of parliament began to debate the fiindamental
problem of limitations on the prosecution of Nazi crimes. Certaidy, the fact that information on

alleged perpetrators oniy trickled in very slowly f?om Eastern couutries meant that there was no
way to investigate many suspects until long after the crimes had been c o d t t e d . The first

murmurings of a need for a change were unered officially in March 1960 by the SPD and
presented as a cirafi law. This bill proposed that the limitation on murder be extended by four
yean. meaning that Nazi rnurders could be tned up until 1969.9' The logic for this extension was

ingenious: West Germany did not have the facilities to try rrimlials with its own coun system

until after the withdrawal of the Allies in 1949. Therefore, technicaiiy, those four extra years
between 194549 shouid not count towards the statute of limitation time span. The SPD pointed
to the gravity of the crimes. the disadvantages of a hasty investigation, and also the political

responsibility of the generation foilowing National Socialism to take these acts serio~sly.~2
The

Bundestag, however. rejected this proposal. A string of parliamentary and public debates began

on the matter. According to political scientist Peter Steinbach, pubïic opinion on the 1960 debate
was k
t represenred by the wotQ

of one FDP member of padiament: "hear nothuig, see nothing,

know ~ o t h ù i g . "The
~ ~ debate was at the forehnt of the larger issue at this time of dealing with

Fria Bauer, "Die VerjBhning der nazistischen LMassenverbrechai", m T d m e ( M4), 12: 125 1. This is m h a
example of a change made by the Nazis ttiat was not repealed in the posnvar period.
fiid., 54.
92 Peter Steinbach, ~Vationalsozialist~cite
Gewdtverbreehen.- Die D i s k i o n in der d(0utschen @édichkeir nudi
1945 (Beriin: Colloquium Verlag, 198 1), 55.
93 Ibid

cotlective, nationd anà individuat guik, and the p o k y of siience was stïïI very much ofncid,
especially arnongst the older generation both in parliament and at large.

Members in favour of an extension or even removal of the limitations looked to the
stipulations in the law - paragraph 69 of the StGB - that permitted an interruption of the

Limitation in special circumstances. For example, if the jurisdiction of a suspect could not be
detemined. In some cases this occurred and the prosecutors managed to stalland permit more

time to gather information and prepare a case. However, this possibüity sometimes also worked
against the prosecuton in their bid for an interruption. For example, in November 1964, six

months before the limitation on the rnurder charge wouid have officially taken hoid, the Federal

Government called for any unlaiown documentation of possible crimes to be brought fonvard for
examination. This meant files 60m US World War Two investigations, and especially Polish
evidence h m the Main Commission in Poland investigating Nazi War Crimes. The federal

govemment, according to Rückerl, "assumedat the time that it would not prove possible for
constitutional Rasons to extend the period of limitation beyond May 1965."W
However. the opposite proved to be ûue. Enormous quantities of documentation and

incRminating evidence about Germans suspected of Nazi atrocities poured into Germany. This
evidence was examined by officials of the ZdL in Ludwigsburg, where it was deterrnined that
then. was far too much information to process by May 1965. The govemment initially used this

as a reason not to interrupt the Limitation period, stating that it wouid be virtually endess.

Writing in 1964, Fritz Bauer pointed to the chaos created by the looming limitation and argued

that no prosecutor couid nifncientiy put together the information that was accumulating rapidly

e v e y h e r e in West Germany. As Bauer insisted at the time,

there cannot be any discussion of the possibility that we have judicialiy dealt with the
past. in many trials new "crime complexes" are surfacing, and new suspicions are king
brought against new perpetrator groups. B e r h recentiy conducted a very comprehensive
proceeding against the functionaries of the NHA; thousands of suspects were affected by
this. It should not be a foregone conclusion, despite the strained efforts of Berlin and the
support of the public prosecutors of the Federal Republic, that they managed to either
name the perpetrators or bring forth concrete accusations within the allotteci time span.95

Bauer went on to lim some of the difficdties faced by prosecutors not only in Berlin but
throughout West Germany and particuiariy in Ludwigsburg, before a trial had been iniaated. For
example. there was linie tirne to investigate the daims of family members that particulsr

suspects were dead. If m e r investigation were possible, it wodd surely have shown that many
of these characten were hiding outside of Germany or were living in states that were not as

determined to investigate and pmsecute their Nazi c-S.

Tùe Auschwitz Triai provided

proof of this problem. as time constraints were a large part of the reason that out of eight hundred
investigated only twenty were brought to trial in 1963.
Finally, in February 1965.the Federal Mister of Justice forwarded a report to the

Bundestag stating that major undetected aimes of unknown crirninals who were holding senior
public offices could d l 1 be revealed after May and it was therefore imperative that an extension
be announce&%Finally, on March 25.1965, after heated debates in the parliament, both the SPD

and the CDU voted on the "Statute on Computing Periods of Limitation in Criminal Law."The
new act passed and decreed the p e n d h m May 1945 to December 1949 be excluded h m

limitation. in essence, a technicality helped to extend the murder statute unal 1969. Xothing,
95 Bauer. "Die Verjahnmg der nazistischen Massenverbrrchen," 1253.
96 Steinbach iVation&ozia~tEtiwhe Gewaitverbrechetr Die D i s ~ i o i
nn à& &utst%en mentfichkit ~
60.

e 1945.
h

howevo was dune to amend the Ween-year hitation on manstaughter. as the IImitation had
aiready corne into effect and could aot be altered retroactively. Aiding and abetting was subject
to the

individual court's discretion, and mostiy Lighter sentences were irnposed for this offense. In

October 1968 the statute of limitation on aiding and abetting was completely b a r d , but this did
not appiy retroactively and therefore did not appiy to the Auschwitz Trial.
It is interesting to note the preoccupation with the illegality of retroactivity within post

war West German legd discussion. Just as the 1954 genocide statute could not be applied to the

Nazi case, despite its emordinaty nature, the limitation laws could also not be changed
retroactively. Fritz Bauer pointed to the 1964 "Warsaw C.onfemcewof the East Bloc jurists
regarding the statute of limitations. This coderence adopted the standard of the "Moscow
Declaration of 1943," and the "Statute on hternationa! Military T r i b d s " of August 8, 1945,

which declared Nazi acts to have been criminal h u g h the Allied Control Council Law No. 10.

In simple ternis, it was decided by the Warsaw Declaration, citing Article II, Paragraph 5 of
Control Council Law No. 10, that "ina criminal proceeding the defendant can not use the Statute

of Limitation, as long as the Ume span of January 1, 1933-July 1, 1945 is in question."g'
According to Bauer, this possibility still existed aiso for the Federal Republic. He cleatiy felt that

ntdi an exception shouid be made for the Nazi perïod. Kowever?as he conceded, arguments
would prevail arnongstjurists and poüticians that this would injure the coi1Stitutionai ban on
retroactivity. What seemed to be simply a question of justice to Attorney General Bauer was
actuaily a question of politicai motivations, particularly anti-communismand anti-Nuremberg
sentiments.

97 Bauer, "Die VerjtWung der nazisrischen Massenverbrrchan 1254.

On November 26, 1968, the General Assembly of the UN passed a Convention on the
"Non-Applicability of the Legal Limitation Provision on War Crimes and Crimes Against

Humanity." Paragraph IV of this convention "obiiged the signatory states to annul retroactively a
limitation which had already b g u a " 9 8 This wouid mean the investigation and prosecution of

thousands of suspects who had slipped by the October 1968 ban on Limitation for aiding and
abetting especially. Germany refused to accede to this demand, despite the fact that the 1969
deadline was looming ahead and debate was once again calling for an ovemuning of the murder
limitation. The Bundestag referred to its March 1965 debate in which it was decided

unanirnously that any form of retroactivity wouid inninge upon basic law. T h i s is clearly a
product of the bittemess over the victor's triais at Nuremberg and h e use of exposffacto law to
convict many of international war crimes. West Germany ha& as discussed above. deliberately
avoided the adoption of international war h e s in order to demonstrate its ability to deal with
the criminal Nazi state by itself.

As the limitation on murder loomed near in 1969 and many suspecteci Nazi crimllzals

were still at large, the debate resurfaced. The Federat Govemment proposai a bill inmalling
limitation for murder and genocide which was approved by the Bundestag on June 26.This
lengthened the investigatory p e n d to thîrty years rather than twenty. Only in 1979 did ail Nazi

crimes become immune to limitations Ui Germany. The centrality of the Vetjahnmgsdeebane to
the issue ofNazi crimes has lead many historiaus to argue that the b a n govemment was
foolish in not a d o p ~ Intemational
g
War Crimes Charges. Stiii, for the reasons examined in this
98 Rfickerl The Investigazion of Nazi
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chapter, the district comts of the West Geman mes were bound to the Pend Code of 1871. It

was from this starting point that investigations slowly began into the activities of o r d ' i men

and women living within and without Germany who had parricipated in Nazi crimes on every
Ievel. Although so many of these proceedings throughout West Gennan were lacklustre, the
investigation that became the Frankfurt Auschwitz Triai was anything but. In the next chapter we

shall see why.

1. THE GENESIS OF THE TRLAL

Aithough the 1950s have commonly been considered the penod of silence and of "lying
Low" that preceded the opening of the

investigation in 1958, we have seen that there was in fact

much investigation of 'lancrimes throughout the 1950s and many trials had aiready taken place
by the beginning of the Auschwitz investigation. We have aiso seen how the West German

judiciary came to try Nazi perpetrators according to the national penal code. In describing the
penal code. I focused specifically on the limitations of the law and the fundamental elements of

the murder statute. The heavy emphasis on subjective perpetrator motivation ( k t for murder or

sadism. for example). combined with the inapplicability of the rnanslaughter charge, made the

task of proving individual initiative and intent extremely difEcult for prosecutors. In order to
meet the challenges irnposed by these legal coostraints, Fria Bauer and his prosecutors in

Frankfurt undertook to put the "Auschwitz Cornpiex" on trial in this context

Once the investigations into the Auschwitz perpetratoa were begun in the end of the
1950s. it still took five long years for the triai to begin. This can be explained by exarnining the
many people involved in the investigation. Ln order to begin proceedings against suspected

criminafs the courts not only had to investigate the accused themselves but they had to determine
the reliability of the sources bringing complaints. This chapter will therefore focus on the PRtrial proceedings. ûacking the development of the case h

m the nrst dubious charges laid against

defendant number one, to the final version of the indictment m o u n c e d on April16,1963. The
intricacies of such a lengthy trial and the questions that inevitably rose as to the large amomt of

time it took before the trial began can be aiiswered in part by s t u d .the twists and &unsof the

pre-trial phase and by examining a few key players.

a) The Investigation Begins

On March 1. 1958. Adolf Ragner, a prisoner in the Bnichsal penitentiary convicted of
h u d and seMng a two year sentence imposed by the jury court at stuttgartl, wrote a letter to the

prosecutor's office in Stuttgart kgarding the distribution of medication"and r e f d g to

Wilheim Boger. a camp guard at Auschwitz who was known as a temble sadist.' ui a letter
which began with a plea for heart medication that had supposedty been promised to him, R6gner
continued:
Urgent: Ln addition, 1ask you to pass this on to the responsible prosecuton:
in 1946. fomer SS-Oberscharführ Boger escaped h m an extradition transport and fled
to Polmd. The transport was compiled from the War Crimes Camp29 at Dachau. Boger
is most gravely incriminated by the Crimes Aga& Humanity he committed at Auschwitz
(rnass murder? selections, manslaughter, forced confessions with and without the use of
the Boger Swing,etc).
f myseif was at Auschwitz h m May 6, 1941 mtil January 16 1945 as prisoner number
15,465. I have Mermore lemed that:
A Boger supposedly hid in Unterrath bei Sch-bisch Hail until 1948. He then resufaced.
He is married and now lives in "Weilim Doff. Since approximately 1956 he has,
nipposedy, been working at "HeinkeP', an engine factory for cars, in ZufTenhausen.
Insofar as this is the same Boger, I hereby today press chargesagainst him for masf
murder. 1 will immediateiy provide proof and witnesses; similarIy, the International
Auschwitz Cornmittee MC), Viema 10, Wiegandhof 5, and the Central Council of
Gerrnan Jews in Düsseldorf, can certainly provide ample evidence...the head of the
Auschwitz Cornmittee in Vienna is Hermann Langbein, aiso a former camp prisoner?

' Cdkd a Schwwgericht, the jury court is the -on
of the regionai or district court's criminal chamber wtiich
deak with the most serious criminai offénces, particufariy murder. Dependhg on the severity of the crime, a jiay trial
is often established, as was the case for the Auschwitz Trial. Fmer, Germon L m and Legd Procecfiue, 39.
Adolf ROgner. Letter of March 1, 1958, in 4 Is 4 4 / 5 9 , 1: 1. (OrigmalIy in l6Js 1273158, StA S ~ i g a r t ) .S e
Appendix i ,
CM.,1 R 2.
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As a result of this seemingly banal letter questingmedication, the pubtic prosecutors in
Stuttgart found themselves facing a senous criminal charge against someone in its jurisdiction

made by a criminal whose credibiiity was in doubt (due in part to his repeated filing of trumped
up charges against the Hohenaspern penitentiary where he had previously served t h e ) but whose

accusations, because of their seriousness could not be ignoreci. RBgner contended that he had
k e n a prisoner at Auschwitz and knew very well that Boger had interrogated and murdered
many on his so cailed "Boger-swing?'- a torture device on which prisoners were beaten to death.

His mention of Hermann Langbein of the International Auschwitz Cornmittee (TAC), who was
conducting investigations of his own about Boger and other former Auschwitz guards. also made
R6gner.s assenions more credible."For these ïeasons, the prosecution decided to pursue

R8gnerosaccusations. What followed was an extensive series of investigations into the character
of Rogner by both the junior judicial officer of Stuttgart, WasserIos, and the main police

detective Brunk. in order to determine whether or not Rogner should be heard as a witness and
interrogated officiai1y by prosecution lawyers.
Again and again the officials who questioned Rogner characterized him as an m l i a b l e

witness. Wasserios reported that while at first Rogner made the impression of a cdm, thoughâul

man,he became extremely agitated upon mention of Boger when viewing a picture of him.
Rbgner began ro accuse the public prosecutors themeives of king implicated, stating that the

officials treated him just like the guards at the prison; they used "Gestapo and camp methods and
wouldn't let him speak, because they (the prosecution) sympathized with these people that he had
a lot to cornplain abouto"Wasserlos reported about the pecuiiarity of Rogner's testimony, in

* nie M C was a committee made up of suMvors of Auschwitz based in Vimna and Warsaw. It was dedimexi to
finding survivors and gathering information on crimes committed there and perpetrators who might stU be alive.
Hermann Langbein was the h d of the cornmittee in Vienna.
'ludicial Otnrrr Wassalos, Report on the htmgation of Risoner Adolf R(Iguer, 16 Js f27M8, Hohenasperg,
May 6, 1958, in 4 Js 444/59,8.

which he knew certain facts, nurnbers and derails with asto-

accuracy. but was unahle to

corne up with a chronological narrative for the activities he report& Wasserlos concluded that
"his comprehensive and detailed knowledge of the occurrences at Auschwitz can possibly be
explained by the fact that he bad large amounts of material at hand with which he was obsessed
during his tirne in prison."6Wasserlos reportecl that the w
d
s at the prison had stopped bringing
Rogner materiai on the camps and war crimes trials, as his accusations and atternpts to press

charges against former SS officers became so insistent that it couid oniy be assurned he got his

information from his readings and not from personal experience.
Wasserlos concluded that RBgner was an irrationai, untrustworthy man who got pleasure

%omderailing the prosecuton by busying them with fdse charges and accusations. The officer's
statements were conoborated by a report h m the Brucbsal Pcnitentiary regarding Rogner's
requests to be moved h m Bnichsal to Munich and his threat to press charges against the prison.

The head of the prison in Bruchsal also portrayecl RBgner as a troublemaker:
In countless. unfounded cornplaints about supposedly lacking medical c m , insufficient
physician's supervision, etc., ...he (R6gner) repeatedly reminds us that he could be the
"chief wimess" and contribute a great deal about the crimes committed at Auschwitz. On
this point I would like to note that he tenaciously aîtempted to obtain the report tapes
h m the Nuremberg trials whilst in prison in Hohenasperg. He also wrote the
International Auschwitz Cornmittee in Vienna aîtempting to get information. 7
This same report mentioned what was probably the greater cause of une= for the prison
authorities and for the prosecution - Rogner' lefüst leanings, his membership in the Communist
Party, and his dislike of West Gennan padiamentary politics. The tension between East and West
Ge-

political ideologies were palpable, and srrrfaced again much more sa~nglyduring the

trial itself.
Ibid.

Rogner's reliability was higbiy guestionablc thcn,because of bis b a c k p d as someow
convicted of h u d , his relentiess focus on the happenings at Auschwitz, his continuous

cornplaints against the prisons where he served his lime and legal charges against the medical
worken. cornpounded by his Communist leanings in the early phases of the Cold War.

Nevertheless, two months after Rogner filed the charges, the prosecutors decided to hear him in

an official interrogation. sipding the opening of the case against Boger. In a memo by
prosecutor Weber dated May 13, 1958, his ambivalence was clear:

The interrogation conducted by judicial officer Wasserlos (as per my instructions) was
necessary. because on one han& the clear evidence of the previous charges he has filed
show the plaintiff (Ragner) to be an aîtention-seeking psychopath; on the other hanci, the
senous nature of his charges against Boger cannot be discounted, but demand scrupulous
investigation.'
One cm assume that the prosecutors decided to pursue the investigation of Boger based on the
fact that Rôgner had indeed been a prisoner at Auschwitz a s a so-called Berufsverbreeher. or
professionai crirninai. In addition, correspondence with Hennann Langbein and the IAC

corroborateci the charge that Boger was guilty of murder and torture at Auschwitz between 1942-

45.Such an example helps to demonstrate that the stailing and hedging of the German court
sytem often had much less to do with a will ta keep the past in the past and much more to do
with legd red tape and the need to establish the credibiiity ofa witness. For despite the
prosecution's obvious disdain for the plaintiff and his political leanings, his charges were
eventuaily taken seriously and eventuaily led to the largest triai of Auschwitz perpetrators ever.

7

Dr. Rudolph, Senior Executive OiKcer, State Penitemiary Bnidisal. officiai letter to the senior prosecutor at
Munich, Re: Request of penitentiary inmate Adolf Rogner, April9, 1958, m &id, 25.
'~ublicprosecutor Weber, Memo, Sntngan, May iS. 1958 m *id., 7.

Following the lodging of complaints by Rogner, six moaths passed during which,

seemingly, linle was done to uivestigate Boger. Langbein, as head of MC,was already aware of
Boger's activities at Auschwitz through the recollections of survivoa who had worked in the

Political Deputment and had becorne members of the M C d e r the war. He began putthg

pressure on the prosecution, expressing great dissatisfaction with Stuttgart's slow response to his
requests that Boger be arrested. M e r what he called a "dawdling correspondence" between the
prosecutor's office and the MC. Langbein wrote to Stuttgart in September of 1958:
AAer my short discussion with prosecutor Weber on the ninth of September, 1 am under
the impression that up until now, you still have not exhausted all possibilities in order to
gain approval for the amst of Wiiheim Boger. In relation to this, 1 should like to remind
you that already in a letter of May 9, 1958, our cornmittee brought attention to the fact
that Boger committed senous crimes at Auschwitz...In a letter fiom August 30, we
named five wimesses to the public prosecutor's office who could give testimony about
Boger's crimes....On the 3rd of September we provided two more witnesses. But in our
conversation of September 9 I estabiished that none of these witnesses had yet been
intenogated. not even the three fiom West Gemany. ...We redize, Sir, that before
arresting someone ail necessary and sutficient materials must be coiiected; however. we
a h reaiize that the public prosecutor's office has not shown any initiative to get these

mate rial^.^

It is difficult to establish whether or not Langbein was justined in his complaints that the

prosecutors in Stuttgart were dragging their feet. It is certainly possible that some involved in the
investigation feared the public reaction to the arrest of someone who had lived there peacehilly,

without a pseudonym. for ten years. Prosecutors might &O have f e a d public outrage at such
Xessrbschmtlumrg, or "nest dinying. However. there is linle in the actuai pre-triai 61es to

demonsaate that the prosecution did not take the accusations of R6gner and the IAC seriously,
except perhaps the prosecution's inclination to put more pressing, immediate crimes at the

forefiont of their investigations. Whatever the case, h g b e i n wsl quite crrtam t
b
t&er bis
letter of September 1958 the prosecution felt obligated to act, and due to this pressure they filed a
"proposai for an arrest warrant" for Wilhelm Boger on October 1, 1958." The warrant was
issued (by the district court) the next &y.
The police brought Wilhelm Boger into investigative detention on October 8, 1958. This
six-day lape also created f;ustration on the part of the IAC who felt that speedier action was
necessary.l ' The arrea of Boger and the ensuing investigation spawned a series of further
inquiries. In the next six months the M C received a flood of letfers h m survivoa they had

contacted regarding the Boger investigation: former Auschwitz prisoners accused rnany others of
committing crimes at the camp. and relayed remarkable details. The [AC then passed this
materiai dong to the public prosecutor's office?

T'here are of coune many possible explanatiom for the thineen years that passed before

an investigation of this scope within West Germany couid take place. Apart nom the problems
explored in the previous chapter, one purely legal reason stemmed fiom the standard federal

criminai procedure (S~rafirozessordnung:StPO). According to the StPO, public prosecuton and
courts were only responsible for crimes commined within their respective jurisdictions. This
created the obvious problem: the crimes of Auschwitz were committed in Poland. To make

%angbein, Der A uschWitz Prozm, 22-23.
'O The warrant charges Boger under the StGB (S~rofFeseenBuch
- amiinal code) with murder, (pinagraph 211)
saring that Boger "isaccused of killing a person at Auschwitz in Aprü 1943, out of bloodrhhthess, in that as SS
OberscharrRl[uPrat the concenuation camp, in an ordercd execution t
b
thc knew to be ilkgal, he shot a prisoner
with his pistol out o f pleasure in k i h g . The accused is urgentiy suspectcd in this act and ttierefore a tlight ri&." 16
Js 1Z X 8 , Staatsanwaitschaftbei dem Landgericht Stuttgm, ûctober 1, 1958, in 4 Js 444/59,1: 128-9.
1t
Langbein wrote that the prosecution was Iucky to fïnd Boger stiIl at home, despite the flight risk, as he had k e n
telephoned and tipped off eadier in the week by the criminalpolice, who were Iooking for a W i e h Boger h m the
poiiticai department at Auschwitz. Boger stated later*on die nrst day of proceedmgs in the trial, that he couid have
e a d y fled if he had considered hirnsetfguiity. Langbein, Der At~îCmvitzPrcuess, 25'*On November 14, 1958, Langkin srnt the public pmsecldozs' office in S t m $ M a üa of 18 0th- members of the
"Politicai Depammt" at Auschwitz who were sqxcml of cummitibg murder m e e n 1940- 1945. Among those
named were men who later appeared as deféndants at the tria1 m Fmkfùrt, hciuding Hans Stark, Klaus Dyiewski
and Pery Broad ibid, 26.

matters more complicated, while the Paüsh couas had responsibüity for the crimes, those-who
cornrnitted them were no longer in Poland, nor were they in the majority Polish citizens. This left
the han& of both cornnies' legd systems tied, each with one haif of the needed jurisdiction.

There were major trials in Poland immediately after the war, in which some top officiais
at Auschwitz had k e n tried and executed. In Krakow, in December 1947, .4rthur Liebehenschel,

former commandant of Auschwitz, ~MaximillianGrabner, former head of the Politicai
Department, Ham Aumeier. also of the Political Department, and Artur Breitwieser,
b'disuife~torT*.
were ail sentenced to death. in a triai of some forty Auschwitz perpetraton.'3

Breitwieser's death sentence was commuted to life in prison and then to tirne served, which left

him tiee to r e m to Germany. He was re-arrested in Germany in December 1960,and was one
of the three acquitted of the twenty defendants in the Auschwitz Triai. Oswaid Kaduk,

considered one of the worst sadists at Auschwitz and convicted of murder at the Auschwitz Triai,

had also been previously sentenced to death by the Soviet courts in 1947, as mentioned in
Chapter 0ne.14It is unlikely that the West G e m authorities knew that such trials &adevea
occumd, let alone who the defendants were and what judgments had been made. Such

infornation trickled d o m to them slowly and through various channels - either fiom survivon

who had testifïed at these trials and came f o m d again during the Auschwitz investigation. or
through difficuit and fnistsating communications with the hostile Cornmunist countries. It was
then the job of the German prosecutors to locate those defendants who had been exonenited, if
they weE in Germany at ail. and arrest them again under Germa0 criminai procedure.

"

Uneifund Urteiis begnindtrng in Yerjiahren gegen Lie6ehemchef und anche (Judgment and Exphdon in the
Proceedings against Liebehenschei and others), Polisb People's Tniunai 5/47, -22, 1947, in 4 Js 444/59,49:
8291-513.
Id9352 8 79 1/61. Senmice of the Soviet Military Courts in the ststc of Saxony, August 25. 1947, h ibid, 74:
I38294O.The late appearance of this document withm the precrid fites - Augus 1962 - was a result of the
difficdties hced by the West Gennan courts in cornmunidg with the Soviet court systems, who reluctantiy and
after much silence and procmsthahng finally handed over the triai documents,

-

ïhe constraints of jurisdiction were relaxed in the early 1950s when the German supreme
court arnended the StPO, making it possible for Gennan prosecutors to arrest suspects as long as
they were born in that jurisdiction or had at some time lived there." This made possible the arrest
in al1 the States of West Gennany of many of the suspects who would later be tried at Franldun.

By the time of the move to Frankfurt, four suspects had been arrested; after this point, a i l those
arrested were transported firom various prisons to Frankfurt and the arrest warrants became the

responsibility of the state of esse.'^
A few timely coincidences were crucial to the case and to the dedication with which it

would be pumied in Fnnkfun. hcreasing public curiosity about the fate of senous Nazi

criminals led the Federai Yinistry of Justice to open a department dedicated to investigating
former Nazis criminals. In the fdl of 1958, the Zentrafe Selle der Landesjwtirverwalhrngen. or
Central Investigating Ofice of the State Judicial Administrations for Nazi Crimes, was bom in

Ludwigsburg. This office (ZdL) assumed the role of chief investigating body in cases of Nazi
crimes. It generaily opened these cases and then handed them over to prosecuton' offices
throughout West Germany. It still exists today, not ody for purposes of official investigation but

as an important archivai and histoncd source for a broad anay of information on Nazi crimes.
Between December 1958 and Febniary 1959, there was constant contact between the ZdL and the
MC in Vienna which reveded the names of many othen suspecteci of participating in genocide

at Auschwitz. Due to the recollections and reconstruction of events by (mainly Polish) survivors,
Langbein was able to inforxn the ZdL of the existence of various doctors, dentists, block captains,

even the main camp pharmacist, and often their whefeabouts within and outside of Gerrnany. The

nwivoa who contacted Langbein upon hearing about the investigation became pivotal figures in

''Fritz Bauer, "Zu den Naziverbrecher Prozessen," 564.

the Auschwitz concentration camp. Former prisoners nirfaced everywhere within Europe and

No& knerica (both solicited and unsolicited) throughout the five years leading up to the trial.
By Apnl 1959 sunivon had brought enough evidence to the WC,and in hnn to the ZdL, so that
the public prosecutor's office in Stuttgart could issue arrest warrants for three more suspects
(Ham Stark, Klaus Dylewski and Pery Broad) and M e r charges could be Ned against ~ 0 ~ e r . l '

The pre-trial investigation moved to Frankfurt in June of 1959. It was the product of a
fortuhous discovery by Fritz Bauer, attorney general of Hesse, which vimially feu into his lap. in
January Bauer was contacted by a man named Thomas Gnielka, who claimed to have some

documents which might have been of historical or legal interest to the prosecution: his decision
to pass these documents on to Bauer was only a l o g i s t d one, in that he lived in Wiesbaden, the

capital of the state of Hesse. Gnielka had littie knowledge of the activities of Bauer or of the fact
that he had previously k e n involved in punishing Nazi crimes, particularly in the Eichmann
case. On January 15 he wrote Bauer a letter:

Here, as promised by telephone, are the reports of the cornxnanders of concentdon camp
Auschwitz to the SS and Police Court in Breslau. These documents were given to me
personally in confidence by iW. Emil Wuikan... on January 14,1959.. ..Mr. W h ,
former camp prisoner, today a member of the Frankfuri Jewish Councii, was temporady
in Breslau with other prisoners directiy after his liberation and took these papas, as a
"souvenir. from the burning police court of Breslau Until today, it di&% occur to him
that this material couid be of legal signifi~ance.'~
The documents enclosed with the letter to Bauer were records made by the a d m i n i d o n
at Auschwitz in Auugust 1942 of the "Shwting of Fleeing Prisoners." Accompanying the List of

l6 On July 13. 1959, the prosefution in Frankfun released its f9st imer-office memorandum regarding various amst
warrants. This rnemo inchdes documentation of request fôr transfér of Dr. Kremer h m Münster, and Pery B r o d
fbm Ludwisgburg, m n g others.
"16 Is 1273158, StA S M $ a n , "Anmg auf Haftbeféhle", Apn'l3,1959, in 4 k 444/59,5: 770.
ia
Thomas Gnieika, Letter of Januâry 15, 1959, in AR-Z 13/59, Zenade Steiie der Lanri;esj~îritverwain~rgen,
72.
LeUer &O appears on files of 4 Js W 5 9 .

names of dead prisoners and their tanoo numbers was a list of those SS officers nispected of
shoothg these pnsoners: these documents appear to have been investigative reports to the SS and
police corn in Breslau of '-corrupt" SS officen. Why these officers were charged with a crime is
not clear from these documents: there are, however, a few possible explanations. In the "officiai"
death certificates of the hundreds of thousands who were either worked or tortured to death at
Auschwitz (this does not include those who were gassed immediately upon arrivai, as they were
not tattooed). "shot while fleeing" was ofien given as the standard cause of death for a prisoner,
along with various diseases such as hem failure and dysentery. Such a report then, to the police

court at Breslau. ma? have been writîen using fdse causes of death in order to document the
activities of SS officers who were considered corrupt by aansgressing the hierarchicai chah of
the camp and murdering pnsonea without an officiai order. The Nari courts investigated SS men

and women who acted on their own initiative fiequently, as we shall see later. These fdse causes
of death were used as flirnsy covers, allowing the SS to maintain the perception that their crimes
would not be discovered. or wouid at least be lessened in magnitude shouid death certificates for

the millions misshg be requested. in addition, it was standard bureaucratic procedure to
document the death of inmates in order to keep nack of the work force and to determine how

many new workea were needed. Therefore, the m d e r of Teeing" prisonen was dso recorded
in an effort to keep track of available rnanpower. in gened, however, there are countless bafEIing
examples of the use of protocol and pinstaking bureaucratic policy in the everyday world of
Auschwitz. Mania for record keeping chanicterized the whole of Nazi policy.

Whatever the explanation for such documents, in Ianuary of 1959 they landed on the desk
of Fria Bauer. He then passed them along to the Central uivestîgathg M c e in Ludwigsburg, as

was customary with nispected Nazi crimes. The ZdL had aiready received reports about
approximately thirty suspected perpetrators h m Auschwitz and saw the potentiai for a large-

scale legal proceeding. Because the ZdL was established by the Federal Govemment, the matter
was turned over 10 the Federai Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshoj for a ruiing. With the
cooperation of the ZdL,the public prosecutor's office in Stuttgart, where the investigation had

begun., and Fritz Bauer, the Suprcnie Court d e d to move the "Auschwitz investigation?'to
Frankfurt-amMain. where evidence would be gathered for a trial exclusively pertalliing to
crimes cornrnitted at ~ u s c h w i t z .The
' ~ ZdL h m that stage on forwarded d l of the information it

received or collected regarding Nazi crimes at Auschwitz to the public prosecutor's office in

Frankfun. This included investigations of at least thirty criminals fiom Auschwitz - former

-

prisoners as well as SS officers conducted by the LAC and by various public prosecutors'

offices thrcughout West Genany, including Munich, Stuttgart, Frankfurt, Darmstadt, Hamburg,
Berlin, Hannover and Braunschweig. Two weeks later the public prosecutor's office in FmkfLrt
submitted a request for -fer

to Frankfun of three suspects already in detention (Boger, Stark

and Broad) and fûrther called for the arrest of Oswald Kaduk, Fraor Hohann and H e i ~ c h
Bischoff. Che week Iater. on July 2 1, al1 three men were arrested."
Fritz Bauer was the decisive force that shaped the trial. Bauer, a German Jew who had

lived in exile during the Xazi period and who led the public prosecutor's office in Frankfuri after
the war. made it his Iifelong mission to bring the perpetrators of the Nazi genocide to justice. In

this respect Bauer was an exception in the legal system, as his intentions were not strictlyjudicial
but more broadly historical as well. Quite explicitly, beyond his concm with individual cases,

Bauer wanted to take to task a whole era, an entire ideology. Bauer saw this trial as something
quite removed korn a normal criminal trial. indeed, it wouid have been most diflicult for anyone
following the pre-aial investigations and the pmceedings ttiemselves to view this as a typical
IVI
n a d * , the federai cour5 mied to move the investigation m Frankfitnam Main on April 14, 1959; two
months passed before dl documents concerning the proceedings aniveci in Frankfinrt

triai, for sitting on the defendants' bench were twenty men involved in mass murder and

genocide. in state sanctioned and ordered systematic killing at a death camp. Bauer saw the trial
as an opportunity for Gennany to confront its pan and to examine its relatiooship to the Nazi

period. During the trial Bauer declared,

One of the most important tasks of this triai is aot only to present the horrendous facts [of
the Final Solution], but also actually to teach ourselves something, that we here in
Germany have completely forgotten in the course of the last one hundred years.... You
must wonhip God more than human beings. ... That's why it is the be aii and the end ail
of this trial. to say:"You should have said no." 1 think that in Germany we must ail
recognize that there are lirnits that everyone sees and feeis. Watch out for your fellow
men. such things cannot happen again, you must not go dong with it!... And if something
is to be learned fiom this trial. then it is the meaning of the fight for equdity, which must
be taken seriously. the meaning of tolerance, care and recognition. and the understanding
that hate...leads to such things as ~uschwitz.~'
According to Bauer's sense of right and wrong and his approach to the rneaning of this
trial. the goal was very simple, and came down to his views of the basic tenets of the Bible, those

upon which the German sate was supposedly based. For Bauer, most important was the idea that
"Wou shallt not kill". and any "order" to the contmy was worihless. Bauer called upon each
individual to be attentive to human equality and therefore to understand that any orders or laws

negating this were illegal. This meant that anyone who h a .volmtarily subscnbed to Nazi
ideology and helped to realize its goals was also a suspect. immediately pior to the trial's
opening, when asked how he would judge the defendants on the stand, as murderers or simply
accomplices. Bauer replied:
1 penonally believe that the question can only be aaswered if we ask it this way: were
those who were present at Auschwitz there because they were convinced Nazis or not? By
and large. especially for those at Auschwitz, one has to m e r this in the affirmative....
This was no mange or foreign crime, the perpetrators were largely people who were at
that time convinced they were doing the right thiag, namely driving their Natioaal
Socialist world view to victory. In my eyes, those men are simply perpetrators, together

"

4 Js 444/59. IO: 1490-6.
Ibid.. 574.

with Hitlert cornmitteci with Hitlez to the " F S %hion of the Jevcish Quedo&' thet
they believed to be right...For me, they are aii accomplices.

"

Bauer's sense of universai mordity called for Germaos to police themselves. He was especidly
criticai of the * M e Kampfer" (old fighters), those convinced Nazis who believed completely in
the vaiidity of the "Final Solution." in discussing the "superior order defense" used by lower

ranking Nazis to excuse their participation in mass murder, Bauer nated unequivocally that
"there is no question, at least not for myself or for the prosecutors in the Federal Republic, that

there was a long list of people who didn't act oniy on orclers?but who acted as they did out of reai
conviction that what they were doing was right.'"

Bauer was well aware that the public prosecutors were bound by the StPO and obligated
to begin an investigation when punishable behaviour was suspected; however, the Auschwitz

Triai was also intended to serve as a son of "politicai enlightenment.." By this, Bauer rneant that
such a triai was important not only to uncover facts but it also had to "ask the question why,
because without the answer to why, without questionhg the mots of evil and the roots of disease,

there cm be no healing"" Bauer even viewed the rather late date of the Auschwitz Triai as a
positive development, for he believed that the aiai could serve as a rnuch better lesson in the

1960s than directly d e r capitulatio~when Germans were mon focused on seeuring lost

material necessities than confronthg the atrocities of Nazism. According to Bauer, then, triais of
Nazi criminals in West Gemiany, which began again in the late 1950s and gained momentun
throughout the 1960s. had to teach lessons, for before this period, understandably,Ganans were
liale inclineci to " k a t their own breasts in search ofthe historical, politicai, sociological and

"Zu den Naziverbrecher Prowssen ", 568.
ibid
Fritz Bauer, Vachden Wwzeln der B d h Fragen,"
~
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psychological roots of the wom criminality of the years of the illegai

tat te."^' Bauer urged

Gemam to understand their own inner responsibility and not to take the easy way out, to practice

and teach tolerance, and to see the trials of former Nazi perpetrators not as an assault on newly
democratic German society or as %est dirtying," but as an attempt once and for al1 to "clean the
nest

Such were the motivations and intentions which drove Fritz Bauer and the prosecution in

Frankfun: nich were the guidelines he set for the attorneys he put on the case. Bauer himself did
not participate in the pre-trial investigation or the court proceedings. He had as bis team Dr. Ham

GroBmann, chief prosecutor. and Joachim Kligler. Georg Friedrich Vogel and Gerhard Wiese.
They were al1 young, dedicated lawyers whose professionai careers had begun afker 1945 and had
not been tainted by the corruption of Nazism. Was such a mble goal possible in light of the legd
system which bound the prosecuton? Could the aial really serve as a ksson and a thorough

cleaning-up? Was everybody involved in this enormous nial dedicated to the same goal, or were
there those who felt it their duty to aick to the guidelines of the StPO and StGB, and run the trial

as just that? The answen to such questions become clearer through an investigation of the
evolution of the triai and the problems faced by the prosecutors in achieving this goal.

-

"
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U. DEVELOPING THE CASE IN FRANKFURT: THE Pm-TRIAL FILES 1959-1963.

How did the prosecution determine which witnesses were moa reliable, had the most
accurate memories, and had justice and ûuth as their motivations rather than revenge? How did
the prosecution decide which investigations to pumie. which to postpone. which to drop? More
than four hundred survivoa and former SS officea were interrogated, and with each new

statement came a new suspect to be Iocated, summoned, interrogated, and investigated. At one
point the investigation covered an unmanageable eight hundred suspects. The prosecution had to
create the strongest case possible. which meant dropping witnesses who could not give accurate,
specific information. For example, the charges and testimony of Adolf Rogner did not appear in

the indicment. largely because overwhelrning evidence against Boger had since been gathered
and many witnesses with far more detailed and accurate accomts of Boger's activities -

witnesses without criminal records and therefore credibility problems - had corne fonvard.
However. Rogner did testifj briefly at the trial.
Beginning in October 1959, the prosecution in Frankfurt cast its net ail over the world,
looking for survivoa to testiQ. A fom letter was sent to a wide varies. of newspapers
internationaily, requesting that witnesses corne foward," This d l , dong with the efforts of the

[ACand various other survivor and human rights organUations, had an enormous effect;
survivors living in Canada, France. Israel, Argentha, and a host of other countries wrote to
The f o n letter h m becutor Wolf of Ocmber 5, 1959, saes: '1 am conducting a comprehemive investigative
proceeding here in Frankfitrt regardhg the Auschwitz concentration camp. The investigaiions include &
crimes
i
that
took place at the Auschwitz concentration camp and its awiliary camps ttiat are promôle and not yet affécted by the
starne of limitations.This includes an investigation of ail cases of murder, maris-, üiegai amst with deadly
consequences, bodiIy harm leadhg to death.. .. Up to now the investigations have Iead to the arrest of six accuse4
while rnany ottim are heaviiy suspected and accused bus as ehis thne their whereabouts are unknown. It is assumed
that because of the expansive nature of the crimes committedat the a w i h l i o n camp Ausctiwie, there are still mmy
other camp personnel mernbers...who participateci in kilhg or m some way aided m murder. It is nahrrally quite
difficuit to shed light on these crimes, as the whereabours of most former prisaners w&o couid test@ as witnesses is
hard to determine.,., Without the support of the persecuted and their organizations a sunicient investigationis not

Frankfun offixing themselves as witnesciec- ltseems the choicesthe prosecutorsmade in
Frankfurt as to which investigations to pursue and whom to amst were largely dependent on
their ability to detemine whether or not the accused was still dive, whether or not he or she had

already been tried. and whether or not he or she could be located, A letter bom the German based
organization, the Alliance of the Persecuted of the Nazi Regime (Vereinigungder Vefolgten des
!Voriregimes) from October 26. 1959. aided the prosecution immensely in ~ f & g to seventeen

former Auschwitz guards who %ove freely about the Federai Republic of ~ e n n a n ~ This
.''~~
letter led to the immediate issuing of amst warrants for a M e r four suspects, including Victor

Capesius. the camp pharmacist.29Such pieces of information, dong with the testimony of
survivoa. were patched together by the prosecution and a general pattern was established in

which the most heavily incriminated suspects kept reappearing. Rarely did suspects help in any
way to incriminate other fellow camp guards, and therefore most information was gained through

a process of elirnination by the prosecution. It is for this reason ihat there is little focus on the
statements and interrogations of the defendants in this chapter, for by and large their depositions
are repetitive in their predictable insistence on total ignorance about the hue magnitude of

murder at Auschwitz.

in order to understand the extraordinary detail needed by the prosecution in order to arrest
a suspect and make a forma1 investigation, it is necessary to look at the testimonies within the
pre-eial mes more closely. It is difficult to convey the jgrisliness and bnitality of the accounts
given by the swivors of the camp; it is even more astounding to Rad such accounts and the

possfble. 1 would therefore be most gratetûi to you if you could help me by publishing a caii for witnesses and put
them in touch with me..."4 Js 4-4/59, 14: 2.272-3.
Ibid., 17: 2670-1.
"> This anest warrant aiso inciudes charges of murder agaim <wo men - Berbard Raicers and Alois Staiier - who
were strangely taken out of the investigation at the nmdi hour. Alois Staller, whom 1 shall discuss again later,
a p p d countiess h e s in witness testmiony as a cruel, sadistic murdefer, making the decision to let h h go even
more baffiing November 30, 1959, in ibici, 19: 2967-9.

precision of the recoiiections of these witnesses ccmidemgnot d y the amountof time that had
passed but also the h o m m g nature of what they had experienced. Most witnesses were
interrogated twice in the pre-aial stage - once by the prosecution and once by the court. Such
testirnonies ranged h m two to twenty pages. Generally, the interrogaton permitted each witness
was dlowed to speak freely and without fkquent breaks. Sometimes the siwivor on an

interpreter wrote the testirnonies. Otten the testirnonies were translated into Gemian. Such details

merit s c d n y because of the importance they later came to have at the trial: for example, in the
trial setting the judge or attorneys ofien intermpted the witness and asked for more specific

information on each detail or te-g

experience h m twenty years before. This led to

discrepancies between pre-trial and trial interrogations and generated confusion as to the actions
of each defendant. In addition, problems arose as a result of the translation of certain testirnonia,
in which witnesses often insisted in court that their pre-trial interrogations had been

misinterpreted by the transcriber. Such difficulties would generally not nuface until the trial
itseif. for the prosecuton and the court took testimony very much at face value.
Two survivos groups emerge fiom these pre-trial files. Fim, there are the prisoners

empioyed as caregivers and docton in the tisoner's Hospitai (HKB: Hdftlingsfiankenbau)
which occupied Blocks 19-31. and its subsidiaries: the expaimentation Block

(L'nrersuchgsbhck, Block 1O), and the emergeocy Block (Ambulanr, Block 28). Second, there

are the secretaries in the Political Department, an extraordinary group in that they were largely
Jewish women who were allowed to survive. The large majority of witnesses at the trial were not
Jewish, for the simple Rason that Jews were not generally given important posts but were sent
immediarely to the gas chambea. Their testunonies are only a s m d example of the cruciai
testhony given about a l l of the defendants, but they provide invaluable accoimrs of the everyday
workings of the Auschwitz camp as they had a good howledge of various different sections and

administrative depatments andretained their positions for W .ieqth. periods. These witnw
groups c m hinction as a focus for the pre-trial testknonies in general and their pivotal role in
illurninating the crimes committed at Auschwitz.

a) The Men of the EKB and its Subsidiaries

Dr.Tadeusz Paczda a Poiish surgeon, was one of the f
h
tsurvivors to corne fornard to
the MC. He came to Auschwitz as a political pnsoner in one of the fïrst &amportsto the camp.
in December 1940. and became pnsoner # 7725. He rernained there until September 1944 and
was employed first in the documentaiion office (Schreibstube)of the HKB and then as the main

report-writer (Rapporfschreiber)in the HKB of Auschwitz 1. Paczula's testimony came entirely

through pre-trial interrogations and his own recollection of events twenty years later, in contrast
to some other witnesses, who wrote contemporaneous accounts of their experiences?' h the fïrst
months of 1959 Paczula wrote to Frankfbrt and declmd himself "prepad to give exact details
of the crimes of the SS men before the German courts."' Rather than king iatemgated in

Poland with German pmsecutoa present, Paczuia went to Frankfua in October of 1959 and was
questioned there by public prosecutor Vogel. He gave over twenty-five pages of description,
starting with his arriva1 at Auschwitz before the selection process had been irnplemented Mer

two years in a work unif Paczuia conaacted a lung disease and was sent to the HKB, in Block
31. Such a tramfer was much dreaded and avoided untif the iast possible moment by the

prisoners, as illness u s d y meant a death sentence. More often than not the HKB was a place of
experimentation and murder and certainly not a place for healing. Paczula however, was
One w h e s s . Dr. Otto Wokm, wmte a chronicle ofhis time m Auschwitz while he was there. His testimony war
very important to the ma! and will be discussed in detaiI in Chapter Four.

determined to use his medical skills to his adv-

a d mon after arrivingbegan to conduct

the 'Tever curves" - graphs docunienting the levels of fever in the patients. The Nazi doctors and

orderlies in the HKB noticed his work, and he was allowed to rernain and work in the office of

the HKB.
Paczuia had the unique opportunity to observe not only the amcities that went on in the

HKB and experimentation Blocks. but also to scrutinize the actions of the Politicai Department.
It was his duty to constantly update the death books (Totenbücher)of the HKB. He did so during

the capture and execution of the Russian prisoners of war in the nimmer of 1942, documenting
the name. number. date of death. hour of death. and cause of death, of those who perished. As

always. the cause of death was falsifiecl and listed as an ailment - hence the deaths of
approximately 15,000 Russians, acnially by shwting, were recorded as "heart attacks" and
"strokes." Paczuia directed the prosecution at this tirne to the existence of these death rolls at the

Auschwitz museum, where they were aored &er king smuggled out by feilow report-taker and
witness Jan Pilecki. They were later obtained by the courts and used as important evidence in the
trial?2 The logic behind the meticdous documentation of the iiiegal slaughter of Russian

prisonen is again difficult to grasp; however, as Paczuia stares, it was absolutely mandatory
It was out of the question for even one dead prisoner to be left out of the book. One thing
aiways had to be correct in the camp: the prisaner xuimber&lt is totdy impossible thar 1
received false data about the number of dead prisoners. It may have happened once or
twice that an incorrect prisoner number was documenteci; but this was aiready considered

a -'crime" in ~uschwitz.~'

Pacnila made it his mission to document the tme cause of deah for aii the prisoners he entered
into the death books, and did so with various secret symbols representing either gassing, phenol
" Tadeust Paczuia, lettet to 4 Js ;144/59,1959, &id,4: 623.
" Tadeusz Paczuta, officiai h e s s mtwrogation for me Head pmecutor in

2549.
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1959, in &ici, 16:

injections. shooting or hanguig. Unfominately, not aii of the death books could be r e c u v d and
these entries were therefore not availabte to the c o u . ,
Paczula's role in the office of Block 21 dowed him extraordimy insight into the
gruesome crimes committed at the "Black Wd" between BLocks 10 and 1 1, as he could see
directly into this courtyard From the second floor window of Block 2 1. His tesrimony on this

matter is partïcularly convincing becaw of his detailed descriptions of the room itself h m
which he made his observations. He descnbed it as the treatrnent room in which a srnail surgery

unit was instailed. with a three-story bunk bed from which he could look out the whdow. His

descriptions of the type of window. the forty-five-metre distance to the "Black Wail," and his
ability to see such events. were ail comborated by an onsite examination of Auschwitz which

took place during the triai. It was fiom this location that on March 19, 1942, Paczda observed

the execution of three hundred women,whom he undemood to be French Jews. They were shot
at the wall because the facilities for mass gassings were not yet completed. His testimony

included an exact depiction of how this execution took place. He stated:
Al1 the women were brought into the bunker, where they had to undress completely. They
had arrived at the camp around noon, in buses. The shootings began at approximately
2:OOpm and were completed in around three hours. The women were led in groups of two
by the Bunker-kalj?aktor [care-taker] to the "Black Wd,"where SS-Oberscbarrtùhrer
Gehring shot them with a smd-caiiber gun. For the period that 1 was watching, Gehring
was aii alone. I myself couldn't watch the executiontn the end,because an SS-arderIy
came into the room and I had to disappear.... While 1was at the window about twenty to
twenty five women were shot to death. 1 can't say whether Gehring shot a l l the women by
himself; generally the SS-men would relieve each other or shoot two at a t h e . The
corpses of the women were thrown into the left corner of the courtyard by the "corpse
bearers." The women dl went very quietly and without my delays to the "Black Wail,"
aithough the next nvo in line always had to see the bodies ofthe two execuad before
them. Al1 shootings were conducteci by GenickschuJ [a shot to the neck]. Mer the
evening roll cd1 the corpses of the women were taken by truck to the crematorium and

burned.j4

While nich detaiis did not incriminate any of the defendants. they nevertheless
dernonstrated the extent of Paczula's credibiiity and were conoborated by the testirnony of others
and by onsite inspections. in the early phases of the investigation of Auschwitz, they served to

flesh out an accurate. detailed and credible pictrne of camp atrocities.

In the spring of 1944 Pacnila became the report-writer for the entire HKB, entering the
daily patient numbers for Blocks 9. 19,20,21 and 28. Here he was in constant contact with the
head of the corpse-canying unit (Leichenkapo) and his "corpse-bearers," as they had to give him

the l i s not oniy of prisoners shot at the "Black Wall" but dl who were taken into the "corpse
cellar." Paczula was ofien in the celiar in Block 28 and therefore also saw the bodies of the

executed. It was there that he witnessed the results of the moa heinous crimes committed by
defendant Iosef Klehr, the orderly in charge of h j e c ~ prisoners
g
with phenol. In a second
interrogation conducted by the public prosecutors in Frankfûrt approximately one year later,

Paczuia gave a detailed chamcterization of Klehr - his pemnaiity type, bis favourite sadistic
activities. and more specific accounts of crimes he cornmitted Paczda descnibed Klehr as a

g'typical. primitive, despot-type. who had to show everyone what kind of a "personality"he

as.''^^ Klehr especially liked to assert himself when his superior, the camp doctor, was absent,
and assume the d e of the main medical authority in the HKB.On such occasions Klehr would

order a few prisoners to attend to his "needs" - one would wash his motorcycle, another would

take off his boots and wash his feet and at the same time yet another wouid polish his
hgernails. While smoking his pipe and king tended to, he wouid order eight or so other
prisoners to dance for hirn; as P a c d a said, "he behaved jut Wre a ~ascha.''~

" Tadeusz P a c d a

7064.

" nid, 7064-5.

officiai wimas interrogation for the Head Rosecutor in FrankfmSXov. 23,1960, in ibib, 40:

Klehr's impostor syndrome also extended to performing the lethai injections (abspritzen)

himself. He would walk through the HKB proclaiming, "Today 1am the Camp Doctor and the

notices of illness Ikiankenmeldzmgen) wiU be presented to me."

'' He then performed selections

of newly admitted patients and injected them to death himself, although this was not his duty. He

was also not required to mistreat prisoners and kick them in the groin as they w&ed, but this too
was one of his favorite activities and show& Kiehr to act with malicious intent,

It is important to note here the emphasis Pacnila placed on Klehr's insistence on doing

jobs not within his jurisdiction or authority. This was cruciai for the prosecution's case in
determining and proving perpetrator motivation as described in Chapter One. it was Paczuia's

depiction of Klehr as a sadist and a lusâul killer who acted with individual initiative and in fact
against the teplations of the camp that led to a conviction of murder rather than simpiy of aiding

and abetting. Particdarly. one incident described by Paczuia and comborated by other witnesses
demonstrated Klehr's willingness to act on his own and El1 without direct ordea, making him a
most suitable candidate for a murder conviction according to West G m a n law. 'The incident is
worth recounting. Pacnila stated:
1 would like to describe a selection that remains fked in my memory due to its parricular
exnotional cruelty. It was Christmas Eve - December 24, 1942 - when Klehr appeared
around noon in the HKB,selected appmximately 200 prisoners and injected them
immediately. As the camp doctor had h a d y d e his rounds in the morning at around 8
or 9, we feIt certain, in fact we knew, that he had thereafter left for the Christmas holiday.
Everything was aiready in the Chrimas spmt and everyone had somehow pRpaRd
himseff for this day and wanted to have a Little Christmas celebration. In this atmosphere
Klehr burst in and murdered the prisoners. 1 don? thllik 1need to describe what kind of
poverty of feeling and coldness is needed in order to carry out this activity on such a
day-38

This testimony was to be repeated by various other wimesses tbmughout the pre-trial

period and in the trial itself, and provided the courtroom with one of its most chilling and
upsetting moments. Such details, although seemingiy almost trivial in the face of such large-scale
murder and cruelty, often struck most deeply at the hearts of the judge, jury and audience because
of the dissonant comection that ail couid recopize - the Christmas holiday. Klehr's insistence
on cornmitting an act of particular bmtality in this mannez demonstrated his sadistic Unpulse.
h entirely different example of the importance of Paczuia's testimony is evident in his

assessrnent of the testimony of a fellow prisoner and survivor, Walter Scheerer. This incident is
intereshg in that the courts found thernselves addressing a case of perjury of a pecuiiar kind.
Scheerer was by no means a denier or a revisionkt insisting on the innocence of any of the
defendants. instead, he clistorted the facts and reported false incidents that would seemingiy make
little difference to the case itself. The prosecution noted Scheerer's inconsistencies in the

discrepancy between his description of the camp set-up itself and that of the other survivors of
the HKB.
Scheerer, who testified in September 1959. reported that he was sent to Auschwitz in
April 1943 as a German Communist politicai prisoner, and in May 1943 became an orderly in the

HKB at the request of the main camp doctor at the time, Dr. Entress. Moa of Scheerer's
testimony recounted the activities of Klehr and his crimes with phenol injection. However, when
the testimony was shown to Paczula (and other survivoa of the HKB)it became clear that

Scheerer was f a i s e g his account As P d a observe& %F"Firstof ail, the Block numbers given
by the witness are compieteiy wrong.... 1 was also working in the HKB at the t h e the witness

Scheerer was supposedy active there. ui rny opinion he was at the most a janitor there....ft is out

of the question that he was the head orderly and boss to al1 other care-@vers.'"9 This information
was corroborated by fellow orderly Dr. Stanislaw KIodzibki, indicating that Scheerer was

attempting to pass himself off as a man of higher importame in the prisoner hiemhy than he
a c d y was.

Paczuia's refùtation of Scheerer's testimony continued, showing more bllarre falsehoods
and holes in his account. Scheerer reported that Klehr injected his victims with Evipan, a
tranquilizer to induce sleep. before killing h e m with phenol. This was incorrect. in addition,
Scheerer reported that victims were injected on an operating table: according to Pacnila and

.

KlodWiski and othen, this was rarely the case. Victims were made to sit on a chair and hold their
left a m above theù head. Scheerer's accounts of witnessing executions at the "Black Wali"

through a window in the wash barrack were also untenable. according to Paczuia,

' W e s s he

stood on the chimney, the wash b m c k was only one floor and thme was a wall between Blocks
10 and 1 1 of almost 4 meten in height."10

Fhally, Paczda clallned that Scheerer's testimony about a rnass shooting of forty

prisonen from the Sonderkommando in the "corpse cellai' of Block 28 was impossible, as
people were not shot in the cellar; they were simply brought there afterward? Such details

needed to be assessed in meticulous detail in order for the prosecution to present a valid fâctual

case of the actions of each defendant. Scheerer exemplified a peculiar type of witness; a nirvivor
who would falsify stories and tell taies that resembled the truth and seemed to incriminate the
defendants. In actuality, his testimony worked against the prosecution. Whether Scheerer
Paczula, in ibid. 16: 255 1.
bid, 2552.
Scheerer d e s c n k these events in extraordniary detail on pages 2 199-20 of his ttstimony, stating rba< m midMarch 1944 at 2:00PM, forty prisoners h m the Corpse Commando at Bbkmau were brought mto the corpse ceilar
of B tock 28, accompanied by Kiehr, Boger and Hotmann amongst others; Hofmam closed the cellar doors and a ten
minute shoothg spree took place. Scheerer states that he was then called in to the cellar to undress the bodies arid
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intendeci ta heip or hinder the case is difficult to detemhz hut this example shows the problems

in establishing accurate and diable testimony and building such a large case. It also provides
one reason the aial took so long to begin.
Another interesting example is the case of defendant Herbert Scherpe, a medical orderly
(Suniratsdientrgrod:SDG)in the HKB who often worked as Klehr's representative. h o s t al1
witnesses who testified about the activities of the defendants in the HKB testified that Scherpe

had taken part in the injecting of prisoners; some knew this through hearsay and some through

more concrete experience. One incident, however. is important in that it both implicated and
exonerated Scherpe. As Paczuia descnbed i t in the year 1943 Scherpe took over the injecting of

prisoners when Klehr was absent. T w o transports carne in h m the Polish region of ZamoSf
carrying young boys. approximately ages 13 to 15. Scherpe killid the tirst group of about sixty
on the fint day: however, on the second day, according to Paczula, "Scherpe almost had a

breakdown and couid not go on. The 'injections' were then carried out by another SDG whose
name 1 no longer remembedd2

Another witness at the trial, Stanislaw Glowa, prisoner # 200 17,described with chiîling
detail the day on which the f k t p u p of boys were rnurdered. Glowa was in Auschwitz h m

August 1941 to Augus 1944. becarne ill with àiarrhea in October 1941 and was brought to Block
20. where he remained afterwards as a caregiver of sorts. According to Glowa, "on the £ k tday
there was a panic amongst the children, because they noticed that those boys who were brought

behind the curtain in the hall never came back. They therefore had to be bmught with force into
the ueatment rom.& Glowa could recount this because he was ordered by the guards to help
spray the bIood h m the bodies. Scheerer, Prosecutor's immgation, Sept. 23, 1959, h &id,14: 2 199-20- Psc&
mues that this is impossible as Klehr never participami in shw-&gs as aÜ SDG, ody iujectiom.
Paczuia, 16: 2573.
Stanislaw G l o Nov.
~ 2 1,1960, h ibid. 40: 7057. Such questions of guih or cmpiicity cannot be addnsed here
at lengh, but Ml very much into the domain of Primo Levi's "Grey Zone* and dernomme another iayer of

'''
"

bring the boys into the room to be murdered. Glowa remadced aiter this testimony: " I have ta
make it known right now, that as a prisoner one could uot refuse to do such a job, because one
The witness Klodzi6ski also recalled this event.

would then also have been injected?

KlodziBski. a Polish pnsoner brought to Auschwitz in August 1941, worked fint as an orderly
and then as a doctor in the HKB until its evacuation. He was also a member of the international
underground resistance in the camp, acting as the liaison beiween the movement in the camp and
the illegal underground in Krakow. Because of his political motivation he was especially

concemed with observing and documenthg the crimes commined in the HKB. As a doctor he
becarne aware of Klehr's activities with the phenol injections, and it was clear to him that healthy
prisonen were also being murdered in this fsshion. not just the inmates of the HKB.As an
example he cited the incident with the Polish boys h m Zarnoii, and stated that '7 want to note

that SS-SDGScherpe refused to undertake these injections."'.'

Fioslly, Hermann Langbein

provided some of the most important corroboration to this case by the sheer weight and

credibility of his personality. stahng that he remembered with certainty that Scherpe had declined

and was excused from his duties in the murdering of the boys, which was then taken over by the
defendant ~antl.'

This incident and the witness reports descnbing it demonstrate a crucial issue for the
prosecution's case. On one hanci, the testimony of several witnesses showed that in all ükelüiood
-

-

-

-

-

crbninality of the system at Auschwitz which the prosecution could not very weU dis& in theu search for the
-'perfect" wimess. Detemiining the motivation of people at Auschwitz who cornmitted mutder or at least somehow
aided in its execution was crucial for the prosecution, and a survivor such as Glowa, who was clearly forced into
such acrivities (although one couid argue thar his complicity m the injections was what aiiowed him to survive) was
therefore not suspecteci of aiminai behaviour in the same way as Scherpe or the Vfisoner Bednartk, for example,
who became a defendant due to his extroord'mary crueIty and display of individuai W v e .
Ibid
f i Dr. Stanislaw [Uodziciski, Pmsecution-conducted pre-trial htmgatiou, ûct. 26,1959, i
n ibid, 16: 2589.
KIodririski's report of this incident shows some hpses in memory, as he stated that diere were oniy 20-30 boys to be
executed and this event took place m 1942. Frtrther mvdgation by the prosecution would show that the accoum of
Glowa and Pacptla were more accurate.
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Langbein, in ibid, 68: 12711.

Scherpe had iadeed participa&

in the lojections On the othet haod, the testimony also showeda

certain reticence on the defendant's part which could be used by the defense to show that Scherpe
did not have murderous intent or sadistic motivation, and he most certainly did not demonstrate
individual initiative in this action as Klehr had in the earlier reported incident at Christmas 1942.

fherefore. the prosecutioii would have much difficulty fincihg d c i e n t grounds to charge
Scherpe with murder. This kind of problern confounded the prosecution ofien, and flew in the
face of Fritz Bauer's initial hopes that those who killed at Auschwitz would be punished for
murder, no matter whether they disliked their work or not. The simple goal of putthg the
Auschwitz Complex on trial and prosecuthg the people who worked there became more and

more problematic as the West German criminaljustice system seemed to be totally inadequate
for this extraordinary case of suite-sanctioned genocide.

b) Befehhnotstand: The %uperior Orders" Defense

Bauer7sgoal and the diaculties in achieving it lead to another element of this particular
count against Scherpe, one which wodd aid the prosecution in throwing out the Befehlsnotstand
defense. based upon the accused having been obliged to foliow orders. Over and over witnesses

reported that certain guards refused to c m y out certain tasks, whether selections at the platform
or executions at the "Black Wall", or, as in this case, injections in the HKB The wimesses, both
nwivoa and former SS offices, a l l stated that none of the people who ~ f u s e dwere punished by
either the camp authorities or the camp administrators in Berlia. Defendant Scherpe, for example,
was ailowed to be relieved of this duty and continue his work as an SDG.

The mounting evidence of the possibiby of refushg to m d e r contradicted the testimony
of n e d y al1 of the defendants, not only in this triai but in vimially a l l Nazi-cnminai trials, that

they had to €oLlow orders or that ifthey refuse4 they would have been marched h t o the gas

chambers. The argument of "doing my duty" and "only obeying orders" was a familiar one that
al1 post-war courts had to contend with when attempting to establish that the Nazi nate was an
illegal one and therefore its orders were invalid and also illegal. This was evennially achieved by
establishing that the StGB and most particuiarly the murder paragmph, had been in effect

throughout the entire Nazi reign. However, in determining the validity of the defense of the
perceived threat of punishment for refusal to follow orders, the prosecution had to dig more

deeply into Nazi files.
in order to do this. the prosecution summoned various expert wimesses, who were
specialists dedicated to researching the Nazi period - historians familiar with the Nazi documents
who could elucidate the system as a whole. The most famous of these experts were the
researchers at the Institute for the Study of Contemporary History in Munich, Martin Broszat,
Helmut Krausnick and Ham Buchheim. TheK investigations into aIl aspects of Nazi criminality

led to the most illurninating and important revelations about the SS system, and their mearch
and testimony in suppon of the indictment and in the triai redted in one of the fkst and certainly

most important studies of Nazism entitled The Anatomy of the SSStafe, which 1will discuss

M e r in Chapter Three. Many other experts were called however, and one of the first cnicial
reports was provided by Dr. Ham-Giinther Seraphim?senior lecturer at the University of
Gottingen.

On July 1. 1958, Seraphi-submitted a report to the jury court at Ulm for the famous trial
of ten members of the Eimatzkommdo Stapo and SD Tilsit, a abgroup of Eittsangrirppe A
accused of murder and aiding and abetting murder in the Summer and fkII of 1941 in Lithuania

(This was also a West Gennan trial.) The report dealt with the following question posed by the
court:

whether SS-leaders or SS-men who refled participatian in the "deansingactions" or
other "annihilation measures" that were ordered by the d e r s of the Third Reich, could
expect harm or damage to life and limb!'
Seraphim established early in his report that it is preposterous to assume that the mernbers of the
SS lived in fear; indeed. they were perpeaators and creators of the system. Seraphim nated

sardonically. "These men didn't live in fear, they themselves s p ~ a dit across the land thmugh
their a~tivities.'~'Ln tàct according to Seraphim, the Criminal Code of the German Amiy
;Wehmachtstrajgesetzbuch)remained binding for the SS despite speciai jdsdiction and with
that so did the key Puagaph 47. which forbade the carrying out of criminal orders?

Seraphim m e d to the documents of the subsequent Nuremberg trials - most panicuiarly
the trial of Otto Ohlendorf and the Eimatzgruppen, in which he acted as an historicai expert for

the defense - in order to prove his argument that no SS officer was ever punished for disobeying
orders. Time and again the defendants referred to the fact that many of theu subordhates refused
to commit the murders. and according to Ohlendorf, he would send those who would not follow

orders back home.Other superioa too, in order to show themselves as decent and sympathetic
men. stated that they never punished any of their men for not perfomllng executions. Such facts

are by now well known amongst Holocaust scholars, and have been demonstrateci most
succhctiy by Christopher Browning in his study of Police Banalion 1 0 l o in late 1950s West
Germany. however. this avidence came as quite a surprise to a nation convinced of the
*'totalitarianterrof' of the Third Reich.

Dr. Ham-Ghrher Seraphim. Expert Testimony in the Jury triai at m e Ulm District Court, h m 22AR 75/60 in
ibid- 30: 5047. In German: "ob 53-Führer o d e SMainner, die ihre ,Mitw&kmg bei *'Sa116erungsm@nohmen"
oder sonrtigen "Vernichrungsm@nahmen die von den Machrhdrn des Dri~tenReiches mgeotdner wurden,
abgeleh haben Schridigungen an Leib und Leben zu awarten hatten."
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Ibid., 5049.
49 Ibid.. 5050.
Christopher Bromiine, ûrdùtary Men: Resene Police Banaiion IO2 d the Finui Solution in PoLand (New
York: HarperCollins Publishers, Inc.. 1992). Browning de& with ttiis subject partkularly m chapter 18"

"

Seraphim conceded that SS men w a .threatened with the possibility of king transferred

to the kont if they refbsed to follow orders; this argument appeared in the Nuremberg Triai
against concentration camp supervisor Oswdd Pohl, and was used often thereafter. That the SS

men who worked voluntariiy in a death camp like Auschwitz used this as a detènse was,
according to Seraphim, an added insuit to the victùns and demo-ted
weakness of character of the perpetrators. He stated that "a -fer

only the cowardice and
to the front or anywhere else

cannot be seen as danger to life and limb ... there just cannot be any doubt of that."'
Seraphirn concluded his study decisively:
In more than ten years of research focused particuiarly on the history of the SS and related
Police organizations. this expert witness has not found one case which resuited in
"damage to Iife and limb" when a . SS officer refused to carry out an "annihilation order."
On the contrary, the results of my reseaxh show that when refusal to obey an order
becarne lmown there was neither an investigation by the SS police courts nor was any
other serious form of punishment considered."

Seraphim's research extended in this regard to a close anaiysis of the Nazi ''world view"
as desnibed in H i d e r ' s speeches and orders to his SS men, which supposedly proved rhat

following criminal orders was a duty and dernonstrated the necessary "loyalty"and "obedience."
Accordhg to Seraphim. one codd conclude that refiisal to participate in the Final Solution, even

according to the words of Himmler, was not a sign of distoyalty but rather qualifieci only as
"character wehess." and "spent n e ~ e s . " 'In~ every regard, then. Seraphim dernonstrated that
the "niperior order defense" was untenable.

'' 4 h 344/59,5055.
Cbid, 5065.
'' ibid, 5066. Seraphim used as his proof speeches by H M e r in Posen ta his SS leaders. 0.the subject of refupal
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to obey orders, Himmler had this to say: "He who -es
out an order, does so as a "loyal Walter", as a Whfd
representative of the power of an order. ff one firstt h h , this is right and ttiis is na ri& in hct mng, there are
two possibilities. When someoue thinks, he cannot go thou@ with an order, then he has to aintifulIy report it I
can't be responsibie for Ws, t would üke to excuse myself. Tben, m most cases, the order wiii corne: you mut carry
this out. Or. one would th& his nerves are finished, he is weak. Then one can say Good, go and retire." 75-75,
Hùnmier's "Posener Rede," PS-19 19, in &id

But what of the perceived threat of punishrnenf uansfer to the h n k or death in the gas

chambea dong with the rest? Many defendants at the Auschwitz Triai claimed that they had only
become aware of the possibility of r e m at the triai itself, that although there was no
punishment. the threat was still very red. The case of the defendant Scherpe counters this
contention. Such acts of refusal were rare, vocal, and therefore public knowledge. The camp
functioned as a rumour mil1 in which any news traveled very quickly throughout the various
channels and hierarchies of prisoners and guards. m e r guards couid and did deduce h m his
hesitation that they would not be punished if they declined their orders. Sorne did some even

took the alternative of going to the fiont rather than killing aaother innocent victim in Auschwitz.
These resistors were, however, largely exceptions.

C)

The Women of the Political Department

During the course of their pre-trial investigations prosecutors d i s c o v d an extraordinary
group of sumivon thanks to the LAC, a p u p which came to shed the most light on the activities

of the "Politicai Department" of the Auschwitz I camp and particularly on the crimes cornmitteci

by Wilhelm Boger. These were the women who worked as semtaries in the Political Deparmient
fSchreiberinnen,t.of whom at least eight made themselves avaüable to the courts for

interrogation. There are a few factors which make this p u p unique: first, the hi& rate of
survival for prisoners with so much insider information about the camp. These women wrote the
death books for the HKB,the crematoriums, and the Political Department, they witnessed the

methods of "interrogation" used by Boger, what came to be called intensifieci interrogations
(verschü@e Vemehmungen), they saw his infamous "Boger-swing" and the unrecognizable state
in which most prisoners appeared after king brutaiized on i t The amont of murder, secret

information and "Negai aca" by Nazi dandardswitmssed h .these surivors made th-

perfect

candidates for the kind of short work cycle suffered by the Sonderkomrnandos of the clematoria

and corpse cellas. However. these women seemed to be oddly favoured most especially by

Boger. They were largely allowed to live, even if they committed indiscretions or smail acts of
what could be perceived as resistance, which they almost al1 did on a regular basis - providiig
fwd or water to beaten prisoners. lying to their superioa in order to irnprove the conditions
many had to endure. smuggling out letters, and other acts of solidarity and kindness. Only those

who were openly disobedient were killed.

Second. these women were al1 Jewish. It was highly inegular for k w s to be given
positions of relative security at Auschwitz, or jobs which would enable them to witness in detail
the activities of the SS. Virtuaily al1 those who worked in the HKBt as capos, and secretaries in

other sections, were either political prisoners of Polish or Ukrainian descent or Ge-

criminal

prisoners. In general. the vast majority of Jews were rnarched snaight into the gas chambers
without being given nurnbers and tattoos. O d y healthy men and women were selected to work

and given the most grinding and agonizingjobs which usually led to a quick death. For a group
of Jewish women to be selected for such work and dowed to survive to the end was most
unusual. It is unclear why Boger and the others had a soft spot for them, but fkquently these

witnesses reported exactly that. Their higher levels of education - reading, writing and typing
abilities. as well as the knowledge'of more rhan one language, including very often Gennan -

may have also contributed to their "luck."

in the search for evidence about Boger's crimes, Maryla Rosenthaî, a survivor who had
recently moved h m Israel to Berlin, was one of the first women to be d e d upon by the central
office in Ludwigsburg. She was inte~ewedby the State Criminal Investigation Deparmient of
the state of Baden-Württernberg (Landeskrimindantt: LKA,a subsidiary of the public

prosecutor's office dedicated to investiguhg aim;nal mattersput More the prosecution for
trial), on March 2, 1959. Before being captureci by the Nazis in April 1942. Rosenthal hsd lived
in Krakow and worked as a secretary and translater of Polish, Gaman, Engiish and French. In

Juiy she was brought to Auschwitz and initially delegated to work in the sandpits at Birkenau.

This work was extremely raxing and caused her to f d il1 both h m hunger and abuse. She was
quite aware rhat being dl meant certain death in the HU3 and was therefore terrifïed of the roll
calls, which often lasted four hours and were vimially impossible for her with swollen legs and

fever. She therefore took a huge risk and spoke up on one occasion, lying about her language
abilities when an SS-Aufeherin (female guard) asked for someone who could speak Czech to act

as a translator in the Political Department. in this way she became the official translator for the
Political Department and worked very closely with ~ o ~ e r . "
Rosenthal's main duty with Boger was to translate his "interrogations" of Polish

prisoners. Because these interrogations were often so brutal and deadly, Rosenthai wimessed and
reponed atrocities that were inexpressibly gruesome; however. she bad very little negative to say
about Boger. and especidy his behaviour towards her and the other Jewish women in the
Politicai Department. She stated that
Boger was very nice to me and 1 cannot cornplain about his actions iowards me. He even
went as far as to regularly give me a portion of his own food.which wouici be Left on his
plate, under the pretense that 1 should wash his dishes. He also got clothuig for me h m
the Birkenau camp. I remember these things quite well as Boger often put himself in
danger of k i n g punished if he was found out He wns also very nice to the other Jewish
female prisoners who worked in the Political Department, and we al1 liked him very
much. This may somd unbelievable, but 1still remember this very weii and 1have to tell
the truth. 1 dso remember that Boger didn't have any r
d outspoken haîred for Jews. In
contras. however. he would always teil me how he hated the "~ollocks.""

-

"

-

Maryla RosenthaL Otfcial Interrogaton by the LKA. Bad-WMambcrg for the L S o n d e r k ~ ~ i der
on
$mtrale Steile der Lande~justkverwaltungen,~
March 2, 1959. m ibid., 4: 506507.
ibid, 5 10.

Rosenthal's impression of Baga as a "nice man" lacking iaankmitic sentiment was
most striking because he quaiified as one of the wom sadists at the camp who was certainly

gratuitous in his violent treatment of prisoners brought into his interrogation room, be they
Po lish. Jewish or German. ft will becorne obvious throughout this dissertation that there was
enough evidence of Boger's crimes to convict him of murder beyond any doub$ however, in his

own defensr. he could tum to the testimony of a Jewish prisoner to pmve that he was not ody
fke of ideoïogicaily driven Jew haaed but capable of acts of great kindness. Rosenthal's Boger
was kind sensitive, and sometimes even regrethi when he had to interrogate prisoners.56She

never saw him maltreat anyone. She was willing to admit that Boger was one of the most feared

men in the camp. was known as the "Devil of Birkenau," and that prisoners o h spoke of the
massacres that would occur after he had entered the men's camp at Birkenau. She was always

quick to follow such admissions with conditions: '4 never knew anything exact about this. Boger
never spoke to me about such things.... For this reason 1cannot. to my best intentions, Say
anything about where or when Boger shot people....*"7
Rosenthal constantly referred to her bad

memory and her forgedùiness regardkg any specific detail about Boger. In the context of the
"Boger-swing," she admitted to lmowing of the existence of such an i n m e n t of torture but

insisteci it was never referred to as the "Boger-swing"but only the "swing," and more often, the

'Wking machine." She recaiied vaguely one instance in which Boger used it and the prisoner
was so badly beaten she was sure he was near death. However, she again did not give any precise

derails and spent more effort in her t e h o n y recalhg Boger9sapology to her, his shame. and

his explmation that he had been obliged to cany out nich acts because the RSHA had ordered
in her memoirs, Raja Kagan cornborates Rosenttial's depiction of Boger as a kLid boss: "Marilla (sic) was an
excellent worker. and the homile Boget, whose secretary s&ewas, acknowl+xigedber, took a m of hcr, nounshed

%

her with food h m his own plate and gave her dothmg and shoes." Kagm's descriptions of Boger, however, are far
more negative than Rosenthal's, as 1 Ml discuss Iater in this chapter. Raja Kagan, "Fraum un der K d e i der
HUlle," 171, in ibid, 8: 1260a

that he get information fim politid enemies in eny wey possible. When mked if she kmw

whether or not Boger had conducted executions without an order from the RSHATbut through

his own initiative. she could not respond direcîiy, but considered it lmlikely that he would do so.
in her recollection of a fàmous case of a Slovakian Jewish prisoner named Lily Tofler,

Rosenthal again defended Boger. Tofler was also a secretary, and she had attempted to smuggie a

letter out to her lover in the Birkenau men's camp. According to RosenW, either Grabner (the
head of the Political Department) or Kirscher, another guard there, discovered the letter. She
was then intenogated by Boger and later shot to death. Rosenthal stated that "Boger was very

sorry about the imprisonment of this Slovak and told me that if the letter she wmte had not been
put into the hands of Grabner or Kirschner, this situation could have been dealt with

differently."j8

The other women in the Political Department told this story very differently; in fact. it

becomes clear upon closer assessrnent thaî they did not agree with Rosenthal in her positive
opinion of B o g r at dl. Her reasons for painting an h o s t benevolent picture of Boger were
initially unclear. for nobody else who came into contact with hirn did so. However, throughout

her testimony she gave indications that she had k e n profoundly traumatized by her experiences
at Auschwitz and was in fact stiU quite fearful. At one point she stated that "It has just been

pointed out to me I can actually only say very littie about the occurrences in the Political

Department. This is, fkst of ail, to be blamed on my bad memory and the huge holes in my
recollections. as 1 have already mentioned On top of that, because of my disposition 1am a very
fnghtened person and I was aiways very reservedd9 It baame pginfuly clear to the prosecution

"Ibid, 4: 5 12.

5a
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Ibid, 5 15.
bid. 5 12.
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in Shingan that overwhrlming fear was the motivahg factw behind ber r e t i c m about Boger's
actions in a letter to them three months later by her husbmd, dso a survivor. He wrote:

1 told you my thoughts about this before the interrogation on the telephone and
unfomuiately. rhey proved to be correct As a consequeme of the interrogation, (1 m u t
assume) my wife had another senous gdbladder attack. I would therefore like to stress
again, as I already discussed with police detective Wei& that under no circumstances
can a M e r interrogation about the Boger case, or an appearance by rny wife in court
occur... .The detective assured me that my wife's name - maiden and married - will not
appear in public. You will certainly understand, su, that my wife cannot be put in danger
of becoming the object of slander of the undoubtedly stiil existing SS ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n s . ~ ~

Rosenthal's testimony about Boger, however vague and unhelpful. was clearly influenced by
paranoia about the man a h o a fifieen years after the end of the Holocaust. in the end her words

worked in tavour of the prosecutors because they showed the t e m g infiuence of Boger and

his effect on those working around him?' Although the psychological effects of his behaviour on

his secretary would not qualify as concrete evidence of his rnurderous actions, the court noted her
reactions as part of the case against the accused.

The other women cded upon by the prosecution were in general much more prepared to
address the crimes of the men of the Politicai Department. Three, Sylvia Normann, Jemy

Schaner and Raya Kagant had in fact vuritteri their mernoirs and pubfished books on their

experiences: Dounia Wasserstrom had written pamphlets in French and had dimibuted them in
France. Their recollections often made nich exaiordlliary impressions on the prosecution and the
court that they almost became 'tnyths"
60

- legendary Auschwitz stories which wouid corne to

Letter tiom Siegfried Rosenthaî to the S U Stuttgart, March 2,1959, &id,526-517.
interestingiy, Rosenthal did mdeed appear at the triai and teai@ about Boger some four years later. Her w o n s
for her change of heart are not documented in the trial files, and her testimony in the nial itselfwas aiso quite vague.
She did return for a second intenriew m December of the sarne year, in wtrich she reiterated her féars about even
thinking of her tirne in Auschwitz her inabitity to woric through aü she had wimessed, her temr to even ~ o s the
s
hall to use the toilet, her astonishment at the memory of the other women b m the Politicai Department and her
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si@& the bnitafity of ch<: cemp and be retotd by mrmy sunivors in rm almmt folldoie mannet.

Some wimesses From the Politicai Department were rather vague in theu pre-ûial testirnonies
and then told much more detailed and h o r r m g stories in the courtroom, leaving the prosecution

b a e d . This then led to further investigation, in which accounts given by the witness only in the
courtroom itse1f wouid have to be venfied to the finest detail.
A good example of this was the testimony of Dounia Wasserstrom, a survivor residing in

Paris who was interviewed by the West German ernbassy in Paris using a strict lia ofquestions
prepared for them by the Ministry of Justice of Baden-WIimemberg in March 1959. In
Auschwitz. Wasserstrom had been an interpreter in the Political Department. working chiefly for

SS-Rottedührer Draser. but aiso for the defendants Boger and Broad Wasserçtrom made a
snong impression on the interrogators in Paris, who described her as very c a h and composed

while at the same time warm and sensitive; they in fact decided not to ask her about the "Bogerswing" because it was clear to them that she was controhg her emotions oniy with the greatea
of tare." In her testimony Wasserstrorn reported seeing countiess thes the beating and tortuhg
of prisonen by many of the defendants, and stated that in most cases these prisoners died as a

result of the abuse. Her statements were generally quite vague and she mentioned only cursorily
an incident in which she remembered Boger beating and then shoothg a Russian prisoner. She
aiways referred to the pamphlets she wrote on the subject of Auschwitz for M e r proof of her

experiences at the camp. Correspondence between Hermann Langbein and the Centrai Office in
Ludwigsburg after her interrogation showed that the prosecutor's office was quite unhappy with

the results of her i n t e ~ e w ?

--

-

desire only to be mrthful, certainly not to protect anyone. Her tone was almost seKcondernnrirnty9and she appeared
rather ashamed of the weakaess of her own Ctiaractet. &id, 20: 3 183-3 186. I &ail r e m to this in Chapter Four.
Interrogation h m the Embassy of the Federai Repubüc of Gamany, Mard 3 1,1959. m ibid.. 5: 762.
63
Langbein, ApriI 4, 1959, in &id,812.

"

the trial itself due to the nature of her position at Auschwitz. The decision to put her on the stand
was a wise one. for her recollections proved to be some of the most important and sensational in

the entire nid. h her cross-examination by some of the defense attorneys, Wasserstrom suddenly

related a story of umon bmtality:

There is one incident I cm never forget: it must have been around Novembcr 1944. A
truck, carrying kwish children, drove into the camp. The truck stopped by the barracks of
the Politicai Department. A boy - he m u t have been about 4 or 5 years old -jumped
down. He was playing with an apple that he was holding in his hand. Boger came with
Draser to the door. Boger took the child by his feet and smashed his head against the wall.
Draser ordered me to wash the wall after that. Later i was called in to do some translation
for Boger. He was sitting in his office eating the boy's apple.64

The defense attorneys naniraly pounced upon this new piece of testimony, questioning
Wasserstrom as to why she did not relate something so important in her pre-trial testimony or in
any of the numerous pamphlets she wrote after the war. Her response was simple: "Tbat is a very

pnvate matter. Since bat moment 1 no longer wanted to have children."' The judge and the

public prosecuton also repeatedly questioned her about her silence in the pre-trial phase. Her
response always referred to the faft that she found it embamissing that she could no longer look
at children without csing and M longer wanted to have a chilh For thisreason she withheld the

information.

This story was of course picked up by the press because of its sheer emotional and
sensationai impact; the rather tasteless and shocking headline h m the Frankfwrer Rundschau
the next day read "Witness: Boger Splattered a Child on the Waii." The paper reported on the

"Dormia Wassersmm, testimony h m the Auschwitz Triai, Apri123,1964, in hgbein, Der A v s c h i a P r o a s ,
421. Unfortunateiy W ~ r s w m ' testimony
s
was not recoded and her statemenrs at the trial itseif are therefore only
availabte h u g h secondary sources.
65 Ib id.

eerie silence and horror in the coumoom as WasexstromtestiEied, Italso reportedone of Boger's
extremely rare retorts in his own defense. Replying to the judge's inquiry as to whether he had

anything to Say. Boger calmly said: 'To the matter of the child 1 have nothing to say. That is a

ridiculous invention. rnaybe something for the press.'*6
The story had to be verified by vimially ever other woman in the Politicai Department
who had contact with Wasserstrom after the war. In his interrogation of Raja Kagan, Judge

Hoheyer referred to the incident in an attempt to determine when exactiy Wasserstrorn had fïrst

rnentioned it to the others, for if it was only a subject of conversation directly prior to the trial it

would have to be discounted. Kagw however, backed up Wasserstrorn7sstory, repeathg it as
her fnend had told it to her. Hofinever then asked her:

H: When did she tell you the story?
K: Around 1947, in Paris.
H:This is a very grave story. we need the tnnh - Wasserstmm never told the story before
the triai. so we need to know when she told it to you.
K: 1947. with certainty?

Such discrepancies between pre-triai and aial interrogations demonstrate the dilemma faced by
the court in its attempt to get the "wholepicnire" of the activities of the defendants at Auschwitz

and Birkenau. They aiso show the extraordhady deiicate nature of witness tesrimony and the
varying mumatic eEects of the experiences of each person who nwived to t e W . The hope for

clear-cut maightforward testirnonies about the specifïc actions of each individual defendant was
aheady waning long before the trial began and proved to be fbstdng within the confines of the

Federal Gennan Criminal Code.

"Frtzn@rter

Run&chm7 A p d 24, 1964. Ironicaily, h a story was mdeed press M e r and n d e som*hmg of a
legend through the gory and vivid depictions of countitss press articles. The rofc of the press in this and othec
incidences will be discussed in depth in chapter four.
''Raja Kagan in APO tape $3 1 4 July 3 1. 1964.

The testimony of Raja Kagan in botb &e p&&

intemgations a d the coutroorn itseif

was indispensable For its meticulous, welidetailed accounts of lie for women in the Political

Department. Born in Russia and raised in Vilna, Kagan was arrested by the Gestapo in 1942
while studying in Paris. She was transported ahost immediateiy to Auschwitz and within two
days of her mival there was sent to work in the pnsoner registry of the Political Department

because of her tanguage abilities. Kagan was detemiined to recollect to the best of her ability dl

that she couid fiom her experiences at Auschwitz; in both her pre-daI and trial testimony she
stated that it was her driving purpose in surviving to bear witness to the crimes of the SS guards
at ~ u s c h w i t z Her
. ~ ~ 1947 mernoir. *'Hei.i's Office Women," was used extensively by the courts,

and sections of it appeared translated fiom the Hebrew into German in the pre-trial files. Her
mernoirs provide the first reai giimpses into the storia of Lilly Tofler, mentioned earlier. and
Mala Z i m e t b a ~who was publicly hanged for attempting escape. These two women were

arnong the very few femaie workers in the Politicai Department who were killed for acts of

sist tance.^^
The prosecution was largely interested in the details she could provide about Boger, and
her memoirs inciude many specific descriptions of his actions. in the form of story telling, Kagan
recounted her fim knowledge of the "Boger swing:*

One day Henny came to us... and reported about extraordinary noise, screams and
beatings in the investigation room.... Boger took Baueq the beautifid black boy, aside.
It is not rurprising that aller the difficult task of appearùig at the aial in 1964, Kagan Kaganpearect h m the public
eye and wished to be left in peace by anyone seeking infOrmation on her experiences at Auschwitz. Lore Shelley,
Secretmies of Deah: Rccounts &y Former Prisoners who worked in the Gestapo of Atlschi& (New York: Shmgold
Publishers fnc., 1986), 265.
Zimetbaum is an important symbol of spirinial mirnuice at Auschwitz in mat she deprived the SS of the chance to
make an example of her by c-g
her wrists More b e h han@ and yeiied out T o u wüi ail die iike dogs, but 1
shdl die as a heroine!" Kagan acknowledged the courage and higher meaning of Maia's attempted escape, writing
that her fiight had becorne a legend, as it wasn't simple k d m n Mala sought, but it was her chemineci will to teil
the worId of the atrocities at Auschwitz and Birkenau thac drove her to escapc. Ehgm, 208,in 4 b $44/59,8: 1262.

and ordered him to bengsomething into the room. Hemy leaned ouer my ear and
whispered nervously: "He ordered him to bring a 'swing' in." 1decided that 1had to see
for myself if this story was correct....In the morning 1asked Leo to send me into the
Blockhouse with some sort of memo.. ..1felt ashamed that 1 had corne to see their (her
fellow prisoners) torture and 1 hurried into the Blockhouse. Screams and cries of pain
filled the air.... 1 stood as though nailed down, my legs as heavy as lead, my heart as
though it had been hollowed out. Suddenly the door to my left opened and 1 thought
quickly enough to move back. jun as a M y came flnying out of the m m and then lay
motionless on the ground. Before the door closed again, 1threw a glance into the room. A
low trestlr stood there, with an iron rod on its back; theR was a person tied to the rod by
his han& and teet. and his head was hanging over."
This account was transiated and provided to the ZdL aiready in 1959, proving to be one of the
first pieces of concrete information amwed for the investigation of Boger, and therefore an

invaluable indication of the infamous swing.Such details were new to the investigating
authorities. Kagan's descriptions form the fiundations of a history of torture and atmcity that is
now the basis of comrnon knowledge about the crimes committed at Auschwitz.

ECagan's testimony in her prosecution and court interrogations were vital in the
prosecution of Boger. However. as with many other witnesses, Kagan was not dlowed access to

the room in which Boger conducted his "interrogations" and therefore did not a c h d y set
whether anyone died on the swing. She stated, however, that "because of the catasaophic
conditions in the camp, 1 consider it out of the question that any prisoner had even the slightest

chance of coming out (ofsuch an intermgaiion) with his iifiC7' Kagm could list the names of
those widely known by the secretanes of the Politid Department to have ken executed by
Boger. in panicdar the unit in charge of peeling potatoes ( K o m d KmtoffeIschàZerei),
accused of atrempting an upnsing in the fhii of 1943; amongst them was the adjutant of Marsha1
Pilsudski. Again. Kagan did not witness this execution herseIf, but stated that T looked into their

" Raja Kagan. -Fraum in der W

e i der H6lle," 144, in ibib, 1256-57.
Raja Kogaa Officiai Rosecutiori intemgaion, Deeexnber 8, 1959, m ibid, 19: 3 155.

mes &er their death aad could c o n f h tbat Boger personally condwted tttis investigation and
carried out the 'intermgations."'"
Such were the pieces of evidence provided by the women of the Politicai Department.
While ofien specific. detailed and exact, theu evidence was also open, at times, to behg
excluded as failing to conforrn to the tests posed by the d e s of evidence. It was clear to the
prosecution and later to dl in the courtroom who heard the stories recounted by these women that

the undeniable result of the actions and crimes that they did see had to be the death of tens of

thousands at the han& of many of these defenàants. However, due to the stipulations of the
murder laws. such imprecise accounts were often not enough. Deteminhg where to draw the

line between invalid tesbmony and important evidence in the trial itself was very often up to the
judge: for as presiding judge Hoheyer stated tersely in a rebunal to a defense attorney, 'This is

why we must ask many people for hearsay, in order to create a p i c m of the circumstances as
they were diere...because the dead can no longer ~peak."'~
That the judge wouid take such a

liberty demonstrated the difficulties he faced in reconciling the rigidity of the law with the

extraordinary nature of the triai. It also showed that he was sometimes willing to practice his
right to interpret the law rather than simply to administer it.

Ln retrospect. does the period between 1945 and 1963 represent a shamefbi period of
silence in West Gennany? 1s it, as Hannah Arendt contends in Eichmann in Jerusalem, the result
of an extreme reluctance on the parts ofthe govement, the Ministry of Justice, local courts and
the German public to try the 'hiurderers in th& rnidst?" We have seen in Chapter One that

Zbid., 3 156.
Hans Hoheyer, in APO tape MA, Mardi 6. 1964.

during and immediately after the Nutemberg&

West Gemiaay was noi permitteci to try Nazi

crirninals and did not adopt and the four international criminalcharges for many complex
reasons.
In addition, and perhaps most importantly, the Limitations of the Gemian criminal code

and parcicularly the rnurder statute made prosecution most difficult and required the prosecutors
to make painstaking efforts to gather huge amounts of specific evidence a g a each possible
suspect. This in tuni led to another delay in prosecution, whereby logistics and evidence
gathering. dong with a rapidly expancihg perpetrator list, extended the pre-aial time penod
immeasurably. Hannah Arendt contended that the dismal record of investigation of Nazi

criminals w u the direct result of indifference and even distaste for such prosecutioos, and only
the Eichmann capture acted as an impetus to ~m the wheels ofjustice in Germany, and for al1
the wrong reasons. This interpretation reflects a certain level of ignorance of the largely

codidential investigations already going on in Germany long before the Eichmann triai. A
particularly good exarnple of this is the case of Richard Baer, arrpsted coincidentally after the
beginning of the Eichmann prosecution. Arendt saw this as a clear indication that "Eichmann's
capture would trigger the fust senous eRon[s] made by Germany to bring to trial at least those

who were directly implicated in m~rder."'~
It may be correct that the Eichmann investigation
uncovered new evidence about unlnvestigated perpetratoa who belonged to Eichmann's Unit, of
which Baer was a mernber. It may also be tme that there were indeed many local courts
uninterested in moving quickfy to pmsecute and punish Nazi criminais, as many judges and

lawyers womed about their own cdpabiiity as former members of the Nazi party. However, the
argument that al1 of the West German justice system was idected witb a malaise regardhg Nazi

" Hannah

14.

.kn& Eichmann in Jerusdent: A Report on the B d & y of Evil (New York: The Viking Press, 1964,

crimes is too simplistic. Certainly thededication and tho~oughness
of the public prosecntor's

office of Hesse in the Auschwitz Triai attests to this. In order to understand the outcome of the

triai and the disappointing results of most German trials, it is neceswy to understand and
emphasize the limitations of the criminal code as the main barrier to effectivejustice. Arendt's
contention that "thereluctance of the local courts to prosecute these crimes showed itself only in
the fantasricdly lenient sentences meted out to the accwà" is unsatisfactory and dws injustice
to the efforts of the

Frankfûrt prosecutoa.7sThe main irnpediment to effective justice in Nazi

trials was the law. The examination of the indictment which follows in Chapter Three reinforces

the limitations of the West German pend code.

The Frankfurt Auschwitz Triai opened on October 17. 1963,at the RBmer Courthouse in
the medieval centre of the city. In this chapter 1will examine the initial f o d process that ied to

the largest trial of Nazi offenders under West Gennan Law. It began with the *Motion to Open a

Preiiminary Judicial inquiq7 (AntragaufEr(isnng der gerichrlichen Voruntersuchung) on July
12. 196 1, and culminated in the "Motion to Open the Main hceeding: the hdictment" (Anncrg

ouf EroBung des Haupetjiuhrens: Ankfageschrift) on April24,1963. The 1961 motion was the
court's first involvement in the investigation process. The investigation process that had begun

four years before with the cornplaint of a prison inmate was officially comprehensive enough for
the prosecutors to tum it over to the district court (Landgericht) of Frankfurt-am-Main.
Approximately one month later the court agreed to open the investigation with the "Decision on
the Opening of the Preliminary Judicial Inqujr" @eschlu# über die Erdfiung der Gerichtiichen

Vomntersuchung).I ski1 examine this motion, and the addenda which led to the indictment on
April 16. 1963. I s h d m e r present a mitical oveMew of the indictment itself. investigating

the histoncai background provided in the first three hundred pages, and the charges againa the
defendants. 1 will also assess the "Opening Decision" (E16fiungsbeschluss),which appeared on
October 7, 1963. and was the final addendum to the indictment.

The indictment is a seven hundred page document consisting of two-parts:b t , a
historical ovemiew of the SS. the concentration camp system and Auschwitz itself, and second,

the charges against the defendants. On m e hand, the public prosecutors in Frank*

and

particulariy Attorney General Fritz Bauer, sought ?oput the entire "Auschwitz cornplex" on triai.

On the 0

t h han4

because of the iimitations ofthe German pend code, the prosecutors felt

obligeci to prove that the defendants had acted mder individual initiative and with specific

subjective inner motivation such as sadism,lust for killuig and oÉher "bese motives." In order to
do this. the prosecution had to tum to the laws of the camps themselves and use them to elucidate
which detèndants had acted above and beyond the orders of the SS in Berlin. This meant that SS

guards and commandea who had pariicipated in ordered selections for murder at the platform
e n m c e of Auschwitz were not as easy to convid as those who had acted on personal initiative.
Legai conmaints created the paradoxical siNation in which the prosecution initially

attempted to put Auschwitz on trial. but instead had to use some of the laws of the Nazi regime partiçuiarly camp regulations - in order to show the personal initiative of the defendants and
convict them of murder. While attempting to indict the Nazi system as a whole, the prosecution
were limired to sening up the grounds to show that the actions of the defendants were conducted

with individual initiative, be it through race hatred and "base motives," or through excessive
cruelty and sadism. In order to do this, prosecutors used Nazi documents in the historicd

overview to demonstrate which actions had been ordered, and they set up the charges in mch a
way that dl alleged crimes were in their opinion undertaken with some personal initiative. They
used the camp regdations to show which defendants had acted in excess of these regulations,

thus derno~istfa~g
individual initiative. This meant thai the second goal, proving that the

defendants had broken Nazi camp d e s , negated the hst, showing that the entire SS system was
compt. 1 would argue, though, that the inclusion of the historicd overview in the indictment
created a new historicd awareness of the crimes of the SS and introduced new information about

the Nazi systern and Auschwie which has remaineci central to our understanding of the
concentration camps.
During the "pre-mial investigative phase* (Emittlungsverfahren),evidence gathered by

the prosecuton after only o ~ years
o
had grown almost ummmgeably. The lia of suspects, as

mentioned earlier, rose to approximatety eight hundredat o w point and ?mdte k w h i t k d down
to a realistic number for the triai. niroughout the pre-trial phase numerou updates, memos, and

addenda were introduced. This continued until as late as October 1963, six months after the
officiai announcement of the indictrnent. The prosecution and the court continually changed the

List o f suspects. dropped some investigations and took up others. A chronicle of the events
involved in the preparation of the trial demonstrates this fluctuation: suspects were reguiarfy

arrested and then released, îearrested and then dismisseci h m investigation either by the

prosecution or (moreofien) by the court.[ Many suspects could not be located, or had aiready

been tried or rxecuted or had died of naturai causes. Mers were reIegated to separate fdes in
order to be tried at a Iater date, and stiU others shply had the* cases closed and discarded

because of concems as to their identity.2 Mainly, the prosecution and the courts were making
tacticai decisions about what wouid coILStitute the most effective trial. The court wanted to have

a manageable process without too many defendants. so that the proceedings would not f
d apart
or become disjointed. The prosecution wanted defendants who codd most easily be convicted.
îhey therefore kept retuming to the most obvious cases of criminal behaviour. Defendants

against whom there was not a watertight case were seen as ükely to become a burden to the

prosecution and a waste of t h e and money.3

l See Appendix 2: Auschwitz Trial Pre-trial Chronicie, March 1 1958-0ctober 17, 1963.

AIthough thcre were tfirre subsequent Frankfurt Ausc1iwib: Triais benveen 1964 and 1976 in which seven
defendants were tried and hvo of these acquitte& the files of the AuScfiWitz Tnal have sat in a closed office for
th*-îtuee
years. Within the last year they were reopened by the prOSeCUtion, with the hope of £Mingsome of the
suspects d l alive and efigr'bieto stand triaiThis problem ais0 led to the emphasis on the "exces perpetnuors." See below.

III

Mer the pre-trial investigation phase, the prosecution had to nle an official request with

the district court for a proceeding against the perpetrators at Auschwitz. This was not yet the
actual indicment, but a motion that the court shouid senously consider indicting these suspects.
ï h i s nep followed the West Gemian procedumi code as described in Chapter One,and

represented the investigation's move into the "inteMn proceedings phase" (Zwkchenver$ahren).

On July 13. 196 1. the public prosecutor's office presented the district court in h.&fktwith the
"Motion to Open the Preliminary Judicial Inquiry." It contained the names of twenty-four
suspects. They were:

I . Richard Baer. SS major and camp commander
2. Robert Karl Ludwig Muilca, SS fmt Lieutenant and adjuuint to the camp commander
3. Dr. Victor Capesius. SS major and camp pharmacist
4. Dr. Willi Frank SS captain and dentist
5. Dr. Willi Schatz, SS second lieutenant and dentist
6. h.Kurt LRilenbroock, garrison doctor
7. Fra= Hohann, SS captain and protective custody commander
8. Stefan Baretzki, SS private and Block officer
9. Heinrich Bischoff, SS private or corporal and Block leader
10. Oswald Kaduk, SS corporai and Blockkponing officer
11. Berhard Rakers. technical sergeant
12. Iohann S c h o b SS corporal and member of the Political Department
13. Jacob Fries. labour d q leader
14. W i h h Boger, SS sodf sergeant aad member o f the Poütical Department
15. Pery Broad. SS private and member of the Poüticai Department
16. Klaus Dylewski, SS corporal/staff sergeant and member of the Political Department
17. Hans Stark. SS corporaVstaff sergeant and member of the Political Department
18. Max Lustig, Chief of Gestapo in the town of Auschwitz
19. Artur Breitwieser. SS private and medicai orderly
20. Emil Hantl, SS pnvatekorporal and medical orderly
2 1. Josef Klehr, SS staff sergeant and medicai ordaly
22. Hans Niernuicki. SS corporal and medical orderly
23. Emil Bednarek, prisoner functionary
24. Alois S taller, prisoner fun~tionary.~
A m g azfEro-g
der gericfitîichen Vo~~tterstccInUrn,
in 4 Js 444/59,52: 9442. The titles given to the variou
guards at Auschwitz - e.g. Rupporrfii/rrer- are often ~MF~cuit
to translate, as they are overiapping and vaguejob

The men nmed in the motion were accused of perpetration and of aiding and abetting
murder (Mord und gemeinrrime Behiijie zu Mord) as per paragraph 2 1 1 of the Gemian pend code

(StGB). The charges included a bnef discussion of the unique and abhorrent circumstances of the
concentration camps. They also included crimirial activities at other camps, for at this time, the
investigation was not limited to crimes committed at Auschwitz. For exarnple, Baer and Alois

Staller were charged with crimes cornrnitted not only "in Auschwitz and vicinity" but also at
Neuengamme and Flossenburg. The motion addressed the pater crime of the Nazi

extermination of the Jews. which indicated an attempt to keep this aspect of the crimes on trial at
the forefiont of the court's deliberations. The "Preliminary Remarks" at the beginning of the

document stated:
Along with the millions of' people who died on the banlefields and in the bombed cities
during the Second World War, there were millions of others who loa theu lives as part of
the systemaîic extermination policy of the National Socidist regime. From the invasion
of Poland in 1939 until the collapse in 1945, countless people were shof hanged,
drowned. poisoned, gassed and tortured to death in Gennany and the occupied temtories.
The victims chosen for extermination had to endure a cruel de& &er terrible
degradation and the wom physical torture. The gas chambers of Auschwitz have become
a symbol of the mass extermination program of the so-called Third Reich.. ..
ln Auschwitz, there were primarily two groups of people who suffered death: Jews, who
were brought there for extermination h m Gennany and the occupied territories, and
pnsoners who were incapable of work, who were imprisoned in Auschwitz for various
reasons. The exterminationof the Jews is outfmed in the fhmework of the "Fi&
Solution of the Jewish Section"(see under section B [n, and for its realization, transports
of Jewish men, women and children h m aii over Europe werr brought to Auschwia and
in large part gassed to death immediateiy upon asrivai, without a q registration in the
camp.. ..A large nurnber of those responsible for these crimes have already been
sentenced in foreign courts immediately after the coUapse9and some also through
Geman courts. The proposed proceeding is d h d against those suspects who could be
investigated in the last few years. and whose involvement in the crimes commined at the

descriptions, created specifically for the camp context. The banslations hem are in part h m ConcentrazionC a p
Slmg and Idioms: A Laicon (unpublistied - compiled by the United States Holocaust Mernorial Museum Library)
and Abraham J. Edeiheir and Hershel Edelheit, History of the HOIOCQ~LST:
AH
&R
and Dictionary (Boulder=
Wesvïew Press, 1994). For a complete list of tanks,bot&withrn the SS and within the camp, see Appendix 3.

extermination camp Auschwitz weigh sa h v i l y - that an open interest in tbek C*
prosecution exists on the principle of justice.. .-5

The remarks continued with a lengthy passage on the "'Developmentof the Persecution of
the Jews" and the "Final Solution." The inclusion of such background information about the

circurnstances and the crimes to be prosecuted (and their politicai and ideological foundatiom)
distinguished this from a regular criminal proceeding despite the fact that it was to be conducted

as one. Such important historical description was not uncornmon, however, in West G e m
trials of Nazi criminais. The prosecution wanted to bring to the fore the extmordinary nature of

these crimes for two reasons: first, the proceedings themselves wodd have to adhere mictly to
the confines of the criminal code. and the prosecution (particularly Fritz Bauer), feared that the

law might overshadow the larger picnire of the circumstances of Auschwitz (which, as 1 will
discuss in Chapter Four. is exactly what occuned). Second. it was necessary information to set
up the basis for the definition of "lowly intentions" in paragraph 2 I l , as described in Chapter

One.
Some sixty pages of the motion described the organizational stmcture of the camp system
and the pariicular characteristics of Auschwitz itself"This infonnation was gathered both h m
historians at the Institute for Contemporary History in Munich, and h m witness testimony.

Many of these derails also appeared much expanded in the indictment, and I shaii reconstruct the
historical section of the indicmient in the next section of this chapter. However, the form in
which this background information appeared in the motion is important because it containeci

crucial new information about the Nazi system, especidy in relation to the concentration and
de& camps. For example. one section explained the intemal chain of command in the camps,
beginning with the commander and ending with the prisoners. This guide is still useful as it
j

4 fs 444459,9383,

demonstrates the coqlex hierarchy within the campa d shows w k k camp guards iisd m m
authority or information about the "Final Solution."6 This chart refited some of the defendant's
daims that they had occupied positions of no importance in the camps. The prosecution's motion

laid the groundwork for an extensive, comprehensive trial of the functiomuies of Auschwitz.
Because the prosecution was obliged to charge these defendants according to the German
pend code. their introduction to the accused included an expianation of the ways in which their

actions satisfied the definition of the murder charge. Particuiarly, the prosecution dealt with the
subjective motivations of cruelty (Grmumkeit),treachery or maliciousness (Heimtücke), and

lusr for killing fktordlust)or sadism (Sadismruî).Treachery was explained as the following:
...the definitional element of 'beachery" is fidnlled because the victims, who were
w
3 s e d imrnediately d e r the mival of the transports, mostly under the pretext that they
were being transported to work, and needed to be disinfected, wcre in fact brought into
the gas charnbers. where instead of undergohg a disinfection they were k i k i with gas.
Lust for killing and sadisrn were also in evidence, according to the prosecutors:
2. The accused in the proposed proceedings were ail at the Auschwitz concentration camp
aç participants in the execution of a centralized e nmnination program. Their activiîies
are therefore considered to be comlated punishable offences as per p~uagraph13 of the
StPO. This thematic connection enables and justifies the collective investigation of al1 of
the accused and their collectivejudgment in
trial. The accused had varying duties in
different capacities, but they were all a part of the extermination machinery of
Auschwitz, with which the planned killing of phsoners was d e d out In this capacity,
the majority of the accused used this to &e
their general aim of tomiring people to
deah out of sexual &ive for icühg and sadism.'

In many ways. the basis for bringing a presumed perpetratorto trial, aiready at this early phase,
was the malwatment of prisoners and excessive cruelty leadhg to death, rather than murder per
se. It became a trial of sadists and reprobates, oflen refened to as "excess perpetrators" (Eaess-

Tater). The definitions of the above-mentionedmotives made excessive brutality a necessity for

-

For example, the reporthg officer (Rapportfiihrer represented on the aand by defmdant Kaduk), was acnially
the most important link between the camp itseif and its commander. There were ody two in Auschwitz. ibid, 94 11.

ibid., 944 1.

subject of the press. the legal Limitations led to a public portrayal of Auschwitz guards that was
quite distorted as the majority of the guards at Auschwitz did not demonstrate excessively

violent behaviour. M

y were like defendant Scherpe: reticent killers who completed their tasks

T a y . In order to convict the accused of murder and to roux public indignation about theu
behaviour. extreme crueky had to be emphasized. Othenvise. the puaishment of these people was
not urgent to the general public. Hannah Arendt wrote on this very subject that
the attitude of the Gemm people toward their own past, which al1 experts on the Geman
question had p d e d over for fifteen years, could hardly have been more clearly
demonstrated: they themselves did not care much one way or the other, and did not
particularly mind the presence of murderers at large in the country, since none of them
were likely to commit murder of their own f
kd l . . .-8

Second. the prosecution made no distinction beniveen the psychological motives of former SS
guards and former prisoners on under investigation. AU were charged equaily with possessing
the subjective inner dispositions of sadism. The prosecution did not ciifferentate in the cases of
Ernil Bednarek and Alois Stailer, whose psychological rnake-up as long-tenn prisoners of
concentraiion camps were entirely different h m those of the SS men. The law makes it clear
that psychologicai motives had to be cited, but the circumstances leading to such behaviour were

not taken k t o accouat. The StGB d p l y coutd not bend or expand to cover the unique
circumstances of the camp setting.
ïhese were problems at the very core of the hial conducted according to the German

rriminal justice system. It was immensely difticult to prove that these men would be dangerous

murderers - or a threat to society - outside of the concentrationcamp setting. The speçiai
circumstances of Nazisrn had creafed an atavistic world in which murder was not ody justifiecl

but o r d d The tocus of the prosecution could not be h t e d to the lawlessness or the danger

posed of these defendants. as this would be aimost impossible to prove in the cases where
individual sadistic initiative was not shown. The prosecution's task. then, which could o d y be
accomplished in the indictment. was two-fold: indict the camp system as well as the defendants.

In order to convict the Auschwitz hctionaries of murder, the prosecution had to show that theu
crimes satisfied the definition of murder used in every &y criminal proceeduigs. They wanîed to
establish that the camp setting itself was immoral and illegal, and that it was therefore no

justification for the violent behaviour of the accused. Unfomuiately, the indictment pmvided one
of the lasr oppominities for the prosecution to show thk,as courtmorn activity would be
dominated by attempts to establish the specific actions of the defendants. 'Ihis is one of the main

reasons that so much attention was paid in the couxtroom (and ouîside of it) to the "excess
perpemtoa." They were easier to convict.

There was positive by-product of this dilemma The charges in the motion demonstrateci
the individual guilt of each defendant, Each man was held personally responsible for his actions.

For example. among other charges in the motion. the accused Kaduk was indicted for the
following crimes:
1. a) in countless cases (he) undertook selections in the b h o m and hospital of the
Auschwitz 1 camp, in wkch the select& prisoners were h k donto a truck and
transported for gassing. [n the selections conducted by the accuseci, the prisoners
Horowitz and Kolawski fiom Antwerp, and the pnsoner Oboka LBwensteh., who
suffered fkom prostate cancer, SUffered death by gassing;
II. (he) trampled to death Rabbi Weiss, who had coiiapsed h m exhaustion after the
evening roll c d ;
V. in early I942. in Block 8, more than once, and often in a drunken state, he beat
prisoners and then strangled them. He would lay a walking cane over their necks and
nand on i t In this manner he kiiled, amongst others, the diamond handler Moritz
Polakewitz, the former Secretary of the Antwerp Iewish councii, Teidelbaum. and
another midentined prisoner from Block 8.9

The specificity of the charges and the actual naming of victims had a profound effect later in the
courtroom. The defendants, Kaduk included, were ofien accused of killing over one thousand

people; Stark was suspected of murdering over eleven thousand prisoners, and Klehr aliegedly
had almost twenty thousand victims to his name. The magnitude of murder at Auschwitz was
precisely what captured public attention and has preoccupied historians. It seemed almost

i n c o n p o us to focus on the individual acts of the par&, especially if the fact that they were "in
a dninken state" becarne a primary aspect of the charge against them. This focus was especiaily

jarring in a pet-iod when the "rnachinery of destruction" was for the fïrst time being examined as

an enormous. cornplex. bureaucratic structure. '0 However, this is precisely what the trial di& and
it can be seen as one of the more constructive aspects of the proceedings. People who died at

Auschwitz came into focus as individuais, with m e s and occupations and not just nurnbers. All

of this inîbrrnation was gathered fkom the witness interrogations in the pre-trial files. in this
sense. wiuiess testimony was crucial both in according individuality to these representatives of
the millions of victims and in demonstrating the individual responsibility of the defmdants.
The charges in the motion addressed the problem of individual initiative, the stipulation

that distinguished between perpetration and aiding and abetting murder as describeci in Chapter
One. This was a recurring problem for the prosecutor's office because the defense always

insisted on the "superior orden" (Befhlsnotsran9 defense, and in many cases, their protests

were legitimate. '4 good example of this dilemma c m be formd in the prosecution's attempt to
address the topic of death sentences at Auschwitz It was easiest for them to prove a defendant
was grulty of murder ifthey took part in an execution or a murder that was not sornehow ordered

in advance by the RSHA (Reichssicherheitshauptamt:the Centrai Security Department of the

Io Ratil Hitberg first comed this phrase in his s e d work, me Desa~lctionof the Europemi Jews. It remaias one
of the best discussions of the subject, it was k t published m 1961 and appeared in Gemiany m 1964-

Administrative Office) in Berlin." Suspects Max Lustig and Klaus Dylewski were accused of

haviny carried out unordered death sentences. The prosecution contended that Lustig
reyularly took pan in the "court-martial hearings" (Srandge~chtsverhandungen)
against
the so-called police-prisoners, led by SS Lietneaant Colonel Rudoif Milcher in Block 11.

These court-martial hearings occurred in an approximately four-week period. During
such a hearing, a hundred or more police-pnsoners, whose every basic right of defense
was denied. would be sentenced to death in a one-minute long, iiiegai proceeding.. ..The
sentenced police-prisonen were shortly thereafter shot either at the so-called "Black
Wall" between Blocks 10 and 1 1, or they were shot at an unluiown location, or they were
openly hanged near their own barrack. The death sentences were objectively illegal, and
the accused, as a member of the court-marrial, knew this. Through his knowledge of the
ovedl circumstances - for example the use of pro-foma death sentences - he knew that
these "hearings" were a cornplete tirce, designed to liquidate the police pnsonen.12

ui surn. Lustig was being charged with participahg io false, ad hoc hearings constnicted within
the camp without directives from Berlin. at which prisoners were issud fdse death sentences

and immediately shot. He was also irnplicated as a perpetrator because of his knowledge of the
illegality of the act (Lrnrechrs&ewuflsein),which demoasmited individual initiative. The
description of certain kinds of death sentences as "farces" necessarily Ieads to the conclusion that
for the court in Frankfûrt. there were also "valid" death sentences. A mass execution, ordered by

camp officiais in Berlin, and carried out at the "Black Wall" at a designated t h e and according
to cenain procedure. would ostensibly not have had the elements necessary to constitute a

murder conviction even though the prisoners were aimost certaidy innocent v i c h who had

''

Accordmp to Krausnick Buchheim. 0and Jacobsen, Auschwitz in particuiar fell mder the juridiction of
both offices ( which often had conflicting airns) as it was both a deportation camp for the Iews (conmlled by the
RSHA) and a massive slave labour camp (conrrolled by the W).
1 wiil fùrther discuss the contribution of these
historians and their examination of the camp structure h e r ia this chapter. Hehut Krausaick, Hans Buchheim,
Martin Brosmt and Ham-Adolf Jacobsen, The Anatomy of the SSStaze, tr. Richard Barry, Marian Jackson, Dorothy

Long (New York: Walker and Company, t 968), 483-84.
1 Js 444159.52: 9525. Notice the adoption ofNazi ~rminologyfor e x t e m i d o n or minder by usmg the word
"liquidate* Iiiquidieren), which ia the indicmient appeared as "exterminate" (vernichen). This occurred often in the
trial and pre-triai investigations, and is an uacanny aspect of the regression into Nazi standards tûat was smetùnes
inevitable. This phenornenon will be discussed ia depth in Chapter Four, regardhg the testimony of hrmer SS
judges.

been labeled "politicai"or 'police" prisoners. The hypocrisy of this legal dilemma was not lost

on the prosecutors, but it was beyond their control. It was the pmduct of paragraphs 2 11 and 49,
which required individuai initiative and a sense of the iiiegality of the act. This could not be
proven if die accused argued that he was acting under superior orders (or if the prosecution couid

not dispmve that he had not). The prosecutors' goal of exposing the ctimlliaity of the entire
"Auschwitz cornplex" was reduced to this narrower task.

On August 9. 1961, the district court in Frankfùrt am Main released its "Decision on the
Motion to Open an Official Judiciary Inquiry." It was agreed that the courts, in preparation for an

officia1 mal. would investigate the twenty-four men accused by the public prosecutor's office of
various crimes at Auschwitz. 13 The NO-year interirn phaw which followed the motion has been
examined in Chapter Two as part of the greater pre-triai investigations. The pre-trial proceedings

that began with Adolf Rogner's letter in 19% and resuited in the indictrnent in 1963 continued

between 196 1-63. and during this time new interrogations of witnesses were conducted both by
the prosecution and by the court. They resuIted in the indictment of the Auschwitz Trial.

-

--

--

l3The charge Wnst al1 of die defëndants in the "Decision on the ûpening of a Preliminary .ludicial hquiry" was as

follows: "The Accused are accused, in Auschwitz and vicinity -the accuseci Baer also in an mdetennined nurnber
ofcases at 'leuengamme - the accused Staller also in biree cases at FIossenburg - m the timt h m 1940 to 1945,
througb multiple independent actions,partly alone, pady togerher with otfiers, out of lust fbr kiUmg and other lowly
intentions.tmxherously and cruelly and @y by means dang~rousto the public - for the time before September 4,
194 1 also premedtated - of kiIling people, or attempting to kill them, or through pIamiingor participation
consciousiy to have bel@ in this act. in ttiat they shot gassed, beat to de& drowned, killed ttirwgh mjection,
hanged or participateci in the killing of prisoners in the region of the AUSCbwitz conc-on
camp - Baer &O at
Neuengamme and Sfaiierat Flossenburg."

II. MOTION TO OPEN THE MAIN PROCEEDING:. LNDICTMENT,

1 6 1963

The indictment consisted of seven sections, structured in the following way:

Section 1:Jury trial hdictment - list of defendants, their occupations, time of arrest, and
lawyers. 1-1 3
Section 2: Collective murder charge, as per paragraph 21 1 of the StGB, 14
Section 3: Lin of defendants. their ranks and jobs at Auschwitz, and alleged crimes each
committed. 15-38
Section 3 : List of paragraphs 2 11,43.47,74, and 105 ÿuvenile court stanite against Ham Stark),
59
Section 4: Evidence appendix (pages in pre-trial files in which evidence for each defendant is
f o ~ d )60-62
.
Section 5 : List of witnesses and defendants respectively impiicated, 62-104
Section 6: List of items of documentary proof, including sections of the death books and the
"bunker book smuggied out by the prisoners, and the commander's files (discovered upon
liberation). 105- 1O7
Section 7: "Essentiai Results of the investigation:?'table of contents of the Indictment, 108-700.

I wil1 consider the indictment itself on two levels, focusing on its histoncal and legai
implications. Fim the hinoricd study necessitates a closer look at the large introductory section
of the indicmenf compiled by the experts at the Institue for Contemporary History in Munich,
which semed as background for the courts on the nature and scope of the Holocaust. This
important document became the first concrete research into the camp system, the structure and
duties of the SS UILits employed there, and the parcicular history of the Auschwitz-Birkenau
camp. It was later integrated into the much larger seminai work by these same histonans (Helmut

KrauSnick Martin Broszat, Ham-Adolf Jacobsen and Hans Buchheim), entitied The Amtomy of
the SS Stare ( 1965). Second in the examination of the legai implications of the indictment, I will

scmtinize the charges against the defendants in order to determine which accusations by
nwivors emerged as charges and which had to be dropped. I wilI also examine the curious

circumsrances which led to four defendants' dismissal from the pmceedings two months after the

appeamnce of the indicmient, By assessing the indictment an two 1eve.hI willdemonstratethat it
was a product of the prosecution's (and especiaily Fria Bauer's) initial goal: the public exposure

and trial of the Auschwitz complex, not j u s the individuals who worked there. The indictment

succeeded in bruiging together and exposing the crime of Nazi racial ideology on the whole and
the crimes of the "small men" who carried out its horrific consequences. Unfortunately, the trial
oniy partially reaiized Bauer's goal because of the n m w definition of murder, which

necessitated the use of Nazi iaws in setting standards for individual N
t.The trial itself and the

judgment had to be adhere mictly to the German criminal code and the larger crime of the

machine. of mass-murder receded into the background.

a) The Historical Ovemew: The Expert Testimony on the History of the Auschwitz
Concentration Camp

The introductory note to Part 4, ''The Concentration Camps 1933- 1945." in The Anatomy
ofthe SS Srate, States that:

The following account produced as expert evidence for the Auschwitz Trial in FrankfuR
is not itself a Cully comprehensive history of the National Socialist Concentration Camps.
but it perhaps provides the W e w o r k for one. Its primary aim is to describe the
chronological development of the concentration camps, the structure of their organUation
and leadership, and their function, importance and effects which underwent a
considerable change duRng the w l v e y e a of
~ Nationai Soetatist de.10

This book is a significant text desaibing in minute technical detail not only the concentration
camps but dso hierarchical system of the SS, including its racial worldview, its relationship with
other Nazi organizations and the police, and the important ideological training behind the
"superior orders" mentality. The book which became the nrst comprehensive scholarly text
examinhg the entire Nazi machioery, had its blueprint in the Auschwitz Trial indictment.
l4 Martin

Broszat in The ..lnmony of the SS State, 399.

Nowhere is the judicid and mural cnnnemnationof the entire Nazi SS and concennaton

camp system more evident than in the two hundred-page oveMew in the indictment. The

background of the SS and concentration camp systems in both the indictment and the judgment

of the trial (where it appeared again. in s i d a r fonn) provided an authoritative sumrnary of the
criminal structure of Nazi society. uiterestingly, though, this was not the first time such

background was provided. As mentioned in Chapter One. West German triais of crimes related
to Nazisrn had already begun in the early 1950s.However. these early trials were generally

directed against "end phase crimes" (Endphase Verbrechen - crimes committed by Gennans
against other Germans near the end of the war), and rarely related to crimes against Jews. It was

not until 1 958 that Wal Judgments (and presumab!y also indictments - these are unfortunately

not available in a collection) Uicluded some relevant information about either the mundings in
which the crimes were committed or the hierarchical system wtiich had ordered them. Even then,
nich inforrnation was not standard and not included in al1 trials. For example, on August 8, 1958,

the Judgment of the Ulm trial of ten membm of the Eimutzgruppe Tiisit charged with murder in

Lithuania, included sections on the "Development of the Jewish Question," the "Organization of
the Police in Lithuania," and the "Education of the Eima~gruppe~
"15 For two years thereafter,

no such historical background was given in the various mals that took place. Then in the
Sachsenhausen triai at the district court of Diisseldorf, the Judgment of October 15,1960
included some information on the çmichue of the camp guard system at the camp, and where the
defendants ( three former male guards) fit into this structure. There was no expianation of the

"Final Solution" or the Nazi war against the Jews.

Adeheid L. Rater-Ehlennaan. and C.F. Rûîer, eds.. Jutk Md NS Verbrechen: S ~ u n l w derrtscher
g
StrufÜrteiie
wegen nrrtzonahmiu~irt~cher
TOhurperbrechen (hemfk l W V ) 22 vols. (Amsterdam: Amstenrfam University
Rpss? I968), 15: 2-9.

Bcginning only in 196 1 did each subseqiient triai haue some fomiof backgiound
information in the indictment and the judgment. This began with the trial of a man accused of
having rounded up twelve Jews in the town of Oelde and helping in their deportation to the Riga
ghetto. The iudgment of March 8. 1 96 1, at the district court of Miinster, included intmductory

information on the "Final SoIution"(Encilosun&) and "Jewish Policies" (Jwlenpolitik).l6 From

then on. each West German aiai of Nazi perpetratoa included such background. However, none
was as extensive or definitive as the documentation included in the Auschwitz T h 1 indictrnent

and jud-ment. in many ways. the expert testimony by the Histonans of the institute at Munich
provided a sensc of histotv. a concrete graphic image of the scope of SS ideology, that was

lacking until this Ume.

One aspect of SS ideology absent fiom the indicmient of the Auschwitz Trial was a
discussion of the "superior orders" (Befehlsnotstand)defense. Although testimony on the
inadmissibility of this defense appeared in the pre-ûial files (as mentioned in Chapter Two), and
although Ham Buchheim discussed it on the stand on &y sixteen of the trial (directly after the
opening interrogation of ail of the defendants), it was not present in the histoncal overview of the
camp system or the charges themselves.

Ln fact, none of the German a i d s of Nazi perpetrators

included this discussion in the indictment. Although the order defense may seem centrai to the
triais of former Nazis. it was actually irrelevant to the charges agsiost the defendants. The

supenor order; defense went to the mentdity of the SS guards at the camp. and the üiegality of

the orders on the whole. but it did not affect the murder charge. To prove each defendant guilty

of murder. the prosecution had to show the elements examined above: sadism, Iust for kiUing,
base motives. etc. To show perpetration of murder (as opposed to the Iess serious aiding and

abening of murder), they had to prove individual initiative and knowledge of the illegali~of the
a c t which went above and beyond the following of orders.

One could argue that the entire historical background given in the indicment was

inelevant to the charges. and in many ways, it was. However, it makes sense that the courts

decided that some form of explanatory overview was necessary for trying crimes of this unique
nature. These facts about the SS and the camps were being unearthed for the k

tt

h e and were

not yet part of the public consciousness. The evolving understanding of the crimes of the Nazi

regime was paralleled in the genesis of the aial process. The more that becarne known about the
ideological war against the Jews and of the centdty of the extermination program, and the more
the West German courts were allowed to investigate ( h mGerman nationals ody. to "end phase
crimes." ro the Holocaust), the more the 'Final Solution" w s perrnanentty recorded in the trials.

The .4momy of the SS Sfate is a valuable source whose ongins in the indictment merit
inquiry. The histotical documentation of the SS system and the Auschwitz camp is divided into
four sections. Section A. the Preliminary Remarks, is identicai to that which appeared in the

motion and are quoted carlier in this chapter on pages 5-6. Sections B and C, "Organizationand
Tasks of the SS," and "The Concentration Camps" mpectively, were the work of the historians
at Munich. Section D, entitled 'The Auschwitz Concentration Camp," was a combination of

documents fiom the pre-nial files. witness testimony about the murâerous activities in each
section of the camp, and the testimony of the historia~s.'~
There was heavy emphasis in the
indictment on the role of the guards who were on trial in Frankfurt and whose role was of umoa

importance. The types of criminal activities they engaged in, and the methods of mimler enacteci
l7 These sections within the indiment prwvided ody the skeleton of whet wouid be later bc published at ï7re
.-fnatomyqf the SS Stae; the book incIuded new chapters with much more m-depth analysis of the SS menraiity (se
Chapter 3: "Conunand and Compliance")and the Final SoIution as a whole (SeChapter 1: "The Persecution of the

Jews"). This important historical documentation was touched upon in the mdicanent of the îrid but fleshed out more
firily in the book itself.

by each O f hem were detailed at length in the historical account, However, former SS officers
were not the only people on trial. The distribution of work was detailed in order to deai with the

lone pnsoner on the stand. whose guilt had to be proven. I will therefore briefly describe Section

B on the oqanization of the SS, but the main focus of my investigation of the expert testimony

in the indictment will be dedicated to the parts of the overview that deal with the camps and
Auschwitz itself (Sections C and D).

R e portion of the indictment deding with the SS organization began with the history of
the SS kom Iate m e r 1925, when they were officially formed in Munich. 'ïheir

du^ was

spelled out in the indicunent as the "protection of Hitler and the other high Party-leaders, as well
as the deiènse of the Party and the 'Führer' against attack through precautionary measures."~~

This section wenr on to explain the relationship between the SS and the police as it evolved,
using quotations ûom Hitler to illustrate bis goals. For example, the histonans wrote:

On September 10.1937, on the occasion of a Police Parade in Nuremberg, Hitler gave the
signal that 'The Geman police should be inmeasingly brought UItO comection with the
Movement which does not oniy politically represent Germany today, but which portrays
and leads k . 1 9
This section o f the histoncai overview gave exceptionaiiy detaiied descriptions of the SS and the
police. the security police and the Gestapo, and the specific roles of the each of the main offices.

For example. the overview describeci the WVHA h particdar (itsorigins in 1939 and its official
designation by Himmler in 1942 as one large office for Economic Administration, headed by SS

..

Lieutenant General Oswaid Pohl), because it was the centrai administnitive body for the
concentration camp system. This section also explained the SS anny and the military structm of
the "SS Speciai Assigrment Tmpsn (Vegiïgungssnrcppe)and "Death's Head UnitSm

l8 4 h 4 4 / 5 9 , dnklagesch@. 78: 1472 1.
l9 ibid,, 14722.

(Totenkopfterbünde), in reference to their connection with the concentration camps. The

indictment described the Death's Head Units in the foilowing way:

The SS Death's Head Units were instailed and educated h m the beginning as innerpolitical fighting troops. Their fim regiments... were mder the command of SS Colonel
Eicke. The formation was comprised of SS membea who were especially fanatic and
who were educated as the guards of the concentration camps.20
The historians went on to explain the educationai process undergone by the SS guards in the
camps. delving more deeply into the ideological training they received and the intensity of their

racist convictions. in this way the indictment set up the historical background for an
understanding of the defendants and their voluntaq role at Auschwitz. Such detailed information

about the administrative bodies of the camps and of the SS system in generai was not available to
the public until this time.Its inclusion here dernonstrates the *my in which this trial altered the

concept of histoiy and of the Third Reich in the eyes of those involved in the trial and later, in
the eyes of the general public. The background on the SS was an important introduction for the

next section of the o v e ~ e wdealing
,
with the concentration camps tim and then specifically
Auschwitz.

The history of the first camps within Germany, their role as enforcers of the National
Socialist policies. and the role of punishment in Nazi society were central to the prosecution's
argument about the crirninality of the "Auschwitz cornplex" and were therefore explored indepth in the indictment. The majonty of the documents used to prove these hdings came h m

the Nuremberg trials. For example, the historiaos cited Nuremberg documents written by Goring
and Frank on the reasons for imprisoning "enemies of the me," particularly communists. in the
concentration camps. According to Generai Gouverneur (and lawyer) Ham Frank in the " J o d
of the Academy of German Law" ( Z e i t s c hder
~ Akmkrniiej8r Deutsches Recht) in 1936:

Throughout the world people are aiways reproachg us, because of the concentration
camps. They ask: Why do you arrest people without judicial arrest warrants? They place
themselves in the situation of out people! They forget that the whole. big, still unshaken
world of Bolshevism will not let us forget that we thwarted their final victory over
Europe."

The abundant use of Nuremberg trial documents demonstrated the prosecution's attempts to
incorporate the fundamentai criminal aspects of Nazism inro the indictment. Although the

illegality of the Nazi state had aiready been established at the Allied trials, the prosecution
consulted many of these expert witnesses fiom Nuremberg on this question for the Auschwitz

investigation. The new West German state had backed away from any possibility of uskg
international cnminal laws for trying Nazi defendants. This meant that the aims of the Nazi war,
including the extermination of the Jews. codd not be p.& under legal inspection or prosecuted in
any way. Still. the indictment managed to Ulclude many passages which, in their explanation of

the SS and camp system, harshiy condemned not only the defendants but National Socidisrn
itseIf.

One of the ways that the expert witnesses could show the guilt of the defendants was to
tum to the camp regdations themselves. Because the prosecution had to enablish "subjective

inner motivation*'(as described in Chapter One) and individual initiative in order to get a murder

conviction. the i n d u i ~ 1of
1 the officiai Nazi camp policieseacy on in the indictment c d d show
which of the defendants' actions coIlStituted perpetration or aiding and abetting murder. nie
indictment therefore included a statement by Eicke on October 10?1933, who was at that t h e

the commander of Dachau concentration camp. In 1934 he was promoted to "Inspecter of

Concentration Camps..' The statement read:

21 Nuremberg Document 2533-PS

in &id,14740.

In the fr;irneworkof the existent camp instnu:tia~the fdowing penalr q p k i ~ are
ll~
issued for the preservatioa of discipline and order in the domain o f the Dachau
Concentration camp (KLD).
These reguiations apply to al1 prisoners of KLD h m the time of arriva1 to the hour of
reIease.
The executive power is in the han& of the camp commander, who is persondly
responsible for the execution of the issued camp instructions by the political police
cornanders.
Tolerance means weakness. Acknowledging this means there will be ruthless s e k ,
where it becomes necessary in the interest of the Fathaland.. .."
The excerpt went on to list various reguiations regarding not ody the crimes that would lengthen
or intensi. the imprisonment tems in Dachau, but also the pimishment that would be inflicted
(which is not the case in the StGB. which was still very rnuch in force during the entire Nari

,.

regime For example. paragraph 6 stated that:
with eight days strict anest and with twenty-five cane lashes at the beginning and the end of
punishment. the following crimes are to be punished:
1. whoever makes cnticd or mocking remarks to an SS officer, or purposeiy fails to salute,
or through any kind of behaviour rnakes it know that he will not submit ro the force of
discipline and order.. .-23

The pangraphs also included more senous crimes, and crimes such as the instigation of politicai
insurrection ( I l ) and mutiny or sabotage (12) were to be punished by hanging or shoothg or

Pmgtôph 19 of this statement of eamp reguiations was most peitmcnt ta the Auschwitz

case as it lis~edthe types of plmishments that were enforceable in the case of "rriminal"
behaviour within the camp. These punishments applied to prisonas w h w w sentenced to death
or to solitary confinement,and were punishments which clearly feu within acceptable Nazi
practices of "intensified intmgatiomn (verschMe Vemehmungenj and therefore would

Nuremberg Document 778-PSin ibd, 147K

" Ibid

criminal activity. The paragraph stated:
will be carried out in a cell, with harsh conditions, and water and bread. Every four
days the prisoner will get w a m food. Work detail includes hard physical labour or
especiaily dirty work under special supervision.
-4sextra punishment cornes into consideration:
Exercise drills. cotporal punishment (beatings), withholding of mail, deprivation of food,
hard quartea. tying to a post, reprimands and warnings. AU punishments will be
recorded.
Amest and hard labour will prolong protective custody by not less than eight weeks;
secondary punishment will prolong protective custody by not less than four weeks.
Pnsoners in solitary cont!iinement will not be released within a foreseeable period."
-*est

These special regulations introduced by Eicke at Dachau became standard for al1 of the camps.

The inciusion of these mies within the indictrnent gave the courts a mode1 of what was
considered acceptable in the camps: for, accordmg to Martin Broszaî, '%he object of (these)
regulations was to lay down in writing and to stress that caning could not be carried out
arbitrady by individual par& and that it was a reguiar fonn of punishment Because the caning
was c h e d out by several SS men the ill-treatment became impersonai and anonymous and

every member of the guard formations was accustorned fiom the beginning to this act which he

might ar any time be ordered to perform.'"5
Wly did the SS commandeis stop at a certain level of bnnality? Why were guarh held

accountable for excessive cruelty by the camp authorities? The explanation lies in what was
theoreticdly the strict chah of command and authoritative d e of Nazi society and the SS

system. Disobedience and breaking the chah of comrnand were not supposed to be tolerated. In
f a c ~as we s h d see in Chapter Fom; sometimes breaking the d e s in hvour of more violent
behaviour was punished much more harshly than refbsing to carry out a task at aii (which, as we
ibid.. 14744. This passage appears verbath in The Anatomy of rhe S Strrte, with new ac~ompan@g
explanations.
2-' Bmszat in The Anatomy of the SS State,432.

have seen. was never punished). A certain level of "decent Gemuui behaviour" (umtcfndiges
Deutsches Verhalten) did not permit the guards to sink to the level of depraved sadists.

bfore relevant to the Auschwitz investigation was what the inclusion of these documents
meant in the courtroom in Frankfurt. We know that the defendants and their attorneys could not
have recourse the "supenor orders" defense. The prosecution used them purely to show that the
actions at' the defendants on the stand were undertaken with individuai initiative and the

knowledge of the illegality of the act, and couid therefm be tned and punished as perpetration

of murder. Whether or not the SS leadership strictly enforced these regdations was not important
in the Frankfun proceedings. only that the existed. Thus the ironic situation arose in which the
standard of the Nazi state was adopted in the c o r n o m in Frankfurt in order to try the very

crimes committed under that state. Judge Hofineyer had to d e r to Nazi documents and Nazi
regulations to determine who had exceeded what the regulations permitteci in order to convict the

defendants on the stand. The absurdity of this situation was not lost on the judge, whose
exaspention with the limitations of the law I wiii address in the discussion of testimony on the

stand in Chapter Four.

The overview of the concentration camps continued with a description of the
intensification of the persecution of different elements of society, from "asocials" to Jews. On

J a n q 3. 1941. Heydrich issued a statement placing the camps in four difTerent categones

according to their functions. *Level i" (Stufe

9 inchdeci Dachau, Sachsenhausen and Auschwitz

1. and was reserved for "ail s e c e prisoners with minor charges who are definitely improvable,

and for special cases and solitary confinementQ Clearly, this was an early designation for
Auschwitz. before the official implementation of the "Final Solution" and before the creation of

a synem of slave labour camps and death camps.
26 Nuremberg Document

1063 (a-b) - PS in 4 Is 444/59,78: 14749.

The next document in the ovemîew, howeuer, points to a signifiantchange and a b

w

expression of a new program. From the files of former Reich Justice Minister îhierack came the

followin,= memo:
.A discussion with Reichsfirhrer Himmer (sic) on September 18, 1942 in his field quarters
in the presence of StS (Secretary of State) Dr. Rothenberger, SS Lieutenant General
Streckenbach and SS Lieutenant Colonel Bender.
2. Handing over of asocial elements h m execution of court-imposed sentence to the
Reichsfhrer SS for EXTERMINATION THROUGH W O N . There will be tireless
handing over of security-nsk prisoners, Jews, gypsies, Rwian and Ukrainians, Poles

with prison terms beyond three years, Czechs and Germans with prison ternis beyond
cight years according to the decision of the Reich justice minister.2'

This now idarnous letter transferred the persecuted minorities and politicai prisoners ftom the
authorin: of the legai system and courts to the han& of the SS and the police. This meant that the

concentration camps were given full jurisdiction over the Jews and the extermination poücy (at
this phase still through "work') was officially sanctioned. The project was of course already
underway. however. and gas chambers existed by this t h e at Auschwitz. Majdanek, Chelmno,

Belzec. Sobibor and Treblinka28
The overview went on to describe more preciselyjust who the victims of the camps were.

According to the experts. the Gestapo was responsible for four groups of undesirables: poLitical
adversaries, criminais (including homosexuals), asocids and members of "inferior races," and

the "racidy~biologicallyUiferior.''29 Among these groups there was also a hierarchy, with

criminaf prisoners - particuiarly German "professional criminals" (Benrfsverbrecher) - at the top
of the list. The historians caüed this a system of c'self-nile,"stipulating that W s is to be
undemood as: what the SS leaders wanted is what o c c ~ c L ' This
~ 0 appiied aiso to the hienirchy

27 Nmmberg Document 645-PS
28 A n k l a g a c ~ ibid.
.
29

30

ibid
Ibid., 14757.

in ibid, 14'151.

wi thin the prisoners who were aven roks of m h r i t y ( . H @ I ~ m emeaning
) ~ Gemian,
Poüsh and Ukrauian prisoners. Jews in the camps very m l y became part of this system, as they

were immediately sent into the "extermination through work" program if they were registered
into the camp. The large majority went straight Uito the gas chambers without registration or
tattooing.

The most extensive and detailed portion of the ovewiew dealt specifically with
Auschwitz concentration camp. Together with some initial historical background gathered by the
experts in Munich. this section is a collection of documents ranging nom experts of the death
books to extensive testirnonies fiom witness survivors. The table of contents fkom this section is

most illurninating as it traces the range of information about Auschwitz presented to the court. It
began ividi such mbheadings as Wationai Socialist Poiicies in Poland" and then described the

different camps of Auschwitz including the main camp, Auschwitz II or Birkenau, Monowitz
and other sub-camps, and Auschwitz as an extemination camp. ïhereafter, it gave
comprehensive accounts of the specific forms of tomire and murder practiced in the camp. Some
examples of sub-headings in this category include "Cap-Throwhg," "Interrogation Methods:

The Swing," "Kiiling through Injection: Abspritzen,

and "Waiking into the Barbed Wi."

The inclusion of the last sub-heading demonstrates the prosecution's attempt to condemn al1
aspects of Auschwitz. This mode of suicide (the wires were electri-fied)wss explaineci in the

overview as -'the lm way out," the only wish Ieft of many inmates who could no longer bear the
living circumstances in the camp?

Included in this sedon was a description of the %ospital" blocks of the camp by former
pnsoner Dr. Wladyslaw Fejkiel, who was the "camp senior" (Lugeriiltester)for the hospitai and

j

.

lbict 14714-5. The terut "abspritzen" was camp jargon fn.the phai01 injections as descriied in Chapa Two.

32 Ibid,. 14797.

at the tirne of his interrogation he was a Professor at the Universi@of K r a k o ~His
.~~
description
of the building of the hospital blocks and the conditions within them are extremely graphic. He
described the fim operation that took place there (au appendix extraction with stolen Polish

surpicai instruments in November 1940) and explained cleariy that this was a shoddy operation
with no anesthesia and the prismer tied d o m to a table.34 His narrative went on to depict the

incarceration of the ~iMuselmanner" in Block 20 of the Hospital.They were clearly brought there
to die. as they were given less rations than reguiar prisoners or other "patients.'"

Testimony was

also given by Dr. Ella Lingens, another prisoner-doctor who worked in the hospital buiidings.
Such details were important to the prosecution in order to set up more concrete examples of the
activities of the defendants within the larger settiag of the camp structure.

One important topic deait with in this section is "self-justice through the prisoner

functionaries." This was a sensitive issue for the prosecution because they were dealing with
prisoners who were under threat of death to perfom their duties, a danger rhat did not exist for
the SS guards. Prisoners who were gbcapos"
and Block leaders had more pnvileges - better

clothing. more food. wanner sheiter, and less crowded conditions - and saw the fiilfiIlment of
theu duries as the oniy possibility for siwival. Those who refùsed to obey orders w e subject
~
to

death or a severe beating. It seems that the Gemum courts took this into account in their

investigations. for only a tiny minority of people investigateâ and trieci were former prisonerfunctionaries. It was understood that many prisoners in authority d e s had Little choice about
their actions, and certainly much less than the SS guards. [t was even clearer to the prosecution
33 The tem LogeraItester is difficult to translate but defhed as a "prisoaerfimctiouary appoinad by the SS to be a
camp representarïve - but answeiing to the SS. .,.W i the hierarchy of the camp, this was the highest rank that
couid be mined by a prisoner." C o ~ c e n t r ~Camp
o n Slang and Idiomr. 14,
jS4 1s W!59,!59,8: 14793.
35 iUute/matttt, or *Mulim," was slaag for a starved, skelcral prisoner. This term was given to them because %ese
inmares seemed to resemble stereotyped picarres of Ar& brown skia huge eyes, always wrapped in bhnkets."
Concenrrarion Camp Stmg and Idioms, 16.

that it would be extremely diEcult to prove individual initiative or "basemotives" for m a q of

these people. However. research into the camp hierarchy and the wanton brutdity at Auschwitz
showed that many of the functionaries had k e n extrwrdinarily cruel and vicious with the

prisonen under their rule. Countless stories of prisoner atrocities are available in the scholarly
litenture about the camps and in nwivor memoirs.36 For this reason the public prosecutors in
Frankfùn had nvo pnsoners on their lia of accuseci, Alois Staller and Emil Bednarek. (Staller. as

we shall see iater. was disrnissed fkom the investigation, but Bednarek was e v e n w y convicted

of fourteen counts of murder.)

In the overview of "self-justice," Stailer's pre-trial testimony was used to explain this
phenornenon. He stated:
1 neker submitted to an SS officer's wish when he hinted to me that he no longer wanted
ro see a pnsoner. This was the way that the SS let it be known that they wanted a fellowprisoner to kill another prisoner. or they would at Least tolerate it. O f course, it happened,
in fact very ofien. that a pnsoner would kili another prisoner. There was a variety of
methods. which I saw not only in Auschwitz.. Otten prisoners killed other prisoners to
mate extra eating portions, because the prisoners would be killed before food was given
i>utand then reported dead only the next &y. The extra portions of food would be
divided arnongst the most efficient prisoners, also to those the SS considered to have
given the best beatings.37

..

In such cases. fonner prisoner-functionarieswere generaily not charged with murder. However,

cases of prisoners who committed crimes merit further investigation. It was rnuch harder for the
prosecution to show individual initiative, even in the most sadistic of activities, if it was possible
-

see Primo Levi. The Drowned and the Srne4 tr. Raymond Roseuthi (New York: Summit Books, L986),
particulariy in the chapter entitled "The Grey Zone." See also Fil@ MClller, Auschwib I&mo: the Testunony of a
Sonderkomrnando; trans. Susanne Flatauer (London: Routledge and Kegan Paui, 1979), and Tadeusz Borowski, This
Wayfor the G a . Ladies and Genttemen and orhw srories, traas. Barbara Vedder (London: Cape, 1967). Also, see
Richard Glazar. Trap with o Green Fence: Survivd in Treblhka, tram. R o s h Theobaid (Evanston: Nonhwestem
Universil Press. 1992). These are among the most h o u s accountç. but many other sunrivor memoirs mclude
demib or prisoners who tortured others in order to survive,
4 Js 444/59. 78: 14799.
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that the accused had acted under the ordas of an SS guatd. For sucb cases as BednarPk and

Staller speci fic wimess testimony was crucial. The prosecution's decision to try these men shows
that they were eager to condemn the system itself, and therefore to condemn ail those who had

participated in murder at Auschwitz. They were more successful with some than with others, as
the judgment will show.

Despite the limitations of the law, the prosecution n a d y aied to prove that d l deaths

at Auschwitz were a form of murder, including suicide (when prisoners were dnven to it, as
describèd above). beating with fatal consequences, and "standard" methods of torture and Mling
that were pracriced by al1 the SS guards, whether on personal initiative or not. For this remn the
prosecurion took great pains to describe the many different "camp punishments" (Lugerstrafen)
that were either immediately or consequently fatal. This included "doing sports" (Sportmachenexcessive. prolongeci difficult exercise that exhausted prisoners to the point of death), corporal
punishment. hanging by the arms. standing ceilq pimishment work commandos, starvation, and
hanginy. The prosecution had gathered many documents fiom the camp which pertained to these

forms of pwiishments. The SS meticulously recorded the definitions and acceptable forms of
punishment. For exarnple, beatings (Prügelsnafe - beatings with canes or sticks or whips), were
ordered when a prisoner misbehaved, as prisoner Calvo had on November 11, 1944. He aüowed
a gold tooth to be extracted in exchange for some food. The prescribed forms of beating were
expiaked in an early Nazi memo as such:
Hits with a leather whip in quick succession. in which the hits are counteù, is allowed;
de-clothing of pnsoner or certain body parts is strictly prohibited. The prisoner may not
be tied d o n but is to lie on the bench voluntariiy. He can only be hit on the behind or
the upper thigh.38

A memo of A p d 4,1942 fFom the WH& A-aive

S e c h D,si@

by SS Lieutenant

Colone! Liebehenschel, at the rime head of the Central Office and later commander of
Auschu itz. ordered that a new policy on corporal punishmenu would go into effect:
ï h e Rrichsfiihrer SS and the chief of Gennan Police has ordered that during the execution of
corponl punishment (for both male or female protective custody prisonen), when the word

"intensitied" (verscharP)is addeci, the punishment should be carried out on an unclothed behind.
In ail other cases. proceed as already ordered.39
These documents demonmated that strict d e s and regdations were in place and
constantly revised regarding the nature of punishment in the camps. Limitations were put on the
type of beating that was acceptable. the ways in which prisoners were to be hanged, and who

could c x r y out these punishments. For example, a memo fiom the same office on Novernber 8,
1942 made the execution of corporal punishment by other prisoners "legal," as long as an SS

guard was present. The typical images of concentration camp life - chaotic and brutal on one

hand. rtiç irnm rnundi with sadism and excessive violence as the nom, and efficient, disciphed.
orderl! murder through the gas chambee on the orher hand - do not necessariiy represent the
reaiity or the camp. The SS had extensive. written reguiations on al1 rnanner of SS and pnsoner
activiry and mmy kinds of punishment and violent behaviour were officially sanctioned by the

WVHA. But these niles meant that much behaviour was not forrnally acceptable and wodd not
be officially tolerated. The extent to which these reguiations were enforced depended on the

personaiity of the camp commander (as we shall see in Chapter Four), the nage of the *Final
Solution" and Other circumstances. Actions taken by SS guards and prisoners that were either not
ordered or strictly forbidden were deemed acts of individual initiative by the prosecution,
regardless of whether these regulations were enforced The prosecution tried to convict the

-

j9
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-

Nuremberg Document 2 199-PS in ibid, 14802.

defendants of murder regardless of whether they had k e n ordered by Berlin or by the camp
commander. because of Fritz Bauer's stated goal to put the Auschwitz complex on triai and show

the illegality of al1 killing in the camp. However, these documents made the ciifference in the
courtroom benveen convictions of perpetration and aiding and abetting murder.

The overview of life and death in Auschwitz included a twenty page section on the

"Participation of the Political Department" focushg specincaily on the ways in which prisoners
were tonured and murdered by members of the central administrative body at the camp. The d e
of the Polirical Department was ostensibly to interrogate prisoners who were a c c w d of political
insubordination and insurrection outside of and within the camp. However, according to the

indicment. "the members of the Political Department. who were in charge of hterrogating
prisonen. used raw violence in many cases, in order to maKe the prisoners speak. This happened
especiaily when they were supposed to make statements about escape attempts, escape
prepardtions. and resistance groups. These prisoners were beaten, kicked, or in other ways
physically abused.'"O This section deait more pointedly with the defendants themselves. because

in the Political Department they were known to have theY o m peculiar f o m of torture.
The most Ilifarnous example of this was Wilhelm Boger and his "Boger-swing"(Boger
Schaukdi. The o v e ~ e w
used witness testimony to describe the "swing,*' a primitive contraption

consisring of a long wooden stick which rested on two supports. The prisoner was tied to the

stick under his amis and under his knees. and the stick was placed on the supports so that the
prisonen hung in the air, suspende4 and couid easily be beaten? For the purposes of the
indicment, the swing was crucial because the prosecution could show that it was an invention of

4û .Ankfageschrfl.ibid., 15814.
4' The swing was d e famous in the triai and witness testimony about the e
h of such an mtem>gation on the
victim has appeareà in Chapter Two. The "Boger-sWmg" figured prodently m Peter Weiss' play The
Imestigacion. For an iilusnation of the swing, see Appendix 4.

Bopr's sadistic imagination and was therefore solid proof of his guilt as a mmierer. A
document 60m the Chiefof the Security Police and SD (&stap~), Lieutenant General Heinnch

Müller. on June 12. 1942, dernonstrates this. The memo regarding "intensified interrogations,"
addressrd to al1 leaders and commanders of the Gestapo and specificaliy directed at the

inspecrors of the Gestapo. read:
1. inrensified interrogations can only be employed, when the resuits of a pre-investigation

demonstrate that the prisoner can give new information about important communications
regarding associations or plans which are hostile to the Staîe of the Reich, but who is
unwilling to reveai h i s knowledge, or it couid not be estabfished through investigation.
?.Under these conditions. the intensified interrogations can only be employed against
cornmunists, Marxists. Jehovah's Witnesses, saboteurs, terrorists, mernbea of resistance
movements, undercover agents,asocials, Polish or Soviet-Russian work resistors
islackers) or vagmts.
in al1 other cases my eariier memo prevaiis.
3. Intensified interrogations cannot be employed to bring about coofessions of individual
crimes. As well, this method cannot be w d against people who have in the meantirne
been transfemd for other investigations by the legal system.
4. The intensification, depending upon the s i d o n , can be compnsed oE
die most basic rations (water and bread) under harsh conditions,
iiarkened ce11
deprivation of sieep
ex haustion exercises
the dispensing of cane-beatings (a doctor must be present if there are more than twenty
kishes)?*
Clearly, the SS had very specific regdations for the interrogations in the Political
Deparment. The Chief of the Gestapo defied them in mch a way that they could not be

interprered as torture. The indicmient showed, however, that many mernbers of the Political
Depamnent were engaging in extrerne tortue leading to de& and that their interrogations "fa.

exceeded this directive by the Chief of the Gestapo in both d e s s n e s s and b d t y - 3 4 3
Countlrss examples fiom witness testimony were given, including the relentles beating of one
prisoner b e c a w he had an extra piece of bread, and the execution of members of the Polish
42 N u r e m b e ~Document 153 1-PS in 4 Js 44459, 14819-6.

43 Ankiageschrift. ibid.. 14815.

intelligentsia and Russian prisoners of win at the "Bladr WaiL" The testim0ny of JanPüedi,
Block clerk on Block 1 1 fkom 1942-44 (the "Black Wall" was Iocated h e e n Blocks 10- 11 ),
included eyewitness accounts of executions there. He stated explicitly that al prisoners were
ordered to undress before behg shot at the wall, which was clearly against SS regulations as
defmed by Müller. In addition. as the person in charge o f the prisuner registry in this block, he

had to carefully control and enter the tattoo numbers of the prisown who were shot. However,
those who were brought in f?om the camp or civilians who were brought to Auschwitz and shot

immediately were not registered. This indicated a lack of procedure and the total anonymity of

the prisown. meaning their deaths codd not have been ordered.
The execution of the intelligentsi4 according to the indictmenî. was an attempt to
"liquidarr" this section of Polish society entirely. Because they were not listed as people to be
interrogated, let aione shot, in MUler's memo, the prosecutors could use this information to

charge defendants from the Political Department with minder. An important piece of evidence
came kom SS Lieutenant Colonel Grabner, the chief of the Politicai Department, who was

investigated and convicted of corruption by an SS investigation headed by SS Iudge Konrad
Moqen in 1943. Grabner wrote:

rie so-cailed liquidation of the Polish intelligentsia was ordered by H6ss in my time and
atierwillds. Whether he got an order k m Berlin or did so indepaidently is unknom to
me. This happeneci in the foliowing way: the ptective custody commander
iSchu~hufikzgerfiihrer)
was put in charge of this. Because H B u had put him in charge of
-&s action. he took care of it and made lists. ...a
The tenor of the indicmient made it inmeasingly clear that the absence of an order h m Beriin
was crucial to the prosecution's case. On one hanci, the prosecution was exposing the crimes of
the SS at Auschwitz in their entirety by examining them closely and making them public in this

Notes riom Maximiltian Grabner in ibib, 14819. His description is intentiondiy vague.

section of the indictment On the other han& they were working within the narrow confines of
the Iaw which made them dependent not oniy on witness testimony that certain defendants had
acted independently, but also on the Nazi documents themwlves which laid out these draconian

and unjust repulations.

Indirectly included in the indictment was a discussion of the Kommissorbefehl of June 6,
1941. cornmanding the execution of the c o d s s a r s of the Soviet Army.

This order applied to

Auschwitz in 1941 because there was a large population of Soviet prisoners of wra (POWs) in

the camp. The evidence at Nuremberg included some of the key orders given regarding the

Soviet PO Ws. and mongst these was an order fkom Heydrich on July 17. 1941, for the
cornmaiiders of the security police and SD in Administrative Section IV, regarding the
segregaiion of civilians and prisoners in the P O W (S~aiagland transit (Dula@ camps. Speciai

commandos (comprised of one SS leader and four to six men) were responsibie for sorting out

the prisoners into groups such as al1 important State and Party officids, al1 People's Commisssus
and their deputies. all former Red A m y political Cornmissars, Soviet intellectuals and Jews

(arnongst others)? These commandos then had to decide which among these "suspects" was

dangerous and therefore subject to execution. The memo stated clearly that "the executions may
not be carried out in the camp or in its immediate vicinity. If the camp is in the General
Gouvernent or near its border, the prisoners shouid be brought to the former Russian-Soviet

territory for 3pecia.i treatment" (Sonderbehdlung - euphemism for mass exe~ution)."~6
The

Politicai Depanment was generally in charge of the execuîion of these POWs, and many of the
charges yainst these defendants included the murder of Soviet soldiers in 1941-2. Interesthgiy,

the overview included a memo h m Admira1 Canaris, head ofthe Foreign 08nce and Cotmtu
J5 Hans-Adolf lacobun, fie -4naromyofthe SS Stme, 525.
Nuremb e g Document 52-PS m 4 Is 544/59,78: 14821.

Intelligence. Canaris expressed his re~enrations
about the KommiwmkfeeM, Wuse it broke

international law and would lead to voltmtary abuse and killing, as weil as growing resentment
and resistance a m o q n the native populations of the occupied tenitories.J7 In the case of the
Soviet POWs. then, the prosecution attempted to show that the entire order was iiiegai, not
simply the actions of the defendants who went a b v e and beyond the orden. in the end,

according to the expert witnesses, at least ten thousand POWs were executed in 1941 at
Auschu itz, and hundreds more were worked to deah

The Iist of arbimry executions and death sentences within the indictment was extensive.

There \vas mher examination of the court-martial hearings mentioned earlier in this chapter,
d e d to be ad-hoc proceedings and clearly undertaken according to the whims of the SS guards.
Witness Jan Pilecki described at length the procedure bilowed, in which at lest one hundred
allegeti political adversaries were tried and sentenced to death within an hou. Initiaily these
pnsoners were executed h e d i a t e l y at the "Black Wall," but when their numbers became tw
large thry were taken away by truck, presumably to the gas ~haxnbers.~a
Sometimes ordered by

Berlin. jsmetimes c b e d out on the initiative of the SS guards themselves, most mass killings in
the Poli ricai Department at Auschwitz followed some sort of regulated procedure. These murders

were more difficult to prosecute as such, but were described in the indictment nonetheless; the

prosecution sought to demonstrate the depravity of the system as a whole while showing that
certain specific actions of the defendants had been undertaken with "murderous intent."
The indictment also dealt with the gîsiiest ofcrimes in Auschwitz, the medical

experiments. hcluded in this section was witness testimony on sudi procedures as "urine
tapping." "measles infection," the coiiection of human siceletons, and most relevant to the
47 Nuremberg Doeummt 338 EC in ibib, 14824.
J8 Jan Pi lecki. .-fnkfageschrg?.in ibid.. 14827. Püecki uses the word abomrrponisn to describe the talmig away of
prisonen on the trucks. Similar to h p i t z e n , the prefix was a euphemism fOr murder.

Auschwitz case,de& by injections The lattex kganasan expakent, in which first water or

air. then pasoline. Evipan. and f i l y phenol were injected either into the arm or the chest of the
prisoner. These experiments were conducted in order to fînd the quickest way to kill 'patients"

-

for the benefit of the medical orderly conducting the injections, not the prisoners themselves.
Genenily this foxm of death was administered to prisoners who had been worked to the point of

exhaustion and disease, and who were no longer useful. Chiidren were also subject to the
injections. 3s seen in Chapter Ii in the discussion of defendant Scherpe. According to the

estimates OP survivor Dr. Stanislaus Wodziriski, who witnessed the injections, approximately
twenty tive to thirty thousand prisoners were rnurdered this way between the fa11 of 1941 and

Jan=?

1945 in Block 20. Of these, ninety to ninety five percent were J e w ~The
. ~ ~indictment

did no; include orders either fiom Beriin or the SS commanders regarding the injections.
iii

the historicai overview in the indictment, the cirafters examined Auschwitz as a "mass

exterminarion plant" (Maîsenvernichn«rgsu~t~tult)
which exploreci the "Final Solution of the
Jewish question." the use of CycIon B, the selections at the entrance platform and the

"liquidarion" of the Theresienstadt and gypsy camps. Most of the information on the poiicy of

exclusion and extermination of the Jews came h m Nuremberg documentation. includuig

documents and the testimony of various defendants. Beginning with the £Ùst policies of
discrimination in 1933. the indicment included a relatively comprehensive history of the "Final
Solution." fiom the Wanasee Conference in January 1942 to the murder of the Hungarian Jews at
Auschuiu in the s p ~ and
g summer of 1944. The prosecutors were aware of the limitations of
both the law and their knowledge of the suôject matter. For example, they stated that "it is not

the task of this investigation to detamine with any certainty the total count of Jews murdered in

the eurrmiinat;oa sites of Majdanek, C h e h Bekec, Sobibor, TreMinka and Auschwitz. Bu%

with certainty we c m say that of al1 the extermination sites, Auschwitz was by far the biggest in

the h e w o r k of the -Finai Solution to the Jewish Problem."'5*
The treatment of children is one of the moa gruesome topics in the indicment and

functioned as a fitting ending to the overview and introduction to the charges against the

defendants. The prosecutors used graphic wimess testimony to show the reckless disregard for
innocent life. Presumably. the murder and torture of children would get a murder conviction, as
paragraph 2 1 I specifies "malicious intent" as one characteristic of murderous activity. Maiicious

intent. according to historian Ingo Mtüler, could mean ''that the killer exploited a situation in

which the victim was unsuspecthg and defenseles5."51 The inâictment presented the murder of
children as abhorrent and illegal and did not d d much in the way of interpretation or explanation

as to why such acts exhibited those characteristics necessary for conviction. However, the
witness statements that appeared in this section did show excessively cruel behaviour or
particular defendants' comprehension of the ikgality of this act. Dr.Ella Lingens, for example,

was quoted here:
Once. in the summer of 1944,Igot as close as 1codd to Crematorium II.. ..1saw a large
fîre on the ground. but 1 cannot Say if it came out of a pit or not. 1 codd see that d l
childrea who were still alive, were being thrown into this fire. Obviously it was too
tmubtesme to take rhem aH the waym the gas chambers. Becanse it was da&, 1 cannot
Say if the men who did this were wearing uniforms-n

5o AnklageschrrfL ibid, 14854. In fan, at mis the both the hiaorhm and the preseCUtion o v ~ a a the
d
number of victims at Auschwitz. l'bey quote a figure esthateci by d v o r and witness Kazimierz Smolen, dircctor
of the Auschwitz museum, who bo@t at least t h e million people to have been murdenxi th- More recent
estimations stand at kween one and one and a haif miion people.
51 Mailer. Hitler 's Justice: n e C~own
of rhe 77rkd Reich, 255. MOiller bar an m e i y critical view of the courts'
juâpents of Nazi crirninals, and argues that thejudges at such triais fiund ways in which to drminis)i conviCti01~s
and sentences even in the case of the rnrrrder of chiidren. His argument does not delve hto the limitations of the law
and althougb he examines the statute of limitabons debate, he d i m k s the strict regulations for murder as an
explanation.
52 Dr. Ella Lingens in 4 Js 4W59.79: 14889-90.

In another passage. defendant Stefan Baretski's testimony was used to demoostrate that evea he
undemood that this was entirely beyond the scope of the law. In many ways, this admission
seded his fate as a murderer. He stated that

often. sometimes two to three times a week, we were told by the SS officers that the
occurrences in Auschwitz were legai, because the prisoners who were transponed there
had been active saboteurs. There were ais0 other reasons given for the killing rneasures
introduced. I personally, though. was of the opinion that aii of these things were illegal.
M e r aii, what kind of sabotage could children have participated in?53
The murder of children was looked upon as a much more serious offense thanany other crime.

Stiil, in cases where individual initiative could not be shown, a muder conviction was not selfevident. The case of defendant Scherpe, who allegedly killed at least ten boys and was convicted

of aiding and abetring murder with a sentence of four and a half years prison, attests to this.

b) The C h a r g ~and the Evidence

The list of accused who were charged -4th murder and aiding and abetting murder in the
indicmient was slightly different h m the one presented in the motion. Seven suspects were
dropped h m the proceedings, and five were added. This occurred through a typical process
during the interim proceedings in which the court conducted its own investigations and couid

make changes to the charges as it saw fit, with the coopemtion of the prosecutor's office. For

example, some of the accused could not be identifie4 or had k e n confused with other suspects

of the same 1st name. This was the contention of suspect Alois Staller. The narne of Lustig was
also initially cause for some confusion until the correct suspect was identified Some were

discovered, after the opening of the motion, to have died (MaxLustig); some (Bischoff and

53 Stefan Barrpki in ibid, 14892-3.

Nierzwicki) did make it into the indicmient but were tm sick t~ stand hiaL Others could simply
not be found.

The motion included one very important figure at the camp, Commander Richard Baer.
Baer was the g ~ a t
fkd of the pmsecutors, who hoped that his captue and prosecution would
brhg major public attention to the trial and to the crimes of the Nazis. He was the 1 s t

commander at Auschwitz before January 1945. &er a brief period of d e by Arthur
Liebehenschel. Baer was much less fmous than the notorious Rudolf HUS, who had

immediately preceded Liebehenschel. However, the prosecution hoped to prove that he was as
brutal. if not more so. than H6ss. To the prosecution's dismay, he died a few weeh before the
beginning of the aial proceedings. which ùiitiaiiy seemed to be a large blow to the prosecution's

case. In fact media coverage was extensive nmetheless and the absence of Baer did not diminish
public curiosity in the triai. as we SUIsee in Chapter Four.

There weie a few suspects who were not included on the motion and were added later.
Herbert Scherpe was not a part of the preliminary judiciai proceedings. Nor were Karl Hocker,

Dr.Franz Lucas, Fr-

Neuben or Bruno Schlage. The decisions that finally brought them to the

trial itseff were not extraordinary, but rather resulted h m M e r investigation and accumulating
evidence. What is extraordinary was the decision to drop four defendants (Alois Staller, Kurt
Uhlenbroock Jacob Fnes and Bernhard Rakers) fkom the pmceedings two montbs after the
issuing of the Uidictment. The process that led to the dismissal of these cases merits more
intensive scrutiny before 1 examine the nnal List of charges in the indiment.

Cormtless witnesses accused Jacob Fries, B e m h d Rakers, K m Uhlenbroock, and Alois

Staller of m d e r . Al1 remained rmtned by a court decision to discontinue the proceedings on

Juiy 8,1963, in the "Decision on the uidictment" ( E r ~ ~ g , s b e s c h Some
l ~ ) lcadisian

existed about dl of these suspects despite the rnountain of evidence against them. By April 1963,
there was already sufficient doubt that they could be convicted of murder, and four months later
their cases were Officially dismissed.
ühlenbroock's case was somewhat of a scanda1 for the prosecution as he was described
by many witnesses and cited by the prosecution as a "garrison doctor" (Standorturzt)at

Auschwitz between July 17 and September 6 1942, after which he was replaced by Dr.Eduard
Wirths and demoted to regular camp doctor where he remained until he was infected with typhus

and allowed a recovery vacation until November of the same year.5' Uhlenbroock, however.

insisted that he was in acniality a prisoner there. A letter written to the prosecutor's office by
Uhienbroock and within his case files stated: "I deny that I am guilty of that which 1 am accused

in the arrest warrant. 1 was never the garrison doctor at Auschwitz and never gave orders to the
camp doctoa. I was in Auschwitz as a prisoner.'56
A report by the prosecution descnbed the interrogation of U h l e n h c k in November

1960 in Hamburg. During his interrogation at the police station the suspect asked that he be

allowed to retrieve some papen kom his home that would help to exonerate hirn. He went there,
accompanied by two police officers and public pmsecutor Kwer. The report stated:

We went first into the master bedroom, where the suspect retrieved a brown leather
briefcase in which some of these papers he sought supposedly were. The briefcase was
not taken fkom the suspect; he was given the oppommity to get the mers out himselt
The suspect then went with this briefcase into the bathroom, where the police observed
him. They could see that the suspect took out a letter, gumpled it and hid it in his lef't
hand. (The suspect then tried to escape.) Once in the bedroom the suspect was askd to
stand d l , ~m around and open his han& by attorney Kügier. The cnmipled paper was
54 Court Mer, Iuiy 8. 1963. m ibid, 85: 16136-55. This f i r d attachent to the mdictment appeared as an
addendum, part of the ongohg process of refining the charges.
55 Merno, February 1963, in ibid.. 77: 14595.
56 Kurt ühlenbmock, Nov. 14 1960, in ibid., JO: 7007r.

nülinhkl&haadandwastaLenframhim.Itwasal~writtenbythps~ttothe
"garrison doctor" (Standortant) at Auschwitz asking for a four week "recovery
vacation," dated "KL Auschwitz, Sept. 2 1, 1942."s7
Two years after the August 1961 "Decision on the Opening of the Preliminaiy Judicial
Inquiry" (Beschluss Uber die Ero$%mg der Gerichtlichen Vonintersuchun&,,a f&ly long and

detailed memo appeared in the pre-aial Nes regardhg updated investigations, in which
ühienbroock was still described as a g h s o n doctor for a short time period at Auschwitz. His
contention that he was there as a prisoner in a son of "officer's detention" was at the tirne of this

memo unequivocaily refured as False "as a result of the Uivestigation."~8Evidence was gathered
fiom witness staternents appearing earlier in the pre-triai files - including statements fiom

Hermann Langbein, Stanislav Glowa, Dr. Klocizinski and other reliable sources - as well as h m
important diaries and reports written by feilow SS officers, particularly the diary of Dr. Kremer.

The court's decision to drop the charges against bhlenbmck, with the expianation that ''there is
insufficient suspicion that the accused. during his relatively short stay at Auschwitz took part in
the mass m d e r of prisoners in any punitively relevant way," remains an e ~ ~ i g m
Thias~case
~
reflects ,he tensions that existed between the prosecutors and the court, for ceitakiy Fritz Bauer
and the public prosecutor's office. acting on their own, wodd never have d o w e d ühlenbroock
to go untried.

Aiois Stailer. a prisoner cited by countless witnesses as a sadistic killer, xhitted to the

most brutal of acts but insisted he had no choice in order to survive. Prosecutors issued Staller's
arrest warrant in November of 1959, chargllig him with the murder of "an uncertain number of

prisoners through beatings with a club, asphyxiation with a md placed on their necks or
57 Report of public prosecutor Kügier, H m b q November 14, 1960, in ibid., 7003.
58 Memo m ibid, 77: 14596.
59 Coun Order of the District Court in Fmnkfùrt-amMain, 3. Stdsammer, Juue 24,1%3 m &id,85: 16 138.

drowning them in the water pits?

Atter mudiconfusionabout his identity, the court decided to

&op the charges against Stailer in June of 1963.The nnal statement by the court about the

closing of the investigation d e d that "on both counts it is not to be d e d out that the witnesses
confûsed the identity of the suspect."61 In fact, there seemed linle doubt that the prosecution had

found the right man,but the court decided that the evidence was too tenuous to proceed.
The dismissal of the charges aga&

Rakea was aiso a pecuiiar process. It was

discovered late in the investigation that Rakers had already been charged with crimes cornmitteci
at Auschwitz, not once but twice. Rakers was initially arrested on Iuly 24, 1950 in Lingen, and

indicted by the district court of Osnabrück on August 20, 1952. He was charged with murder and
bodily harm leading to death. On Febniary 10, 1953, he was convicted of murder, attempted

murder and aiding and abethg murder in five cases, and sentenced to iife in prison plus fifteen
years. Four days before the Judgmen~the courts decided to separate one charge fkom the
proceeding. This was the charge that as the Rapporrfhrer at Monowitz (a satellite camp of
Auschwitz) between 1944-45. M e r s had beaten a French prisonet to death. The courts in

Osaabrilck took up this charge again in 1958.62 On June 19, 1958,the district court d e d that the
proceedings against Rakers should be discontinued for lack of proof.63 The statement of the court

revealed that there were mistworthy witnesses with accurate recollections of Rakers, but their
statements did not amount to enough for a conviction. When wimesses t e s m g for the

Auschwitz investigation began to mention his name, Rakers was arrested again in relation to this
new proceeding because he was already on the books as a Nazi crimioal. But in the end, just

60 ibid., 16137.
61 aici.

62 The StPO allows for penons aiready convicted of crimes to be bwsigandand nied again c
m new charges as
they appeat63 JuNSV, 14: 734-38.

before the beghming of the aiaL the prosecution agaIn f

i itsetfmt shalry grotmd and f o d

the case too tenuous to proceed. He was dismissed h m the proceedings in Juiy, 1963. He
remained in prison for the rest of this life.
Jacob Fnes exemplified the most extreme case of these questionable disrnissals. At leas

five survivors testified in their pre-trial interrogations about the activities of Fries. who was to
have beaten and shot many victims during the selection process. He was always described as one
of the more bmîai guards at Auschwitz. In an interrogation conducted by the ZdL,the

interrogator's notes indicate that Fries ' a d not appear very credible" and that he gave the

impression that "he canotbe bothered to make clarifications on this case."" The interrogaton
were clearly exasperated with Fries' denial of any form of participation in or imowledge of
killing at Auschwitz. in the end, though. the prosecutors did not feel that they could prove more

than aiding and abetting murder, of which he had already been convicted in 1952 by the district

court in Nuremberg-FM and received a thirteen-year sentence. Fries appeared as a wimess at
the triai. but was still under investigation for having participated in murder at Auschwitz. He

could therefore refuse to answer many questions and his testimony was Wtually valueless
because of the limitations on the questions that couid be asked and the suspicion mrrounding
him. His testimony was not accepted and he was not sworn in.65 The prosecution ciearly felt that
he should have k e n on trial with the rest of the defendants, but the court did not.

There are countless examples of such decisions, many of which permitted mass
murderers to live out their lives as ordinary citizens in pst-war West Gameny. In eEect, the
nairowing-down process was often ahitrary and defied explmation. This fact ofpoliticai,

64 interrogationof Jacob Fries by the Zentroie Scelle: Lanakskiminolmnt BQ&?- Wibnemberg SortderkommLssion,
Febniary 9. 1959 in 4 Js M 5 9 , 3 : 437.
65 APO, July 16, 1964, tape# 268.

culhuai and judiciai life must be recognized as a part of Germany's confkmtation with its Nazi

past and kept in perspective as an important backdrop to this triai.
The twenty-four defendants charged in the indictment were:
1. Richard Baer: SS major and camp commander h m May 1944-January 1945
2. Roben Karl Mulka: SS first lieutenant. captain and adjutant to Commander Rudolf H6ss h m

February 1942-March 1943
3. Karl Hocker: SS fim lieutenant and adjutant to Commander Baer h m May 1944-January
1945
4. Wihelm Boger: SS staff sergeant and investigator in the Political Department fiom 1942-45
5. Hans Stark: SS corporaUM sergeant and head of the registration office in the Political
Department firom the end of 1940-December 1941 and March 1942-November 1942
6. Klaus Dylewski: SS corpodstaffsergeant and investigator in the Political Department h m
194144
7. Pery Broad: SS private and investigator in the Political Deparmient h m January 1941-45
8. Johann Sclioben: SS pnvate/corporai and member of the Political Department h m 1943-end
of 1944
9. Bruno Schlage: amst supervisor in Block 11 of the main camp at Auschwitz h m 1942-43
10. F r a Hohann: SS captain and protective custody commander in Auschwitz 1, and camp
leader in Birkenau nom January 12 1942-June 1944
1 1. Oswald Kaduk: SS corporal and Block/reporting officer h m 1942-45
12. Stefan Baretzki: SS pnvate and Block officer in Birkenau h m 1942-45
1 3. Heimich Bischoff: SS private or corporal and Block officer Born 1942-45
14. Amri Breitwieser: SS private and "disinfector" in October 1941
15. Dr. Franz Lucas: SS h t lieutenant and camp doctor in spring and nimmer 1944
16. Dr. Willi Frank: SS captain and head of the dentai station h m spring-fd 1944
17. Dr. Willi Schatz: SS second lieutenant and dentist fkom spring-fdl 1944
18. Dr. Victor Capesius: SS captain h m the end of 1943-Christmas 1944, and SS major and
head of the pharmacy in Auschwitz-Birkenau h m September 11,1944
19. Josef Klek SS Msergeant, medical orderly and head of the so-cailed gassing commando
from 1941-44
20. Herbert Scherpe: SS aatfsergeant and medical oderly from 1942-43
2 1. Ham NiemKicki: SS corporal and medical orderly h m 1942-44
22. Emil Hantl: SS pnvate/corporal and medicai orderly in the prisoner hospitai h m 1943-44
23. Gerhard Neubert: SS staff sergeant and medical orderly fiom 1943-44
24. Emil Bednarek: prisoner functionary, namely Block eider in the Auschwitz main camp
between 1940-45, and from winter 1 !MY43 Block elder in rhe pend division in Birkena~66

The charges against the defendants vWed widely. Baer, Mu& and Hkker faced no
specific individual charges of murder, but were charged ody with one offense that could be

considered part of an ideological mentality and would

gn tn "base motives? Far each

of these diree defendants the prosecution aileged that the accused had taken part

in the realization of the National Socialist extermination program (establishment,activity,
securing of the gassing facilities, provision of the Cyclon B necessary for gassing,
organization, processing, and s e c h g of the selection of incoming transports of civilians
through the watch w
à
s
,participation in the sorting process on the platfoim, transport
of selected people for gassing to the gas chambers on trucks [ntpervision of selections in
the camp for the commander]). as adjutant/cornmander, who, according to camp
procedure was responsible for the quickest and most precise execution of his orders, in
the knowledge of the illegality of these orders, in the measures created for kiliing these
people.67
None of the other defendants had this charge against hem; it applied only to the highest officiais
of the camp. It accused these men not only of conducting of measures in the camp designed to
exterminate people, but also of consciously following orderz that were illegai. Presumably, a
murder conviction could be have been secured on such a charge, because "base motives" would
have applied to anyone who killed Jews because of his/her antisemitic beliefs. However. in the

end none of these three defendants was convicted of murder. According to both Bongard and
M u e r , these motives could rarely be shown for the defendants who functioned in the camps and

applied more to the policy makers me Hitler and Himmler. Defendants M d c a and Hacker could

insist that they did not understaud the illegaiq of these measures and that they themselves
possessed no imer disposition of racial hatred, and no one could fhd evidence to dispute this. It

is noteworthy, though. that the prosecution made an attempt to convict these defendants of
murder for their part as implementers of the extexmination policy.

h tàcf much of the prosecutions' case against Baer rested on witness testimony that he
had instinaed new masures in the camp that were "even more radical than H6ssg...."68 Baer

wcceeded Arthur Liebehenschel as the camp commander, and it is said by many witnesses that
67 ibid., 14620.

68 Richard Wori in ibid, 79: 14925.

were Limited during his t h e . However, with Baer's appearance, the abuses i.e~umed.~~
Baer was
held responsible for making the camp the most efficient killing centre it had ever been, and the

prosecution cited the rapidity with which the Hungarian transport were gassed as proof that Baer

had stepped up the extermination pro-

at Auschwitz Because the prosecution counted on

"participation in the development of the exterminations programn to quaüfy unda the "base
motives" charge, it was hoped that proof of Baer's ruthiess escdation of the process would lead
to a murder conviction.

Of course, most defendants. especidy those in command positions,denied their

understanding of or involvement in the "Final Solution." Al1 three of the camp superion
(Commander Baer and Adjutants Mulka and Hacker) insisted that they had never been on the
platform or canied out selections. Although the indicment did not include their testimony, it did
include statements by former SS witnesses and other defendsnts that rehted this contention. For
example, former SS officer and witness Karl H e i ~ c hHykes testified:

M e n I am Sormed that the accused Baer, as the Iast Commander,and the accused
Mulka and ff6cker. as adjutants to the Commmders Say that they had nothing to do with
the operation on the pladorm, 1 would cail this qresentation ridiculous. in facf I'd üke
to say this even more bluntly. AU of these people not oaly participateci. they personally
made sure that the operation was workhg. 1 am certain that the above mentioned were al1
on the Ramp in Birkenau. E maintain thiswith a good cOIIÇ(=ience.7o

Defendant Oswald Kaduk. accused of some of the most gniesome crimes at Auschwitz,
implicated his fellow defendants:
1 know for certain, that Mulka was on the platform. ïhese gentlemen shouid d y not lie
today, but as real men they shouid stand by what actualiy happened.. .. The gentlemen
came out (to the platforrn) in the jeep. 1 saw Baer, 1saw HBss, and 1 saw M u b They

69 Fre-uial interrogation of Hermann hgbein m ibid, 68: 12704.
Karl Heinrich Hykes in ibib. 79: L4934.

went pan the seiection process and obsemed h m it weat dom. They p d d y Led the
supervision of it.'I

Defendant FEUE ho ha^ also insisted that every single guard at Auschwitz had to take part in

selection in the platform, and when the commandeh contended that they were never there for the
arriva1 of a nansport, he said "1 cm oniy laugh about this.'q There was very üttie doubt, for the

prosecution as well as anyone who had been in Auschwitz, that the camp leaders had taken part
in the killing operations.
in retrospect, the prosecution had an exûemely difficult time convicting any defendant of

murder on an "'unspecific"charge. Schoberi, Breitwieser and Schatz were ail charged with

participation in various unspecific crimes. Schoben iiad three charges leveled against him:
participation in a shooting action (no tirne and date, an "uncertainnumber of cases," in an
unspecified place). selections (in summer 1944, at least once) and gassing (at least once he
supervised such an action).g The enomous amount of witness testimony placing the accused at
these events (and carefully exmined by the prosecution before the charges were leveled) was

still not specific enough. Breitwieser was charged with one count of participation in a selection,
and Schatz with one charge of participation in an execution at the "Black Wall." AU three

defendants were acquitted for lack of evidence.
Defendants Lucas, Schatz and Frank were all charged only with one crime, and each
received a different sentence. The charge (which was leveled against other defendants too. but in
conjunction with other charges) was that the defendants took part:
in supe~singor canying out selections, in an unspecined number of cases, &er the arrivai of
Iewish prisoner transports a -the platforni of Auschwitz-Bukenau, whereby an unspecified
OswaId Kaduk in ibid
Franz Hohann in ibid
Anklageschrrfi. ibid, 78: 14634.

number of prisoners was selected and ultimately tramported for gassing to the gas chambets;
there (they) supervised the dispensing of Cyclon B by the medical 0rderlies.~4
We shdl see fiom the aial itself and the judgment that many variables came into play deciclhg
the fate of each defendant: the reliability of the witness, the amount of evidence, and sometimes

even the conduct of the defendant.
For defendants such as WiIheIin Boger and Oswald Kaduk, the abundaace of evidence

and the sheer volume of specific charges of sadistic behaviour and cruelty made the outcome
appear certain before the trial began. There was little variation in their charges h m the motion

to the indictment. Some had been removed and others added, depending on which witnesses
agreed to appear on the m d and which crimes had been witnessed by numerous survivon. In
the case of Boger, the women who worked in the Politicai Department pmvided the moa
detailed and repetitive testllnony on Boger' s activities. Witness Helen Mehler was quoted in the

indictment on the subject of the "Boger-swing." Her testimony showed his persooal initiative and

the requisite h c ~ m h a motives
~ g
behind it. The prosecution paraphrased her testimony in the

following way:
The witness c m remember the accused Boger very weil, who came to the Politicai
Department a few months &ter her arriva1 at Auschwitz. This memory was l&g,
because right d e r his appeatance he determineci that the interrogation methods were
much too humane. The witness indicates that d e r a short time Boger introduced the socalled "swing" and used &es-screws in his interrogations. Ia hbr interrogations, he &en
abused the prisoners until they were unrecognizable.75
LiUy Majerczik. Mehlefs sister and also a secretary in the Politid Department, made a similar
report. Her testimony was even more graphic and left linle doubt of Boger's b d t y as a result

of his quest for personal power. Ker testimony quoted in the indictment stated:
Although al1 of the SS people in the camp a b w d the prisoners, Boger was by far the
cmelest He noticeably wanted to be "number one" (Prim@. The office helpers were

obligea amongst other things, to stay at their machines when the SS people interrogated
prisoners, women as well as men, and write down their statements. These interrogations
took place in the offices themselves. 1 myself often had to put these interrogations by
Boger onto paper. The prisoner had to sit on a chair*so that he was very close to me.
Each prisoner who was interrogated by Boger, was immediately, in my presence, beaten
with his (Boger's) riding crop and ftrther on the floor worked over on every body part
with the heels of his shoes. so that the d u c k y one was aiready iyhg there like a wreck
before he couid be properly interrogated.76

Majerczik*~
statement. though, is also unclear about Boger's activities, and this problem
wodd become most glaring during the ûial itself. Whiie the pre-trial testimony was &en k l y

and without interruption and the witnesses could speak with authority, in the courtroorn they
would be questioned and badgered and their assertions would be dissected, so that ail of the
activities that they were certain had taken place suddenly came under suspicion. It is quite
possible that the prosecution had become so convinceci of Boger's guilt by the multitude of
mements and evidence that they did not imagine there couid be any doubt. The continuation of
her statement, however. foreshadows the problems that would corne. For exarnple, she stated that
often, the prisoners didn't want to Say everythllig in the interrogation. These prisoners
would be brought by the SS people to the "swing" in a room that bordered on the office,
so that the office helpers couldn't s e e what was happening. Aithough 1 was never in that
room, and therefore didn't see the ''swing," I leamed h m the prisoners that the victims
were tied by their wrists to a stick on this apparatus and then worked over with a whip.
Although the office helpers couldn't see this, they could of course hear the penetrating
waiis of the victims. W e king force to testiQ louâly9the prisoners would then have
their nails ripped out and have to undergo other tortures.. ..Coimtless times 1 personally
saw victims of the " s w who were bmught back into the office, and who werp
unrecognizable h m blood and whose clothes were clingùig in sheds to their bodies.
Staff Sergeant Boger was one of the most zeaious for tortures on the "swing," as 1
personally established?

The fact that Majerczik did not actually see Boger using the "swing" would prove to be
problematic. Further, her assertion that these interrogations almost always led to the death of the
prisoner was wherable to the contention that this was conjecture. However, the prosecution

included this testirnony. and similar statements

coimtless other wi-

to demonstrate

the widespread knowledge that Boger was engaging in sadistic acts with fatal consequences.

Some wimesses testified to actuaily having seen the "swing" and to having had occasion
to be in the room when a prisoner was beaten senseless. Many of the charges against Boger did

speciQ the date and place of a particular incident, and the names of the prisoners a c W y killed
(the murder o f Li11y Tofler. described in the previous chapter, appears as charge #7). Also, he
was charged with ordering the execution of a Polish resistance group in the fail of 1943.Witness

Bartoszewicz prisoner # 9.406, listed the name of at least ten men interrogated and t o m by

Boger before he ultimately gave the order to shoot them.78 Very iittie doubt remained about
Boger's guilt as an "excess perpetrator." tnterestingiy. tnough Boger's incensed response to the

charges does appear in the indictment. He denied ever taking part in the executions at the "Black
Wall" or in selections on the platforni. He did admit to conducting "intensified interrogations"
using the "swing,"but only on the ordea of the head of the Political Department, Maximillian
Grabner, and never leading to death. Boger insisted that none of his actions were taken under

personal initiative. As for murder, Boger made a similar dechration:
On the accusation of murder. 1must especially point out that Auschwitz was the
execution place for d death sentences t&atthe court martiais in the so-called General
Gouvemment had handed dom.. ..1 wouid like to point out that the GeneraI Gouverneur
at the time, Dr. Frank was resporisible for the confirm8hn of every sh@ecourt-mdd

judgment...

According to Boger and many of the %maü men" who a p p d on the stand at the Auschwitz

Trial and other German triais, the responsibility for aii of the murder that took place in the

concentration camps lay solely on the shouiders of the higher SS officiais and policy-makers.

This defense codd be heard time and again by the camp guards and police battalions, who were
AnWageschr@, &id, 15020.
m ibid, 15035-6.
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incredulous that they should be held respoasible for f o l l o w i ardas
~
and murderinp millions of

defenseless victims.
No defendant appeared as unsophisticated and bnaish as Oswaid Kaduk. Described as a

primitive. uneducated man who could barely speak German, the testimony against him showed
him to be fond of drowning, beating, whipping, shooting, numing over, strangiing, gassing,
hanging, and in any other way k i l h g prisoners. He was clearly prone to temper tantrums and

had a drinking problem. He was farnous for a certain kind of torture. descfibed by numtrous
witnesses. in which he put a cane over a prisoner's neck and stood on it until the prisoner died.

He would often shoot randomly into the pnsonea, killing whoever got in the way. He was
alrnost always drunk on such occasions, and the prisoners knew to be fearful of him when he

appeared in their blocks obviously inebriated. The charges against Kaduk span almost fifff pages

and are aimoa entirely made up of individual instances of bmtality and terror. In Kaduk's case,

his response was noted &er each charge, and each response was a deniai of having taken part in
any type of torture or murder. The prosecution made its skepticism known with such remarks as
'?he accused wants to have used his pistol only once or twice," and then only to shoot into the

air." Kaduk wodd be more easily convicteci, for he fit perfectly into the West Gem~inpend
code's defnition of murder. He exemplined sadism, lust for kiiiing, and even semial drive (some

of his crimes were directed at women's genitalia). Kaduk was a brute and a mderer, and his
individual crimes oveahadowed his larger crime of king a guard in Auschwitz with one
purpose: to participate in the mass murder of Elwpean lewry. The tàct t h Auschwitz and the
"Final Solution"were the real crimes that Ianded these men on the stand in 1963 was upstaged
by the individual actions of these men.

The charges show that a few of the defendants, Baretzki, Stark, and Bednarek included,

al1 behaved in such a depraved rnan.netthat it would not be difficult to prove sadistic individuai
initiative. For the other defendants. varying degrees of motivation become obvious throughout
the indicûnent. It should not be forgotten that the murder charge and the distinction between

perpetrator and accomplice included more than one element; apart h m sadism, "base motives,"
'aeachery." and "cruelty" would also quWy as inaer dispositions motivating a person to

murder. However, the trial and the judgment wiU show that these other charges were not
comrnonly used as the emphasis fell more concretely on sheer violence and sensationalism. The

more p e s o m e the crime. the higher the sentence. Only personal initiative and d evidence that
a defendant had not followed orders wodd resuit in a murder conviction. Nowhere does this
become more obvious than in the testimony of Dr. Konrad Morgen, a fornier SS judge whose

appearance on the stand forever aitered the atmosphere in the courtroom. I will examine his

testimony (and that of other former SS judges) in the foilowllig chapter deahg with the trial
itself, and show that the conaadictory nature of the prosecution's goals and the Limitations of the

law were M e r exacerbated in the courtroorn. The indictment still had aii the elements of Fritz
Bauer's initial goal, to indict Auschwitz in its entirety. But already at this early phase, the
confhes of the law were making themselves felt, and constrained the prosecidion in its objective

of heightening public awareness and indicting the entire camp system. A distorted pichae of
Auschwitz and its criminais was beginning to emerge, in which many volunteer SS officers who

kiUed hundreds of people were beginning to look innocent,while primitive, vicious sadists
became the soie legal focus. The press, in him, picked up on this. Despite the fact tbat invaluabte

S o m a t i o n about the p a s was becorning public for the Grst time, much of it was disorteci by the

exigencies of the West German pend code. Chapter Four will examine what happcned to

Bauer's goal in the courtmom. A close study of nwivor testirnony, the former SS judges, and

the press, will yield a view of the most important aspects of the trial in the c o m o o m and a
glimpse of the complexities of trying Nazi criminals according to the German pend code.

CHAPTER FOUR: TFE TRIAL
The triai began on December 20,1963 with the interrogations of defendants M W

'

Hücker. Boger. Stark. Dylewski and ~road.The pre-trial interrogations and the indictment

provided me with the background for the trial and provided a fascinating conaast to the trial
itself, because of the unexpected moments in the trial and the emergence of certain themes that
were not obvious nom the pre-trial mes or the indictment. In this chapter 1 wiii examine that
contrast through three different focal points. First, 1 wiil examine the ways in which ways the

staternents of witnesses changed in the courtroom, demonstraîing the complexities of d v o r
testimony and the difficulties faced by the prosecution and the judge in extracthg specific,
accurate and consistent testimony. I argue that devite these difficulties, the testimony given by
sumivon was the crucial narration of the history of Auschwitz that not only provided the basis

for the conclusive evidence against the defendants but aiso essential basis of our understanding
of Iife in Auschwitz.
Second, I will examine the trial's seeming vaiidation of a 'nomial' state of crimlliality

through former SS witnesses on the stand. I already d d t with this subject in the previous
chapter when looking at the Nazi documents used by the prosecution in the indictment to show

the excessive behaviour of the defendants Here,1will look at the former SS judges who testifid

I

in my examination ofthe audiotapes I selected a cross scction of wimesses and I will bring together here a picture
of the courtmm h m this research The lack of a mirten transcription crtand a féw disadvantages: 1was unable to
tum quickly to the testimony of anyone, and it was nearty impossiile tu get through five hundred hours of audiotapeh addition, the prosecution, lawyers and judges spoke out ofturn and did not identi@ thcmselves. This made their
voices often difficdt to disdnguish h m one another (especially in the case of the m n t y one defense attorneys).
However, there were advantages as welL I could get a strong smse of the atmosphere in the coiatroom, of the
tensions ttiat filled the mom or evapotand depending on the witness, of the judge's smsitive matment of ciifkm
survivors and his teactions to outbursts in the corrrtroom by the audience or the defbciam. As weU, the Fritz Bauer
InsaMe carefutly documecited the chronology of the tapes and the whesses who appeered on them- I c d d
therrfore choose which tapes 1 wamed to hear and scnitinize more auumeiy tûe tacigiik qualities ofthe trial thaî
are misshg h m paper transcnpts. See Appendix 5 for an outline of the snricaae of the courtroom, mcluding the
judges?the judges, juy,prosecution and de*
iawyers.

to the bmtality of certain defendants. 1 contend that these judges,pmtidady Konrad Morgen,

introduced a new atrnosphere in the colrrtroom and forever shifted the focus of the judge from
the illegality of Auschwitz itseif to the unordered actions of the defendants. Finally, I will look at
the press' representation of the nial and the extensive coverage in West Germany. The latter's
portrayai of the trial illuminates the type of information given to the public and reaffirms the

emphasis on the sadistic. In sum, rather than a chronological recounting the events of the trial, 1
will present a cross-section of the Ûiai in the courtroom and dernonstrate that the prosecution was
M e r harnpered in its efforts to put the "Auschwitz cornplex" on trial by the limitations of the

law. In the courtroom. the Holocaust faded almost entirely into the background as excessive,

unordered bmtality was ernphasized by the judges and the pmsecution (in an attempt to convict
the defendants of murder within the confines of the West Gemüui pend code), the defense (in
order to exonerate their clients) the witnesses (because cross-examination lirnited hem to

specific descriptions of individuai crimes) and the press (to sel1 newspapers).'

1. TESTIMONY AND ITS COMPLEMTES
a) Survivors on the Stand

in Chapter Two, I examined at length the p h a t testlmony of suMvorwimesses
to show the genesis of the triai. On the stand, mMvors 'hamited" the trial, and history itseif.
Their testimony made up the bulk of the trial and therefore meria close scrutiny. 1 will examine

their testimony, be it general background information or specific to certain defendants, by

'

Unfommately, the trial pmndmgs were not always record& as anyone on the stand could d e c h to have
themsetvestaped Wàr s e d g of the memory of the cour&" However, documentation of the& testimony does appear
in the Naumami book. The expert testimony of Hans Buchheim, Heimut Krausnick and Martin Broszat on days 1 6
18 ofthe trial were a h not taped. By and large the courts wd the capes for the desses, especially the survivors
who appeared on the stand in order to be abk to return to their statements about the partiah d o n s of the
defendants.

intenveaving two themes. First, 1 will examine their impact on public awateness of Auschwitz

The historical information on the Hoiocaust that we have today is much more a product of
sunrivor testimony than histonans often reaiize, and by taking a closer look at survivor testimony

on Auschwitz. 1 argue that historians need to reevaluate the importance of testimony in shaping

our understanding of the history of the Holocaust in conjunction with documentary evidence.

Second. I show the ways in which the law c o f i e d the wimesses, robbing the majority of the
oppominity to present a "complete" picture of üfe in Auschwitz, with aii of its shades of gray.

Except for a few key opening witnesses whose tescimony 1 wiii discuss, they were largely
resaicted to a n s w e ~ very
g specific questions that left no mom for a comprehensive and
balanced representation of the camp. Thei.testimony primarily s w e d to corroborate the

prosecution's charges of excessive cruelty and sadistic behaviour against the defendants The
atternpts of the witnesses to point out the guilt of al1 of the guards who chose to become SS
officers and work at Auschwitz could be heard, but were silenced by the law.
Early scholarship on the Holocaust had a tendency to negate the value of survivoa'

narration of their experiences. Documents and texhial evidence took precedence over the
recollections and the sometirnes questionable mernories of victims of the Nazis. There is stili
debate today about the usefulness of such testimony. Peter Novick, in his book The Holocuust in
American Life. sites test "it is held that nwivors' memoria are an indispensable historical

source that must be preserved, and elaborate projects are imdenvay to collect them. in fact, those
mernories are not a very usefui historicai source.. .. [which] is not to say that they haven't ken,
or won't continue to be, important in evoking the Holocaust experience." Novick c d s upon the
writings of Primo Levi, foremost Holocaust philosopher, to soiidify his argument that survivor's

memones are broken and blurred at best Testimony is seen as a valuable emotional experience,

evoking the startiing pain and cruelty of Nazi pemutiof~,
hut lackingin subnantiue histori4
idormation and ofien obscuring accurate evidence rather than iUuniinating it. 1 contend bat

survivor testimony is an essential historical source that has shaped the narrative of the Holocaust
and provided historians with much of the basis of our knowledge of the events of the "Final

Solution." This is most obvious in the abundance of historical information, especiaily about the
concentration and death camps, that has corne h m survivor testimony; specificaily, fiom

meticulously recounted, painstakingly detailed pre-nial and trial interrogations of survivors. By
examining the historicai information provided by nwivors at this aiai, 1 wiI1 show that survivor
testimony has value that far exceeds merely evoking a viscerai reaction. It creates the basis for

our understanding of life in Auschwitz.
Sunivor witnesses made an essential contribution to the prosecution at the Auschwitz

Triai by recounting the horrors of Auschwitz and recorzstnrcting the actions ofthe accused in the
camp with painstaking accuracy some twenty years &er the fact Necessarily, the state gathered
the evidence of sumivors who had played important roles in the camp and worked closely under

the SS. The survivoa could provide the court with extraordinary detaüs of the activities of the

camp guards. Most of the survivofi who testified and appear h m were Polish or Ukrahian
political prisoners or German criminal prisoners, as Jews did not work very closely with the SS
guards. and therefore did not have much eyewitness evidence. They were generally either

immediately sent to the gas chambers or assigned to hard labor, a fate which few nwived. The
Iewish voice was submerged at the trial as a consequeme of this. There were, however, some
important Jewish wimesses who tried to bring their particular ptight into the testimony, including
the first wimess to take the stand in the trial.

hinorians, a soft-spoken A h a n Jewish doctor named Otto Wolken took the stand. He arrived

in Auschwitz on Juiy 9, 1943 and was tattooed with prisoner number 128,828. He was initially
brougbt to Auschwitz 1, but very soon t h e d e r he was transfened dong with eight hundred
other prisoners to Auschwitz II. Also known as Birkenaq this second part of Auschwitz was

constructed in 1941. It had barracks for pnsoners, mostly Jews, and d e r 1942 came to house the
womenossector, the Theresiemtadt camp, Gypsy camp and medical experirnents barnrcks.
Birkenau's main function was as a death camp, with four p e m e n t and two provisional gas

chambers.' Woiken escaped the frequent selections for death in the gas chambers due to his
profession and due to an acquainÿince with the senior block prisoaer (Blockaltes~e)who had
connections to the Political Deparmient and persuaded the administrators that Woiken could be
usehi in the hospital. He worked in various sections of Birkenau until the liberation of

Auschwitz in January 1945.'
After approxirnately hivo months in the work camp at Birkenau, where he witnessed the

incoming transport and execution of Greek Jews fiom Salonika and survived a selection in which
four thousand Jews were gassed overnight at the end of Augusf Wolken was transferred to the
emergency block in the men's quarantine section of Birkenau to work as a doctor. It was in this

section that Wolken witnessed the worst crimes of the various doctors on duty there and the
generally bomndous conditions of the camp. From this position he witnessed defendant Baretski

performing his favorite rituai, a "rabbit hm&"in which pnsoners at the roll c
d were ordered to
take their hats off, and those who reacted too siowIy were beaten and murdered on the electricai

fence. Woiken's testimony on such matters was particularly valuable to the court because of his
Yinael Gutmm, "Auschwitz - An Ovenriefl mAll~tomyof the Auschwitz De& Camp, eds. Yisrael Gutmm &
MichaeI Berenbarn (Bloomington: indiana üniversity Press, 1994), 11.
Otlo Woiken, Chronik des Lagers Avrchwin II IB Ils), 1945, in 4 Is 444/59,33: 5648a-59.

'

meticdous recording of these events directly after they accurred tf had begun tu wite areport
or chronicle while d i in Auschwitz afler liberation in Febniary 1945 for the use of the Polish

courts and the international tribunal at Nuremberg. This testllnony was fint used in Krakow in
June of 1945 by Jan S e i n the investigative judge for the "Commission for Investigating German

Crimes in Poland" for the Polish tribunals on Nazi crimes. Woiken later sent this report to the

M C and Langbein. who passed it on to Frankfurt Wolken's wntten chronicle of his expenences
at Auschwitz and his spoken testimony at the trial were among the groundbreakkig initial
accounts of daily life at Auschwitz. For this reason he was given almost two hours before being
intermpted and questioned by the judge in his fim court appearance.

Wolken served not only as a witness to specific crimes but also as an expert witness of
sorts whose recollections were to form the basis of much of o u current knowledge of the
atrocities perpetrated in Birkenau. Wolken could state with certainty

for example, one such

action twk place on April 10.1943, in which prisoners on a transport fiom Lvov were
slaughtered by SS men Baretski, Weiss. Kurpanik and ~ a r ~ e l iDespite
s . ~ the fact that twenq

years had passed Wolken couid tum to his written reports and state with accuracy what he had
seen. The c o r n were quite lenient with Wolken and gave him ample leeway to describe events,
circumstances and impressions that went far beyond the necessary testimony required to convict
specific defendants of specific crimes. The defense attorneys, particularly Ham Latemer, were
openly irritated by Wolkenoslarge body of knowledge and persistently interrupted him,
attempting to estabiish how much of his testimony had ken "infiuenced" by Hermann Langbein,

who communicated with many of the witnesses (includuig Wolken) in the pre-aial phase.
Woiken was clever in his responses. insisting that he was simply reeding firom his chronicle.

Rosecutor*~
interrogation ofOtto Woiken, m ibid, Nonmkr 14,1%0,40: 6948.

written nineteen years before, and none of it was influenceci by anyone.' His usefuliess to the

Auschwitz Trial was two-folci, then: not only did he serve to give accurate testimony about
defendant Baretski and help to convict him of murder through his pre-triai interrogation, but he

helped to illuminate the nature of the everyday crimes in the camp. Woken's role in the triai wss
unique, and demonstrates one instance in which Bauer's goal of puning the whole system of

Auschwitz on triai came to fruition.

Another witness who made a vital contribution to the case in Frankfurt and to our
historical information about the Auschwitz concentration camp was Hermann Langbein.
Langbein, an Austrian comrnunist political prisoner, was sent fiom Dachau to Auschwitz on

August 17. 1942. There he became the secretary of gmison doctor Dr. Eduard Wiahs. Winhs
was described by many witnesses, hcluding Langbein himself, as much less brutal that his

predecessor, Dr. Kurt Uhlenbroock (whoinsisteci he was there as a prisoner - see previous
chapter). He ended some of the experimentation a d decreased the number of fatal injections of
phenol, carrïed out in large part by defendant Josef Klehr. that were performed daily. Langbein
was in a position to witness almost everyihing that happened in the hospital or HKB of the camp;

he also wrote the reports and sometimes secret memos that Wkths sent out to various SS
administrators, including Dr. EMO Lolling, the chief medical administrator of the concentration

camps.

On the stand, Langbein was given the opportunity to speak freely about what he
experienced at Auschwitz. This testimony did not necessarily relate to the defendants
themseives, and thetefore wouid have been considered irrelevant in a normal murder trial.
However, the courts dowed the most important witnesses to speak at length about the structure

'

#m.

ûtto Woiken in APO, February 27,1964, tape
L.mcmser went so faras to a& Wolken about a case in which
he had been uied and sentence& during the war, in an attempt to defàme him, Woken respondtd: "but I was a Jew."

of the SS hierarchy within Auschwitz, the daily activitk and their impressions ingeneral. This

helped to create a more complete pichue of the surroundings in the camp. For exarnple,
Langbein talked about the system of prisoner identification, and the badges that each type of
prisoner wore. He made the important contribution of describing the terrimg conditions in the
HKBI which was dreaded by al1 prisoners as a place of certain death. Sick prisoners would avoid

king sent there at al1 costs. for they were generaily pronounced untit for work and then either
gassed or sent to Block 20 for an "injection.'"

Langbein's office overlooked the entrance room to the old Crematorium. also called

Crematorium [.in the main camp. From this vantage point he could see pnsoners king brought
into the gas chambers dive and carried out dead by the Sonderkommando. On one night he saw
that hundreds of sick prisoners were killed in the gas c h a x n k as part of a "measles action,"

designed to curb a terrible outbreak of the disease. According to Langbein, it was deait with by
"gassing the lice dong with the people."gLangbein's job included the registering of deaths, and
the next day he added a huge list to the death-books. According to his testirnony, Dr. Wirths was
forever battling the measles epidemic at the camp, and had signs posted everywhere announcing

"One louse, your death." Stiii, prisoners were too fiightened to go to the HKB as they knew it
meant certain death. Dr. Wiahs pmmised that oniy the deathly il1 would be Wled by injection,
but Langbein and the rest of the inmates h e w this was false - dthough accordhg to Langbein,

Wirths reaily believed this and did not h o w that Dr. Friedrich Entress, who was in charge of the
injections, was carrying them out behind his back along with defendant Klehr. Langbein sou&
the hetp of Ludwig WBrl, senior camp pnsoner (Lagerdheslee)and senior block leader in the

HKB,and the two started to document injectionsof healthy prisoners. Langbein and W6rl had
Hermann Langbeio m APO, March 5, 1964, tape #3A.
ibid.

arrived on the same transport and were involved together in the resistance movexnenr, and W6rl

aiso testified at the nial. When they came upon a German prisoner who had bem murdered, and
whose medical records were complete because of his nationality, Winhs was convinced and
reprllnanded Entress. He had the injections slowed down and eventuaily stopped in the spring of
1943.

Langbein stated that prisoners were most fearful of defendant Klehr, because he was
known to undertake injections on his own initiative, as mentioned aiready in the pre-trial

testimony by witness Pacnila and othea. When the injections were stoppe& Klehr was promoted
from corporal to staff sergeant and put in charge of throwing the gas pellets into the chambers -

which Langbein could see from his room. Such details not only helped to convict Klehr of

murder. but painted a vivid picnire of the camp itself. Langbein did his best to describe the
conditions in the camp, but for the most part continued to describe them as "unimaginable." Yet,
his depictions silenced the coumoom and astounded the public. His most h o d ï c testirnony
came in his description of the HKB in the gypsy camp. The gypsy camp was a cruel experiment,
in which families were allowed to live and function and continue to imagine nwival. mtil they

were all gassed in one ni&? in 1944. Before this, the hospital in the gypsy camp aiiowed women
to give birth. The babies were immediately tattooed and then brought into the "corpse closet;"

according to Langbein, it contained a "mountain of children's corpses... between which were the
rats." 'O

Langbein provided insight into the abiiity o f an individuai to change the atmosphere, and

in fact the fate of many people, within the camp. This change came in November 1943, when
Commander Hôss was repiaced with Amrr Liebehenschel. At that ph, a calmer atmosphere
prevaüed at the camp, as Liebeheoschel made many improvements: he had the standing celis

ripped up, he had prisoner W6r1, a gentle, weli respecteci man, brought in as senior block

prisoner of the entire Auschwitz 1 camp, and the selections within the camp stopped. Langbein
said that "in geneml one could estabiish that even those SS memben who were very bloodthirsty
before becarne a bit more reserved because they reaiized thai their fanaticism would not

necessarïly be tolerated anymore."" It was important for Langbein, and for the prosecutors, to
demonstrate that despite orders fiom Berlin that made certain executions inevitable, individual

guards could make a difference and Save lives if they were so inclined. This meant, of course,
that they could aiso commit murder on their own initiative (as Langbein described), which was

exactly what the prosecuton were trying to prove. This was corroborated on the stand by a
fellow prisoner in the hospital blocks, Dr. Ella Lingens. When asked by Judge Hoheyer, "do
you wish to say that everyone could decide for hirnself to be either good or evil in Auschwitz?"

Luigens replied. "mat is exactly what 1wish to say. it was pure f?ee wiil. Everyone could do as
they wished, and never know the consequences - one couid kiu thousands and nothiag would
happen. or kill one person and be in trouble.'"' Langbein also made it clear that the guards h e w
that they were doing something evil, particularly during the spring of 1944 when the Hungarian

transports came in. They became nervous, and began to acknowledge their possible guilt by
teiling prisoners. "We're going to get it, but you're coming with us."I3 ui the sumrner of 1944,
Liebehenschel. accused of being %O sofk," was replaced by Richard Baer, whom Langbein
described as much more like Hess, albeit lazier and less fanatical. The improvements that had
existed in the camp immediately began to disappear, and with the new commander came a new

camp elder who terrorized the inmates once again.

" Ibid

" Dr. EUa Lingens

in APO. M m h 2, 1962, tape m.I wül rem COthe question of co~l~equeaces
in the next

section of this chapter.
" ibid

LangbeiSs account of camp life was in s

e ways iess h e w tu the prosecution than to

the generai undemanding of life in Auschwitz. He had very few specinc details about any of the

defendants except for Josef Klehr. His testimony couid be perceived as iimited in its usefdness,
as Judge Hans Hoheyer demonstrated in his fruseatioa with Langbein's lack of specific detail.

He was better at giving his impressions of the defendants' characters, but often these worked
against him. For example. in describing defendants Neubert and Hantl, Langbein chanicterized

them both as reluctant to kill and "decent" in theY relationships wiîh prisoners. He quaiified
these remarks. though. intejecting: *'pieaseremember that this was relative."The defense

lawyers instantly cross-examinedon this point, asking him point blank: "no, no, tell us in the
absolute; was he brutal?" Langbein had to answer in the negative. The shades of complicity and

the overall circumstances of which Langbein was tryhg to remind the court - that these were
volunteer SS offices at a concentration camp - were irrelevant to the law. It rnattered only if

Hanti or Neubert had been brutal or sadistic in their actions.
Stitl. Langbein's testimony was invaluable for the image of Auschwitz that was king

reconstructed before the eyes of the public in 1964 West Gemiany. Hisîory was being made. as a

real sense of it did not yet exist at that time. The trial itself made history by visiting Auschwitz in
December 1964, after CO-plain8nChnstianRaabe suggested it and the Supreme Court d e d that

this visit was important for the case. The court took most of the lawyers and some of the
defendana with them to the site of the camp. The court's unusuai visit to Auschwitz reaffimied
much of what Langbein had described geographidy. Kis depiction of the location ofhis m m ,
the hospita1 blocks, the crematoria, and the view he had, were ali c o h e d by the courts when

they went there, and his testimony gained even more credibility. The courts took these details
were taken very seriously because they helped to establish pmof and evidence about the actions

of the defendana. rtiey were h ~ f o r the
e basis for a pets deelof the eevideee we have today

about Auschwitz.
The dificulties with nwivor testimony and the limitations of the law become obvious in
the testimony of Walter Petzold. Petzold was a politicai prisoner brought to the camp in 1941.

Much of his testimony was directed against defendant Artur Breitwieser. According to Petzold
he saw Breitwieser shaking gas pellets into the gas chamber for the first gassing action at the

camp. in the fa11 of 1941. The judge asked Petzold for very specük details about this particular
incident. which took place at night. at a distance of sixty metres fiom the witness. However,
Petzold insisted he was correct. The questionhg continued. becomhg more specific, until it was
clear that fiom where Petzold was standing, he could not see the a

d hole into which the gas

was shaken. only the defendant standing over some part of the ges chamber and shaking the

canister. To make matters worse, Petzold's pre-trial testimony was read and contradictions were

fond between his earlier statements and his trial tenimony. For example. where he reported in
his tim interrogation that he had overheard a conversation between Breitwieser and Grabner (the

head of the Political Department). in the trial itseif he could no longer remember what they had

been discussing. The details of this conversation were unimportant to the court. However, the
inconsistency in this story made him an unreliable wimess. nie court's visit to Auschwitz in
December 1964 was the final blow for Petzold's cfedibiiity, as it was determined there that it
would have been impossible for hlln ta have seen the gassing fÎom where he had describeci it.

His account of Breitwieser's activities was not enough for a conviction (and Breitwieser was
subsequently acquitted).l4

l4

Walter Pemld in APO, March 26, 1964. tape X6& and Naumann, Auschwitz: A Report on the Proceerlngs

agathsr ~HuIkaand Others, 329.

Ofken the prosecutors were fnrmavd ink i r atmqts to get

eye-witness details of

the defendants' actions by the very nature of Auschwitz and the Nazi regime. Survivors of course
did not expect to becorne survivors. After what they witnessed in Auschwitz, particularly those

on the stand in Frankfurt who saw so much murder and who were aware that they "knewtoo
much" to be allowed to live. the= was linle hope that they might corne out alive. They certainly

had little foresight into the possibility of a trial of these SS guards wenty years later. Therefore,
very few prisonea actually wrote accounts or made specific attempts to see the actions of the SS
offices. In f a n they ofien did everything to avoid it. This was the case with DI.Tdeusz

Paczuia whose pre-trial testimony ou Josef Klehr is discussed in Chapter Two. in the trial he
was questioned once again about the incident in Christmas 1942, when Klehr undertook his own
selection and began injecting prisoners. Accordkg to P a d a , the pnsonea were brought fiom
the camp to Block 28. and Klehr selecred forty of these prisoners for injections. These forty
people were then brought to Block 20. where prisoner Glowa (also mentioned in Chapter Two)

took their cards and wrote their notices of death. while they were still alive and standing naked in

the comdor. Paczula then recorded the death notices. Judge Hofineyer then asked Pacnila:
Did you see Klehr performïng the injections with your own eyes?
Pacnila: 1could see, [but] 1 didn't want to see.

''

in fact, Paczula went on, when he had to comrnrmicate with Klehr, to give him a message, for

example, he would walk into Block 20' ask the "curpse b e d if someone was king killed, and
if so, he would wait outside until it was over. He codd see KIehr with his jacket off, his sleeves
roiled up, wearing a nibberjacket and rubber @oves with a needle approxîmately twenty
centimeters in length in his band. in the case of Klehr, there was so much damning evidence and

' Dr. Tadeusz Paczuia in APO. May 8,1964, tape # 7 k

sa much comoboratioo by other witnesses, that kmu convictd af d e r . However, dm

testimony on its own would not have been enough to convict him. Paczuia's natural instinct to
shield himself fkom the sight of lciliing fnistrated the prosecution and the judge.I6 The same
problem occurred with the wimess Dr. Wladyslaw Fejkiel, who worked as a "nurse" in the

hospital fimm January 1941 until January 1945. Fejkiel could describe the rooms where the
injections took place, he knew that approximately thirty thousand people were killed, and that the
victims were first sick lews. then sick Aryans, then healthy prisoners. He also knew that Dr.
Entress. then Klehr, then Scherpe. and then Hantl did the injections. However, when Judge
Hoheyer asked him if he acnially saw the injections, Fejkiel responded, "1 was never in the
roorn. we didn't want to see. it wasn't something interesthg to us." Hoheyer replied in
exasperation: "maybe for you. but for us it would be most inteïesting to know how Klehr

participated in this." Hoheyer then collected himself and, after watching the witness scnunble
to remember, maullng with the memones, told him "1 won't be angry with you if you don?
~Û~OW."~~

In the defense cross-examination, defendant Hantl's lawyer, Herbert Naumann, attempted
to cal1 Pacda as an exonerating witness for his client. Naumann referred to Paczuia's pre-trial

investigation, in which he said ihat Hantl very oAen tried to help people. Hantl aiso spoke at this
point presenting a long lin of actions he took to save people's üves, including taking a fiiend's

father o f of the selection list. Pacnila had spoken of Hantl's c k t e r , and reiterated that he was
kinder than the rest However, said Pac*

"Hanti was a disappointment for me. 1 only saw him

acting well and kindly to prisonm. but 1found out later, in the camp in 1944, that he took part in
the injections.... He didn't do good things. but he didn't do bad things either. He treated us
l6 At this point in the triai tapes, the clear soimd of chilchen playing oirtside the fourthouse aai be h e d , c m u i q an
eerie dicbotomy betwan the dialogue in the coiimoom and the sound ofchiimm's lailphter ornide.
" Dr. Wladyslaw Fejxel and Judge Ham Hofheyerm APO, May 29, 1964, tape R I B .

politely.18As describeci in Cbpter Two,H A éad takm over the injectim d u t k for defendant

Scherpe when he found himselfunable to continue. Paczula, like Langbein, attempted to
establish some balance in the courtroom, to underscore the circumstances that people like Hantl

had put themselves in. He did not want to portray Hantl as a "go& guy,'' despite the fact that he
was nicer than many others. Still. Hantl's lack of individual initiative, sadism or (provable) base

motives, got him a conviction of aiding and abettirtg murder, with a sentence of three and a haif
years in prison.
One of the greatest difficulties faced by the courts was the discrepancy beween pre-aial

and uial interrogations. An excellent example of this is the contradictory testimony of the

survivor Leon Czekalski. one of the prosecution's most important witnesses. His testimony prior
to the trial described a massacre of ninety-four men and eight women by defendant Boger and SS
officet Palitsch. which he claimed to have seen Eorn an anic window. In the trial itself, he
changed his story, and reported that from the first floor he saw the prisoners being led into the
crematorium. and then he ran upstairs (to the anic) where he saw two people corne out into the
yard between Blocks 10 and 1 1 where they were shot He clahed in the courtroom that the
women were already dead. and that Palitsch was not there. Much of what he knew came nom a

conversation with Rottenmhrer Barre and not fiom eyewitness e~perience.'~
Czekalski had a
difficdt time distinguishing his own experiences h m hearsay. in the pre-trial testimony, there
was no one to question Czekalski on the accuracy of these details and he could therefore fkely

describe as fact what he rnay not have a c d l y eye-witnessed. In the trial, though his testimony
was less credible. For example, charges h m the indicmient that Boger had led a group of

Hungarian Iews into the crematorium in 1944 had to be dropped when Czekalski admined on the
laPaczuia
l9

APO.

Leon C n W in MO. May 8, 1964. tape #8B.

stand h t he saw Boger l d i n g a group of prisoneis, but

not see rhem go dirmly inte the

crematorium (he had been told this later on). There was evidently no doubt in Czekalski's mind

that Boger had undertaken such tasks, and the chances are good that he was correct. However,
oficiai charges that stemmed fiom pre-aiai testimony like Czekalski's could not be sustained if
the story did not hold up in court.

The survivoa were not immune to disputation among themselves. This was particdarly
evident in the relationship between Polish and Ukrainian wimesses. The testimony of Josef Kra1
provides an interesthg g h p s e into this codict. and demonstrates yet another difficulty faced

by the court in its attempt to h d out the exact buth about each defendant. h i ' s testimony was
by far the most gmesome and devastating of al1 the wimesses at the trial. Shaken and fnghtened

on the stand. he broke down more than once during his testimony. He had been a pnsoner of the

Political Department and therefore knew defendants Boger and Stark very well. He spent six
weeks in a standing ceIl, during which time he was fed three meals and was "intmgated"
everyday for three to four hours. sometimes by Boger on the infamous "swing."His s u f f e ~ g s
were unimaginable. He was forced to lick the moi-

h m the w d s of the standing ceil, he

watched his friend next to him die after eating his own shoes, he was force-fed plaies of salty
hemng d e r six weeks with no food and was then forced to hgest what he had vomited back
onto the piate; he was hung by his arms. strapped behind his back, mtil they broke

(PfahIhangen,described in Chapter ~hree)?' Judge Hofineyer showed great sensitivity towards
&al, interrupting Latemser any time he tried to cross examine ~ r a l ? 'Kral's testimony prompted

Judge Hoheyer to change the charge against Hans Stark h m aiding and abetting murder to

"See Appaidix 6.

particuiar ouuaged by the standmg ceüs, which he considenxi a fnm of torture and death worse
than most others, whether ordered or not. For example, when witness Jan Pilecki descnibed the officidy ordered
"de& by hunger m the standing ceil" of prisoner #25, Hoheyer pursueci it as an act of murder despite the k
t that
it was not doue under mdividuai initiative. fan Pilecki in APO, May 14, 1964, tape #IOA.
" Hoheyer was

murder &et W reponed rhat he stood four meanf h
Stark
~dwatched himkill ~ o f h i s
fiiends h m Kattowitz with a shovel. Despite the defense's protests that this was new evidence
and could not be admitted in c o r n Stark was put into ùivestigative detention on the same day.However, once Kra1 finished testifjhg, the defense brought in two witnesses, both

ükrainim who testified that Kra1 was a brutal "Oberkopo" and that he was responsible for

beating to death the two Bandera brothers, famous ükrainian cesistance fighters who died in
Auschwitz. Both of these witnesses were active communists working together with the Bandera
brothea. and both could not provide very specific details about Kral's activities. They had

clearly been brought in to discredit the witness. Kra1 was then exonerated by Dr. Stdstaw
Klodziiiski. who testified on the stand that despite the animosity between Polish and Ukrainian
pnsonea, they had a great deal of contact with each other and EClodziiiski had never heard before

that Kra1 was supposedly guilty of this murder. In fact, Klodziriski portrayed Kral as a hem for
enduring his t o m and speaking about it afterward~.~
The witness Fejkiel further exonerated

Kral. stating that the Bandera goup were "privileged prisoners " (EhrenkijWnge) who ofien
worked together with the SS, and one was a spy for the Political Department. It was difficult for

the court to determine how much of this testimony was accurate and how much was the result of
political and national divisions arnongst the prisoners within the camp. in the end, the court did
not accept a.ii of Kral's testimony because of the questions m u n d i n g his credibility. However,

the general information about life in Auschwitz that he provided remains part of the p a t e r body
of histoncal knowledge about the camp.
One of the best ways was to hear the testimony of many different prisoners about the
wtme subject in order to have multiple similar accounts.

3

~ &al ~in APû.
~ ~ af 15,
y 1964, tape #1Ik

Dr.Stanisiaw KloMkki in AW.May

15, 1964, tapes # 11A-B.

For this reason, the prosecutors had the

testimony of the men from the hospitat bloeks, who Indepeadendy gave very siaiiler testbony

on what they saw.in addition the judges and the prosecution established the validity of the
tesimoay by asking witness for exact information on seemingly irrelevant details. For example,
Paczula EUodziriski. Kral and Fejkiel were all asked to describe how the blocks were built, how
big the foundations were, how much gmundwater existeci, how big the cells were, how many
people were in them. and other similar questions. Lf they could provide these details, which could
be verified by other witnesses and by the onsite visit to the camp, their testimony couid be

accepted. despite some inevitable lapses of memory.

Kral's testimony was corroborated by the next witness, Kazllnien Smolen, a sumivor of
Auschwitz and the director of the Auschwiu museum during the t h e of the trial. According to
Smolen when he was organizing the exhibitions and archives for the museum in 1959, there was

ni11 no proper description of the "Boger-swing." He tumed to Hermann Langbein, who gave him
Kral's name. Kral gave the fim real information and representationof the "swing" to the
museum. It also appeared in the pre-nial files of the Auschwitz case."

h the courtroorn, truth is established through the testimony of wimesses about what they
have seen. The accumulation of evidence Leads to a verdict in which it is decided whether
something did or did not happen. The law of every dernomtic nation put. its trust into witness
testimony as the dtimate source of fact of tmth, and of the history of what has happened. Thm
are. of course, flaws in this system, as it relies on human memory and is bound by the law. The

frustraùng r e d t s of these flaws were most obvious in the difliculties survivors sometimes had
giving specific information about the defendants twenty years &er the end of the Holocaust In

their eyes, the people at Auschwitz who kUed people were d g d t y of murder. The prosecution
hoped to show this too. But failhg mernories and the nanow definition of murder made the

" Kazimierz Smolen in APO. May 25, 1964. taps # 14B-LSA.

Langer argues that witnesses were incapable of presenting a coherent, accurate depiction of life

in Auschwitz because the defense codd tear apart their every statemenh and the nature of crossinterrogation made testimony disjointed and confusùig. Langer writes that

readers of the proceedings of the so-called Auschwitz Trial.. . wiil discover not a
narrative leading to insight and understanding, but a futile dispute between accusers and
accused.. .. Little in this bizarre coumoom cirama leads to a rmined vision of the place we
caiI Auschwitz. Scenes remah episodic and mecdotal; scenarios never coalesce;
charactea stay vague, as pmtagonists dissolve into helpless victims ... while sntagonists
collapse into mistaken identities or innocent puppets moved h m afar.."
Langer's depiction of the triai as a "futile courtroom dispute" misplaces the Rasons for the
deficiencies of the trial? The distorted consequences of the trial both legdy and in its public
representation derîved not from the inadequacies of eyewitness t e h o n y but rather h m the
requirements of the Gemüui pend code and the kind of testimony that was needed to secure

convictions. By design, the triai did not accurately pomay the d e of di guards at Auschwitz.

This was not its role. Still. a new historical understanding of Auschwitz emerged h m the
testimony of witnesses who were given the oppominity to speak about their eqeriences.
Through rigorous interrogation, cross-examination, and legai inquiry, there emerged a clearer
picture of past events than existed before. At the Auschwitz Trial, the history of the camp was
reconsmicted for the f k t time before a massive public audience.
.4ccording to Martin Walser. who spent time in the courtroom, those moments which
were not necessarily historically exact but emotionally evocative, made Auschwitz more present

and comprehensible than the "hell on earth" that was otherwise incomprehensible. Walser wrote,
"When a former 'prisoner' m o t go on speaking in the courtrwrn, when he has the courage to
--

a Lawrence Langer. Ahinintg the Hoiocuust (New York Mord University Press, 1995), 89.
Ibid, 89 and 97. Langer uxs this p&ase twicc to encapsulate his understandmg ofthe aiai.

even look at bis former torturer?in order to idenrify him... when fix a few minutesthe memory
gives forth s horrible contents. simple and unabridged. then a iittie bit of Auschwitz becomes
4 7

Walser was rnost interested in the representation of the survivors in the public eye, and

most especially in the press. Although 1 will return to the subject of the press later in this chapter,
1 will note here that press reports are a good indication of the importance of sunrivor testimony

to the trial and to public awareness of Auschwitz and the SS camp system. Most of what

appeared in the newspapea was based on the courtroorn testimony of the survivors. So although
the files and tapes for these mals couid not be accessed by the public for thirty yem after the

trial. the descriptions of every day life in Auschwitz became part of the public consciousness
about the camp and provided invaluable Fachial information for hinoncal reconstruction of the
crimes of the Holocaust.
Survivors provided the specific details needed to convict the defendants, and the generai
oaes needed to create a clear image of the camp. Some had roles in the camp which provided

them with a great deal of hsider information. Others were determined to accunitely document
what they were experiencing, either for purposes of resistance and as part of attempts to smuggle
out this intorrnatio~or because they wanted to be sure that these crimes did not go unnoticed.

Much of what historians know about Auschwitz-Birkenau came h m this testimony. Its
historical value should not be overlooked.

"Martin Walser, "Unsu Awhwiîz," Heim0thde.- A@dke d Redm (Frankfirct--Main:
I968), 10.

Subrkamp VerIag,

b) Distorthg the Pichire: The Morgen Commi%iiaP

Former SS onicers also testified at the trial, both for the prosecution and the defense.
Neither the prosecution not the defense cailed many former SS rnembers, largely because they

were reluctant and fearful of being implicated themsetves, or because their testimony was often

unusable and nddled with lies and omissions.28Many former SS officers were not swom in on
the stand (a process which takes place d e r the witness has testified in the Gemm criminal

courts). One p u p of former SS witnesses, though, proved to be temibly important to the
prosecution's case.

At the end of 1943 Reichsfuhrer SS Himmler sent Kmrad Morgen, Gerhard Wiebeck.

and Wilhelm Reimers. as part of a "Special Commission and Police Court" in Krakow, to
Auschwitz to investigate alleged corrupt practices by SS guards. This included the theft of

valuables fiom new transports (stored hthe "Carda" bunker of the camp) and excessive cruelty
and murder not ordered by the officiais of the RSHA or the WVHA in ~erlin."

By examinhg the pre-triai and eial testimony of the former SS judges sent to Auschwitz
in 1943 in the fonn of a special investigative commission (Sonderkommlrsion)to investigate
corruption amongst the guards, and placing this examination within the larger context of the
limitations of the pend code. 1will further explore the paradoxical situation faced by the

prosecutors and judge at Frankht. The limitations of the law tied the han& of the prosecution
and the judges at the Auschwitz Trial, making them dependent on the same standards of illegaiity
One former SS member. Georg Enghchaii, was not wom in but amncd instcad APO, Jdy 16, L964,mpe
ü27A. Others, Iike Friedrich Onti, who worked For the main camp d o m , were given the possibüity of rc&g
silent in order not to implicate thetnselves, but did not. APO,June 4, IW,
tape #17&
The e o n f ï ~ o of
n Jews' belongings and the relationtbip of mis pfactlke at Auschwitz to "Akrion Reinhard" is
dealt with in B e m d Pen and Thomas Sandkûhier, "Auschwitz und die "AIcticm Remhatd" 194245. Judenmord
und Raubpraxis in neuer Sicht," Zeitgeschichre (imsbnick: StudienvSepmber-october 1999), 5: 283-3 16.
'Ihe authors bnefly discuss the appearance of Dr. Morgen to mvestigate individuai guards suspectad of steahg
g d *

used by the Nazis themselves when investigathg rriminal a c t i . in the camps. This iegitimad
the criminal Nazi state and set a standard for illegal behavior in the 1960s Fraakfurt courtroorn

that eerily echoed the laws of the Thkd Reich. The statements of these judges about the brutaiity
of such defendants as Wiihelm Boger, known as the "Devii of BirkenauW and accused of
torturing thousands of people, shifted the focus in the courtroom away fiom Nazi genocide to

individual acts of cnielty, suggesting that, in formai legai ternis at least, Nazi orders were more
acceptable. Those who herded thousaads into the gas chambers were not as guilty as those who
shot prisonen without a legal death sentence handed d o m by Nazi desk officiais in Berlin.
Some defendants benefited h m sucb a distortion of justice, as they were convicted only of
aiding and abetting murder for standing on the seiection platform. This was the result for the

Robert Muika and Karl Hacker, the defendants who had occupied the mon senior positions of
anyone on trial as adjutants to commandea HBss and Baer respectively. These SS witnesses
signified a tuming point in the trial, for their cross e x a d o n brought the collstraints of the law
most glaringly and publicly to the fore.

The defendants and their attorneys codd not use the testirnony of these witnesses to
demonstrate the "superior orders" or Befehlsnotstanddefense used by many guards who insined
that they were only following orders. Instead, the prosecution used the former SS judges to show
h t the actions of the defendants on the stand were undertaken with individual initiative and

with knowledge of the illegaiity of the acc and could tberefore be tried and punished as

perpetration of murder. Thus the ironic situation amse in which the standard of the Nazi s*Ue
was adopted in the courtmom in Fraokfun in order to try the very crimes committed under that
state. nie a b s d t y o f this situation was not lost on Judge Hofmeyer, who repeatedly had to ask

witnesses which actions had been ordered by Berlin or the camp cornmanciers, knowing full well

that this lent an air of legality to the command to munier millions in Auschwitz This Line of

questionhg was at its most extreme with the tesrimony of Dr.Morgen.

Georg Konrad Morgen was already familiar with war crimes proceedings. He was a
witness at the Nuremberg triai August 1946, where he testified for the defeose on the question of
the crirnindity of the SS as an 0r~ani7ation.'~
Morgen was k t interviewed for the Auschwitz

investigation on March 8. 1962. He was intenogated by the court's investigative judge. Dr.

Heinz Dtk, in the "interim trial phase," after the prosecution had submitted its case to the district

court of Frankfurt and the court twk over the investigation and proceeded with its own inquiry to
determine the validity of the prosecution's case. E s was not the first time Morgen appeared in

the files. His testimony fiom another case - against two Buchenwald guards at the district court
in Cologne in Ianuary 196 1 - appeared in the pre-hial files of the Auschwitz Trial at the same

tirne. in that interrogation, Morgen described his educational history and his entrance into the

Nazi party and then SS. According to Morgen, in June 1943 he became an official in the Reich's
criminal police department (Reichhiminolpoli;eiamt),which was part of office 5 of the RSHA.
He worked on cases of capital crime and his fmt job was as part of an investigation of corruption
at ~uchenwaid.~'
Morgen's testimony on his duties at Buchenwald set the parameters for what

was to be coosidered questionable guard behavior, both for the Nazis and for the cour&at

Fraddh~.He reported:
During my investigations at individuai camps, 1pumicd numemus criminal offences
which were made known to me and which were, in my opinion, pursuable. It was not
possible for me to press charges against people who had carrieci out the orders of my own
court superioa (Gerichtsherren), for example the executious that had been ordered by
Reichsfuhrer Himmler. or the canying out of euthanasia, which aftw d went back to an
At Nuremberg, Morgen told a bizam version of eveno m wfkh the extermination ~smp
were not mu by the SS
but by a criminal comrnissionernamed Wirth, an officer of Hitler ChanceUery. He was not taken seriousiy and not
cross-exarnined by the prosecution-Gerhard Re-,
7ïre Find Solunun.- The Anempt to Exteminate the Jews of
Etvope 29394945 (Northvale, New Jersey: Jason Aronson Inc, 19û7), 1234.
K o d Motgen, January 26, 1961.30 üR 9/58 LG Koln in 4 Js 444/59,48: 8515-6.

"

order by Hitler. "Gerichfshen"is an institution of the war crimesinvestigation law,
which gave the rnilitary commanders [i.e. Hitler and Himmler] juïsdiction in the widest
sense, including the opening of investigations, the issuing of arrest warrants, indictment,
appeais, confirmation or dismissal of a sentence, its execution, and the power to pardon.
However, insofar as I was informed of crimes against iife or limb ihat occurred on the
private initiative of an SS member, 1 began investigations qainst them?*
in his interrogation for the Auschwitz Trial, Morgen was more m f i c about the

circumstances of the camp. He stated that he went to Auschwitz on his own accord d e r his
investigations at Buchenwald led him to suspect that similar compt activities must have also

k e n going on at the much larger camp. M e r seeing that the SS in the "Canada bunker" at
Auschwitz were a "bunch of demoralized and brutalized parasites," and finding heaps of stolen

gold and jeweiry in their coats. he requested that a SonderRommission be created to investigate

corruption. He imrnediately arrested the guards who had been stealing, and Boger was among
them. His activities continued when he decided to widen the investigation to offences of
excessive bmtaiity after discovering that Commander H6ss had carried out a relationship with a
female prisoner named Hodys. When he found out that she was pregnant, H6ss had her put into a
standing ce11 where she was left to die of starvation. Luckily, Morgen "came just in the to save

this woman and had her transfemd to a clhic in

Htiss was then transferred h m

Auschwitz. Still, Morgen defended Hoss:"1 don7 mean to imply that Hess was in principle a bad

penon.. .. The entire circumstances in Auschwitz.. . at k

t time demmdkd bas weU.No

peson can bear to mie boundlessly over life and death, to mm a person into ashes nom one
minute to the n e ~ t ' ~ '
Morgen's pre-trial testimony was a carefully crafted narrative in which he did not give
away many specinc detaiis about the defendants, while atîempting to present himself as a tireless

" ibid., 85 17-8.
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Konrad Morgen, March 8, 1962. in ibid, 63: 1 l? 16.
hici.

and courageous pusuer ofjustice. He did not remanber Franz Hofmann, althwgb he guided

Morgen through the camp, and he remembered only the possibility of having investigated Boger

for corruption and murder offences. He could no longer rernember the triai in Weimar in 1944 of
Maximillian Grabner. the head of the Political Department at Auschwitz who was notorious for
excessive melty. This was irnplausible as Grabner's anwt was a central part of the SS
investigative commission's activities and at one point, Morgen insisted that he had arrested
Grabner himself. Yet, he presented hirnseifas the instigator of reform. He saw the gassings, and

while he could not Say for sure. he thought it possible that "because of my report in 1944, the
gassings were discontinued.'"' At the very least, he irnagined that he was responsible for ending

the secrecy surrounding the gassings and making hem public knowledge. He could not do more
than this, however, because in the end the final authoriq was Hitler's.
Morgen referred to the ovemiding authority of Hitler and Himmler once again in the trial.
He did so with such eloquence and force that his testimony commanded authority. When asked
by Judge Hofmeyer about the atrocities taking place in the camp, and why he did not take
everyone with any power and responsibiiity and arrat hem, he insisted that he did not have the
authority to arrest. in normal law. he would have sent a proposai to the public prosecutors of a

district, and it would have gone through al1 of the channeis of justice as part of a bureaumatic
chah. However, during the Nazi perioâ, according to müitary juridiction
(Kriegsgerichtbwkit)?al1 judges were responsible to Hitler and Himmler. Therefore, he wodd
have had to ask Hitler and Hunmler to open an investigation against themselves; Hitler would be

the judge, the prosecutor, and the law enforcer. According to Morgen, Hitler was the "chancellor

of the Reich the pesident the chief commanding ufficer of the Urehrmachh the kwmaker, and
the highea officer of the law (~berst~eî-icht~eber)."'~

Morgen insisted both in the pre-trial interrogations and in the trial that he had absolutely

no power beyond his duty to investigate acts of pnvate initiative Uicludÿig the& brutality, and
unordered murder. The blame for everything else Iay squarely on the shoulders of Hitler and was
detemiined by the cornplex laws of military jurisdiction. In a remarkable performance, Morgen

expressed his dis*

at the slaughter going on at Auschwitz and his regret that it was impossible

for him to do anything to stop it. Lnstead, then, he used his small d e to investigate and prosecute

the "unordered crimes." hoping that he wouid at least take some of the killm out of the system?'
in this way, according to Morgen's version, he 'began invostigating corruption at Auschwitz.

Morgen tedfied that to his surprise (because, he rnaintained, he had no prior knowledge
of what Auschwitz was and how many millions of people were king murdered), his office
intercepted a box filled with three pieces of gold that had k e n sent by a medical orderly at

Auschwitz to his wife. Morgen discovered that this was hi& carat tooth gold melted together
into the size of fists. Morgen realized that "twenty,fifty, one hundred thousand corpses must

have made up this one package." This was a chilling thought; but for Morgen's purposes, "what
was even more unbelievable was that the perpetrator managed to keep a quantity without being

~ o t i c e d .Morgen
' ~ ~ attempted to convert his appearance on the stand into the story of his
ignorance about this camp cailed Auschwitz He said, ''hm this point (after leaming of the

"

Konrad Morgen, APO, March 9.1964, tape C 4 k The uial itselfwas îaped mther thau (nmsaibed;the
mnscription that appears in this papa (intranslation) is my own,
37 ibid
ibid

nolen gdd) I comprehended for the fint tirne. thatAuschwi& unknnwn at that the...

must

have been one of the largest places of human destruction that the world had ever seen.""

Morgen insisted that he would have liked to investigate and try everyone involved in the
killing at Auschwitz. But because his investigation had been ordered by the very men
comrnitting the crimes.he could only investigate comption of the ordersP0He claimed to know,
for example. thar Oswald Pohl. head of the W W A , was stealing h m the gold as weU, as he and
his closest workers set up a systern whereby some of the gold that was sent to Degussa in

Frankfun - a gold and silver melting Company -was redirected into an account there fiom which
Pohl could siphon hundreds of thousands of marks. Obviously Pohl was Morgen's superior in

rank and therefore above investigation. and so Morgen started with the smaller men.
During his time at Auschwitz Morgen became aware of the horrifjmg activities in the

Political Department, especiaily the "Staiin-swing"(presumably his mistaken name for the

"Boger-swing"). According to Morgen, defendant Boger and Maximilian Grabner were among
the most brutal guards in Auschwitz and were taking part in executions "of their own accord;

they were not ordered to do so and they did not give any notices of death to their bosses.'"'
Morgen decided to try these "intensified interrogations* as murder, and he had Grabnet arrested.
He was then ordered to see Lieutenant General Heinrich Miiller, chief of police at the RSHA in
Berlin. There he was severely reprimanded for his activities at Auschwitz, particularly the arrest

ibid.
Gerhard Reitiinger corroborates this representaîion of Morgen in his book on the "Final Soluîion." Reitlinger
recalIs Morgeu's appearance at the Nuremberg mal and says ttiat "he seems to have been a boastfiii man of some
integrity, though not enough. Although he h e w how to keep his mouth shut when the dues became dangerous, he
got the repuration of a Nosey Parker in SS circles. ... In the end Morgen's f é l l o w ~ v e overcame
s
their
repugmnce, recognizing in hirn a man whom the Allies might consider rtspecEable." Reiüinger, The Final Solution,
'9
u)

123-4'" Mocger~M O .

of the head of the Politicai ~ e ~ a r t r n e nMillier
d ~ tdd Morgen that he %ad no understagding of
his duties as part of the State Police." Morgen, in what must have been a moment of immense
moral courage, pleaded with Mailler: "after dl, we still live in a constitutional -te.

and there are

lirnits that even the Gestapo has to hold themselves to." Mllller tumed "as white as calcium" and

threw Morgen out of his office. in yet another courageous acf Morgen went back "into the lion's
den" and tried a new approach with Müller. Asking for advice, in a deferent tone, the
conversation according to Morgen was as follows:
Morgen: Herr Müller, isn't it the FCLhrer, and you, the chief of the Gestapo, who has the
ultimate decision on every sentence?
Müller: Yes.
Morgen: Well. how would you judge it, if someone went far beyond your orders, and
without ùiforming you, through his own decision, killed a hard working pnsoner?
Mûller: That's impossible, that just doesn't happen!
Morgen: You see, Lieutenant Generaî, sir, that is how people are ignoring your authority
in the camps, that is what Grabner di4 and that is why I arrested him.
Müller: Well, this is very different, this 1 understaud. (Mtiiler then recaiied some of
Grabnefs disobedience hirnself.)"

42

According to Gerhard Reitlinger. Himmler's decision to send Morgen to Auschwitz was a mange one, for "he
must have known that he wouId come up against Kaitenbrtmner, Nebe and Mliiler." in fk?,
in his pre-trial
interrogation in March 1962. Morgen addressed the question of opposition to his work there: "as fiu as i know, the
siiarpest resistance came h m General Pohl, the chief of die Gestapo, Lieutenant general Mflller, and the head of the
RSHA, General Dr. Kaitenbninner.They tried every conccivable way to stop me, first gentiy and then with offers of
a Mutous carem in another section of the SS, then through typical military mcasures, through cornplaints to the
Reichrfihrer SS and the Reich criminal police, through massive threats and finaily through an attack on my
investigative commission, in which our entire office banacks and files were dtstroyed through arsou." Morgen, 4 .Js
544/59,63: 1 172 1. Reidinger seems to believe Morgen's cantentian
he g a u i d y wantedtn punishthe
atrocities of Auschwitz stating that "he believed t h if he brought a charge agahm some of the individual
murderers in the camp, the official system of mass murder at die erematoria wouid have to come to lighî, too."
Reitlinger. The Final Solution 453. Thison-c
contradicts bis eariier commcnts about Morgen's
meadacity. in his study of the Wehrmacht War Crimes Bureau, historian Aifkd-Mattrice De Zayas also presents
Morgen as an honest judge who did his best to stop the extenininationprocess when he fïnaüy leamed about it in his
first investigationsof corruption at Buchenwald concentration camp. De Zayas also cornmats on Morgen's efforts
at Auschwb, and particularly his artempt to put Grabner behind bars and to have AdoLfEicfunann investigated.
A M - M a u r i c e De Zayas. "The Wehrmacht Bureau on War Crimes*" Himrical Jawnal (CaLLLbridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992), 25 (2): 397. Despite these seemingiy noble pursuits, 1contend that Morgen presemed
himself in a much more positive iight after the k t m ordw to avoid investigations hm his own activities. His
reluctance to m e anything specific about the deténdruiîs on the stand in Frankfiat (despi his having investigated
Boger and the injections) demonstrate that he was not wiUing to provide specinc, pertinent information to the court
Morgen, APO. It is quite teiiing rhaî Morgea was not punished for hio disobedience d m * l y in the face of one of
the highest officiais of the SS- We already h o w that no one was ever pimished fbr refùsing to fbUow bis or her
orders; presumably, Morgen was reprimanded for doing his duty with tao much tcaf and without proper orciinance
h m Berlin. This was also the standard by which Morgen himeif invcstigasd the guards at Auschwitz

"

Grsbner was indicted for murder in at least twot h o l l ~ ~
cases
~ ~ ~Morgen
d
was ableto open
investigations against Rudolf Hass, camp commander, Ham Aumeier, camp leader, and others,

including Boger. The trial against Grabner, however, was dismissed midway through the
proceedings and he was transferred to ~erlin?
in the Auschwitz Trial, Morgen created the impression that he was a good man trying to

do something about the injustices. resisting in his own ingenious way. His impassioned
performance and infonned description of what was one of the ody channels for punishing the

crimes of the Holocaust was so convincing that it helped to reinforce and legiamize the Nazi
d e s of behavior at Auschwitz. Morgen argued that the Nazi laws of procedure were so
ruthlessiy enforced that it was impossible for him to Uivestigate anyone but the guards who took
the law into their own hands and undermineci the authority of people Iike Mûller. Whether or not

this was accurate. it lent credibility to Nazi laws and diminished the legai responsibility
(according to the West German law) of those who camed out the orden of their superioa,
focusing the attention on those who went above and beyond these orders.

The question and answer exchange between Judge Hofheyer and Dr. Morgen once again
demonstrated the limitations of the West German perd code. During his appearance on the

stand Morgen suddenly found himself unable to nmember any specific details about any of the

defendants. For example, he knew ody vaguely about the "Boger-swing," and the fact that it was
illegai. because not one protocol was taken during any of the interrogations - which was required
by the camp regulations that appeared in the indictment When the judge addressed the subject of

the injection of prisoners with phenol- euphernisticaiiy termed abqwitzen, which literaiiy meant
"injected to death" - Morgen was aiso reticent. When reminded that defendant Josef Uehr was a

"A&

the war, Grabner was tried as the Large PoliPb a i i d agaha AinchwiD prpetrators m 1947. where he aras
sentenced to death and exectrted

secret injections with fake death certificates. He knew that Klehr was doing something illegal.

Morgen said that those who had orders Vid not have to fear the Light of &y;" but people like

Klehr. who "tned io throw sand in the eyes* of the cornmanders and conducted the injections
with such secrecy, knew that it was forbidden. The interrogation continued:
Hoheyer: Were ail of the injections unlawful?
Morgen: in some of the euthanasia cases, they were done legaliy, if they were incurably
ill. 'i14F13n - the heading for death cases - was also a euphemisn for the euthanasia
programHoheyer: Was it ordered?
Morgen: Yes, it went out fkom the Reich head doctor, von ~rabitz?

Hoheyer moved to the subject of "intensified interrogations." He asked Morgen "what was
allowed. when was it allowed, and who allowed it," to the noticeable irritation of the audience in
the c o m m . Morgen answered by reciting almoa verbatirn the camp regdations for

interrogation that appear in Chapter Three. The prosecution's greatest stride forward with
h r g e n came in the form of an answer to Hofineyer's question about the "Boger-swing:"
Hofineyer: Was the swing officiaily or uaofficiaiiy dowed in the fbmework of the
intensified interrogations'?
Morgen: As far as I know. it was not allowed. Mer Grabner's arrest, Mllller did not say
it was ailowed.
Hofmeyer: So you arrested Grabner for murder, but also for using the swing?
Morgen: Yes.
Hokeyer? So wtiat about Boger.. .?
Morgen: I can't remernber any detailsM
Hoheyer's voice registered annoyance that Morgen could not give any specific details about
Boger. Morgen appeded to Hofineyer as a colieague, sa*

that after w
t w years it was

difficult to remember and ?ou. as feiiow judges, would understand this."" S U , Hoheyer was

rdentless. On the subject of the "black wd," an execution site at Auschwitz between Blocks 10

" Morgen, APO.

* tbid

and 1 1, Hofmeyer presse4 Morgen on éis pipaial testimony about Bogff's participation in
executions there dong with another guard. Morgen insisted on the stand that his memory "[was
not] reliable anymore."

in retrospecr Hoheyer's questionhg seems preposterous. His quenes about what was

allowed and when it was allowed deflected the blame, and shifted the focus to the crimes not
allowed by the Nazis. This occurred once again in Hofmeyer's questions about the Political

Depamnent. Accordhg to Morgen, every member of the Political Department had a piece of
paper in his pocket that said "ody the Fzïhrer decides the fate of enemies of the state." Hoheyer
then asked him: "Let's Say, if here in this trial, we had to establish that this or that defendant

killed prisoners without ihis specific order fiom Lieutenant Generd Muer, wodd it be allowed

or not?" Morgen insisted that what Müiler didn't allow, was considered illegal."
Hofmeyer was clearly exasperated with these distinctions. He began to talk f m l y to
Morgen. complaining about the unbelievable contradictions in Auschwitz: the diffe~nce
between official and unofficial activity, the desire for healthy people who couid work, and at the
same tirne the experiments in which people were injected with measle$ brought to the point of

death. and then brought back to life, only to be shot at the "black wall." Morgen achowledged
that Auschwitz was a place of "grotesque contradiction" where there was "backwardç d e " and

"everything was possible."This was a result of the huge changes in prisoner numben that

occurred monthly - fim they needed people to work very badly, then they suddeniy had
thousands too many. Morgen seemed genuinely disgusted with the hypocrisy of the laws at

Auschwitz. as did Judge Hofmeyer and the prosecution. However, these same laws were
constantiy being reiterated and lepitimized in the Frankfurt coinnoom. Public prosecutor Kügier

asked about the suspension of the case against Grabner, and wanted to h o w of it was dismisseci

because either the d e f i or the wimessesasked

deyou want, anyway? Why wudd

you go after us for a few shootings when thousands are kiUed every &y in Auschwitz? Wouldn't
that mean we didn't do anything wrong?" Morgen responded:

But no - the subtle but essentiai distinction is this: with the ordered executions or
gassing, any initiative disappears, it was simply the canying out of orders. But for the
other shoothgs. the defendants couldn't use an order as their defense and they ... they did
it out of personai motivd9
This was the exact distinction between perpetration of murder, and aiding and abetting murder in

the West German pend code.
The defense and the prosecution battied over these differences. Defense lawyers tried to

argue that the d e s for "intensified interrogations" changed in 1943. when a relaxing o f

procedure aade more torture permissible. Morgen conceded this possibility. The defense also
tned to establish that there may have been special camp laws for each camp, in which special
situations meant that the cornmandm could order executions themselves. Morgen said this was

only possible in the case of open resistance or the attack of an SS man. He insisted that it was

always clear to him which guards were acting on their own initiative, as they created a whole
%eatreo' around their actions - they d e ~ y e proof,
d
they behaved secretly, and moa especidly,

they falsified death certificates.

nie question of fdsified death certificates brought the courtroom to a new lever of
absurdity. The defense and prosecution not only disputed which deaths had been ordered, but
which faix explanations of these deaths had been ordered Defense attorney Naumann asked
Morgen to cl&@ what the death certificates were: some covered up ordered murciet (injections);

and some covered up iilegal minder (the "swing"). If Morgen used the f&e death certificates for
his investigations, how could he differentiate between the two? And wam't it possible that if the

orden to kill did as well? Morgen insisted that some falsifications were indeed orde*

but for

Grabner's activities, for example. neither the mode of killing nor the fdse cause of death were
ordered.
Finally, Morgen was questioned on SS duties in general. Hoheyer hoped to bring to the

fore the relationship between morality and murder. He asked Morgen about the military pend
code and particularly paragraph 17.which stated that an order that constituted a crime should not
be followed. Yorgen confirmed that this law was in place throughout the Nazi period (despite

Himmler's infamous 1943 Posener Rede. which could be interpreted as issuing a formal
exemption from this law). but it was very difficult to determine what a crime meant in this
"situation," particularly in war. A soldier could not criticize a political decision, as this would

mean that everyone who murdered on the Russian front, if this was denned as a crime, was

guilty of murder. Hoheyer was outraged at the cornparison. In reference to earlier testimony
about an SS p a r d who killed children without an order, he had the foilowing exchange with
Morgen:
Hoheyer: There can be discussion about that; but there cm be no discussion about
whether or not a soldier should follow order to throw innocent littie children into burnuig
fires. It must be clear to a sotdier that this is a crime,
Morgen: You are absolutely Rght about
Director Hoheyer.. ..But 1 camiot imagine,
and 1hope I'm nghf that that kind of thing happened, because it contradicts the entire
direction [of the ~ a zregime]
i
.jo
We know now, h m witness testimony at the trial and h m cottntiess srwivor accounts, that

such things happened ail the t h e . Morgen steadfâdy defended the laws of the SS,arguing that
individuai and sadistic murder "was beneath a mie Gemian; and despite everythuig that everyone
says about them, despite everythùlg that happened, the SS never ordered or demanded such

ibid.

cruelties. On the ~ontrary.*~'This contention was reidbrced by the remktbm of the law in

Frankfùrt. despite the fact that Morgen was certainly mistaken in his assertion that al1 acts of

excessive cruelty were investigated or punished by the SS legal officiais.
The pre-aiai testirnonies of Gerhard Wiebeck and Wiihelm Reimers, also judges on the

SS cornrnissioa echoed much of what Morgen reported. Wiebeck went to work for Morgen in

Feb~iaryof 1944. when the Auschwitz investigation was already underway. He intemgated
Boger for the Grabner investigation, and couid remember Boger pmclaiming: "we killed far too

few. Everything shouid be done for the Führer and the ~eich."" Reimers also worked on the
investigation of the "illegai killing of prisoners" in the Poiitid Department, but he insisted that
this had nothing to do with the Judenakrionen ( m a s murder of the iews). tiis role was simply to

look into the "illegal theft" of Jewish beloagings. He claimed that he was constantly attempting
to maiotain secrecy about his role there so that he wouid not arouse suspicion. However, the SS

guards soon came to know what he was doing, and they hated him. They aîtempted to bnbe him
into dismissing certain investigations. but he stoicaily refused*In this capacity he witnessed

shooting executions of men?women and children in a large room attached to the s m d
crematorium. He insisted that he "couidn't clamp down on these shootings - Le. prevent these

actions, however. because my power of authority did not go that far. My job was only to

establish what was going on at Auschwitz and then to report itWs3Reimers tesàfied more ~ a d i l y

about the arriva1 and subsequent gassings of trampons at Auschwitz, and gave relatively specific
details about such actions that he witnessed He reported them matter-of-factly, his interrogation
betraying no hint of remorse or disgust with wfiat he saw. In f a the way he saw it, prisoners

'' ibid.

G e b d Wiebeck, March 23, 1960, in 1 Js 444/59,28: 4752. He rrpeated this statanent on the stand m his uid
testimony.
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who had ken gassed looked very peaceful and had n o d eupressions on their fices, "as though
they had died a naniml death?

At the end of his interrogation Reimers discussed the "spiritual

burden" of being at Auschwitz, where people had lost ail regard for human life. However, he
maintained his subservience to the state, and asked no questions beyond this. M e r d l , that was
precisely the kind of behavior that he was investigating.
Reimers did not appear on the stand at the trial, but Gerhard Wiebeck did. Judge

Hoheyer asked him what constihited an action worth investigating, whether "the 'generai line'
(Generallinie)ended at unauthorized killing." Wiebeck responded: "You codd say that The

investigation of general killing was not authorized. 1 heard that the extermination of the Jews had

been verbally ordered by Hitler." The commission, then, did not investigate such activities as
gassings. When asked why by prosecutor Kügier. Wiebeck replied "That didn't interest us at that
Ume. Those were *supremeacts beyond justice' (/ustirfieie Hoheitsukte). '"5 hnicaliy, gassings

became .supreme acts beyond justice' at the Auschwitz Trial as weU.
The daims of al1 of the SS judges to have done their best to bring about some form of
justice were reiterated on the stand by Dr. Werner Hatl~en,the former SS judge who had
presided over the aial against Grabner in Weimar. Hansen reported that Morgen told him about
the mass murder at Auschwitz, and assumed that "obviously orders h m the highest Ievels were

involved." He continued. contending that Zhese actions lay outside of the realm of power of
justice. An investigation proceeding of this rnass murder was therefore absolutely out of the
question.. .. The best that codd be done was to indict ~rabner."~
Grabner stood triai for two
thousand unordered murders and two thousands faisified causes of death.

5s

"

ïbid, 9133.
Gerhard Wiebeck in Langbein, Der riuschin Praess. 336.
Dr. Werner Hansen in Md., 33 8.

There war therefore. heavy e m p h i s inthe courtroomonahandnilof SSjudges whu
investigated and proceeded against a handfid of SS guards accused of theft or murder at
Auschwitz. Morgen was working on a commission that was investigating and punisbg people

who were stealing goods that had already been stolen h m millions of Jews, who were tomving

and killing people who had already been selected for torture and death. The purpose of the
Sonderkommission seemed ndicdous at the triai. However, Morgen served a very important role

for the prosecution and judges in Fraddkt: as a member of the court (he was at the time a
lawyer in Frankfurt) he gave specific details about the activities that showed individuai initiative
and murderous intention. and made their cases a g a h Boger, Klehr, and the other unrepentant
sadists stronger. These judges who restified appeared dignified on the stand and commanded
authority. as they retained legai pitions after the war, and were coileagues of the presiding
judges during and after the Nazi period. Their testimony carried immeasurable weight and

significance. legitimizing the Nazi laws and Nazi justice on the one hand and exonerating
themselves on the other. There was irony in the fact that mich detail about an "unordered"

shooting had to be pursued so vigorously and meticulously despite its seeming irrelevance. How
could it be that oniy those rnurders undertaken without an oficiai order were emphasized in the
Auschwitz Trial? Was not the entire camp a place of murder? Why were these defendants on the

stand: for murdering millions of innocent meq women and children, or for disobeying the
command of the Nazi nilers? hcreasingiy, the latter outshone the former as the centrai focal

point of the trial. The sadists became the main targets of scmtiny, just as they had been in 1943

in Auschwitz itself. The larger evil of the "Final Solution" became submergeci, for, as one
observer notes. '.the murder machinery wodd have hctioned, probably even bener, without the
'ex~ess-~er~etrators."'j~
The coumoom used standards which resembled those of the Nazi mite.
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Heinrich Hannover, "Vom Nmberger ProzeB mm Auschwitz-ProzeB," Azuchiir - E h Pr+,
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This is rnost evident in the fact that only t h e wha haddisobeyedNazi ordes were convicted of
murder at the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial. According to these standards,none of the twenty major
war cnminds at the Nuremberg aial would have been convicted of murder.
As previously mentioned, between 1945 and 1992. West German judicial authorities

investigated over 100,000 suspects allegedly involved in Nazi crimes, and tried and convicted
only 6.-!87.j8 Of these, only 163 were sentenced to life imprisonment Why were the sentences

handed d o m in post war West German Nazi trials so lenient? Why did the sentences disregard
the massive crime of the systematic mass murder of the Holocaust? Was there a tendency

amongn judges to view the activities of the rnajority of parâs at concentration camps as
ideologicaily unmotivateci, thoughtiess order following? Even worse, was this an indication of
persistent and lingenng Nazi beliefs? Some argue that judges in post war West Germany found
ways to reduce convictions and sentences out of fear that they wouid be investigated as former

members of the Xazi

Others contend that it was the result of an extrerne reluctance on

the parts of the govement. the Ministry of Justice, local courts and the German public to try the
"murderen in their midst.'"' These arguments may hold true for certain district courts and states

where ex-Nazis held positions of authority and influence. However, they are genemkations that
do not present a complete picture of the complexities of m

g Nazi criminals in pon war

Germany using the West German criminai justice system. In the case ofthe Frankfun trial, the
-
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Schneider (Kain: Papy-Rossa Verlag, 1994), 73.
" De Mildt in the .Vame of the People: Perpe~atom
of Genmide th the Refection of thea Past-war Prcxecution ut
Germ.v, 20-2 1.
hgo Htlller. Hitler 3 Justice: The Covrtr of the i W d Reich, tmu. Deborab Lucas Schneider (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1 99 1), 255,
KI Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jonrsdem: A Reporr on the BMIllty of Evit, 16. Histocjan Dick de Mil& voica
similar sentiments. pointmg to a 1952 survey by the U.S. High Commission fbr Germany which showed that ody
one in ten Germans wanted tùrther Xazi war crimes trials, stating thrn "the main reason for this much debated
popular aversion was undoubtecüy formed by the deepty rooted ~~1wihgness
ammg the German population at large
to k e up to the viIest aspects of a poiiticai systm they had so enthusiasticaily supporteci. ..." De Mil&, In the iVme
of the People: Perperrcltors of Cenocide in the Rflection of thek Pm-wm Prwecutton in Germpny, 23.

prosecution andjudges were determinPAto canchcta&

trialandto expose the Eaas of

Auschwitz crirninality. Unfortunately, the law was not equipped to do this, as the testimony of

the bmer SS judges demonstrates. This limitation and emphasis on excessive cruelty was
reflected and heightened in the enonnous press coverage of the trial. where the focus on the
perverse and sadistic was M e r compounded by the media's self interest in makllig the story
interesting and sensationai.

11. PRESS COVERAGE IN THE WEST

The .4uschwia Trial was a very public process. It ran for one hundred and eighty days
over a two-year period, and was covered by dl of the major newspapen in West Germany.
FranRfurter Rundschau (FR), Franfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ), Fran-furter Neue Presse,

and Süddeutsche L i m g were some of the major newspapers that sent reporters to each
courtroom day. The FAZ reporter, Bernd Naumann, later m e d his daily reports into an

important book which chronicled the triai and provides the only other documentary source d e r

Hermann Langbein's work. The press reports were so extensive and varied in their contents that
they ment an independent inquüy by themselves. However, 1 will focus on a sample of reports

h m the FAZ and the FR, which were two of the most important newspapers that providecl
extensive coverage of the triai.

Their M y coverage dernonstrates two things: First, the public was exposed to the trial
on a constant basis and fiorn these reports codd get a very strong sense of the atmosphere in the
coutmom, the daiiy proceedings and most importantly, the crimes that twk place in Auschwitz.
Second the reporter's coverage they received largely emphasized the grotesque,

"incomprehensible"bmtality of the moa sa*

events desnibed Bthe trial. It wes a k m a

pornography of the Holocaust, that both sofd papen and distanced the general public from the

monsten on the stand whose actions were printed in graphic detail. Hence one historian has
argued that the Auschwitz Trial attracted "considerable attention h m the mass media while
remaining a matter of indifference, if not open hostility, for much of the G m m public.'d' By
assessing the reports in the daily papers as well as some longer, more anaiyticai articles written

during the tnal as both newspaper commentaries and journal articles, I wili show the mots of this
indifference. Public perception was shaped by the ümitations of the law, and by the exacerbation

of these Limitations in the media coverage of the trial.

In an important article entitled w ~ Auschwitz,"
r
written by Martin Walser in 1968, the
author presented his cntical view of the press coverage of the Auschwitz Trial. Walser blamed
the press for creating a schism benveen the Gennan public and the defendants on the stand:

For over a year we read headlines of this sort: "Wornen thrown Alive into the Fire,"
"Soup and Mud SMed into Their Mouths," "Deathly-Ill Gnawed on by Rats," "Chicken
and Vanilla Ice-cream for the Executioners," ''The Death-Shot during Breakfi-Break,"
"In the Gas Chambers the Victims Cry for at Least Fifteen Minutes," ''The Alcohol
Flowed Freely at Auschwitz," 'Weck-Shots at the Black Wall," "The Torture-Swingof
A u c h w i ~ ""The Devil Si& on the Defcndants' Bench," "Just Like Beasts of Rey ...."
The newspapea like to describe Kaduk and Boger the most....The more homble the
particulars, the more e x a d y they wiU be shared with us. The more incomprehensible the
detail. the more emphatidy it wül be described to us.... And the more homble the
Auschwia quotations. the more pronom& ow distame from A n s c becomes.
~
We

Devin O. Pendas. "'1 didn't know what A~~~chwitz
was': The Franlbiat Auschwitz Trial and the Germrm Rss,
1963- 1965," Yale Journol of Lm and Hwnanities 12, (20ûû), 2: 397. Pendas argues convincingiy t h the
limitations of the law and the mempt to pmsecute extraotdinary crimes under ordinary law created a kind ofpress
repocting ttiat was very much shaped by the courts' focus on excessive bruraiii. The press mirrond this focus and
created m enornous dichotomy between "published"and "public" reaction, m which the kter fklt disinwested in
the triai and iu possible Iessoas because the hrmer presentedthe pe!rpetrators and monsten and sadists. Accordmg
to Pendas, "the press replimeci the legal narrative of mdividual cuipability.. .Ilbe press reporrs shmed,. the Iegal
emphasis on perpetrator motivation ... (and) perhaps immtmtîonaily disphcecf attention h m the Hoiocaust as a
historid proces with continued historiai implications f9r German society ùnto Auschwitz as an infbd, largely
incomprehensible netherworld....This was no more relevant to German lives than Dame's Renaissance visions."
42 1-2.
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have nothing to do with these events, withthese d e s ; we h w thisfor ceaaiaThe
similarities (with the defendants) aren't shared here. This trial is not about us?
Walser's view on the public resonance of the triai rnerits extensive inqujr into the public
reaction to the trial and its shon and long term efEects on German conscioumess of Auschwitz,
and 1 will r e m to this topic in the next chapter. Walser's statements, though, lead to an

examination of the media coverage of the ûiai and of the reasons for this type of coverage.
Walser wodd argue that this was the only way for Gemutns to feel cornfortable with themselves
and to move past the Holocaust: they got some satisfaction out of addressing it judicially and

condemniag the crimes of the SS guards, while distancing themselves and drawing a line under
the subject (SchluJstrich).Others have made similar arguments about the choice of defendants

who were being represented in the press; Heinrich Hannover called them "scapegoats upon
whom the society c m unload its collective guikd3 However, there are two other reasons for this

type of press coverage. Fkst. it sold newspapers. It was sensationalkt and titillating, and it
satisfied people's darkest cuiosity into torture and "hell on earth." Second, the law created the
emphasis on the brutaiity of the "excess perpetratoa," and the press refiected this presentation in

its coverage of the trial.
Earlier in this chapter 1 examineci the judges' üne of questioning, both with d v o n and
with former SS officers. These questions - variations on "did the defmdant have ordm h m
Berlin?" - were asked daily in the coutroom. in an attempt to fïnd out the responsibility of each
of the accused. The amwers that proved most shocking and most likely to get a murder

conviction were those printed in the press. And there was no shortage of overwhelmingly
gruesome torture descnbed by the wimesses on the stand. Defendants iike Boger, Kaduk,

Baretski and Bednarek committed endless acts of bnrtality. Witnesses referred to them as
Martin Walser, "Unser Auschwitz" 8.

" Heinrich Hannover, "Vom Nürnberger PmzeD

nmi Auschwitz-Pro&,"
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and "executioned' This was exnilent fodder for tht press, wtiose tone

of disgust was clear. However, this detracted attention h m the majority of defendants and in
fact the rnajority of guards at Auschwitz, who went about their murdemus tasks in an orderly,
mechanical. and sometimes even reticent manner.
A sampling of the coverage provided by the Franwter Ruhchau (FR) illusirates how

rhis happened. On June 9. 1964. the headline on the trial read: *Auschwitz Witness: Human

Flesh in the Experimentation Lab. Every Week Two Large Pots... 'Smdi Chüdwn Almoa
Always Sent into the Gas chamben."& Without givhg any context to the testimony or why it
would be described as sucb especially in legal ternis, the article began: "in an agricultural

experimental laboratory of the Auschwitz concentration camp, human flesh was used to discover
new forms of nourishment for plants.**5The article then gave some information about the

witness providing this testimony. and what he had to say about the defendants on the stand (he
accused Victor Capesius of having taken part in the gassings). These two pieces of information

had nothing to do with one another. and the first, grotesque testimony which also appeared in the

headline was not connected to any of the defendants nor w d as a charge in the indictment. It
provided the newspaper. however. with an attention-grabbing headline. A positive reading of this
report might be that ir gave the public the "bigger picture" of Auschwitz, showing the totality of
the homr at the camp. However, it presented Auschwitz as a place so bizarre that no ordinary

person couid possibly mdemand what the bigger picture of Auschwitz reaUy was: a place
created by a popular German regime that had slowly and publicly aüenated, persecuted and
expelled and murdered its Jews. lnstead, the press coverage degen-

into a theater of the

grotesque and voyeuris~c.The article continue&
"Auschwia Zeuge: Menschenfleisch Un Vetsuchslabor. Jede Woche zwei groBe TUpfe.. . '/ Kleinkmder fim
immer in die Gaskammem geschick~'"
Fr&kner R u n d s c h (FR),June 9,1964.
ibid
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The represenf~tions
of mieldereils tllat have so far been givcn intheFrankfnrr courtruom
were outdone on Monday by the testimony of 39-yearsld den& &ch Gonczi b m
Teplitz-Schonau. This witness. who was deported to Auschwitz at age 17' worked thme
in an agiculturai experirnentd Iaboratory, and bis duty, aiong with other prisouers, was
to make bouillon out of meat in test tubes, to be used as plant food The wimess said, "At
nrst, the SS brought us beefand pork for that, each time about fifteen kilos. The
remaining cooked meat was garbage, but we prisoners ate it, it helped us a lot. One day
an SS man brought another fifieen-litre pot with pieces of meat. It seemed saange to me.
There were two pieces of liver in there. 1had the suspicion that it wasn't beef but human
flesh.... 1 took the rneat and put it in the test ~ b eI.fouad a piece of skin in there too.. ..
Then 1 found two large pots with hurnan flesh.*

This testimony. irrelevant to the case, was foiiowed in the article by another witness' l e s
sensational description of a gassing he saw. in which defendant Klehr allegedy took part. The
article ended with yet another homfic description of the murder of infants in the gas chambers,
"as long as they hadn't aiready been kicked to death by the SS guards."

Why did the press include such details? The reporters were, aiter d,only reporting what
was taking place in the coumoom. Witnesses were telling these stories on the stand, and in some

ways they represented the degeneration of the triai itself into a macabre moraiity tale. However,
the press did not make it clear to its readea that this testimony would not be admissible or used

against the defendants. The newspapen were selective about its fidelity to the trial itselt

depending on what was mort beneficiai to them. In other words, the press capitaiized on the legal

emphasis on excessive cruelty and individuai sadistic behaviour. However, they pursued this line
of repoting even when it had norhing to do with the Iaw. Walser d e s c r i i this kind of reporthg
as negligent and catering to the lowest instincts,to a L%scination
with cruelty," with the image of

Auschwitz as Hell, and particdarly, a s "Dante's inferno," a phrase used repeatedy in the
Walser sees an even more siniser implication in this kind of reporting: a justification of

ailbié Notice the repetition in the description by the press.
Walser, "Unser Auschwitz" 8-9. in discussing the tendency ofthe reporters to present the SS officersas beasts
and devils, Waiser Iargely amibutes this to the inability of die press to see Ausctnivitz as a reality. He does not
address the law itseffand its emphasis on the excessive rruelty ofthese defendants.
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Auschwitr because Dante's Merno was a p k e in w k h theMsms"ofk"g&f

were atoned

for. According to Walser. the cornparison of Auschwitz with Heu aiiowed the reader to forget
that the oniy resdt of the torture endured by prisoners in Auschwitz was not atonemenk but

extermination. He drove this point home by reminding his readers, "Auschwitz was not Heii, but
a German concentration camp."8 At the very least, the reporting Etyle of the Gemian press

demo-ted

the unwillingness of the reporters and the public to see Auschwitz as a real place, a

product of a German goverment. Walser's &que of this distaaced view of the "Heii"of
Auschwitz was shared by Heinz Abosch. In a critique of the lopsided press coverage, Abosch
wrote in 1964 that "Auschwitz was the las stop of an anti-humanisrn that put 'Germanness' over

everything else and viewed 'foreigners' as infenor. Auschwitz began in 1933 with the outlawing

of Iews and the burning of books.'"
The continuing coverage by the FR illustrates yet mother problem with the press
coverage. mentioned earlier: the relativuaa'on of "lesser"crimes in the camp, parcicularly those

undenaken without individual initiative. The next courtnom day, the FR reported the testimony
of witness Stanistaw Glowa Glowa was called as a witness against defendant KIehr. Aithough

Klehr was indicted and Iater convicted for killing thousands of prisoners with phenol injections,
the report mentioned this fact only in passing. Its emphasis was somewhat different: "the
wimess.. . descnbed the former orderly Josef Klehr as a man who often became a beast within
seconds while torturing prisonen. Klehr, who is aiieged to have killed thousands of prisoners

a Ibid, Il.
Heinz Aboxh UmIa Rllct Arthur MiUer. * A i r s c h ~ "
B f d ~ e r f S ideutrcfhe
r
und internazionaie Poli*
300-01.
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through his own initiative with a s
h
t of phenol inthe kart muscle, burned newbom Enfan& in

the central heating of the camp at leas two or three time~."'~
Kiehr's voluntary torture and slaughter of infmts was juxtaposed in the report by the
witness' description of the other orderlies (Emil Hantl and Herbert Scherpe) on the stand. Here

the reporter chose not to inject his own analysis, and reported Glowa7sstatement verbatim:
At this t h e . I want to indicate the foiiowing, in the name of justice: if I have to mate a
scale of responsibility for the actions of the three defendants (who were al1 medicd
orderlies in Auschwitz), Scherpe and Haatl would seem like angels in cornparison with
Klehr. They were polite and fnendly, and this is the important thing: when they came
early into the camp. they said "Good Morning," and when they le& they said "Good
bye." For us, who were so degraded, these were signs of humanity. Notwithsianding this,
both also took pan in the injections."
This last remark went unexarnined by the reporter. Both defendants were presented to the public

as khd, decent people, people more like the readers, who did not fit the mold of sadists and
devils and therefore could nor be seen as murderers. This distorted representation of SS officen
who had partaken in murder at the camp was the product of the limitations of the murder law and
the defmition of perpetmtion. But it was also the result of the press' fascination with the e m m e

and the brutal. People like Hantl and Scherpe seemed innocent and good in cornparison with
Klehr and Boger and Kaduk.
The early reports about the trial, just before and directiy at its opening, did make an
attempt to give some background into the history of Auschwitz and of the defendants

themselves. However. in these first articles the tone was set for the incredulity that would be

expressed on a daily basis about the participants in the killing at Auschwitz. On December 13,

1963,the Fra.jinrer Mezte Presse (FNP) included a lengthy article entitled "The Machinery of

"
'

"SED sichen Auschwitz-AngeklagtenInte@tat m,"FR, lune 12,1964. in this paragraph, the reporter c h g e d
his Ianguage h m "allegd" to stating the crime as fita Klcht was not convictedon this charge.
ibid

Murder at ~uschwitz.""This article (and Umilar ones whicirappeared in the FA2aod FR at thihis
time) spoke less about the trial and more about the circumstances of life and death at Auschwitz

Roviding the German public with graphic and expansive detd about the SS system and the
camps. al1 articles had in common a tone of revulsion and shock at the homrs of the Holocaust,

and at the fact that the perpetrators of mass rnurder were living among the German public for so
long. Using an important book compiled by H.G.Adler, Hemuuin Langbein and ElIa LingensReiner (the latter two are familiar names h m the trial) entitled Auschwitz, Zeugnisse und
Berichte (Auschwitz:Testimony and Reports), the FNP article recomtructed in five pages a

disjointed. inilammatory picture of ~uschwitz.'~The nFJt paragraph of this article intmduced the
subject of the Holocaust in this way:

It strains the understanding and the emotions to beYeve what happened between 1940 and
1945 in a Gennan concentrationcamp not far fiom the Polish town of OSwigcirn
(Auschwitz).But it is true: more than two million men, women and children from twentythree counoies had to die here, only because they were Jews or because they stood in the
way of the megaiornaniacd elite at the top of Grrmany's hierarchy. Auschwitz - this was
the hell on earth. the biggest extermination project of the inhuman brown executioners, a
death facroly shrewdly created by devilish brains, in which mrrrder was c k e d out in a

d o n a l and machine-like

Peppered with quotations from H6ss' diary about the fbnctionings of the gas chambers and

graphic wimess depictions of experiments and torture, the article atîempted to reconstruct the
violence and slaughter that took place in the camp. It described the camp as a "combine" in
which whole ethnic groups were extermïnated through a well-oiled machine that doubled as a

slave labour camp and a death factory. Using language that combined the cold, efficient
Omiar Kauck, "Die Mordmaschinerie von Auschwitz TL m e r aufder hkhgebank im F r d c f k t m Ramer,"
Fr-ter
Mue Presse (FNP), Decernber 13, 1963. The photograph accompanying this article depicts women and
childm waiting outside. The caption reads: ^In a Little forest, not fiuh m the kiihg hdities, men, women and
c h i i h n had to wait unti1 the gas chambers were a i m i out. Then these people &O went to their d h . "
'J This book included documents h m A u s d i w i ~
excerpts of the HUS diary (which is bamied h m publication in
Gennany) and wimess testimony - including ttiat of Tadeusz Pacaila,Dr.Stanistaw WodzkMi and others who also
testified at the triai.
'4 Kauck, "Die Mordmaschinerie von Auschwitz."

bureaucracy of Auschwitz as both conveyor-belt industcy and gnicsame landoftorture, the

article insistendy pomyed the "brown executioners" at the camp and in Berlin as beasts and
devils. separate nom al1 decent Gemans in their lust for murder and desire for expansion.
Four days later. FAZ journalist Kurt Emenputsch wrote a more sophisticated,

contemplative article depicting the defendants who would be on the stand in Frankfur.
Emenputsch expressed indignation at the historicai forgetfûiness about the accuseci. about their
ability to slip through the cracks and back hto G e m society. He wrote,
How couid the now located defendants have remained unrecognized for so long, although
only one of them was an unknown m e until now? How was it possible that even &er
their arrea by the Americans, the Engiish and the Russians, so many of them could not be
identified as SS men fiom Auschwitz, and if some of them actually were put in an
intemment camp or went through denazificz6on trials, they were classified as

collaborators or minor-offendea?"

Ernenputsch bemoaned the fact that defendant Hacker, the adjutant to the commander, was so
Iow on the pvemment's pnority lia that he had to apply h r his own denazification. His

description of each defendant's relatively safe position after the war (with the exception of
Hobann. who had k e n sentenced to life in an earlier triai), expressed naiveté about the

hundreds of thousands of former Nazis with suspicious pasts who lived f k l y throughout Europe
&er 1945. Either ignonnce about the fàte of the many perpeeators d

y existed and the

settied over Germany and this was the fim public questioning as to where al1 of the participants

in m a s murder had actually gone." Such psychologicai reactiom to the Hoiocaust are cornplex
-

" Kun Emenpuoch. &DieAngekiagun von

Auschwitz Ais MitlBufer ehgest& lange Iabre merkamir/ Am 20.
Dezember in Frankfurc vor Gericht," FAZ, Decernber 17, f 963.
76 Many journal articles which dealt with the trial in a more thoug4ifu.l n
iannacritichd the pubtic's de1ignorance of the "murderers m k i r mi&'' see Horst KrOger, "Im Labyrinthder Schuid: Eh Tag im Frankfiater
Auschwitz FbzeB," Der Mona 188 ( 1964): 19-29, A h , Hermann Langbein, "hbleme des Auschwitz Ptozeses,"
Hessische BIâtterjÙr Volksbihhmg 1 ( 1964): 25-36.In the openhg speech fbr an Auschwitt exhiion in the
Paillskkche (St. Paul's church) in Frarikfirrt, Eugen Kogon exprcssed similar sentimm to WaIser and boaneci
the kt that the "audience"of the aiat sees oniy the incomprchcnsible, the disgwting, and is removed h m the

and have been exarnined at length elsewhere." 1 am concemedhere with the style and content of

the press coverage. which functioned not only as a mirrot of the law and of the public reaction,
but as a shaper of public consciousness as well.
Some of the most critical examinations of the trial, the law, and the Nazi past occurred in

the letters to the ditors of the major newspapers. On December 2 1,1963, the fkst day of the
trial. the FR printed at least four lettea concemed with the defendants kom Auschwitz. One

skeptical reader noted that '-the dark years of the dictatorship left mountains of guilt behind. An

earthiy court c m o t contain such an expanse."" S U , the reader urges, the guilty m m be held
accountable and the trial rnust fùnction as some sort of memonai to Auschwitz, Another reader
also addressed the issue of extensive complicity. recognizing that the responsibility for

Auschwitz went far beyond the defendants The reader wondered.

could they have functioned without the informed, without employers, without politicians,
who incited and terrorized the masses? Without judges and district attorneys, without
administrative and police agents.. . let's also just say without the hundreds of thousands,
the millions who "knew something" or "guessed" but couldn't surmon the courage to
ask: what is happening with out neighbours? Only ifwe ciare a aoswer these questions
openly and honestiy. and carry out the pm consequences, can we determine whether
we have reaily overcome this terrible p s t .

C

dthough it is difficult to determine public perception and reaction to the trial - which
people only learned about through the press, as there was no television or film coverage allowed

- mch excerpts of public opinion help to indicate some rn«isure of critical d y s i s h m outside
the trial and the press. Such questionhg of the dal and the entire nation was rare, however.
world of Auschwitz created by a highiy civilized, recognizabk society. Eugen Kogon, "Auschwitz und eine
Menschliche ZukunR" Frankjkner Heofie 1
3 (1 964): 830-838.
rl
There is a large body of fitemm on the psychologicaf reactioa (or la& ttiereof) iu pst-war Germany. The most
h o u s studies are Karl Jaspers. 71te Question of Gennan Gu& uans. EB.Ashton (New York Capricorn Books,
t 96 1), Alexander and Margaret Mitscheriich, The Inubiiiîy ro M m : Prhcipies of CollectiveBehaviow (New
Yak Grove Press. 1%4), Tbeodor Adorno (and others), The Authoritditn Persadify, 2 vols. (New York: i.
Wifey, 1964). and more recendy. Jeffiey He* Diwided Memoty. A h ,Erich Kuby, DeutsJrlmid :von verschuldeter
Teilung zur unverdiensen Eirtheit. (Etastan: Verlag Arthur Moewig, IWO).
Letter to the Editor. FR December 2 1, 1963.
'P

ibid

According to a s w e y conducted by Lothm Vetter o f the E
R withia andwithorrt the caurtroom,
'TOU

hear fiom every other person: 'let's W

y leave the past in peace! Who d l wants to

reckon t ~ d a ~ ? Vetter
" ' ~ ~reported that many odookers - about twenty-thousand people,
especially large groups of school field trips, visited the courtroom - were skepticai about the aiai

in gened. They felt that it had no meaning, that the truth could not be established, or worse,
according to one teacher, that such a trial should not take place at ail as it ïHasn't dl that bad
back then.' Popular sentiments were voiced by men in a café outside the courthouse, who asked
Vetter. "should we still conduct such trials in fi@

years?" One proclaimed "1 won't go in there -

on purpose! That was too long ago. 1 feel sorry for the women who were affecteci, who often
didn't even know what their husbands were up t ~ . " ~Vetter's
'
own anaiysis was more judicious

than that of many reporters who chose to focus on the grotesque and extreme. He attempted to

make the public confiont the bigger issues, and in this context, he condemned the fact that people
were more concemed with the fate of the families of the perpetrators than with the victims
themselves. His mamination o f public reaction ended with a cal1 for introspection and
perspective. He wrote:
At the end the question remains: are we Germans d i n g to see this trial as a trial against
ourselves? Are we capable of guarding ourselves against two exnemes which both suit
the situation equaily poorly: an al1 tw exaggerated self-accusation on one side, an al1 too
cornfortable self-exoneration on the other side. It is &out exeetly t
b to quote the
words of a Nonvegian -te official: *We are ready to forget, if the Gamans are ready
not to forget.' AR we?"

-

When examining public reaction, there is aiways a danger of o v e r g e n ~ t i o n sThis
.

holds mie for the press as well. There were some thought-provoking, sophisticated editods and
lengthy articles which addressed the subject ofAuschwitz, the trial and the Nazi past with critical
L o b Vetter. '"Esbleiben die . h g % uad die Schuid: Beobachtinignund Gesptkhe am Rande des AuschwitzProzesses," FR Febniary 1 5. 1964.
ibid
Ibid.

"P

''

distance. (1 wili address these funherin Chapter Fi-

H a w e ~ e the
r ~ majonty of pressco~emge

did exactly what Martin Walser urged Gennans not to do: it took ~ f u g in
e a "flight into fantasy;"
giving a description of Auschwitz that was "half Bil&eitung (Gemiany's equivalent to The

National Enquirer) and half

ant te? This. according to Walser, was exactly what the survivors

recalling their experiences would not have wanted, as it distorted the d t y of the camp. He
M e r explicated:

One has to imagine the death-factory without the properties and peculiarities that the
defendants are now accused of: without Kaduk's wallang cane; without Boger's swing;
without Broad's wish to shoot the most beautiful women nrst; without Hohann's "sportmaking;" without Baretski's deadly "special blow" with the side of the hand.. . without
Kiehr' s longing to play the doctor, without Bednarek's desire to beat people to death with
chairs.... Auschwitz without these "colours?'is the reai Auschwitz. Selectioas on the
platform. transport into the gas chamben, Cyclon B, crernatoria."
Walser's insights into the deficiencies of the press representation of the trial reflect the
limitations of the law. However. it must not be forgotten that it is not the purpose of a trial,
despite Fritz Bauer's best intentions. to provide insight into the definition of fascism, to mate a
greater political awareness about the dangers of a nationaiistic and antisemitic worid view, or to
teac h lessons. Walser is correct in his assumption that one cm Leam nothing about Auschwitz

through a "collection of subjective brutalities," and that the reaiity of Auschwitz and the trial
would soon be forgotten. But the media's concentration on the grotesque was the product of the
law's focus: the subjective imer motivation of each defendant The ptoseCutors were working
with limiteci means. and the judge was especiaüy aware of the necd for the nial to function as a
criminal court attempting to estabiish perpetration or aiding and abetting murder according to the
letter of the law as dictated in the West Ge-

" Walser. ^L'nserAuschwitz" 12.
" ibid

pend code.

The "incomprehensibility" of the actions of the perpetratms was the maintheme of

vimially al1 of the reports during the triai. Daily coverage invariably emphasized the inhumanity
of every defendant and their utter foreignness to al1 decent people. On April25, 1964, the FR
headline read "Death came Twenty-Thousand Times." The article described the "sadist and
people-hater" Josef Klehr, who killed at lem this many people with his own hand through
injections. The witness Czeslaw Glowacki estimated that at lem ten thousand of these had ben

undertaken without an order. Foiiowing an exûemely graphic description of the technique used
to

inject and the reaction of the victims. the report went on to give Klehr's inhuman and sarcastic

response to the charges: *%me were only sixteen thousand prisoners in the main camp. If 1

injecteci sixteen thousand of them. then o d y the musical orchestra would have re~nained.'~'
The
judge's reprimand for this flippant 'yoke" reinforceci the image of Kiehr as demonic, and
incomprehensible.

Occasionally a tone of redism was adopted in the press, and this generally occurred in

editorial form. "Bastian." a reguiar contributor to the FR, wrote a short piece about Dounia
Wasserstrorn's testirnony on Boger's murder of a s m d boy with the apple (discussed
extensively in Cbapter Two).He commented on the effect that this testimony had in the
courtroom, stating that it bctioned as "a blow of a club, worse than the reports about the
murder in the gas chamben. Suddenly one can imagine something (as red) agaid6 1 have
commented earlier on the change of tone in the judge's voice, the sensitivity that was shown
toward the wimess and the intense questioning that 0cculTed afterward in order to cornborate

this story. It was one of the few moments in which the bnitality of a defendant causeci
identification with the vichm and the witness: parental protection was mderstood by everyone.
Werner Wiechann, "10000malden T d gebracht.. . Ungeheunliche Voramrfe gegm AuschwitzSanittkr Josef
Klehr," F.a April25, 1964.
Bastian, 'Die Sache mit &m Apfel" FR,April24,1964.

'

LOS in the press coverage was the fkt thatthe majarity o f guards at Auschwitz who
pdcipated in murder were not unrepentant sadists with a penchant for brutality and murder. In

an article entitled "Beyond the Imagination:' key witness Hemüuin Langbein's open discussion
in a suburban school was reported. Langbein attempted to shed some light on the reality of
Auschwitz, as it was becorning so distorted in every &y press coverage. Foreshadowing

Christopher Browning's conclusions on perpetrators some forty years later. Langbein told the
audience that the majority of the defendants in the Auschwitz Trial did not possess inherently

criminal personalities. but were completely "ordinary men" who had sunk to extraordinary lows
after being comipted by a totalitarian system which tumed them into mere "order receiven.""
Langbein hoped in his lecnire to convince the public that the triai aIso brought the routine rnassmurder, the daily genocide, to the fare. And it was certainiy possible to se+ that side of
Auschwitz in the courtroorn, for countless witnesses described the macbioery of murder and the

hundreds of thousaads who were killed in the gas chambers. But Langbein was a m that the
law and the press coverage were highfighting only the exceptional cases of personal brutality. He

hoped to undo some of this ciistorted ernphasis.
Readers of the daiiy newspapers were faced with a connadictory picture. The majority of

reports informed them that "Christmas Eve was Celebrated with Mass Murder" or "Death
Injections were Rewarded with Cigarettes." In between these daiiy reports were editorials that

asked deeper questions of the triai and the public. Occasiody, wimesses who were concemed

-

about the larger questions ninomding the trial like Hermann Langbein and Kasimien Smolen

- gave public lectures and taiked to reporters about the "lessons h m the Auschwitz Trial." The
newspapers also reported on the other complex issues that arose at the triai: the defense strategy

"

'Die Phantasie Versagsn
May 30, 1964. The title of this article refirmd m the public's (and the mpona's)
incomprehension of the perpetrators on the stand as mhuman beasts.

to discredit any witnesses from the East as Communia and working for governent agencies.

and therefore fhricating much of their testimony; the battles between defense attorney Hans

Latemser, a right wing Nazi syrnpathizer and Karl Friedrich Kaul, the lawyer representing
survivors in East Germany; the treatment of and attitude towards survivors fkom Poland; the
court's visit to Auschwitz in December t 964; the triai's move h m the Ramer Courthouse to the
new g'GaiiusHaus* facility in April 1964, which resembled a theatre more than a courtmom.

Wading through the thousands of newspaper reportson the trial (not to mention those covering
the closing arguments and the judgment. which 1 will address in the next chapter) reinfiorces the
paradoxical nature of the aial that 1 have posited throughout this dissertation. The law, now
combined with press coverage and a relatively indifferpat public reaction. Limited the focus of
the triai to those who broke the chah of commmd and disobeyed Nazi orders, and made them
sadists in the eyes of everyone (including Nazi investigators). This obscured the real criminality
of the camp system as a whole. But glimpses of historical perspective were to be found in the

lengthy overview of the SS system in the indictment, in the testimony of witnesses who were
allowed to expound upon their experiences of the camp, and in editoriais by critical analysts.

Despite the inefficiency of the Geman criminai code, some sense of history was being
articulated and recorded for the fiiture.

The three issues 1have chosen to explore - survivor testimony,SS judge testimony and
press coverage - by no means exhaust the possible perspectives h m which to analyze the
Auschwitz Triai. One couid examine the cross examination of the defendants, which occurred at

the beginning of the tri& and devote particular mentionta the persotial;ities of these chsraEters
and the defense snategies they adopted, together with their lawyers. Alternativeiy, as I have

chosen to do in my examination of the pre-trial phase and the indictment, one could focus on the
objectives of the public prosecutors and the ways in which they attempted to achieve their goal. 1
will explore these themes funher in the n e a chapter by looking at the closing arguments of both
the prosecution and the defense. 1 have chosen to use a thematic approach in this chapter in order

to explore the centrai issues posed by the triai's focus on the perpetrators of the crimes at
Auschwitz. It becomes clear that h m al1 perspectives, the trial had a contradictory renilt. On

one hanci, the goals of the prosecution were met because Auschwitz and the SS came to public
light for the h t t h e since the end of the war. The mal gave the Holocaust an audience it had

not had before through the beginning of historical research on the subject, through vast arnounts
of witness testimony. and through the often sensationai closhg arguments of the lawyers, which
1 will discuss shortly. On the other hanci, the kind of idonnation dissemuiated was distorted

through the law. Emphasis on the barbaric actions of a few sadists detracted corn an examination

of the criminal nature of National Socialism as a whole. The West German pend code was not
equipped to "teach lessons" about how to prevent or punish genocide, especiaily since an article

on genocide was only introduced in 1954 and therefore not valid to these proceedings. in t a f ~
the overall criminality of Nazism was legitimated in the pursuit of defendants who had gone

above and beyond theu orders and demon~aatedindividuai initiative in their actions.

This was not what the prosenition had in mind when they initiated the case against the
Auschwitz perpetraton, although they were aware that they had to work within the confines of
the law. This distortion is obvious already in the indictment, where Nazi regulations were cited

in order to butüess the individuai charges agaiast defendants who had aüegedly perpetrated

murder. It was M e r exacerbated by the tcsh'mnny O

~ ~ ~ ~ V O ~the
S sadisn
D I L or

'decency' of

various defendants. and then most clearly by the testimony of Dr. Konrad Morgen and the other

fomer SS judges. in many ways, the press coverage simply reflected this legai strategy,
especially since it suited their need for sensational headlines and Lurid details. However, the

prosecution did try to bring the Holocaust back into the p i c m with their summations. How
effective were they? What was the end remit of the trial, in the court's judgment, in iight of the
prosecution's goals? Could the prosecution send a message about the participation of an entire
country in a compt regime. and help to prevent M
er atrocities? A look at the closing

statements. the judgment and the press reaction to the judgment will shed light on these

questions.

CHAPTER FWE: THE JUDGMENT

The closing arguments to the Auschwitz Trial began on May 7, 1965. Although
technically these summations were part of the trial, they clarifieci the positions of both the

prosecution and the defense at the end of the aial, aad they preceded the deiiberations and
judgment of the court. No doubt they also had a great deal of infiuence on the final decision

making pmcess, in the han& of the three judges and six juron. The closing arguments of the
prosecution show that they were not wüling to abandon their goal of puthg the entire Auschwitz
compiex on trial, even after the proceedings demo~l~trated
that it would be vimially impossible to
do so. The surmations ernbody the unique nature of the trial itseK particularly the general

statements made by prosecuton GroBmann and Vogel before the prosecution addressed each of

the defendants' cases individually. The closing arguments ofthe defense attorneys illustrated the
strategies they used throughout the aial in an attempt to exonenite their clients. The innovative

and often intelligent arguments of the defense merit investigation. Their focus on the law itself
and the n m w definition of murder in the West German pend code - in contrast with the
prosecution, who chose to see the defendants' actions in the larger context of the criminality of

mass murder - greatîy mngthened the5 arguments. in many ways, the Iaw was on their side,

and if they could cast some doubt on the each defendant's individual initiative and awareness of
the illegaiity of his actions, they hoped to avoid a murder conviction.
The judgment itself is an extremeIy cornplex document that was made public ten days
after the trial. How did the convictions compare with the charges in the inàictment, and in the

closing arguments of the prosecutors (which were often amnideci d e r the pmceedings)? What
justification was given for the sentences imposed, and @culaTIy for the acquiûals? How did

the judges address the "Final Solution," and its devance to the trial? Did they insteadjudge the

defendants solely by theù individuai activities according to the pend code? Which charges were
disrnissed, and why? I argue that the court was determined to maintain the integrity of judicial

process as defbed by the West German pend code, and to conduct the Auschwitz Trial as an
ordinary criminai triai. At the same tirne, the judges sometimes yielded under the pressure of the
extraordinary circumstances of this trial and aiiowed the backdrop of the National Socialia
regime. Nazi ideology and the extermination program to influence their decisions. This

inevitably led to inconsistencies and mixed resuits. On one hand, their detennination to keep the
mass murder of the Jews in focus was a positive outcome of the verdict; on the other hami, their

leniency toward defendants supposedly manipulated and compted by Nazi propaganda was
disappointing to victims of the Nazi regime. The final sentences were very light, considering the
nature and magnitude of the crimes al1 of the defendants. It was virtuaüy impossible for the court

to keep these proceedings coatained withui the m

w confines of the law. Still, the trial

engaged the public in a new dialogue on the crimes of the Third Reich and opened a door to new

discourse about the Nazi pst. We will see this r e d t in the conclusion of this dissertation, in
which I deal with the reaction to the trial by j o d s t s , scholars and the general public.

1. CLOSING ARGUMENTS

a ) The Prosecution

Dr.Hans GroOmann, head public prosecutor at the triai, gave the fint summation. He
adàressed two main issues: the "bsuperior
orders" defense used by the accused and their Lawyers,
and the "Final Solution" and its resooance at the trial. He therefore made it his duty to

g~eintroduceo'
the backdrop of genocide to the triai. The Holocaust had, as 1 have argueci. been
neglected during the majority of the proceedings as the focus was predominantly on the specinc
actions of the defendants and the ways in which they met the qualifications of murder according

to the G e m pend code. Folbwing GroOmann, prosecutor Georg Friedrich Vogel also made a

generai statement before Iaunching into arguments regarding defendant Hans Stark The
prosecution gave closing arguments on the various defendants untü May 17, after which the civil
plaintiffs (Nebenfige) - Dr. Karl Friedrich Kat& Christian Raabe and Henry Omiond - made

their cases for the conviction of al1 of the defendants. Thereafter, the defime lawyea çpoke
individuaily to each of their defendant's cases. These arguments lasted for three months, and

ended on August 6,1965.Thirteen days later the oraljudgment was given. What was the general
substance of these arguments. and how did those of the prosecution diner h m those of the CO-

plaintiffs? What arguments did the defense use? A brief examination of some of these ciosing
staternents provides a good glirnpse into the last months of courtroom proceedings, and into the
g e n d strategy of each side throughout the trial.

GroDrnann's argument was entirely dwoted to contextuaihg the actions of the
defendants in the H o l o c a ~He did this not in order to minimize their dleged crimes, but to

demonstrate their illegality on ail countr He wantedta argue that ail participation in this system
was murder, not just those actions undertaken with individual initiative. GroDmann began his

summation quoting the West Gemian president H e i ~ c h
Lïibke at the Bergen-Belsen mernorial

on the twentieth anniversary of the liberation of the camp:
Nobody does us a favour when he tries to p e d e our people that there W l y be a
conclusion to this c o n j k g up of shadows out of the days of a temble past We donTt
conjure up the shadows, but they conjure us up, and it is not within our power to
withdraw h m their spell.
Lilbke's words were meant to epitornize GroBmann's main argument. The past wodd net be

"softened" by the judgment. whatever that might be. it would be only partiy deah with in the
Auschwitz Trial, as part of a larger working-thug. of the Nazi eni that had to continue on a

consistent basis.

The prosecution couid only address a few of the enormous issues raised by this past, and
GroDrnann felt that certain misconceptions about the "srnall men" on the stand at Fraakfurt had
to be permanently laid to

rest. First and forerno& he argued that although these men kept

referring to themseives as "cogs in the wheel," and the defense lawyers reiterated this line, they

were in fact vital mernben of the system that made mass murder possible. He felt that neither the
argument that at Auschwitz they were fighting part of the larger war, nor that they were simply

held accountable for participation in wholesaie m a s mrnder. Accordllig to GroDmana, "he who
'liquidates' (he used this word ironicaiiy) hundreds of thousauds of civilians in the m e w o r k of

the occupation is not shielded by the n o m of war, but he commits a legaily relevant crime:

' Dr. H m GroDmann, "Anklage Pladoyer'' (ROsecution Clobmg Argument), ,May 7, 1%5,4

Is 444/59,4-5.

GroOmann's remarks were rneant to m e r two impartant and opposing questiolls that
be asked by the public: *%hy ody today?" and '%&y still today?" In order to answer the

fim (which 1 have also addressed in this dissertation), GroBmann argued that there were many
factors shat delayed the beginning of this large trial. The collapse of Gemiany and the
concentration on reconstruction made the pursuit of past crimes f d into the background; the
Allied trials made it seem as though justice was being and ha.been adequately purswd; and

States could not initially detenninejurisdiction before the ruiing of the West Gennan Supreme

Court made it possible for German prosecutors to arrest suspects bom in that jurisdiction or who
had at some time lived there.' in answer to the second, more contentious question (why d
l

today?), GroDmann cited two important reasons. FKst, public prosecutors had the duty to purnie
crimes that came to their attention. so this was in some ways a simple case of pursuing charges
of alleged ctlminal activity. Second he felt it was also the duty of the prosecutors to attack the

"inner mistance" of so many Gemians, particularly the older generation, and make them think
about what they had or had not done. This was not to say that dl Germans were murderers, or

that there was some sort of 'gcriminalcollective guiit." Rather, GroOmann wished to express it
the way that the Evangelical church did in 1963 when discussing Nazi triais:
it was the mistaken ways of our entire people and the omissions of us Christians that
made this crime possible. We cannot beau* this and should refuse dt attempts at ses
j~stification.~
GroBrnann echoed Fritz Bauer's goals in his statement at the end of the trial. Arguing that
"deathly silence creates incomprehension, not peace with past cornmitted crimes," and reiterating
the need to "ciean out the nest," Dr. GroBmann also acknowledged that "it is not the job of this

Sec Chapter Two, 9.
GmDmam, quoting mement of the Evangelical Cburch h m March 13, 1963, in 4 Js 444/59,9.

court to clean the entire nation wiîh this ~KW'
hwevert ~

c agaiD
e citiag to the

of the

church. GroBmann argued that

it is your holy duty to reestablish the adherence to the law that ou.people had and that
was destroyed in the past [during the Nazi period], in order to facilitate an essential
contribution towards inner recovery in our people!
GroBmann's goals were lofty, and, in many ways, impossible. His d e s k to address the

Nazi past judicidy became rnost obvious in his explanation that he hoped the trial would be seen
in ternis of the worldwide human rights movement that began with the creation of the United

Nations and was solidified with the hurnan rights convention. The vey mention of the UN,
which also drafted the Genocide Convention in 1948 and permanently introduced the four
international laws on war crimes into its charter, showed the prosecution's inclination to see this
as much more than a criminal trial conducted under the West German perd code. There was

clearly some hope that although "crimes against humanity" were not king legaily addressed in
the Frankfurt courtroom, the judges would keep them in mind when deliberahg over defendants
who had perhaps not acted out of personal malice but had still contributed to the murder of
millions of innocent people.
GroDmann was of course arguing his case about a moa extraodinary set of defendants

whose actions had taken place within the context of the largest genocide in history. Somehow
this context had to be recognized as the larger "crime cornplex" (Tatkompiex) within which the

defendants had acted. The court showed much flexibility in this matter by allowing, for example,

expert testimony on the Third Reich h m the historians at the institute for Contemporary History

in Munich. Legaiiy, the history of Nazism bad littie relevance to the individual actions of the
defendants. In facf its devance was only to show that this "crime cornplex" existed and was

individual initiative and therefore murderous behaviour. Pointing to this, though, was not
GroBmann's intention in explainhg the importance of the Nazi "Final Solution" to the crimes of
the defendants. He meant instead to show the criminality and murderoumess of the entire plan.

He explained that although there was no indication that any of these defendants would have
committed any of their alleged crimes without the connection to National Socialism, this did not
mean bey were not gui-:

rather. theu personalities could not be separated h m National

Socialism and fiom the SS. Therefore, dieu actions had to be seen under the charge of "base
motives." which, as we have seen. included, for Nazi trials, antisemitic or racial hatred.
GroBmann addressed the issue of the "niperior orders defense" directly by quoting the
par~tgraphsin the West German perd code related to it. ui this way he could show that the

defendants could not legally use this defense. Paragraphs 52 and 54 state that:

52: A punishable act is not in existence if the perpeaator was forced to commit the act
through overpowering violence, or h u g h the threat of immediately present danger to
life and h b to himself or his subordinates, a k a t that couid not be avoided in some
other way.
54: A punishable act is not in existence, if that act occurs ourside of a case of emergency,
in an innocent way that was not avoidable, in order to Save himselfor his subordinates
h m immediately present danger to Me and ~ i m b . ~
These definitious clearly show that ail other avenues of action had to be pursued before a
defendant couid plead the "supenor orders" defense. There was a diffmnce, according to

GroBmann, between a life threatening situation and the decision to take the easiest way out. Here
the head prosecutor was echoing the words of the expert witnesses, Ham-Gkther Seraphim and

Hans Buchheim, both of whom argued that SS guards were g e n d y mder no threat and ifthey
were, it was to be sent to the h n t - a prospect that could not be claSSifTed as a threat GroBmann
5

GroBmann quoting StGB m ibid., 16-

argued: "The weightier the demands of a new le@

system_

the mare one bas to ckmmd that

common knowledge pmves that [the perpetrator's] actions - in this case the participation in the

mass murder of people - is the oulv way out of danger.'&In his eyes, none of the defendants,
with the exception of Dr. Lucas, even made an effort to show that he was in extreme danger if he

did not commit the alleged crimes. lnstead, most insisted that they s h p l y had not taken part in

any of the actions of which they were accuse& particdarly selections on the platform.7This
defense also proved faulty because with enough questioning, some defendants did M l y admit
that they had actually been there (although never as acnial participants in selections), which
discredited al1 of their previous statements.
GroBmann reaüzed that he was directing mon ofhis closing arguments to the defendants
whose sadistic Întent could not be adequately demonstrated. The problem of "superior orders,"
he fkely admitteci, was irrelevant to the "excess perpetrato~.~
Their guilt was much easier to
prove and had been established fairly certainly by the plahora of witnesses who testified to their
brutdi ty: particuiarly Boger, Kaduk, Klehr, Stark, Baretski and Bednarek. These defendants
were sadistic murderers whom even the Nazis had investigated, and little time had to be spent in

the overall m a t i o n s explainhg why their actions constituted minder. The othea, though, who
either allegedly participated in selections (vimially all), or providecf phenol to Klehr (Capesius),
or threw gas pellets into the gas chambers (Breinvieser, Stark), or were second in command to
the camps' operation as a whole (Mulka, HBcker), were more challenging cases. The prosecution
was determineci to show that their participation in the Unplernentation of mass murder constituted
at Ieast aiding and abetting murder, if not perpetration of murder.

GroBmann in *id, 1 6 17.

'This was defèndant Mulka's constant reâain who kisted mat he had neva been inside the a
on the platform.

d camp, let alone

GroBmann then nuned his attention to the "Final Solution" for the r e m a h h of his
sumation. His chosen emphasis on the persecution of the Jews and the chronological unfolcihg
of the extermination policy indicate three things. F i a the prosecution hoped to show that this
was a program of systematic annihilation for a whole group of people. Becaue the fate of the

Jews was not the centrai focus of the trial (1 have discussed ekewhere the fact that Jews were a
minority of the witnesses who testified because mainly non-Jews had jobs of relative importance

in the camp), they were brought back into the picture at the end. Second, GroBmann's vision of
the progression of the "Final Solution" was strictly intentionalist. showing the development of

Nazi policy from 1933 on. beginning with boycotts and the Nuremberg Laws, progressing to
Kristallnachr and the invasion of Poland, which was seen as part of the plan to nd Europe of its
Jews, and heightening with the "Wannsee conference," the switch h

m motor gas vans to cyclon

B and pas chambers, and finally. the building of the concentration and death camps.8Third and
most importady, this was the best public opportunity to teach a lesson about the past and the
roles these defendants had played in the extermination of the Jews. The indicmient had not been
public. the judgment would largely be written and therefore ignored by a l i but the m o a cririous
of spectators, and the triai itseif was so long and complex that only a few couid get a real p i c m

of what Germany had created in 1933. The closing arguments would be closely monitored by the

press, and could act as the main dramatic interest for the largest public audience so far.
GroBmam used this opportunity to b ~ hisg point home:
Hitler, Himmler, Hôss and the others - but a b in theb own stations the defendmirs UI
this room - all equally met the hidden goal in a tarifLingiy and starilingiy expansive
way; true to Himmler's diabolical conclusions in his notorious Posen speech to the
district leaders (Gdeiter) of the NSDAP on October 6,1943: '4 ask you to truiy only
Listen and not discuss what 1 tell you in this circle. The question came to us: What
happemi with the women and the children? - 1have decided to k d a very clear soiution
a

GroBmann indudes dl of these events m detail in bis summation, 4 Js 444/59,22-28.

for this as weii. Namely, 1did not consider rnyselfainhnn7Pri to eaemüme the menmeaning: to kill them or have them killed - and allow the avengers, in the shape of their
children and grandchildren, to grow up. The diaicuit decision had to be made, to let this
entire people disappear fiom the earth." This is exactly what o c m d , to a decisive mas,
in the gas chambers and crematona, in the barracks and on the streets of ~uschwitz?M y
italics.]
GroDmann closed his summation by pointing to the presence of the Holocaust as the crime
structure khind the defendants' actions, as much as the law obscured it and the defense

attempted to deny it. This trial, he posited, could not be seen as a reguiar criminal trial by its very

nature. It wodd therefore be lacking in perspective to ignore the backdrop of the "Fiaal
Solution." For this reason, GroBmann urged the judges, the jury and the public to use the newly
reconstmcted justice system to speak out against the murderers h m yesterday, when millions of
innocent victims did not get a chance to defend themselves More a court.1°

GroOmann's intention to Morm the pubiic about the important place of these defendants

within an enormous. compt crime complex was expanded on by his colleague Georg Friedrich
Vogel. Mainly addressing witness testimony and the defense's persistent attempts to discredit
mon of if Vogel argued that witnesses couid not possibly have fdsified theu stories when there
was so much cross-examination, careful explanation and comboration among the hudreds of

witnesses called to the stand Further, and nmoing completely contrary to the noms of legai
discourse and couiaoom evidence gathering, Vogei m
e
dthat '%,meare w exaggerations aboat
Auschwitz: the tmth is the toughest indictment."ll Vogel argued that although the trial was not

meant to help Germany overcome its past at the expense of a few defendants, it was at least to be

a new beginnùig for an open discussion in Gemrany. The defendants should only be judged on

'GmBmana quoting Himmler in &id,34. ïhk Posen spech is not CObe confpsed with Himder's much more
famous speech two days eariier to the leaders of the SS,also m Posen,
'O Grof3mann in ibid, 35.
' Georg Friedrich Vogel 'Anklage PlMoyer,'' May 10, 1965,4 ls 44459,3.

'

the basis of their "personal guilf' and what muid be p v e n inthehialaseuidence of aidiag and
abetting or perpetrating murder, as the law dictates. However, Vogel cleverly insinuatecl that this
was not possible without in some way understanding the backdrop of the Holocaust. This applied

particularly to those defendants, like Scherpe and Hantl, whom witnesses had described as
"decent"or kind in cornparison with others, hesitant to take part in the murder. According to
Vogel. decency did not nile out participation in murder, for "often criminal aiais have shown

that criminals cm also have good emotions;this is what makes them crirninals, that they are
capable of e~erythin~!"'~
Vogel was clearly aware that paragraph 2 1 1 cailed for *'sadism,lust for

killing, sexual drive. cnielty, treachery, or other base motives" to be present in order to obtain a
conviction for murder. The distinction between aiding and abethg and committing murder lay in

individual initiative and knowledge of the illegality of the act Both of these elements had to be
present to secure a conviction. According to these legai standards, it would be difficult to find
either defendant Scherpe or Hanti guilty. Neither of these defendants showed any of the motives
present in the charge. Vogel pleaded with the judges and jury to reaiize that "decency" was no
defense in a case where the defendant had clearly murdered innocent men women and children,
however reluctantly he had done so.

The prosecution lawyers then addressed the cases of each defendant. Mer reexamining
the evidence given in the court, they amended some of the charges, and asked for Me sentences

"

for perpenation of murder for sixteen of the twenty defendants. For defendants Scherpe and
Hantl the prosecution proposed sentences of twelve years imprisonment under the conviction of

aiding and abethg murder. P r e s d l y , this was because witnesses had testined that these two
" Ibid,

10.

men had generally treated them with respectaadhunianity, meaning that they showed EB

individuai initiative nor specific subjective intent to murder. The prosecution proposed acquittai
for defendants Schobert and Breitwieser. They argueci that Schobert "shouid not be portrayed as
any worse than the hundreds of other SS members whose investigations had been dropped." The

case of Breitwieser is also perplexing, as during his cross examination, the defendant admitted to
taking part in one of the gassings, which would at least have counted as aiding and abethg (like
Scherpe and Hantl) no matter how much he disliked the activity or regretted it later.14 However,

Breitwieser insisted that he had o d y taken part in the disinfection of clothing with the gas, not
the extermination of people. This contention, dong with the faulty testimony of witness Walter
Petzold presumably left the prosecution with the realization that it would be impossible to h d
irrefbtable proof of Breitwieser's guilt.

The closhg statements of the civil plaintifEs are even more polemical than those of the
prosecution. The civil plaintiffs were the sunivors who wished to press their own charges
independently h m the prosecution. Dr. Kaul represented witnesses h m East Gemiany,

Omond and Raabe witnesses fkom

rance.'^ Although they were g e n d l y in agreement about

defendant Hanti, and in fact recommended a Iesser sentence than the prosecution for both Hanti

and Lucas, they demandeci much harsher sentences than the prosecution for defendants H6cker
and Mulka Raabe c d e d these two men "the most vital cogs in the extermination machinery" .-

-

--

p
p

l3According to H e m Langbein in rhe conmimgry accompanyiug his documenÉation of the triai, this was
acttdly a high number of petitions For Iife sentences. Langbeiu, Der Atlschwilr Pruzess. 867. A lifè sentence was
the maximum punishment as West Germany did not have the death penaity.
14
in his initial interrogation during the hiai proceedmgs Breitwieser gave the court a graphic d-ption
of the
gassing pmcess and his role m it, expiaining the way ttiat the gas pciiets wcrt throm into the chamber and how
quickly the pellets turned into gas. He insisteci tfiat he h e w this only h m disMaion of dothmg and there was not
enou@ evidence to prove otherwise. Breitwieser reporteci that "the gas dbgreed with me, f developed stomacb
and asked to be aansferred" A m Breitwieser, December 30, 1963, in *id., 786.
PIrobiems
Hemy Ormond and Christian Raabe were responsïble fOt the proposal that the court do an onsite investigation at
the Auschwitz concentmioncamp, which occurred m Decemk 1964.

playing on theu own defense that they were only "cogs" - and asked that H B c k k given four
hundred thousand life sentences for pdcipating in the murder of the Hungarian Jews at
Auschwitz in the spring and nunmer of 1944. Raabe recomrnended over tbrty thousand life

sentences for Muika. These requests seem almoa ridicuious in the context of a murder mal. but
in many ways were not exorbitant in their demand that each defendant be sentenced for each

person murdered. Kaul's closing arguments were directed at the capitalistic nature of the entire

endeavour of the "Finai Solution" and pointed the finger at industry - particularly IG Farben which had set itself up at Auschwitz to exploit slave laboud6 Henxy Onnond in the last of the

prosecution and CO-plaintiffsummations before the closing arguments of the defense, chose to
address some of the -*functionaiand stnichiral problems" that came to light during the trial,
particularly the "faVy tdes, legends, fables and myths" asserted by the defendants in an attempt
to protect themselves."

He also examined the larger structure of the camp itself, the roles of the

defendants as bctionaries of the camp and of the SS system, and the kinds of witnesses that
appeared on the stand. Ormond's comprehensive closhg summary was meant to puil together dl

of the other statements and show the mendacity of the defendants throughout the nial. Omond
wanted to remind the court that the expert witnesses had pmven that Auschwitz had been

designecl, constructed and nded by the SS, and these same men had parricipated in the murder
that took place there. Noue of these elements couid be separami in order to determine each

defendant's particular crimes.
ûrmond made an interesting argument regardhg the 'hyth of the iron discipline of the
SS." From the t&ony
16

heard at the trial about the motiey group of defendants on the stand, it

Dr.Kart Friedrich Kaul in 'Jaumarm. A ~ c h w i -4~ Report
:
on the Proceedings oguiht LWka
mtd Others, 386.

was arguable that SS guazùs were more prone twhakenness, eexesaive brutdity itnd thdt than
to carefuily following orders. Ormond quoted the testimony of Dr. Hans Miinch, former head of

the "Hygienic institute?'at Auschwitz who was the only acquitted defendant in the Poiish
Auschwitz Trial in 1947 and a witness in Fmddim, who said that "there was a big difference
between what was ordered and what acnially happened."18 Onnond argued that defendant

Kad*

who was notoriously dnink on many occasions, drank not so that he could bear the orders

he was obliged to carry out, as he insisted, but so that he couid be even more ïininhibited" in his

bmtality. This claim was important because, as we have seen in Chapters Three and Four, the
prosecution relied heavily on camp regdations and the testimony of the former SS judges on
corruption in order to show that defendants had acted with individual initiative. OmMnd

attempted to show that the guards in fact rarely followed the camp regdations and that
excessively brutal behaviour, sadism and chaos were everyday occurrences at Auschwitz.

Therefore, neither the "supenor orders" defense nor the claim that they were reluctant to carry
out their tasks had much validity.

What did Ormond's contention mean for the prosecution's argument that one could
determine individuai initiative using documents and testimony expiaining what crllninal actiMty
was ordered in the Nazi period? ff the official camp regdations on "intensified interrogations"or

execurions at the "Black Wall" were mrely enforced and existed merely as formalities, could the
West German prosecuton use them to determine individual initiative? The camp regdations

were aimost inelevant to the reaiity of the camp. Therefore, aii acts of killing should have been
considered murderous and Nazi standards should be thrown out entirely. However, whether or
l7 Emry Ormonci, "Pladoyer mi Auschwitz-Rtmg" Sonderreihe a u gaten vnd heute 7 (
1x5):I. The table of
contents for ûrmond's summaàon includes such topics as "the
taie of the collective imiocence of the WMen
SS," "the myib ofthe imn discipline of the SS in A u s c h e n and %e Iegend of helpfiilness to camp prisoners."

not these regdations were foilowed by the SS guards or enforced by Nazi authoritw was mt
important for the prosecution at Frankfk. The camp d e s exined as written documentation of
what was considered activity according to higher orders. and any action nirpassing these

regdations and lavis could be considered as intentional and therefore demonstrated individual
initiative. ui effect, the prosecution was not concemed as ûrmond was in this regard with the
reaiity of the camp standards and whether or not the SS leadership strictiy enforceci these
limitations (which they on occasion actuaily did, as we have seen with the investigative

commission headed by Dr. Konrad Morgen). The existence of regdations of camp conduct
rneant that some defendants had their own personal motives that constituted perpetration of

in his final general rem&

before considering the individual cases of defendants Brod

and Capesius, Ormond reflected on "the bad conscience of the defendants."He argued that their

bad conscience should be undemood in legai terms as synonymous with "Imowledge of the
illegality of the act" The lies, the cover-ups, and the overall unwiilingness of the defendants to
admit to any of the charges until they were pressed, demonstrated to Omond that they hdeed

had bad conscience^.'^ TheU complete silence about their time in Auschwitz - the defendants
spent over a year there on average. as GroBmann reported - conveyed an unwilhgness to admit
to theu crimes. This silence. according to Ormond, in con-

with the mountains of testimony

by witnesses, did not amount to "stiuementversus statenrent,"but "Lies versus the tnnhdO

Al1 of the statements by the prosecution and civil plaintiffs in some way spoke to the
importance of these trials for the German public, however reiuctant most were to think about the

la

l9

Dr, Ham Münch in &id., 26.
Onwnd, "PUldoyer im Auschwitz-Prozess." 49.
ibid, 50.

Nazi past some twenty years after the faa. The pursuit ofjustice at this trial did notjust mean

that individual murderers were to be aied and sentenced according to their crimes, but should
also address the mass murder of Jews, political prisoners, "asocials," and gypsies through a

systematic state-ordered genocide. This backdrop could not be ignore& no matter how limiting
the law. The summations dowed the prosecutors to reiterate and drive this point home in a

succinct and public way. According to Ornionci, the presence of the backdrop of Nazism could
be felt in the behaviour of the defendants, who ''when they open their mouths, bring me back into

the years of the Third Reich, in the years when nationalkt phrases fogged brains, in which there
was no gentlemaniiness or fniniess to the opposition.. .."2' For the prosecution, as long as this
"ghosdy disposition" still existed in 1960s Gennany, such trials of fornier Nazis had to continue.

There could be no doubt that the prosecution appealed to the judges in their summations to keep
the bigger picture in rnind, so that defendants who had perhaps not acted out of sadistic impulses

would stiil be seen as having "base motives" of antisemitism and race-hatred which Ied them
voluntanly to Auschwitz, and voiuntarily to participate in the murder of millions.

b) The Defense

The defense lawyers, in many ways, had an easier ta& than the prosecution, especiaily in
representing those defendants who had taken part in plaâorm selections or orciered executions,

seemingly without demonstrating any visible individual initiative. The defense couid refer to the
law itself. One after the other, that is exactly what each d i d On May 3 1, 1965, Dr. Rainer
Eggen defense attorney for defendants Muka, Hacka, and Bednarek, used the backdmp ofthe

Nazi state in his summation to show that it actuauy obscurrd tather than enhanced the case
against these men: "in this trial the scope of the crimes threatens to overwhelm the question of

individuai guilt.'" There was no ueed for the defense to deny that Auschwitz was a homble
place where temble mass murder occurred daily, as the prosecution consrantiy reminded the

courts. Most defense attorneys did not reject the testimony of himdreds of d v o n that
genocide was taking place at the camp. Rather, they used the viaims' expenences against them.

Defense attorney Dr. Hermann Stolting proclaimed that "every witness who was hirnseif a

prisoner had to expenence such humiliation, suffering and tortue there, and was daily in fear of
death; he could no longer be objective, even if he wanted to be, and even if he is subjectively
coniruiced that he is objective.'" The mass murder at Auschwitz was used to obscure the

individual charges against the defendants. This was an absurd extrapolation, and yet iegdy
acceptable because of the restrictions of the pend code. This defense strategy was also the
dtimate exarnple of die ways in which the law hindered the pursuit of justice on a grand scde for
the entire "Auschwitz cornplex."

More ofien. defense attorneys refened ouiy to the intricacies of the law, and therefore the
specific testimony of each witness on their claims with respect to individual defendants. Mulka
and Hôcker, therefore, were relatively easy to defend as no one had really estabLished that
H6cker was the dl-important "iron fist" as adjutant to the commander, or that either defadant

had selected on the piaforrn or supplied the camp with gas. Those documents with Muika's
signature on them for receiving shipments of gas were photocopies, argued Eggert, and therefore
their authenticity was not beyond doubt Eggert pleaded with the judges, jury and public to use

T2

Dr. Rainer Eggerî in Narmÿina Au.schi&: A Report on the Pmcceedritgs agathsi Mdka d Uthers, 388.
Dr.Hermann Stoltmg i&
"PUldoyer im AuschwiP-Prozess," gift h m Werner Himmierich, mbstitutejudge in the

Auschwitz Triai, comesy of the FTia Bauet institue, 6.

the sarne standard of judgment and fairness that wouLd he accordeciaqy ckhhnt ina murder

trial. He cnticized the facr that at this particular trial, because of its idammatory political nature,
the defendants' denials were al1 categoricdy disbelieved, but "everyone sat up, a h o s t audibly

so. if one defendant incriminated a n ~ t h e r . "2 ~4 ~s was not a consistent standard,and equal
consideration had to be given to every statement uttered by the defendants and the witnesses.
The defense attorneys' favourite defense tactic was the discrediting of witness testimony.

Dr. Hemiatm Stolting iI, CO-defenselawyer with Eggert for the sarne three defendants, accused
the witnesses of engaging in a triai of revenge, not justice. in which only vague testimony was

given and survivor statements .'projected" the screams of to-d

people onto the defendants

without showing any real personal guilt? Stolting blarned the prosecution, the press, radio and
television for intluencing the proceedings and presenting the defendants' explanations as

ridiculous while at the same time raking the wiUiess testimony at face value, or according to the
whims of each p q . The woat of the offenders, according to Stolting, was Fritz Bauer himself,
who partïcipated in public discussions about Auschwitz while the triai was in session, and in fact

helped to organize an exhibit on Auschwitz at St. Paul's church in Frankfurf steps away h m the

couahouse. included in thîs exhibit were pictures of the defendants. The prosecuthgattorneys
gave lectures at the University, wimess Hermann Langbein spoke pubücly and to the press, and
the prosecution had much too close a relationship with the IAC and 0

t h international

organizations representing the victims of the Nazis. The civil plaintEs were accused of having

'Yar reaching international connections" - Kauf to the East Gemian govemment but also to
various comrnunist agencies such as "Soviet-Rwian and Polish headquarters and the miers of

the East-zone" (Dr. Ham Latemer would refer to this constantly during the trial and again in his

" Eggert in Nmann. Auschwitz: 1 Report on the Prtxeedïngs agoinn Mka and Others, 389.

summation). Chmond to Israel and various othet Je-

otganizations tbrougbut the w~rld.'~

Stolting argued that this was al1 highly irreguiar for a c r i d triai, even though it was hardly
illegal for historians to write books about National Socialism,the SS and the concentration
camps. Bauer was also completely ûee to mount exhibitions about Auschwitz, as was Langbein
to discuss his expiences at the camp. Stolting was calling for complete public silence about the
Holocaust, for the sake of the integrity of the trial. This was an impossibility considering the
magnitude of this historical event. and yet in many ways public discussion of the crimes at
Auschwitz did nin counter to nomai standards of confidentiaiity and defendants' rights in a

criminal trial held accordiing to the West German pend code. Such problems were unavoidable,

and once again the enomity of the crimes at Auschwitz dashed with the limitations of the law.

Tuming bnefly to some of the other defense summations kfore examining the court's
judgment, the individual statements about each of the defendants reveal a repeated emphasis on

the general unfaimess of the prosecution for choosing to try the "srnail men," while desktop
murderers, or even officiais with more authonty at the camp, went unpunished. Ham Schallock

and Dr. Rudolf Aschenauer, attorneys for W i l h e h Boger, both bemoaaed the fact that the
officials at the major conferences planning the "Final Solution," particuiarly the Wannsee
conference, were above the law. Schallock made the press ~sponsiblefor the terrible image of
Boger. which, although certainly a realifl of the press coverage, was largely only a reflection of
the hundreds of brutai acts described by numerous witnesses. Asking that Boger be sentenceci

only to meen years for aiding and abethg murder, Ascheilauer argueci that "base motives" - Le.

racial hatred and antisernitism - were not present in Boga's case, especiaily considering his

ibid, 2.
ibid, 5.

,

relatively good treatment of the Jewish women who warked ia the ~olitical~epartment~'
In
addition, the burden of proof rested upon the prosecution's shoulders, and Aschexmuer felt that

they had not adequately searched for documentation of orders fiam the GeneraL Gouvemment
regarding executions at the "Black Wall." This defense seemed rather flimsy, as that panicular

task was clearly one that the defense should have undertaken in order to exonerate their client.
Boger's lawyers cleariy had a much more difXlcult task than those of defendants such as Lucas,

Hanti. and even Mulka. for whom there was virtuaily no evidence of sadistic individual
behaviour. Ostensibly. however, they too had the benefit of reasonable doubt

Dr. Hans Latemser, perhaps the moa nght wing of the defense lawyers, closed with
representation of defendants Capesius, Broad Frank, Schatz and Dylewski. Described by Bemd
Naumann of the FAZ as *ironie, insulting, but very logicai and sn~art,''~~
Laternser focused on
the reliability of testimony sumrnoned £kom mernories of events that had supposedly unfolded
twenty years before. He argued that "a trial of this scope m o t be carried out with the precision

demanded by the serious accusations. It transcends human ~a~abilities."~~
Such sweeping
çtatements about the nature of human rnemory were of course based in some truth. Survivoa had
often spent many years aying to forget; many did have difficulty with exact details and confused
dates and times. But Latemser hoped to discredit al1 witness testimony, even that which had been

Wntten d o m meticdously during or shortly after the events (for example, Dr. Otto Wolken's

chronicle. Erich Kulka' s book The Deurh Factory, and Rudoif Vrba's report for the British

-

Dr.Rudolf Aschenauer in Naumann Auschwitz: A Repwr on the Proceedhgs ugaùut MuUci and O r b , 39 1-3.
Naumann is criticai of Dr Aschenauer's summaxion, stating that his defense ofBoger coasisted of a "severai hourslong speech about the background against which the d o n s of the dchdant must be seen."
Namam, Auschwitz- A Report on the Proceedings ugpinsr M ù h and O t k s , 394.
29
Dr.Ham Lasermer in ibid.. 395. Laternser m t e a book about his expaieme as a delawyer in the
Auschwitz Triai entitled The Othw Side in the Aflschwirz Tri& 1963/65. The book mciudes tiis closing m e n t
Dr. Ham Latermer, Die Andere Sette im A t ( s c b i a R O I ~2 96W
S (Shtttsart, Secwdd, 1966).

govenunent written in 1943 about his escape fromAuschwitz) as either ~ 0 1 with
0 revenge
~
or
with undethanded politicai motivations.

Some of Latemser's more far-fetched sîrategies included a t t e m p ~ gto prove that
defendants who had selected at the platform were actudy saving lives and therefore could not
have been motivated by base motives, nor codd they have been aware of the illegality of their

actions. He argued that the selections diminished the number of deaths in the gas chambers, for
without these defendants selecting able-bodied workers for slave labour, d wotdd s m l y have
been sent to the gas ch am ber^.^' Although in hindsight this argument seems weak at best, it was

made to a public that was open to the possibility that most camp officiais at Auschwitz were just
doing their duty. were "decent men" and euly did believe that they were selecting for Me rather

han death.
Latemser's partner, Fritz Steinacker, argued that this was a purely political show trial,

and therefore served no real judicial purpose. The attempt to prevent such crimes fiam
reoccumng had to take place in the political arena, he insisteci, where the totaiitarian, compt

nature of the state could be indicted, rather than simply the underlings who had been forced to
carry out the orden of this state. In an attempt to dparagraphs 2 (on retroactivity) and 21 1

(on murder), Steinacker hoped to challenge the generai consensus that both patagraphs had
existed throughout the Nazi period. Band NaurnaM paraphrad Steinacker's argument as

granted. present Iegal thinking holds that Hitler's basic order did not have the force of
law. This non-legality has been proclaimed by the Federal Court by r e f d g to n a d
law. However, that is not a firm legai foundatioa Article 21 1 of the penal code says that
one m u t not k a . But the state power and the makers of the Third Reich had not only
abolished this cornmanciment but had in fàct said "Thou shah kiU, b u s e this is in h e
30
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with national needs, the hho.ric mission, and the dirty &the indiuidiial towsvds the
Gennan people.'"

'

Steinacker was on thin legal ice with this argument, for in fact paragmph 2 1 1 had not been
rescinded during the Nazi period. Combining legal and religious metaphors, Steinacker

contended that the Nazi "Final Solution" had in fact been legally ordered. This argument, and
those explained above. was rneant to make the judge and jury view the defendants as ordinary
citizens doing their duty to the state and the country, even if that duty was daiiy murder at
Auschwitz. Laternser drove this point home in his summation regarding defendant Capesius.

R e h g to the farniliar r e W and reminding the court that this was purely a criminal
proceeding, Latemer insisted on the limited nature of the trial:

Your task here is not to make history or to master the past. Your task here - and it is a
major one - is to mete out justice to the men accused here and to judge their deeds, if
these can be proved fier twenty years to the fidi satisfaction of the la^.'^
Laternser certainly had a point. As the judge agreed, and reiterated in the verdict, this trial could
not be the place in which to judge history.

II. THE JUDGMENT

judgments were amounced as follows:

1. Robert Yulka: for aiding and abetting the murder of 750 people on at least 4 separate
occasions, 14 years in pison
2. Karl H6cker: for aiding and abetîing the murder of 1000 people on at least 3 separate
occasions, 7 years in prison

3L Fritz Steinacker in ibid,.
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Wilhelm Boger: for murder on at least 114 separate occasions, far adding and abening
the murder of 1O00 people, for aiding and abetthg m d e r of at least 10 people, life plus
5 years in prison
Ham Stark: for joint murder on at least 44 separate occasions, one involving the murder
of at least 200 people, and another of at least 100 people, 10 years juvenile detention
Klaus Dylewski: aiding and abetting m d e r on 32 separate occasions, 2 involving the
murder of at least 750 people, 5 years in prison
Pery Broad: for aiding and abethg murder on at least 22 separate occasions, 2 involving
the murder of at least 1000 people each, 4 years in prison
Dr Bruno Schlage: for aiding and abetting m d e r on at least 80 separate occasions, 6
years in prison
Franz Hohann: for murder on 1 occasion, joint murder on at least 30 separate occasions,
joint murder on at least 3 other occasions of at least 750 people each, Me in prison
Oswald Kaduk: for murder on 10 separate occasions, joint murder on at least two
separate occasions. one Uivolving at least 1O00 people, the other at least 2 people, life in
prison33
10. Stefan Baretski: for murder on at least 5 separate occasions, aiding and abetting murder
on at least I I separate occasions. one involving at least 3000 people, 5 hvolving at l e s t
1OU0 people each. and 5 involving at least 50 people each, He plus 8 years in prison
11. Dr F m Lucas: for aiding and abethg the murder of at l e s t 1000 people on 4 separate
occasions, 3 % years in prison
12. Dr Wüli Frank: for aiding and abetting the murder of at Least 1000 people on 6 separate
occasions. 7 years in prison
13. Dr. Viktor Capesius: for aidihg and abetting the murder of at least 2000 people on 4
separate occasions, 9 years in prison
14. Iosef Klehr: for murder on at least 475 separate occasions, for aiding and abetting murder
on at l e m 6 separate occasions, 2 involving at least 750 people each, 1 involving at lest
280 people. 1 involving at least 700 people, 1 involving at least 200 people, 1 involving
at least 50 people, life plus 15 years in p&on
15. Herbert Scherpe: for aiding and abening murder on at least 200 separate occasions, aiding
and abetting the murder of at least 700 people, 4 !4 years in prison
16. Ernil Hantl: for aiding and abetting murder on at least 40 separate occasions, aiding and
abetting murder on 2 separate occasions,each involving at least 170 people, 3 % years in
prison
17. Emil Bednarek: murder on 14 separate occasions, Life in prison

18. Johann Schoben: acquitted
19. Arhn Breitwieser: acquitted
20. Dr Willi Schaa: a ~ ~ u i t t e c i . ~ ~

Ks 2/6/63,Landgericht Fraddùrtam-Main, 2. Namam's version of the verdict does not
incluâe the conviction of "one occasion of the murder ofat least 2 peopte." It appears in tfie actual wriaen verdict
h m the court's files. It is uncleat whether Naumann simpiy missed this conviction or Ieft it out pwposeflllly.
Auschwie Urteil, 4 4 2/63, Landgericht Frankfiat-am-Main, 2.
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Whüe îhe court had a six member jury, thejudgmen~was &y

the p d t f c t of the h e ejudges:

Hans Hoheyer, presiding judge, Walter Hotz, county court judge, and Josef Perseke, district
court judge. The judges estimated the numbea of murden that each defendant was convicted of

h a h g taken part in.always using the phrase "at least" in the conviction. The judges clearly had
a difficult time derennining specificdy how many people each defendant had helped to kill or

killed, because the numben were so overwhelming. One could argue that the demand for specific
information about the actions of each defendant and each murder was in the end irrelevant to the
actual judgment, because nobody was convicted of exactly the number of murders he had

committed or helped to commit. The charges in the indictment, and to some extent the written
explanation of each of the individual convictions, included the names of the victims of many of

the defendants. Despite the fact that the Nazis kept f k l y meticdous records of the oumbea of
victims brought in on transports and then divided between work in the camp and extermination

in the gas chamben, they kept exact numbers only on the prisoners who had ben adrnitted into
the camp and tattooed. in the end, the mass executions and gassings Ieft the court with no choice

but to abandon an attempt at numericai precision in their verdict.

a) UDasmandiChe U M : " The Opinion of the Court

The reading of the verdict was foliowed by the "Opinion of the Court." This was the
condensed version of the written judgment that Juîge Hoheyer read aloud to the defendants, the
public and the press. and would become the subject of much critical discourse both in the pms
and amongst scholars. Despite the prosecution's requests that the court take into account the
importance of the backdrop of National Sociaiism, and the involvement of these defeadants in a

and placed the eid within the context of the German criminal code and its boundmies. Despite
extensive reference to historicai information on the SS and Auschwitz in both the indictment and
the judgment, Hoheyer rejected the argument that the trial was to serve as a place to teach

Iessons. He began:
It was only to be expected that attempts would be made to have this trial serve as a basis
for a broad, comprehensive presentation of events leading up to Auschwitz, to unravel the
background leading up to this catastrophe, to depict and try to understand the political
developments since World War 1 that led up to Auschwitz However, the court did not
give in to the temptation and did not permit itself to be led astray h m the path staked out
for it by law and venture unto regions closed to it. It is the task of every criminal
procedure to examine the validity of the indictments handed in by the prosecution and to
examine those circumstances which must be clarified in passing judgment on a
defendant. The court does not have the nght to pursue any ltha goal.. .. At the beginning
of its summation the prosecution raised the questions of why an Auschwîtz Trial at ail
and why an Auschwitz Trial still today. These questions must have been of concern to the
prosecution when it had to decide whether to initiate these proceedings. The court does
not have to deal with questions of this name. Although the nial has attracted attention
beyond the borden of this country and been given the name "Auschwitz Trial," as far as
the court is concemed it is the proceedings against Mulka and others. That is to say, as far
as the court is concemed the only consideration was the guilt of the accused men. The
court was not convened to master the past; it also did not have to decide whether this trial
s m e d a purpose or n ~ t . ~ '

Hofmeyer'sjudgment adhered to the confines of the law, and the verdict reflected this. His
assertion that the court had to tum a blind eye to the histoncal background of the crimes of these
defendants was the cause of much criticism amongst scholars, as 1will discuss in the Conclusion.

Many argued that what the court %id not have to do" or was not obliged to decide or deal with
was simply an easy way to hide behind the law d e r than to make precedent setting, bold

decisions that would resound and affect fiinire triais of Nazi perpetrators.

Hoheyer went on to address the moa imposant issuesthatmse during the aial and in

the closing arguments of the prosecution and defense. He argued against the defense's insisterice
that this had k e n rnerely a 'Phow trial," by pointhg out that it had actually been anything but.

The adherence to the law. the rigorous search for exact details, the dismisshg of t e h o n y that
was not corroborated or in no way specific, and in the end, the convictions themselves, lent

credence to bis argument and in fact supports the contention that the trial was so confined by the
law that it couid not judicially address the "bigger picturen of Nazïsm and the Holocaust As to

the charge by the defense that this was a trial of the "Little men," the scapegoats for the big

players and "desktop murderen," Hoheyer pointed out that the important leading figures in
National Sociaiism were ail dead or already tried, and the superiors at Auschwitz - Gtabner fiom
the Political Department, Entress as head of injections. B& and HBss as commanders of the
camp. had al1 k e n executed or committed suicide. In addition, "it would be a mistake to say that

the 'littie people' are not guilty because they did not initiate things. They were just as vital to the
execution of the extermination plan as those who drew up the plans at their d e s k ~ . "Here
~ ~ it
would seem that Hoheyer m y e d h m his argument that the court wouid only deai with the

individual actions of each defendant outside of the context of the machinery of murder.
However, he was referring to the crimes which led to the conviction of "aiding and abeRing
murder" rather than perpetration of murder. The latter, as we have already seen, couid ody be

proven though specific stipulations of individual initiative. The aiding and abetting conviction
was applicable to defendants who did not show individual initiative but were involveci in the

murdering pmcess. literaiiy, as accomplices. For this charge, participation in the extemimion of
the Jews was a valid element of the crime,

political issues. and any claims by the defense that the trial was either covertly or overtly doing
this. He argued that. "in considering the problem of Nt,the court could only consider criminal

guilt - that is. guilt in the sense of the pend code." He acknowledged the defense's valid
attempts to c a s doubt on this too. but warned against defense arguments which either insisted
that the court was not within its nghts to punish actions fiom another phase in history or that "the

Geman Reich in the rra of National Socialism was another state, which had developed its own

public morality and own laws. and therefore could not today be held responsible before the
courts of the Feded Republic." Morality could not be an issue. Additionally, Hoheyer pointed
out that the defense's contention was an *'erroneousargument because of the existence of the
1871 pend code throughout the Nazi period, and although Wationd Socialism did exercise dl-

embracing power in Germmy. this did not give it the ri@ to tum wrong into right.. ..National
Socialism was also subjecr to the d e of law."'
Hobeyer made an intereshg argument in response to criticisrn that had aiready k e n

leveled against such trials and would inevitably follow the verdict - the argument that anyone
who had worked as Auschwitz should be considered guilty. Earlier in this dissertation I quoted

Fritz Baueryssentiment that the guards at Auschwitz "are al1 accomplices."

" in strong

opposition to this standpoint, Hoheyer stated:
How about the individuai gdt of these defendants? lfthis were a court Like the summary
court of Auschwitz, the question would have been answered within hours, for d the
defendants were in Auschwitz, where incomprehensl'ble aimes were cmm&d, and they
were members of the SS ....This cUcumstance would have been enough for any n m ~ a r y
court to find the defendants guilty. But therein Lies the difference between the d e of law
in a state of laws and the so-cded d e of law as practiced at one time in ~ u s c h w i t z . ~ ~
I7

&ici
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Hoheyer was arguing that to convict the defendants on the basis of their mernbership in the SS

and thek presence at Auschwitz was to imitate the system of Tustice"used by the Nazis on theK
victims. in this way he cast the courtroom in Frankfurt as just and democratic by its very
opposition to the kind of punishment meted out in Auschwitz. Ironicaiiy, Hoheyer missed (or

deliberately ignored) the more apt cornparison to the Nazi legal system of punishment not of
innocent victims but of Auschwitz guards suspected of individual murder and corruption. Had he

compared the Federd German crimllial proceeding against the twenty Auschwitz perpetrators
with the proceedings conducted by Dr. Konrad Morgen at the camp in 1943, he wouid have had
to acknowledge that the "Auschwitz Trial" had utilized similar measures of justice.
Having heard the testimony of more than two hundred and fi4. witnesses, Hoheyer

drew distinctions berween the disadvantages and values of survivor testimony? Because the
documents available to the court were "scattered and not very informative," because he felt that
the defendants had b e n very unhelpful in giving "any dues in search for the tmth," and because

no documents at al1 existed regardiag the individual mrnders allegedly cornmitted by the
defendants. the court was ahost entirely dependent on witness testimony. He reaiized it was
"asking a great deal of the witnesses to expect them to rrcall details," especially in a place where
no watches or calendm were allowed. He dso worried h t witmses codd no€d

e absolute

proclamations to know the mith because twenty years had elapsed, because witnesses had

experienced these events under conditions of knunbevable lmhappiness and dering" and

because witnesses run "thedanger of projecting things [they] experienced onto others and t h a s

This sedon of Hoheyer's public ad*
anne ciiredy b m the wrimn judgment. Spccificaily, it came h m the
section on evidence pertaining to the case of defendant M u h . &fore dealing with the specinc evidence qaimt
Mulka the judgment had a section d l e d "Overail p r c i î m Î ~Remarks
~~
to the Evduation of Evidence." 4 Ks 2/63,
107-10.

ohers describeci viuiàly in that setting as [kir] own e q m k m e d 4 ' Although Hofineyer was

slightly out of his rlement with his psychological evaiuations, he was certainly speaking fimm
expenence. He argued that unlike a reguiar criminal triai, the court had no access to forensic

evidence. post-mortem reports. murder weapons, hgerprints, or crime scene evidence that

would in any way aid the court in coming to a decision. Because of this, witnesses had to be
questioned rneticulously on exact details. HofÏneyer supposed that 'Tor this reason, witnesses
repeatedly voiced surprise over being asked for precise accounts of those past events." Hofineyer
did not consider that witness surprise might have been more the result of questions which

included the seemingfy irrelevant and trivial query of 'WSthis murder ordered by officiais in
Berlin" or "did the defendant execute people at the 'Black Wall' with a valid death sentence."

For survivors, Auschwitz was a place where innocent men, women and children were rnassacred
daily, and the limitations of the West Gennan pend code were not justification enough for

validating Nazi orden.
Despite d l of these problems, and Hoheyer's recognition that the court was working
with lirnited means ofcvidence gathering, he insisted that "this was an ordinary criminai trial,
regardless of its background. The court couid reach a verdict only on the basis of the laws which
it has swom to uphold, and these laws demand that subjectively and objectively the concrete
guilt of a defendant be established." At the end of his statement he reminded those in the

courtmom that ''the coun had to base its verdict on the deed for which the concrete proof has
k e n established because the penal code does not deal with the concept of mass crimes.. ..,942

These two statements seemed to conaadict each other, as did his acknowledgment of the lack of

real physical evidence eradicate the possibility thaî this be considered an "ordinary mminal
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trial." The court was dealing with mass murder whether the law ignoreci it or not. The situation
was extraordinary. despite the ordinariness of the law. Hofmeyer was atternpting to rninimize
these enoxmous contradictions, and chose therefore to interpret the law nanowly and sûictly. As
we have seen in Chapter Four and wilI see again later, Hofineyer was aware that the integrity of
the j udicid process. and the possibility of handing down adequate punishment for these crimes,
was cornpromised by the general atmosphere. He alluded to this in his fiaal comment on the
sentences: "it cannot be assessed arithmetically how hi&

the penalty for a single crime was.

Even the life sentences. considering the number of victims, could not be considered an even
approximately just expiation. For that human life is much too short.''3

b) The Written Judgment

The judgmenr in the files of the Auschwitz case is over nine hundred pages long. It
includes specific reasoning and evidence for the verdict issued in the case of each defendant.

Hofineyer's oral judgment appears in different sections throughout the written document, Similar
to the indicment. the judgment includes a section on the history of Auschwitz within the

National Sociaiist state, and the camp as a place of extermination. This approximately eightypage section is a condensed version of the much longer history that appeared in the indictment,
gathered f?om the expert witnesses. the testirnony of siavivon, and the memoir by Rudolf Hôss

which the court had detennined to be largely tnithful. 1will not revisit this section here. Instead,
1 will examine a selection of the defendants and the convictions against them, showing the ways

in which the convictions were justifieci in the written judgment. A varîety of Wors oflen led to

the dismis&

of certain tha~ges.ineluding the hehb*ityof the wrimess, the amount of

comboratioa and the facts accudated both about the defadant's tirne in the camp and the

camp itself. through the court's onsite visit. Sometimes the most infamous accusations of
brutaiity were surprishgly dismissed. However, they rernained important parts of the public and
histoncal consciousness of the camp. and go d o m in history as "truths," even if they were
judicially discounted. This M e r demonstrates my argument that the triai had a paradoxicai
outcome whic h was legally unsatisfactory but publicly awakening.
Pages 90-744 of the judgment examined each defendant's actions closely and provided
lengthy justifications for the convictions. For each defendant, the judgment included the
following: his persona1 history (Lebenrlaa~,
the established fafts and list of convictions

(Tatsachliche Feststellungen), the defendant's response (Einlassung des Angeklagten), the

evidence and the assessrnent of the evidence (Beweismittel und Beweiswürdigwrg),the judicial

evaluation (Rechiliche Wiirdigung),and the assignment of p u n i s k t (Sttujbnesssung).The
three acquitted defendants - Schobert. Schatz and Breitwieser - were not included in this section
but were examined according to the accusations against them that could not be proven. Mer
these ruiings, one hundred and forty pages were dedicated to other charges that could not be

proven against the defendants who had been convicted of various &es.

This section merits

closer attention as it demonstrates how carefully the court deliberateâ over =ch individuai
charge and how meticulousiy the judges attempted to use every piece of infomiation gathered,

primarily, from the witnesses. The judgment ended with a brief section on the obstacles faceci by
the court - specifically. Kadukosprevious sentencing by a Soviet Court in East Germany, and the
statue of lunitations on murder and aiding and abettùig murder - and related decisions by the

ibid, 318.

court. I will divide my analysisof the writtenjudpmentinto four sections: firsS I will examine

the charges against the group of defendants charged only with one overarcbg crime, the

participation in the extermination of the Jews. Second, I will examine the convictions against the
"excess perpetratoa." whose crimes were mucb more easily proven than those of the other

defendants as they were generaily individuaiiy iaitiated. Third, 1 wiU look at the defendants
whose crimes fell somewhere in the middle of these two categories, and who were convicted of

aiding and abetting murder in varying degrees. Finally, I will briefly aaalyze the charges that
could not be proven. both against the acquitted defendants and the others. This will provide an

ovewiew of the judgment and clarify the ways in which the court made its difficult decisions.

The ruiings on defendants M u h and Hocker both address the sole conviction against

them, "participation in the mass murder of Jews in ~ u s c h w i t z . 'T~his conviction dso applied to
defendants Boger, Dyiewski. Broad, Hofmann, Baretski, Lucas, Frank, and Capesius. For

defendants Lucas, Frank and Capesius it was also the only conviction, despite the k t that they
had many more charges against them. For the other defendsnts, this conviction always appeared
as the f
h
toffense under "Established Facts," but was followed by a list of other convictions. It
is unclear why other defenhts, particdarly Kaduk or Kiehr, were not convicted of this charge.
Presumably, they occupied lower ranks and positions at the camp and therefore were not seen as
decision maken or superioa who were a

m that they were participaring in the "mas murder of

the Jews."

This conviction is interesting as its wordùig diffa slightly h

m the actual charge laid

solely against defendants 34th. HBcker and Baer in the indictutent (see Chapter Three, page
--

-

-

-

4 KS 2/63,95. tt is clear from the verdict that the judge chose to use the tem "mas murder" m order to recugnize
the existence of a crime complex However, he did not kt this teminology &ect the convictions, as it was not

legally acceptable at the time the crimes were coII1IIiltted.

four newly built crematorir The judgment went on to state that
through the above-describedactions. the defendant MuUca participated in the killing of ac
least seven hundred and fi@ people h m four different RSHA transports that m e to
Auschwitz at difiereut thes. The defendant Mulka knew that the Jewish people w ho
came in the so-criued R S W transports wouid be kiUed in the gas chambers. if they were
not selecred for labour and brought into the camp. He also knew that they were only
being kilIed because they were Jewish. He was also informeci that the deportation of Jews
to Auschwitz was under the strictest code of secrecy and was to be concealed, and that
the Jews were deceived about their fate up unrü the v a y end and were therefore obiivious
when they went inro the ,gs chambers. He also knew about the fez. the t m r and the
tomire that the victims expaiericeci when they reaüzed their fate. and that they would die
a t o m u s death when the gis was shaken into the ch am ber^.^'
Important in this explanation were the elements of "knowledge" of the cruel fate of these people.
knowledge thar they had been deceived about dieir fate. and knowledge that they were being
kilied for ch&

race, which went to "base motives." In addition. the fact that this Imd been

conducted under strict secrecy impiied that Muika could deduce h m this that the rnass murder
was not le@.

The coun used the infonnacion provided to than by the historians and the wimesses to
determine the number of vicrims in Muika's aiding and abeuhg conviction. Whateva its
scientific limimtions, the method of deductim used by the court was cheir only possibility. The

evidence on Mulka's case was gathered in the foiiowing mamer:

hi 1942 and the beginnmg of 1943, the sue of the RSHA aanspohs flucmated between
one thouand and two thousand people. This is show m the SMtements of the defendant
and h m the statements of witnesses Philipp Müller, Kagan, Wassers~om,Laks and
Vrba. h the maliest transports. then, at least one rhousand people were deported to
Auschwitz....He [defendant Mulka] tdd us the numba of lem who were puiled off the
tramport for wodr and brought into the camp. It was betweai ren and fifteen percent and
in m e cases mae, but never over twenty five percent.. ..The c o r n in order to be
totally certain, decided from the start in defendant Muika's favour, that twenty five
percent of the people on the four RSHA trampts m whose m
o
n he todc part that is to say two h r m W and fifsr people - were brought into the camp for work.

Thezefore it has been estabüshed tbat he r
fifty people kom each amsport.. ..46

d p m b the kiUing of sven hun-

and

Such were the decisions die court had to make when dealing with defadanu against whom there
was no specifîc eyewimess testimony. or no charges of individual cruelty and murder. The

merhoci used to decide his sentence dernonstrates that it is likely that Muika pmicipated in the
deaths of many more people. Establishg rhese numbers for certain was impossible, and he was

therefore convicted on a minimum number of deaths. This was motha iimitarion of the West

German pend code.
Muika was convicted of aiding and abetting murder. This meant that he was an

xcompiice. in order to establish dlls. the court. in its section on "juditial evaluation." k

t had to

establish br whom Muika was the accompüce. In the case of the RSHA transports. who was the
principal perpecrator? The court nmed Hitler as the main iastigator a d perpetrator of the crime

of murder. In its justification. the judpent pointeci to the "base motives" of Hitler (antisemitism
and race hatred). the treachay of the act (the Jews in these m n s p ~ r were
s
deceived about th&

fate). and the cnielty of the way in which they were kiiied. AU of these justifications were
elements of pmgrdph 21 1 of the StGB. The judgmair went on to dernonstrate that Hitler. üke
aqv other German citizen. was not above the law, and that he acted dîegally. Just because he
otderecf the mass murder of Jews as head ofthe state dïd not m e .this was a iegai orda. Fkst,

because the order was top secret and never publicly declami, it codd aot be considerd valid

Second even if it had beai a legitimate order*"right could never be made out of wmng. The

W o m of a state to decide what it right and what is wroag is not unlimited. Thae is a core area
ofjustice in the consciousness of aii Qvilized peoples, despite ali ciifferences that individuaf

be injured by any law or govemment rneasuredA7

The court therefore established that Hitler was not above the law. In the case of the
extermination of the Jews and mass murder in the gas chambers, he was the principal perpetrator.
Because. however. mass murder was not a valid charge. the court chose to judge a c h individual
act of extermination - determineci to be murder because of "base motives" - separately. Muika
could not be convicted of participating in the entire "Final solution*^ because this would be a
rnass murder charge. and because there was (in the court's opinion) a Merence benveen each

act of extermination. Mas shootings by the Einsatzgmppen. for example. had to be considered

sepmtely. depending on where they had OCCIU&.

who had ordered them. who the victims were.

and how rnany people were killed each h e . Whle this might appear to be a political statement
about the nanue of the Nazi program of extermination. it was in FdCt the COUR'S way of dealuig
with the exigemies of the criminal code and the Iack of a mass murder charge?

Muka then. was guilty as an accompiice to Hitler and to his immediate superiors. as
these murders could aot have been undataken aione and he had participateci in killing at least
three thousand people. As a memba of the SS, Muika was also bound by the MiIitary Criminal
Code. and parricuiarly paragraph 47, which stated that a person was not to obey the order of his

supexior if he knew rhat this o r d a constiaited a universal or military aime. According to the
j udgmenr

defendant M m knew that the order to kilt innocent Jewish people was criminai, and
that the kilüng, despite Hider's order, was a univasal crime. He hiinself does not contend

that he belieuedin the legaüty of die IciWg. In his statement he eaU& the killing an
"injustice that screams to heaven" and a *'crime.'49

There was Linle patience in the coumoorn or in the judgment for the argument that the
defendants did not know these orders were iiiegai. in a complete and nnal dismissal of this
defense, the court mled:

In general. die kiIling of innocent people. especiaiiy smaii children.just because of their
origin. is a blatant violation of every human being's right to üfe. which even the most
primitive people are coascious of. And it is as weii a blatant violation of the authow
conceded to the state only in the most exceptional cases. narnely the authority to demand
the death of a human being if he has violateci the orda of the law in a grave mawer.
Therefore no one couid doubt the iliegalicy of the ordered annihilation of the Jews. B is
the beiief of this court that the accused also did n a harbour any such doubdO
The court fmally had to determine Mulka's inna attitude and motivation in dedding

whether he was to be convicted as a CO-perpetrator(Minater- paragaph 47)' meaning giulty of
joint murder and dierefore eligible for a iife sentence. or as an accomplice (Gehilfe- p g r a p h

49)? He was detamined by the court not to be a perpetrator of murder because he did not issue
the orders. However. he willingly and knowingly participated in the murden and therefore

showed enough understanding of his actions and fkee wiii in his job that he couid be considered
guilty of aidiag and aberting the deadis of the rhree thousand transport victims." If he had been

forced to participate in murder, the court argueci, "it would be Încomprehemible that he did not
%id, 136. The court reinfon:ed this howledge of rbe üiegaiity of rbe an by pointing to tbe astimony of SS
wimesses and ottier defendants such as Batski who spoke o f their undersmding that the emermination of the Jews
was a homble crime. 'The justification in the judgment stated that "ifeven Baretski, who is a simpleton and is l e s
intelligent than ali the other &fendants, could cleariy recognize the üîegalicy of cbe exoerniination actions, theu the
decision is finaL that the rest of the defendants also knew rhiuthe o r d d mas muder of Jewish people was
criminal" This is aaorher guod example of the innovarive ways tbat the corn had m demmine &ocence a guiït.
49

fiid.. 137.

'' In the jud-nt

on Muka, tùe corn referred to the distinction k m paragraphs 47 and 49: "The CO-perpeadam
is the one who intends the cn.rie principaîiy, the accomplice is the one who suppœ~the crime of a n o k . " Ibid,
138. See also Chapt~fOne, 15-16.
Muika was detrrztMed to bave been the perpeuakxin tûe mnrdcr d a prhoner whme deaih he ordered, The
prisoner was on tfme seiection piacform ami spoke with others, whi& was sûicdy fotbidéen @y Muilia), Beuuse the
oràer a, kill was insiigated by him, he was the mimlerer. However, no conviction codd be found because Mnlka

tq euerything ro ûvoid the b a l step of being c&ed uptpas adjutaet or to be relieved of Es duties
as adjut~nt."~~
With this explanaaon. which was supported by the evidence that SS officers could

decline their duties without repacussions, any defendant's clairns that he had not wanted to take
part in rnass murder were rejected. He was convicted of aiding and abetting the murder of seven
hundred and fifty people on at least four separate occasions.
A similar ruling was made in the case of defendant Htkker. who. üke Muka was

described as a 'tilling order receivei' (willige BefehLFernpfZnger) whose loyal cornpliance to the

program of extermination - that he knew to be ilîegai - made him guilty of aiding and abetting

murder on at least three sepante occasions of at ireast one thousand people." Mulka was
sentenced to founeen years in prison. Hocker to seven years. The laigthy wrinen mlings against
both men estabüsh their guilt in the mass murder of the Jews. Interestingîy, the judgment

denounced hem for being order receivers and for not refusing their duties. These written
statements acted as the mai counter-argument to the "supezior ordes" defense. with which
defense attorneys artempted to exonerate the defendam. The court made it clear that both of
these defendants knew that they wae foilowing ordas that were üiegai or at leas immoral, and

both shouid therefore have done everythuig possible to avoid obeying them. The tone of the
judgment indicares that these defeadants were finaiiy being severely punished for thtir actions as

participants in the extermination of the Iews. The sentences dianselves though, seexneci müd in

cornparison with the crimes.
Why was there such a contrast berneen the stamnent of the court on each defendant's
pamcipationin the extamination of the Jews and rhe a

d v d c t against him? Why did

was never officiaiiy cbargecion this incident (it came to fight dirring the îrid) and it did not appeat in the indiamnt
4 Ks 2/63, 144.
Ibid., 147-

"

judgment addressed these problems in the section called ''allocation of punishment" which
followed the verdict of each defendant. As Mulka was defendant number one. the court included
within his r u h g "general considerations to the allocation of punishmait for aiding and abetting

m~rder."'~
In this section, the court remindeci the public and the prosecutors that its duy was
only to punish the specinc aimes that could be proven. The judges also addresseci the length of

imprisorunent for each convicted defendant and the reasons these sentences were not higher than
the founeen years M u h receivd despite the fact that the court was free to sentence anyone
who had been convicted of aiding and abetting murder to anywhere between three years and Life

in prison.
The judges stated th& role in deciciing punishment as such:

in assigning punishment to each d e f m h t convicted of aiding and abetcing murder. the
court could not concern itseif with the atonement of the entire body of crimes comniittecl
at Auschwitz. Considering the couailess victims of a criminal regime and the
unspeakable suffering endumi not only by the victims themselves but countless others.
especially the entire Jewish people and Gaman people, fhrough the historically
unprecedented, systematicaily canied ou&devüishiy devised extexmination of himdreds
of thousands of families, it seans barely possible that earthly punishment can atone for
crimes of such expanse and weight as those that were committeâ at ~uschwia."
Because of the impossibility of ûtoning for these crimes, the judgment continueci, it might be
argued that justice wouId have been better senred if the defendants, who had ail conmbuted to
his program of extermination. had received the most severe punishment tbar the court couid
legay assign. This approach. however, was considered fauity by the judges and in fact just as
unfair as any other option. Why? &ce again, ''the court codd cot a o w itseif to be misled into
UmformIy bimtening the defendants wirh the entire success of the plamieci out actions of a

docate f i r punishment to each defendant according to the crimes he was proven to have
personally carried out and his personal. proven. punishable ,ouilt?

in determiniag the lengrh of sentence each defendant would receive. the court examinecl
each case of aiding and abetcing carefully. [t then decided rhat none of the defendants had acted
in such a nüniner that wouid incur a punishment of more than fifteen years. The jusafEcation for
this included ideological and psychological considerations. The court stated:

in genenl it can be said for aii of the defeadants convicted of aiding and abetting murder.
that the instigation for the crimes came h m the highest levels of state leadership, and
occurred in a time where. under the mie of National Socialism, there was unprecedented

spintual confusion. Through years of propaganda and clever intellectual influence. the
NS leaders understood how to call into question nûrmal values and to blur the boundaries
beween right and wrong. In the SS, these defendants were especiaily intensively affected
by this propaganda and intluence. The ddendants were abused by the criminal regime to
which they had sworn unwavering obedience.58
Roof of their corruption by the 'kgime." accorcüng to the corn was the f x t that before the

Nazi period they had lived their Lives without being lawbreakers,and after the Nazi period. they
went back to orderly. employed Lives: "under nad circumstances... they would never have

commiaed murder or aided and abeueci murder, despite their someàmes weak character t~ah."~'

Bemuse of the compting naam of Nazism. instigated by the leaders of the regime, and because

after two weeks at Auschwitz. accorûing to former heacî of the hygienic institute at the camp. Dr.
Hans Munch, "normal reactions" were no longer possible, people began to foUow the negative
e q l e of th& superiors and tbrow their values overboard. h tbis way they collaborateci in
crime: and although these justifications did not excuse their crimes, their guilt appeared in a

"milderlight" in cornparison wirh the pMapaL p e r p e a ~ especiay
o~
in view of the prpuailing
corrosive amosphere at ~uschwie?

in many ways. rhese statements regarding the compting name of Nazism and the
influence of propaganda and ideological training strayed h m the pureiy legai fnmework that

the judges othenvise reptedly referrwi to as their only guiding force. They expresseci in this
section their opinion that Nazism's main source of desmiction came h m the leaders who
m t e d the program of extermination. The "order receivers." although =
@ty

of siiding in the

mass murder. were in some ways aiso victims of the state. "abused" by its corrupting and
"confûsing"atmosphere. The judgment made a clear distinction between the insagators and the

foUowers. demonshnting a belief that there wâs a sharp division between the creators of the stare

and the collaborators who brought it to power and helped in its program of mass murda. This
political leaning s e e m out of place in the judgment of the trial, not because the aial r e d y was

an ordinary criminal aial, but because the judges insisted that it was. However. one could also
argue that the examination of the role of the defendants within the larger Nazi lramework was
necessary in order to detamine their personai motivation. iuthough <bis had already k e n

decided in the convictions, it was also important for the sentences.
Finally, in examimng the assignruent of sentences. it is important to understand the

court's justification for the different lengths of sentences. This is most obvious in the cases of

Muika and H6dca,who. as menrioneci eaflier. received very ciBerent sentences - both wae
convicted of aiding and aberring the murder of at least three thonsand people, but Muka's

sentence was double in laigth. h the assessment of H6cka7ssentence, the court explaintxk
although defadant Hocker had the heh a i o n as defendant Muka, namrly as
adjnant to the camp commanderer..
and participateci in the mass extemination of the

Jewishpeople, indehis~thecmidhasdeci~tharhisgiriltonnotbe
judged in rhe same way as defendant Muika's. When defendant Hocka came to
Auschwitz, a well-coordinated organization for kiiling Jewish people already existed....
The defendant Hocker was not - in contrast to defendant Mulka - on the selectioo
pladom or at least this could not be proven. It could not be established - in conhast to
defendant Mutka - that he pamcipated in the supemision of the selection of the RSHA
tnnsporrs on the pla~onnor thar he was personalïy involved in any other way in the
extermination of Jewish people. He therefore was not as close to die events as defendant

MU~IC~P~

Each defeadanr was saitenced not oniy according to the number of murders he pmïcipated in.
but also according to the way in which he participated.The judges' assesment of H6cker went

on to describe him as a "desktop participant," who was never proven to have acted in a
personaily brutal manner towards any particular primer. This explanation of his actions was not

rneant to exonerate him. but rather to estabiish that he was less of a participant than defendant
Mulka who had been at the selection ramp and had been a more "hands-on" murderererera
Finatly.
the discrepancy in the terms of i m p n s o m t was influenceci by the high number of victims in

the three occasions on which Hkker was convicted of aiding and abethg m

e (one thousand

people on each occasion), and by the fact that H6cker had never been convicted of a crime

before, and after the war he went back to a productive and "orderly middleclass life.# In fact
in 1952 he had p u e to the public prosecutors office in Bielefeld and 6ied charges against
himseif in order to initiate a denazincahcm pmceeding. The c o r n weighed these factors in order

to determine the length of his prison sentence. Such reasoning was used for each of the

defendants. and helps to explain the different sentences g i v a to the "excess perpeuam" as
-

"'fi&

175.
W. 176.
a3
Ibid ïizis seems üke a ûimsy argument for lowering a senoence, as vimdly eveq foniiir SS officer who had
panicipared in me exoermination of the Jews - even people such as Boger and Kaduk - went back to a normai. lawabiding He. As fIannah Arendt has argued chis was one of the main reasons tfiat the public was bdBkxent mwards
these defendants and did not fèel a presoing need COput tkm to ariaL They were not threats in everyday German
society a
d couid not be coasïdered mtnûerers outsiée of the Nazi regirrre and concedm camp. Arendî,
Eichmann in J e d e n g 26

well. For exampie, defendants H o a . Mt&
and Bednrvek received sentences of life

imprisonment, whereas defendant Boger received Iife plus five years. defendant Baretski iife
plus eight years. and defendant Eûehr Me plus fifieen years. men. the number of murders each

defendant was involved in was not the principal determining factor. but the ways in which the

murdm were commined the pasonal motivation of the defendmr their rank in the camp
hierarchy. and their understanding of the actions they were undermking.
The verdicts agdmst the defendants who were considemi "exess perpetrators"

constituted the opposite extreme h m Muika and Hodter. who had d y been charged with one
aime. The "excess perpeuators" had hundreds. if not thousanàs of charges against thent most of

which included crimes that had been committed with individuid initiative and sadism. Their

convictions reflected the rnountain of evidence against hem, as Cor example in the case of Klehr.
who was convicted of murdering four hundred and seventy five people as the instigator and sole
perpetrator. The verdicts against chese defendants were much more suaighcforward in temis of
the law, because they could be found guilty on individuai charges of murder r a k than through

a process of elirninaaoo and deduaion. as we saw in Muika's case. AU of these "excess
perpeaators" - Boger. Hofjnann., Kaduk, Klehr. Baretski, and Bednarek - were found to be
principal perpeaaors and sentenced to life in prison. Stadr would have also belonged to this
group but he was sentenced under the juvenile act as he was under twenty-one when he
committed his crimes. I will bnefiy d&be

some of these convictions to show the cmtrast with

the convictions agdinst Muka and Hkker, and CO show diar die corn did not have as much

ditficuity reaching decisions about these defendam. Even Bednarek. who was a prisoner at
Auschwitz and rherefo~presumably unda a chRat to his Me fhat did wt exist for the other

defendants, was a reiatively clear-cut case.

Defendant Boger was found @
, &y

of murder W as an aeeompiice to murder. a

principal perpeaator of joint rnurder. and as a principal perpetrator of at leas one hundred and

fourreen murden. "Joint? rnurder meant that he was fomd guilry of participating in selections on
the platform. particularly of the RSHA transports of Jews who were brought there solely as

members of m "iderior race." and of pamcipating in the mass shwting executim at the "Black
Wall." as weiI as committing individual murders chat were wimessed by multiple survivors. His

actions on the platform were considered particuiarly cruel because he made sure that incoming
@soners did not speak to the prisoner commandos working on the platform. he did not d o w

anyone who was aot fit for work to slip into the iiue for slave labour (Le. he was very smct about
sending rhe elderiy, the young and the ili to the%a chambers, thus demonstra~ghis m e 1
nature). and he watched closely over other SS personnel to be sure that they too were hilfilliag

their platform duties? Boger did ail of this with the knowledge that "he was an important part of

the extermination machinery and that dirough his duties on the selectim platforrn the
extermination process was advanced?

The endiusiasm with which Boger undatook these

actions. known by him to be iliegal and against innocent victims (as established earLier in the
judgment) detemined the severity of his convictions and sentence. What was deemed to be his

inner motivation was cruciai to the judgment againsn him
The convidons against Boger included very specinc detail about each of the crimes he
çommitteâ or participatesi in. For example, the court desnibed at length the process of the

"bunker evacuation," which was Camed ont under the supervision of the Political Deparrment
Many of tbe charges againsr Boger emphaSred the zeal with which he made carain no prisonezs seiected for
the gas chamhers remmed to che iine for prisoners who wuid be actmittcuf into the camp. Because of this,ac leas 10
prisoners were always bniught ctirecdy to c
k gas chamhm. Once again, die court demoasuafed its comention tûat
obeying "superior orders" was cause for tougher senoenciiig rather than a repnieve. This was especially so if&
orders urne foUowed eageriy, as they always were in Boger's case.

and espmaily its he3b MaximiIlian Grabnef- The Political h p m e n t was consmtly meshg
and hterrogating prisoners within the camp,and then purting them into arrest cellS in Block 11.

Because these ceiis were always overcmwded the prisoners were "cleaned out" - i.e. murdered

- on a regular basis. Defendant Boger had arrested a large numba of these prisoners and was
therefore impiicated in their deaths. During these evacuations. prisoners were mdomiy taken

h m the ceil. and quickly given a mock aial in which their fate was detemilneci and immediately
c d e d out. This usuaiiy meant execution at the "Black Wall." The judgment described the
preparations for die shootings. whereby SS officas were laughing and joking as they retrieved
d caiiber guns and silacex-s? Frisoners were brought out to the wail in groups of two.

their s

and then shot in the neck whiîe other SS officers looked on. If there were many prisoners to
execute. they were brought out m groups of four, and two SS officers cornmiaed the executions.

They often traded places with those who were Iooking on. There was a drainage ditch dong the
wall of Block 10 for the blood of the murdemi prisoners. After the executions, a Lia of the

murdered prisoners was brought into the HKB for the report-&ers to enter the prisona nurnbers
into a regisay which iisted them as il1 patients. in this way their deaths could then be registered

as "normal deathswof sick prisoners. The deceit involved in rhis activity constituted treachay. an

oEense defineci in paragraph 21 1. In fact these bunker evacuations were the impetus for the
investigation of Grabnet undertaken by Konrad Morgen, leading to his unnnished aial in
Weimar.
What did this four-page description have to do widi defendant BOF? The court

conciuded:

Boger was one of the most eager SS men in the bunker evacuatio~~~
Hk hatedPo& and
they were of the majority of the arrested prisoners. With fanaticai zeai. he searched
throughoui the camp for secret Polish resiaance and underground organizations. ...He
spread fear and temn in the camp. He was therefore one of the most feared SS men. He
was known to the prisonen by the names "Beast of Auschwitz.'' "Black Deah." 'Termr
of Auschwitz.*' "Advancing Death." and "Devil of Auschwitz...." Boger was proud of
these names. It filied him with a deep sense of satisfaction that he produceci fear and
terror in his prisoners?
Boger's sweeps through the camp were foilowed by rigorous ''intensifieci intermgations" on the
"Boga-swing."as described d i e r in this dissertation. Wten these interrogations Ied to the
pnsoner being beaten to deah if nor the prisoner was often one of the victims at the "Black
Wall" exrcutions. Even if the fate of the prisoners was in the han& of Gnbner or Aumeier,

Boger exercised a p

t d e d of influence over them and often suggested that the prisoners be

murdered. Defendant Boger was willingly md fânatidy involveci in the killing process from
beginning to end. This evidence came h m numerous. corroborated witness statemenu. For

example, wimess Boratynski, quoted in the judgment was a pnsoner in the arrest ceih and

witnessed a bunker evacuation on March 3. 1943.He was selected dong with feilow prisoner
Gestwioski for the executions. and brought into the washing mom inside Block 10 as was usual

with di pesoners who were to be shot at the "Black Waii." He was ordered to smp naked and his

number was written on his chesf and after aU numbers had been reported the SS officers came

Jacob" then led the prisoners in groups of two out to the counyard to be shot Witness Borarynslo

managed to escape death with the heip of wimess Jan Pilecici, who was in charge of recordhg the

prisonas. Pilecki threw him a UILiform, and the SS mai mistook him for a "corpse bearer." It was

then his duty ro remave rhe bodiesof the shot p&,oners 6;om khetowysd. In t l h way he saw
defendant Boger shoot at least six prisoners. among them his cen mare ~estwinski.~

The list of convictioas against Boger continued for over twenty pages. hcluded in this
were the individual murder of prisoners through "intaisifîedinterrogations." and the murder of at

least one hundred prisoners after the 1944 uprising of the Iewish crematoria Su&&mmcuLdO.
Wimess Füip Müller testfieci about this as one of the o d y suMving members of the unit

assigned io dean out the gas chambers and take bodies into the crema~oria.He &O appeared in

the film Shocih and wrote a memoir describing this event in hW: book Auschwiiz Infenw: the
Testirnony ofa ~onderkommando? Boger was not convicted of die murder of Lilli Tofler. an

episode desaibed in Chapter Two that became one of the mosr fmous Auschwitz stones. ui
response to dl of these charges. Boger admitteci to taking part in pladorni duty and in the bunker
evacu.cuations.He insisteci, though, that the shootings at the "Black Wall" had been ordered by the
RSHA or the WMIA, and although sometimes a prisoner was shot without such an order, this
was usuaily the product of a rnisunders811ding and occurred under the supervision of Grabner or

Aurneier. Unàl .Varch î3, 1965. Boger insisted that he had never shot a prisoner himseif. Then
he suddenly changed his story, and artmitteci to k i n g shot two prisoners. on Grabner's orders."

Boger was charged with aidmg and abetringjoint m i m l a (paragraphs 8,49), CO-perpeaationof

murder (paragaph 49),and murder (paragraph 2 11). The latter charge applied to his initiation

and irnplementation of "intensined interrogations," in which prisoners died a painful and
toraimus death. and which 'kmillegaL aiso accordmg to the perception of that the" (see

* bid, 189-90.
nIip Miüier, Attschwi~i@m:the Testinmny ufa S o n d e n L o w , t m s h d by Susanne Flaraner tlond011=
Routledge aad &gan Paui, 1979).
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Chapter

page 3 1):' Service on the selectioa pladomr constituted an ûiciing yid abeaing

conviction. because it was undertaken in order to aid the principal perpetrator. Participation in

the bunker evacuations. however. was considered CO-perpetrationbecause ir was undertaken with
"base motives." which were solely to make r o m in the yrest ceUs for more prisoners to be

interrogated and murdered. This activity was not done in obedience to superior orders nor to aid

and abet murder ini tiated by someone else. Boger was therefore found guiity of murder for
"intensified interrogations*'Ieading to death in five oses. for the bunker evacuations and
executions in nine cases. and for the murder of at least one hundred people after the
Sonderkomndo upnsing. Both murder and CO-perpetration
of murder &ed

sentences of life

in prison. He w u found guilty of aiding and abetting murdei for the platform selections of at
least one thousand people.

The judgments of the other "excess perpetrators" found guilty of murda were similar to
Boger's. in that the judges mied that defendants were sadists and couunon criniinais. However.

each individual judgment took into consideration the specific character uaits of the relevant
defendant The court detemineci. for example, that Kaduk. in contrast to Boger. was a primitive
brute w ho was motivated less by antisernitism or hatred of Poles than by a dnmken desire to kül.

The verdict consistently mentioned his insobnety, as weii his indiscriminate selecting of
prisoners to be tomired and murdered. He showed no mercy for the iii. and in fan. proclaimed in

faü of 1944 chat "the 'Moslims' must go!" anci eagerîy participatexi in th& murder. The text of
the judgment also r e f d to Kaduk's description of these prismers as 'ûseiess eaters." and in

fact used mis phrase in order to explain why he knew that he was sending certain prisoners to

rheir d a . " He was a h convicred on multiple individu& ch;irboes(slx individual c k g e s of
murder to Boger's two) and described as "one of the cruelest, most brutal and vulgar SS men in

Auschwitz. Aimost aii prisoners were afraid of him-"" Despite his protestations about each

charge against him. the judgment quoted numerous witnesses who had been eyewitnesses to
Kaduk in action. Because he was often drunk, and clûirly not very clever. he did not hide his

crimes as weU as otha SS guards. For example. he iiked to play a very public game called "CapThmwing," mentioned aiready in the indiament. He forced prisoners to throw the5 hats into the
resaicted areas duectiy at the guarded fence. knowing full weU that when they went to retrieve

theit hats (which he ordered them to do) they would be shot by the watchmen. ffiduk w u
convicted of murder on multiple charges of "Cap-Throwing," despite the fact the he was not the
actual shooter. The j ~ t ~ c a t i ofor
n this lay in che fact that he had instigated the activity, acting

as principal perpetrator, imd most of the prisoners that he preyed upon were new to the camp and
therefore had no idea of theV fate of they played alon?. They thetefore had no oppominity to
mist.'.'
Kaduk was found guiity of the murder of ten people and joint muder (CO-perpetration)of

over one thousand people. It is interesthg to note that where defendant Mdka was found guiIty

of aiding and abetting murder for seiecting prisoners for the gas chambers. defendant Kaduk was
found guiity of CO-perpemtion.The court explaineci his conviction as foiiows: "thedefendant
Kaduk is to be punished as a CU-perpeaator.He inwardly sandmed the killing of the vIctims

Md+,
393,399.The judgment Rads: ' T k e is m doubt t
h&Wukknew exactly t
hthe prisoners he picW out
wouid be Wed, because as useiess esters they no Longer served a piapose-* A hint of sarcasm crept into the tone of
the judgmenr
390.
'4 r
b
i
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and made it inte his person& mission, a d thzefore demonsm& p e q e m ~ o ~i'~s e n ~ . " ' ~
Nthough Kaduk was acting on orders in the case of the mass gassings. the court mled that he
had freedom to make judgments about whom he would select. He therefore conaoned the whole
situation and selected many people for d a t h when it was unnecessary. Because Kaduk did not
doubt die iUegaüty of the gassings, because he was eager in seiectmg prisoners for death, and

because he had the final say over life and death in bis selections. his intention to kill was more
cleariy esrabLished than that of Mulka or others who participateci in selections on the phdomi.

The court ruled that defendant Klehr was the worst offender. single-handedly responsible
for the murder of at 1-t

four hmdred and seventy 6ve prisonas, and accomplice ro the murder

of at least six thousand four hunâred and forty people in total. He was convicted of participating
in murder o r d d by the main camp docror. but his life sentence came h m convictions of
individuaiiy initiated selection and injections. Defendant Baretski was convicted. as an

accomplice. on the same count as defendants Mdka and H u e r "participation in the mass
killing of Jewish people at Auschwitz." He was also convicted on five individual charges of

murder, including W n g a Wsoner named Lischka, on Apnl 19. 1944. Lischka was a '"Muslim'

compriseci o d y of skin and bones" whom Baretski b a t with a stick until his kicheys were
severely injured and he subsequently

lied.'^ He also dtowned four @soners in a water tank on

June 2 1. 1944. Baretski's judpent included a section titîed M e r crimes of defendant
Baretski that were uot charged and not iacfuded in the indictment" Here the court detemineci
that Bareûki "loved to punish prisonas lrom camp seaion B II d (Birkenau) who illegaiiy
sigoalecf to prisoners in the women's camp across the new selectiou plarform;" he did so with bis

partidar brand of sport which Conssted of exercises so strenuous and Iengthy that weak

pnSoners could not stand up iifterward, He then yelled at them,and if they did not move, pulled
out his pistol and shot them. He did this with at least five p~isoaers.~~
The court üsted three otha
offences as crimes committed by Baretski. raiha dian alleged acts. and determined him to be
guilty. However. in the justification of a i i of the convictions against him, the judgment stated the

following regarding the unindicted crimes: "there can be no conviction on these crimes.. ..The

crimes were introduced because they go to the overail behaviour of defendant Baretski in
Auschwitz. and they show his innet attitude towards the prisoners and serve to help judge his

chancter."" This was an unusual move on the court's part, demonstrating the judges' desire to
introduce into the judgment unsubsrûntiated crimes that they considered nevertheless to be

represenrative of Baretski's brutality. This serves as a sücing example of the emphasis on
individual acu of cruelcy, which were judged much more harshly than participation in the wider

process of extermination.
Finaiiy, defendant Bednarek was found guilty of fourteen individual instances of murder.
His is an interesting case because he was a prisoner rather than a guard at the camp. Brought to

Auschwitz as a Poiish p o l i a d prisoner in 1941. Bednarek quiddy became the senior block
leader of Block 8. He was responsibie for " c m order and clemliness," and had to answer to the
SS camp leader. Cleariy, Bednarek had to answer to supaiors. However, according to the

judgment, Bednruek 'tecklessly"enforceci the niles and was known among die prisoners as a

" v e strict
~ boss." He was brutal, indiscriminateand termrinng, prmishing even the most minor
of '%ansgressions."Like defendant Kaduk, he disliked the weakest @soners (the " M u s W * ) ,

and if they crossed his path he bmght than into Block 8 ami beat diem to death. Defendant

Bednarrk was described as a mao who "Ioved te t-

prismes'*and who had %vonrite"

f o m of torture and cruelty: according to the judgment, "he did not limit himself to beating,
abusing and toxmenting prisoners." He also played exercise games with them. suffocâted them
under blankers. and engaged in other crimes with eagerness and f i e q ~ e n c ~ . ~ ~
What was the legal justification given for placing Bednarek in the same category of killer

as the SS men on the stand? According to the German pend code. his actions. perpeaated with
initiative and demonstming sadism and base motives. made him idaitical to the SS guards. The
ideological motivation of the other defendants was Mevant as we have repeatediy seen. Just

Like defendant Kaduk. he took pleasure in singluig out certain prisoners and killing hem;just
iüce defendants Boger and Baretski. he m t e d his own fomis of tomire without orders Born his

superiors. c o n n o ~ gindividuai initiative and therefore a i i of the eiements of perpemtion of
murder. The judgment in fact used Bednarek's prisoner starus as further justification for the

convictions against him. in order to demonstrate his cruelty and rnaiicious imer motivation:
death came to =ch of the prisoners w e d by Bednarekl in a cruel mariner. Defendant
Bednarek inflicteci extraordinary pain and physical and psychological torture upoa his
victims because of his unfeeling and merciIess disposition....Defendant Bednarek knew
die heavy fate of the prisonas h t haad as he himsetf lived in the prisoner-anfriendly
amiosphere of the camp and saw their inhuman treatment by the SS, the o p o s and the
senior Block leaders on a daily basis."

Rder dian show sympathy or aaempt to dieviate the pains of his feliow prisoners, Bednarek
adopted the actions of the SS as his o.m. demomtdng his abilicy to act individudy and
therefore be convicted of murder. According to the judgment, "it is the opinion of the court that
defendant Bednarek killed the prisonas out of l u s for kiIling (Mordl~m
- an eiement of

p a q q h 21I).'"'

Where defendants M&8 and Hkker were given iesser sentences with the

explmation that they had been "abused" by the Nazi regime and bninwashed thmugh relentless

propaganda. defendant Bednarek's murder conviction was justified by his chancrer having been
''rotally pmerted in Auschwitz," leading to sadism and vengehi murder of hocent feliow
prisoners."2Once again the judges demonstrateci a willingness to uiterptet the law allowing the

exuaordinary circumstances of Auschwitz to be used as a guide to assessing the severity of
conviction and assigning puishment to each defaidant, Where ideological training in the SS
was used to give the higher camp officiais rnilder sentences. psychologid corruption in the

camp was used to give a pnsoner functionary a stiffer sentence. Obviously in their assessrnent of
these maners the judges showed how far they were from theu own contentions that this was an

"ordinary trial." using "ordinary" tools to assess guilt ancf assign punishment

There was another group of defendants who feil somewhere in the nifddle of the two
exmmes of Muika and H6cker on one hand and the "excess perpenators" on the other. These

defendants - parricularly Scherpe, Hanrl, Dylewski, Schlage, Broad, Capesius, Lucas, and Frank

- were convicted only of aiding and abetting murder. to varying degrees. They had been accused
of various individual crimes that could aot be proven, or had been seen comniitâng murder with
theV own hands, as ia the cases of defmdants Scherpe and Hanti who were charged with

murdering the boys fkom Zamo-. They stül did not quaWy as principal perpetrators or co-

perpetrators because of their lack of individual motivation. This is s e a i very clearly in Scherpe's

case. Unlike defendant Beharek. who took the SS d e n and %mie dian his own," Schape
demomtrated deep imiaresistance. In the judgment, the second conviction againsi Schape was
"the kiliing of at least twenty Polish boys." He was convia& of aidmg and abettmg jomt

while convicting Scherpe of aiding and abetring murder in its legal justification:

The kilhg of at least wmty cMdren was murder. The children were killed
tmcherously. They were unsuspecting and therefore also defensekss. They did not know
what was awaiting them. ... in addition, the kiiiing of the chiidren was out of base
motives.. ..The fact that they were killed as members of the Polish nation. hated at that
time by the National Socialist dm,shows cleariy that there was not only no death
sentence against them. but that their right to live was in fact no longer acknowledged
because they were members of the so-called "inferiorrace.. .." Defendant Scherpe killed
the chitdren under orders. Article 47 of the Military Pend Code is relevant hm. The
defendant recognized rhat the killing of the cfùldren was ü universai crime. This is clearly
shown by the lacts that already befm the h e g action he protestai to camp doctor
Rohde and that he discontinueci the m g . . ..Even though he kiiled the children with his
own hand. it cannot be estabfished thar he acted with the intent of a perpeaator. He
followed the order only reluctantîy. He Uiwardly refused the killing of die chiIdren.. ..It
is the opinion of the court that defaidant Schqe therefore oniy supponed the murder
action with the intent of an accompücea)
Similady. defendant Capesius, former head phamcist at the camp. was accused by

individual witnesses of having taken part in selections. of dispensing phend for the injections.
and of nummus counn of entering the woman's camp, seiecting a few women. ordaing them to

undress, and marching them out for selections - a charge which would carry a murder conviction
if pmven because of the individual action involved." Capesius was convicted only on the

general charge of aiding and abetting joint murder for ''participation m the m a s killing of Jewish
people at Auschwitz." Specincally, Capesius was proven to have taken part in selections of

incoming m s p o m of RSHA prisoners in the spring of 1944 on at 1-t

four separate occasions.

Hunman Iews to their death m a very short period of tirne. Because so marry transports were
arriving. it was decideci in a meeting in spring 1944 that camp doctm woald once again have to

perfom p ~ o dutiesu
m
capesius was sees by many &messes on the ~MORT~, mi his aaions
there were described in detail by numaous survivors who are recordeci in the judgmen~For
example. one witness. Dr. Berner. identifieci Capesius as the man who brought his wife and

children out of the work iine and into the gas chamber line. ni addition. Capesius deceived
Benier by teliing him that they were being &en to the showers for bathing and would then
rejoin him. Like the majority of the other defendam. Capesius was found to have been aware of
the illegaliry of the selecaons for the gas chambers. fint because he lied to the vicrims about

their fate. and second. because he persistentiy insisted that he had never taken part in the
selections. Accorcüng to the coun diis refusai COadmit his participation demonsaated that "he
knew very well that he facilitami the extennination program and contributed to the death of

victirns throrigh the desaibed participation."sbCapesius' "howledge of the üiegality of the act"
( Unrechrsbauu~seùz)
was

M e r evidenced by the foIlowing bizarre explmation:

It has once again been mentiuneci that defendant Baretski, a Volkuleutsche [member of
the Gamaa ethnic p u p who lived abma4 from Romania, k e l y aQmtted that he
recognized the extermination of the Iews as uujust If this primitive defendant already
recognized the injustice of the extermination of the lews. there can be no doubt shat
defendant Dr. Capesius. who as an academic was essentialiy more intelligent and
educated that defendant Bareski. and is moreova d e d to a haif-Jew. recogwed that
the orders regarding the m a s extennination of innocent Jewish people was a d v d
crime - even if he was "only" a v~lksdeut~~he~"
Capesius had ckariy mempted to use as his definse the facr ihat aIthough he was Gaman. he

lived in Romauia and therefore did aot understand the full implications of the Nazi prograrn of

extermination. The court found this uncoavincing,and was sarcastic and impatient in its
dismissal of Capesius' claim t&at he did not know the extermination of the Iews was iilegal.

" I wül returxt m chese dismissed charges when deaihg wicb the section iu the judgment entided "barba accusarions

apimt the ùefmdants mat couid not pmhce a verdict,"
4 Ks263,519.

W.
551.

The verdicts of the other "middle giwtnd" defendaots & haveMerent charaxer

assessments and therefore different expianations as to why these men. although sometimes
charged with individual murder and definitely involveci in the extermination process, only
~ceivedconvictions of aiding and abetting murder and sentences sometimes only thRe y m in

duraaon, as was the case with Lucas. At the core of each conviction and sentence was the inner
motivation - or lack thaeof - which distinguished the actions of these defendants h m those of
the defendants convicred of munier. These defendants all tended to be relatively inteLügent and
did not exhibit tendencies towards excessive brutaüty. or g e n d "pnmiaveness"as in the cases

of defendants Kaduk or Baretski. These men avoided serious punishrneat either because of lack
of subsrantive. specific witness testimony (this was the case with Capesius. as we will see
shonly). behaved decently towards prisoners and kept a Low profile (defendants Bmad and
Lucas, for example). or were demonstrably ductant to cary out their orders. as was mie of
defendants Scherpe. Hantl and Lucas. None of these defendants received more than nine years in
prison as a sentence. and on the average they were senteaced to approximately five years and
nine months in prison. Defendant Scherpe was sentenced to only four years and six months in
prison because of his reluctance to kill, despite the fact that he had led at least twenry boys, one

by one. into the injection room. asked them to take off their shïrts and to put their left anns above

their heûds. and injectai phenol duectiy Uiro th&

heam. Defendant Hantl was sentenced to three

y e m and six mon& - but borh were immediateIy released at the end of the ûialon t h e served.

Finally, it is iUuminating to examine the section at the end of the judgment on the

accusations that couid not be proven and did not lead to a verdict Many of the c€isnnissedcharges
appear. on firstglance. to have ken established, mefutable aiminal acts wimessed by numerous

people. Mmy have gone h o pnbtic ~ o u s n e s as
s jost mat akhoogh uiey were never tegafly

proven. Examining which charges were dismisseci and why demonsuates the meticulousness of
the judges in adhering. in rhis regard at 1 e . f to the letter of the law.

To begin, defendants Schobert. Breitwieser and Schae were acquitted on ail charges.
Schobert was accused of having taken part in the shwting of civiiiuis in the small cremtonum.

This charge was comborated by witness Senny Schaner. a secfetiity in the Political Department
in charge of the "cremaroria regisay." The court determineci that Schaner has been believable
and reliable in her testimony thar she repeatedly saw that the Gestapo led srna11 groups of people
into the crematorium. and defendant Schobert often went dong wirh th-

his gun draped over

his shoulder. He returned from the crematorium wirh *.giazed. bloodshot eyes."" The problem
with ttiis testimony. and with the charges and testimony against the other cwo acquitteci

defendants was the absence of eyewimesses to his a

d participation in or papeuation of the

crime. The judgment rad.
the wimess did not p o n a l l y see defendant Schobert participahg in the shootings. She
also heard nodiing about it. The described circumstances surely dernonsrrate that
defendant Schobert had to have been present when the civilims were shot. If the civilians
were led into the small crematorium. there can be no doubt bat they were killed there....
The mail crematorium was atso - üke the Black Wall - used for executions in rnany
cases [not just gassings].... The fact that defendant Schobat went into the crematorium,
afta the delivery of the civilians. with his gun, also cleariy shows that the people were
shot there. Because no eyewimess saw the shootmgs, it carmot be established with
certainty that defendant Schoberc shot the people with his own hand.'lg

The judgment went on to m e that it couid be assumed that defendant Schobert had some part in
the shootings. and that he denniteiy expedited ththem. But here was simply not enough pmof that

Schobert had participami in any punishable way. They executions may have been the result of a
'taiid" death seamce, or defendant Schoben may have believed rhey were the remît of a death

sentence. AU of lhese Untaiowu f;rctmmeant thardespire the fact that defendant Schoben was

seen leading a group of civilians uito the s

d crematorium at Auschwitz with his p.
the

evidence against him was not conclusive.

The explanation of defendant Breitwieser's acquittai was based largely on the testimony

given by witness W a l t e ~Peaold. mentioned in Chapter Four. The wimess maintaineci he had
seen the defendant throw ,gu pellets into the celïar of Block I l , where the ârst gassings of

Russian prisoners of war had taken place in the f a of 1941. BreioKieser insisteci that he had
never done such a thing, and that he did not even know at the time that people were being gassed
at Auschwitz. The court admiaed that there was "considerable suspicion'?about Breinuieser's

contention rhat he was "spared a lesson about the use of Cyclon B." but there was not enough
definitive proof to show that Breitwieser had actually been present at these gassings. The wimess
Peaold was considaed unreliable because he had supposedly witnessed the actions between

Blocks 10 and 11 h m Block 27, which was physically impossible. Because no other wimess
had testified to Breinviesa's participatioa, he had to be acquitteci. The court obviously did this

reluctandy. because they ~ f u s e dto dismiss the strong possibiliry that the defendant had indeed
taken part in the nrst gassings of Russian POWs. Breitwieser's own description of the use of gas

(for the disinfection of clothing, he insistai) placeci him under firrther suspicion. Howeva,
according to the law, some fotm of eyewimess. some valuable testimony. and some inner

motivation on the part of the defendant had to be present These are cerollniy valid and impommt
judicial qualifications that must be in existence for a aial under the naaional pend code to be fair.

But these qualifications meant that many charges against volunteer SS mgmisat Auschwitz had

to be &Jmissed

and some cmtd go ûee because ofthe waning memory of mumatized victims or

the inaccessibility of key execution sites COthe general prisoner population of the camp.

Charges were also dismissed againsr the defendants who were convicted. At least

fourteen charges against defendant Boga, for exmple. were dropped. includinp ail of those
made by witness Josef Kral and the shooting death of LiUi Tofler. Defense lawyers and

Clkninian wimesses who insisted that Krai had been a bmnl capo himself at the camp had called
Knl's restimony hto question. ln addition. the court suspected that much of what Kral described
as his own expenences were acnially stones told to him by 0th-

in the camp. This was because

he had @ven multiple versions of his statements. particulvly to credible witness Smolen

re-ding the shooting of a prisoner named Wroblewski. Kral had cleariy suf5ered immense

physical and psychological t o m at Auschwitz. and there was liale doubt thar much of what he
experienced was midifully depicted. Srnail detaiis. though. nileci out his restimony.
The story of Lilli Tofler has been described &a

in this dissertation. Hers remains one

of the enduring narratives of Auschwitz. Her innocence and passim inside the camp evoked

sympathy .hmher feflow semetaries in the Politicai Department and the ûagedy of her death
was also recounted in the famous Peter Weiss play The ~'vesri~an'on? Significantly, the iegd
insufficiencies of the case on Lier behaif and the deasion made by the court had Little impact a0
the public reaction to her fate. Witness Ludwig Worl. descnbed by

Hamann Langbeh as one of

the kinda senior Block leaders in the camp. in the following way, had amibuted Tofler's death
to

Boga:
when he mri]was imprisoned in the anest c d of Block I l , he was once aîlowed to go
to the washroom by himself m y Bunker Jacob]. After a short rime he heard yells in

Polish. Jacob told him he should disappearpear
The wimess then left the washroom and hid
in anothermm. He couid not compietely close the door to this coom.k u g h the crack
-

Ki

-

---

-

-

-

-

--

I W tetuni to the subject of this play in the conclusion,

he cmtd see the haII in Bfock 11. He thai saw and heard Boga corning and telling Jacob:
"bnng her here!" Boger then himseif led Lilli Toflerinto the wasbroom and kiiled h a
with nwo shots. He - the witness - heard the shots himself. Afterward he saw the body of
Lilli ~ofler?

Boger of course denied having shot Tofler.and told a diffant story one day SS officer
Kuschner came with an order for execunon for Tofler, after which she was shot by auother
officer. Gehring, in the ptesence of Bunker Jacob. The courr determineci that the winiess W6rl
was aot necessxiiy reliable, as he had alreûdy misleci the court regarding defendant Hantl, and it
w u possible that he was iavenbg smries "in order to convince the coud"' in addition. Boger's

testimony on rhis charge was not necessarily unreliable as it was corrobonted by the witness
Rosenthal (desaibed in Chapter Two), who reponed that Boger told her he would have let Tofier

üve had she not corne into the han& of ~rabner? It was impossible to establish that Boger had

cornmitteci this shooting. and if he had, bat he had doue it with individual initiative. He was
acquined of thîs charge.

As men tioned earlier, defendants were shown li ttle sympathy for their arguments that
they had rhought the orders to kill innocent people were legal orciers. R e f e g to paragraph 47

of the military Pend Code. this defense was discredited. However, in the case of defendant
Stark, on one occasion this defense was admineci md he was acquitted of a charge against him.

Specifically, Stark had participateci in the killing of Russian prisonas of war mder the
Kummissar Befehl issued by the Armeci Forces High Co-

(OKW- OberkommLaLdO der

W e h n ~ c f i on
t ) Jme 6,1941,describeci in Chapter T h e . The court nile&
3 Ks 2163,816.

In his fim interrogation by the psecution he testïfied m havi~~g
seen defendant Haarl injamore c h we
prisoner*but in bis second interrogation with the court's mvestigatingjudge, he said that he had seea Haml in the
injection m m and he Lmd seen nakeâ pRsooers leci into the mm,but he did not state that he hadseen the amai
injections. In the courtmum, Wari insisted ebat he had seen defenclanc Eïa~ttinject a t least one person, The cktkns~
lawyers questioned hini on bis inconsiste!ncy*and M y W6ri could only retreat to t&e exphmation that "be wanted
to meet ùim- Che & k a iawyer half-way." Ibid,698.

-

Deferrckmt Stark argues that be mought that the T3[ulg of the Russian POWs was IegaI
because it was ordered by the OKW. This cannot be refuted It camiot be proven with al1
cerninty, that he knew the bacltpund for the küling of the Soviet-Russian
commissars.... It is therefore possible that he believed chat the shooting of commissars
followed the rule of war which allowed for the repressions of saboteurs or partisans....94

Because the victims of these first mass executions at Auschwitz were rnilitary personnel. the
court resolved that it was possible that defendant Stark mily did believe he was following a le@

order. in this case. he was rewarded for iising the "superior orders" defense. It is ükely that his

young age and impressionabilicy was rakm mto accomt as weli. as it was with the sentences

imposed under the juvenile act.
Sometimes. initial teslimony appeared 10 be damning and definitive. This was the case

wich Capesius. who. as mentioned eÛrüw in this section. was accused of having gone to the
women's camp on more than one occasion and searched for womm who had hidden during

selectiom. This was cmborated by two wimesses. Salomon and Szabo, both women. who
claimed to have seen Capesius in action. The judges d e d that it was unWrely that Capesius had
perfomed this duty, which was usually W

N

for
~ SS officersof a lower rank. not the main

camp pharmacist in addition, the witnesses codd not how where rhese women were taken if

HKB as well. Fkally. wimess Szabo bed sot cleariy identifid Capesius when she saw h k and
claimeci that she only later l m e d that be had been the ''officd she was refaruig toP5
Strangely, the court did not give wei@t to the fanthat more than one wimess tesàned tu the

same aaion. Aho. Capesius was repeatedly charged with crimes having to do with the women's

The judgmenr of the .4uschwie Trial was an enonnous. cornplex document which

attempted to ;iddress the specinc circumstances of each defendant his personaiity. his actions in
the camp. his inner beliefs about National Socialism and the LegaIity of the mass murder being

cornmimû in Auschwitz. and the ways in which his actions could be judged by means of the
West German judicial system. Although the court. and especially Iudge Hofineyer in his address

s the end of the aiai. hsisted that they had to make their Oecisions based sole!y on the law, they
did this somewhat inconsistently. Depending upon the situation, they sometimes invoked the
m i t i g a ~ gcircumstances of Nazi poiicy, SS ideological aaining, and the corruption of

individuais by the regime. Mculariy, they caild upon diis background in the cases of

defendants M W . HadEa and Stark. In other circumsmces. particula.when dealing with the
"excess papetrators," the judges omitted references to the hismry of the SS and the camp.

rnairiiy because they had enough incrimitlaring evidence to convia the defendants of murder.

Aithough references to the backdrop of Nazism and the Holocaust were used to give mifder
sentences for the above three mentioned defendanml sornetimes. these references had a positive

effect as they brought the exteRnination of the Jews into the forefront with the conviction
"participation in the mass murder of Iewish people." The mival of RSHA aansports of Jews at

the selection plaaorrn, the inclusion of a deraileci description as to why these paiticnlar people
were brought to the camp, and a comprehensive acawmt of the seleaion. gassjng, and ~MSS

execution process di demonstrateci that the judges were nor willing to entireIy a m th& backs on
history and context.

The judgment thoroughly investigated and weighed ail Ncumsances associateci with
every aiieged murder cornmitteci by each defendant. menexact demils were unavailable. as
widi the numbas of people who aniveci on amsports and were taken to the gas chambers. the

judges used rough calculations to determine the gnilt or innocence of mch defendant. With

obvious reluamce, they acquitteci thRedefendants (two - Schoben and Breirwieser - on the
recommendaaon of die prosecution)against whom there was simply not enough specific
evidence. The court was not making extravagant maneuvers in an effm to exonerate any of the
defendanrs. nor did they express satisfacaon when this cccurred. On the conaary. the judgment
clearly Uidicates that the court did not necessarily beiieve these men to be innocent However. as

Judge Hoheyer indicated in his orai statement, the triai was to be conducted as an ordùiary trial.
It becornes clear that this trial was ordinary on only one count the law. Otherwise, it was

anything but The prosecution did not have an ordiaary goal. the defendants were not ordinary
-

criminais. the witnesses had not experienced ordinary events at Auschwitz, and. on occasion,

even the judges had to mach hto the emordmary history of the Auschwitz concenuation caxnp
ro corne to a cmcrete and realistic decision. The sentences. diough. did not conespond to this. In

the end.,despite a few transgressionsand exceptions in which the court was "led asmy from the

path staked out for it by law," the ordinary law prevailed in the determination of sentences for
exmordinary crimes. However. the sentences did d e c t the main goal of the court to conduct a
crimmai trial according to the West German pend code and to detenmne the g d t or imiocence

of the defendants cbarged in the indictment only acconhg to the elerneats of each crime with
which they were charged

This verdict and these sentences would be the material with which the public. the press

and cultunl aitics had to contend in subsequent y=.
the outcome of the mial were part of -y's

OpeD dialogue about both Auschwitz and

confrontation with its Nazi past. spawning a

huge body of journalistic malysis and even a sensational. important play - but s m g e l y iittie
historical examination. in the next chapter I will assess the miction to the Holocaust. the uial.

and the judgment in the second half of the 1960s. and see whar people felt about the trial.
examine wherher the prosecution's goals w a e met and assess the mial's signiFimce for the

West Gextnan judiciai artempt at Vergangenheitsbewolrigung.

In the history of Germany's troubled self-examinations. ihis nial occasioned one of the
mosr important. and most public con.f?ontations of the 1960s. Reporters. scholars and culturai
critics dl commenteci on the judgment quickly after its announcement. With a wide varïety of

responses to the trial. most newspaper repu-

shared a sense of disbelief and horror at the

crimes that were recounted in the judgment. Whether the response to the verdict was positive.
and the reporter felt that justice had been properly servd or negative. and the reporter showed

disappointment in the lenient sentences, this incomprehension remained. Although it is ciifficuit
to gauge public reaction to the press coverage of the uial without the benefit of an accurate
survey. a glimpse into the press reports on the uiai helps demonstrate how people's opinions
were shaped by what they read.

in 1965 a s k e p a d H m a h Arendt concluded that "exposure for twenty months to the
monsrnus deeds and the grotesquely unrepentant, aggmsive behaviour of the defenbts. who

more than once alrnost succeeded in nrming the trial into a farce*haci no impact on the climate of
public opinion."l Other commentators charged that the wrong men were on aial, tbat the
defendants were "smaü men" who were used as "scapegoats" for the r a i culprits who had
created. implemented and financed the mass murcter were now wekomed back imo sociery; the

trial therefore couid not possibly have a lasting effm on Gemian sotiety.' More recently
historians. such as Norben Frei argue Ehat such trials. especidy in Gumany, do put the theme of

Hannah Arendt in Bernd Naunam, Auschwia; A Repon on thc Pmccedaigs ag&t

Mdka and Orb. xi

'See Heimich Hiinnover, "Voorn Niirnkrger PmzeS zum Auschwitz-RozeB,'' 71-2 Hannover is exnerileiy criticai

of the choiice of defendants on the seand and the Fact that GeniÈany's pst-Wcapiraiist reblossoming"has nrade
Geman indusaialists who were "portant playes at IG F&ea impart9nt players in the new econmy and ttudbre
vaiued members of society. He deplores the fact that most of t h e formerNazis tincluding hmer SS judges Mœ
Konrad Morgen) lived h l y in pubtic, came m testify a the triai and were in no danger afbeing p
m

ttremselves.

confionring or overcoming the past (Vergangenheirsbewaftigmg)into the public conscioumess.
1 wouid argue that aii of these positions are in part accurate. demonstrating the contradictory

outcome of this triai. There is no doubt that the Auschwitz Trial d i d at Ieast for a short t h e .

bring the amtities of the Nazi regune to the fore. The daily press coverage and most especidy
the widely staged important. and sensationai play Tne Investigrnion by Peter Weiss. were

consant rerninders to the public of the crimes committed by former W s who were living freely
in & m y .

There was a genuine attempt by many commentators. whose analysis 1 will describe

below. to draw people's attention to Auschwitz in order that they Ieam Iessons about the human

capacity for evü. At the same tirne. though, most people saw the grizziy crimes of the sadistic

defendants as if they were part of a macabre fanrasy wodd. "Dante's Inferno" as Martin Walser

described it, and did wt make a connection between the perpeuators on aial. the harmless
neighbours living peacefully beside them. and their own d e in the Nazi pst. For them the triai
seemed to have doue its job, properly punishing the real monsrers and leaving the rest, people
who had been confused, coerced or brainwashed hto coiiaborating with the Nazis, to go on with
their iives. These ukxed results were a reflection of the trial itseif. and a debate surfaced about
the both the legal and historia1 effectiveness of the triai. Even the players in the trial spoke

exrensively about its end result the pmsecution, es@aIiy Fntz Bauer, argued that it was

unsatisfactory; the court insisteci that the aial had fulfilled ia tasic in the context of the West
German p

d code. An examiriation of the press coverage*the editorial commentaries, and the

scholariy analysis of the aial demonstrates the impact of the rrial on West German sociery.
nie ceaction to the judgment m the major newspapers covered m Chapter Four of this
dissenation - the FR. the FAZ, Die WeIt, and othas - generaUy mirmred that of the a

d ûial

coverage itself. Emphasis was placed on the sadistic and grotesque crimes of defendants like
Kaduk, Baretski and BednaRk. The FranldanerRundschau's fint report quoteci Judge

Hofmeyer's opinion diat it was not the role of the court to confront the pax3 The article listed

the sentences of each of the defendants and explained that although rnany of the sentences feu fa.
shon of the prosecution's requests. Hofmeya justifed the decision by arguing that each
defendant had to be judged separately according to each charge. Neither show trial nor political
triai. the court was hampered by the difficulty of detamlliing what was vaiid wimess te~timon~.~

The article did mention Hofmeyer's mihg that the "dictator's ordei' (Führerbefehl')to

exterminate the Jews was unlawful. and char the defendants were aware of this. In general.
though. the article did linle to shed Light on what this judgment meant The article praised the

court and especially the judge for his fairness in this aial. which had "created a heavy spinaial
burden" for the officers of the court.

The FR &O reported on the reaction in parliament to the Auschwitz Triai verdict. The
Bundesmg speaker noted with gratification that the court had not accepted the "superiororders"

defense. and saw this as a great step fornard in recopizing individual responsibility. He also
praised the court for imposing the most severe punidunent for those defendants who had been

proven to "have been directly involveci in the killing operatious."* He was slightiy misguideci in
this interpretation of the judgmenf as we have seen in Chapter Five. AU of the defendants, even
MuIka and HBcker, were directly involved with the killing opaations. The speaker was referrizlg

to those who had murdered with ch& own han&. He argued that the F e d d Goverrunent should
not take a position on the hial of an independent c o r n and therefore kept his Rmarks to a
minimum and had only positive dMgs to say. He wished only to reiterate that this was not a trial

of the entire "Auschwitz cornplex," not oniy because Auschwitz itseif was not on ttial, but also

because mauy other Nazi criniinais had already been investigated and aied by AUied and Poüsh
tribunais. Of course. there were many thousands of camp guards who were not tried or

investigated. but his attitude was typical of the rime in the govemment and the public. Attention
was to be rurned forward rather than to the past
'Ine most detailed newspaper analysis was in the editorials which appeared within days of

the jud-ment The attitude expressed towards the trial largely depended on the poüticai
orientation of the newspaperD6In the FR. a left-leanuig Liberal newspaper.writer &rd Czechatz
argued that Judge Hofrneyer's insistent refrain rhat this mal was not meant to overcome the pst
but to determine individual criminal guilt was an empy phrase for crimes which "defy the

-

irnaghation."' iütogether. the verdict pronounced the defendants guilty in the participation of
about fifty thousand murders. The author found a i l of this "difncuit no. impossible to

comprehend." as did a law student with whom he spoke. who told the reporter that he came not

so much for the legai lessons but for the h

m ones. Czechatz hoped that some humanitarian

lessons could be leamed from such a trial. Unfomnately, though, the politicians who were

campaigning througbout Hesse at that t h e (both the Chancellor and the opposition candidate)

did not visit the courhouse on the day that the verdict was rea& because the niling in the
Auschwitz Triai was not thought to be a

amongst v o m . The writer adciread a public

that could not undastand the phenornenon of Auschwitz, could not fathom the number of people
murdered. and did not question how Gamany got to the poim of supporting the regime that

impiementeci these crimes? He seemed to share incomprehension of the crimes that the g e n d

"VeisichtigesEcho hocias Auschwitz-Uneil: Die Bmdesregiemg hebt Niehtul;ermung des Befehlsnotstancfes
hervod A b l h m g im Ostblock"FR, August 21,1965.
This phenommon is ~a~efûiiy
exaniined in Devin O. PemW amTe. 1Didn't ffiow whar Auschwitz Was."
Gerd Czechae. "DieErsen kamen scbon hrn oach sechs Uhr: Nafh 182 Vemandlim~tageawIPdeu im

'

public demonsaated. Despite his best intentions to cal1 attention to the trial and its lesson. the
[one of his article reflecred the widespread detachment h m Auschwitz and the Holocaust that
was ;ilready obvious in press coverage throughout the nial. People like Fria Baua triai to

counter rhis general reaction of disbelief and discomecrion. as we shaU see lata in this
conclusion.
Like the FR. the left-leaning Süddeutsche Zèitwg covered the verdict In an editorial that

a p p d on August 20. joumalist Ernst MUUa-Meiningen Sr. praised the court for refushg to

acknowledge the "superior orders" defaise, criticized the defendants for their cowardice and
shabby argument that they were small men being punished for the actions of their superiors. and
cîisapproved of the mild sentences given to the majority of defendants with their aiding and

abethg convictions? He emphasized the historical lessons that could be leamed from the aial.
despite the judge's refusal to acknowledge "teaching lessons" as the aial's main W.Through
the nid, "the system became visible. ..." And aithough the trial was held at a disadvantageous
t h e . wenty years after the Holocaust when a "large. politically immature and lethargic section

of the population" wanted to "draw a iine" unda the events of the pst, the author argued that the

public did not have the nght to do this,for "the aimes scream, if nor f
a the blwd of the griilty,
but for enlightenment and the most requitai that is humanly possibk"'OMUler-Meiningen

demanded that the "horrors of Auschwitz and aU of the other places of death and exteminatioa

remain alive in the coasciousness of our population." not ody for those who were

conuempocaries of the Nazi peRod but for die next grnaarion as well. Denial, silence, and @ty

consciences about the Nazi past would not lead anywhere. and the lessons of this triai. howeva
obscuted by its deficiencies, h a .to be leamed

Ems MUer-MeMgen Ir., "Nach dem Auschwitz-Urte&" S2ifhuschc Zein<ng [SZ). Augost 20, 1965.
'O

Ibid

Editorials that appeared in Die Weit and F r m n e r Allgemeine 2éimng (FM),both

more consmative, right-leaning newspapers. had a very diffetent tone. in Die Welt. editoriaiist
H m Schüier wrote that because the Auschwitz Triai had cast a %ide shadow" over West
Grmiany for so long, "i t could seem as though [Germany's] entire p a s was represented diere [in

the Frankfuri coumooml in twelve dark years."" A fascinating article entided "Atonement for
Auschwitz" by Johm Georg ReiSrnUUer appeared in the F a . ReiBmüller. who Erequently

conaibuted editorials and later became editor in chief of the right-of-center newspaper. asked a

bigger question of the trial. w M e also refhng to its distortion of die period of Nazi d e :
But what exactly is it that came to pas here? The civilized world's senlllig of accounts
with Hitler's murder system?A poütical-mord lesson. meant for the contempomies of
Auschwin who got far in the art of repression, and as a detarent signal for the genaation
chat foiiowed? A historical investigation in which. in a courer~~m,
smke by stroke, a
narrowly iimited chapter of Gemian history was recordeci by iive human beings?The
wish itself [that the triai could serve these functions] suggests that the Auschwitz Trial
could have been ail this.l2
ReiDrnUer cecognized that die trial provideci an oppommity to do ail of diese ihings. There were

historical sources here that scholars rare1y came amss. The law. however. made it possible to
address these issues ody to a "narrowly testricteci degree." And precisely because the legai
system was one of a democratic sute, it could not be aitered to suit the needs of the court or of

history: ''the dl-powemil tribunal. that avenges and educates. that extorts fear... and that points
the people towards its haire path is a c~ationof the toraliMtian state, a piece of it It [such a
triai] has to be foreign to a iiberal s ~ t e . " " The author noted that as a side effect, the triai certainly did provide some history lessous, and as a result of this very public pmceahg 'ho one
c m now doubt or trivialize Auschwitz" RBSmÜner a

m widi Judge Hofheyer that such

results. though. should only be side effects, and should never be the main goal of the triai itself.

In fact according to ReiBmiiller. this expectation missed the point entireiy:
in mrdi it is exactly this that gives it [the trial] value and historicai and political
sipificame: that here the Liberal state atoneci for boundless crimes and at no point
ovmtepped the boundaries of the law that it created.14

The ''supeThuman s m g W demonsuated by ail members of the court, especidly the judges and
the defense. in their effort not to let this become a show trial. not to be inauenceci by the bigger
aûocity of Auschwitz itself - this was the reai achievement of the trial, and should be seen as the
+gmt success of the proceedings against the Auschwitz perpetrators.

Gçrbard Ziegier. who wrote an editorial in the FR the aext &y, took a simila.stand. He

agreed with Judge Hofmeyer that there wÿs no h o p of achieving real atonement for the crimes

of Auschwitz. because there was not enough punishment humanly possible. That being
established Ziegler criacized the foreign press, and denactors in East-Gemany. who often

expressed outrage and the mild sentences and who called the verdicts "an M t to a i l victims."
On the contrary. argueci Ziegier, "exactly these people, who s u f f d so uaspeakabiy under the
dictatorship of illegality, should be happy that the law is once again being upheld."15 He athat a triai Like that of Auschwitz would have had a very diffaent outcome in East Germany, but
it would have been uniawfui and would oot bave taken into account the subtleties of the issues

presented in Frankfun: the fact for examp1e. that these defendants were not "born"criminalS.

nor the "major initiators" of the Nazi system of extermination. The defendants couid thdore
not ail be sentenced to severe, swifi pMishment That was the kinâ of û~amentpunishment

"

Ibid The reference here to a "Ùibunal" evohd memones of the Nmmberg tri&
intentionai on the author's part
l4 Ibid
' Gerhwl Ziegler, "Gegen Moika und andere," FR, Augost 21.1965.

as weU. This was srmly

typicai of totaiitarian states. and the Frankfun triai represented what West Gemiany was: a
-'return to con~tituaonalism."~~
To revise or interfere with this was to shm democracy.
Leftist critics had very different opinions on the manner in which former Nazis should be

d d t with judiciaily. For example. historian and survivor Eugen Kogon was diametrically
opposed ro this position. h a commentary for the shte public radio. Hessische Rundfunk on
August 21. 1965 (which appeared as an article two months later in Neue Jurisische

Wochenschrifr).Kogon expressed his disappointment with the judgment. Reacting to Hofmeyer's

opening sntement that it was not the court's role ro make a bbcontributionto contempofary

history." Kogon agreed that it was the judge's role to uphold the law. He argued, however. that

the court was missing one fundamental point: the judge could not simply close his eyes to the
fact that this judgment was not only a part of history, but would bave an effect on history. [t was
the responsibüity of the court to keep this in mind rather thûn to hide h m possible repercussions

behind the iimîtatiom of the law. Kogon cornplained, '4 have never before heard such a

sovereign judicid self-restriction. that does not corne h m ignorance or h m neglect of the
historical-political circumstances, but is a direct result of its knuwledge...." Kogon criticized the
judge for &the fact that his knowledge of the importance of the backdrop was exactly what made
him choose to ignore i~ and as such this decision had "enormous socid-pedagogicai

implications."" Kogon cleariy wanted to engage the judges at the Auschwitz Tri& and the

public in general. in a debate about how imperative it was diai the law change and grow
according to historicd developments. He agreed with RBBmüIIer that the ûialpresented an

' Ibid Altho~ghZiegids commeatary smick a mue simüar m rbat of the more mmemitiw RYrva6vemûüert he aiso
pointed out that the jmiss andjudges mvulved in the aial had to recognize th& involvement in the Nazi past and
had to adaiowledge the need for an ongoing confkonmion witù the past chat shouid not simply be deciad cornpiece
ar any h e ,
Eupn Kogon, " U m i t und Recht RechmgmmMze des Auschwitz U e " Nepil Jrvisrr;rck Wochm~rdvgP41

"

(1965): 1901.

however. the fact that diis was not doue was the greatest shoncoming of the trial. not its biggest
success. He continueci:

Widi a few elementary initial explanations. Iudge Hofmeyer cleared currenr
misunderstandings out of the way - misunderstandings that for many people replace the
truth in this rnatter. He did it almost as if it were self-evident, obvious. wirhout excess,
iUuminating, one is supposed to simply accept ...that the court could not question
whether or not this trial was expedient, whether or not it fit into our politics. That could
not be the worry of the courda

Kogon was gwdy disappointeci by the arguments that Hofineyer used to jusefy the
verdict. The insisrence on using law that had been established in 1871. and that existed

thughout the Nazi pericd. did not, as Hofmeyer maintaine& mate a fair triai. Rather. it
showed that there was a "hidden leftover Nationai Socialist mei?rality." After such a judgment,
the perpetrators could go back hto the society unimproved. and the only lesson from the

Auschwitz Trial was ttrat the law couid oniy d d with ~'cmcentrationcamp Ûnocities" (KZGreueln)that were individual acts and exceptions.

The discussion of the verdict became a debate diat engaged legai scholars. joumaiists,

historians. and phïlosophers. The main question was whether or not the nial hiul been part of a
codkontation of the pas, and whether or not ths should have been its mle at aU. In g e n d .

fiexibility and willingness to adapr The exception to &bis.as always, was Fna Baua. In an

article entitled "In the Name of the People: The Judicial Overcoming of the Past," that appeared

already in the tide. He felt that society had to leam h m the pst m d e r to draw consequences

for the present and future, and that even in trials, or pahaps especially in nids, the public is

recognize the pubüc's involvemenf just as the public had the dury to engage in the Ûial. After

aü. both the judges and the public were the same people who had been the judges and the public
during the Nazi period.'gBauer wrote:
the couns are a part of the people: that goes for the judges and the jury. Tme. the
language of the law is not determined through the questionhg of the ublic. But Dante's
words should not be forgonen: ''the law exists, but who operates it?"

#

Bauer felt smngiy that West Gemians. including the jurists. had to make connections between
law and society. The Iaw should ais0 reflect societai and historicd change. It had to be flexibie.

Bauer argued for a public and judicial awakeaing because of what he saw as a pervasive
indifference. even resismce. to the "historical. iegal and m o d lessons that these trials cm
provide." According to his estimate, this trial was g e n d y not penetrating public
consciousness: forcy percent of the West German population claimed never to have heard of the

triai. and of the sixty percent who had, neariy forty percent "wanted to let gras grow ovet the
past" Even worse. on the issue of the smrute of limitations, sixty-duce percent of men and a full
seventy-six percent of women felt that the Nazi trials should not continue and fhe sraaite of

limitations shouid not be overnimed." Bauer wished to combat this public indifference, and

asked people at iast to confront the Nazi pas, recognize k i r own mie in i t and take steps.

through engagement with such aids as thatof Auschwitz, tow& preventing inciifference h m
leading COoppression and pasecution again.

The judgment of the heai did not make the connection betweai collaboration with the
Nazi program - be it passive or active - and mass murder. For Bauer, this was one of the greatest
disappointrnentsof the Auschwitz Tnal verdict, and the verdicts of mosr Nazi triais. He was

especiaily dismayed with the judges' decisionco c ~ v i cmost
t of a i d a andabeauig muder- He

complained diat
the courts. in a large number of cases of Nazi crimes,used merely aiding and abetting
rather dian perpetraion: this occurred not only with the "small men." but aiso with some
of the higher funcrimaries of the Nazi hierarchy. Behind the much-loved adoption of the
aiding and abetsng conviction - by the courts di the way up to the supreme federal court
- is the residuai wishfii fantasy that there were ody a few people with responsibüity in
the totaütarïaa state of the Nazi period. and the rest were merely terrorized. vioiated
hangers-on or depersonaüzed. dehumanized charaam who w a e cornpelleci to do things
diüt were completely contrary to theV m.Gamany was not, as it were. a sociery
obsessed by Nazism. but a country occupied by the enemy. But this had little to do with
historical reality .There were vident nationalists. impe~M&~.
antisemites and Jewhaters. Without hem, Hitier was unthinkabte. 37

Bauer went on to suggest what were. in his opinion. the real motives of the courts in letting so

maoy Nazi crirninals off with a such light sentences:
the c o r n made an effort to break up the total occurrence [of the Holocaust] - fm
example the m a s murda of million in the extamination camps - into episodes....They
wished to prove the individual actions of each defendant in detail. But this desecrates the
occurrence. which was not the sum of individual incidents?
One could argue. and jurisu certainly did - as we shall see in Iudge Hans Hofmeyer's
Rsponse to Bauer - that the courts did not necessady wish to break up the entire occurrence of

the Hoiocaust and view each act individuaily. but that they were forced to do so by the

Limitations of the Iaw. Bauer did not accept this. and saw a more sinister motive behind the legal
flouring of the "biggerpicture" of the m a s mrder&arwas going on in the camps. He saw this
phenornenni as pecuüar to Nazi aials. and as a deviaticm nOm what was "usuai, in fact
undersmod, in our criminal pmeedings." He was referriag to the fact that according to the pend
code a î t e ~1954. m a s murder or genocide was illegai and barnieci by paragaph 220, and would
be prosecoteci as such. The constitution banned retroactive use of laws, and many jUnsts argued

Zbid Bauer did not cite any referenr:es fm these aaistics

"tbid. un.

a fiid

But Bauer argued the opposite: the extraordiaary circumstances of the Nazi Holocaust had to be
incorponted into the law. Change was oecessary if justice was mily to be serveci. For this m o n .
he argueci. the Auschwitz Mal. which was the longesr jury aial in the Federal Republic's

history. could have been the shortest:

there was an order to Liquidate the Jews in Nazi conmlled Europe; the instruments of
murder were Auschwia. Treblinka etc. Whoeva operated this murder machinery is
auilty of participation in murder, whatever he ciid, of course provided that he knew the
e.
aim of the machinay.... If somme is a member of a band of robbers... or a gangster.. .
then he is pilty of murder, regardless of whether he issued the murder order as the
"boss"at the desk, whether he distributeci the revoIvers... or whettier he shoots with his
own hand.. ..No criminai jurist in this country wouid doubt thid4

Where it was usual pnctice for a i l jurists. even young ones, r~ recognize tbis fact. and to try.
convia and sentence crimioats accordingly, Bauer argued that the courts used a different

standard in Nazi aials, "probably to somehow privatize and thereby blum the collective
occurrence through the atomization and parceling out of these terrible rhinp."25 Baua felt that

the sentences handed out in the Auschwia Trial were not only much too mild, but a mockery of
the victims themselves.

Bauer was suspicious of the motivations behind the use of the ordinary West Gaman
pend code. He felt that this inadquate legal system helped to lessen the magnitude of the crimes

not ooly in the eyes of the defendants but the generai public, and thdore was pan of the failtue
of Germariy effecuvely to coufhnt its pasr The "hiciden motive" behind the self-justincatioos

and facades, was the unwillingness of die "lion to look mto the mirror." Baua felt that Germans

- not only the general public but also j-

and politicians - were reluctant to swaiiow the biüer

piU of the Auschwitz Trial. They fdt completely disumced from it, by the fan rhat they lived in a

demacmic sute that w3s thnuing, where w&rh was p w i n g , w h w fiocid iecurity syscems
were funaionhg successfuliy and human rights were wrirten into the constitution as basic and
inevocable. But Bauer wanted to point out that many of these same citizens of this thnving

country had been Qtizens of the Nazi state. There was nothing to preclude pasecution and
totalitarian domination ûom rising again. The seeds of perversion that led to an event like the

Holocaust lay not oaly in the exclusion of certain minonaes. in stereotypes, or in nce-haûed but
aiso in the "radiai reduction and simplification of the facu and the proproposeci sot ut ion^.'*^

People could not bündly accept the verdict of the court. and in the end the court itself had to

look inward and find ways to promote justice that were better suited to the crimes of the Nazi
period.

Kogon. Bauer, Langbein. Walser. and othm. argued for a change in the legai system so
that the historicai reaiity of the Holocaust could be properly addressed and prmished through
such mals. They also hoped that jurists should examine th&

own positions on this issue and

recognize that the "bigger picture" could not be wished out of existence by ignoring i t Judge
Hoheyer. who himseif mte about the trial. the judgment, and the debate that surrounded the

law two years &ter the nial's end argued for the separatioa of miais h m history lessons. He
defended the pend code and procedurai code as they were, and proposeci solutions that would
make the trials of Nazi criminals as short and swift as possible. Either way,the outcome of the

Auschwitz Trial was dissatisfying to many participants and obswers.

in an article entitled "Le@ Roblans and the R.aco:caî DiIEculties of Conducthg
Trials," fint pubüshed in 1967, Hofmeyer directly addRssed Bauer's contention rhat diese trials

of ex-Nazis could have been the shortest becanse whoever in some way participated in the

m d e r machinery was guilty of murder- He objected to this as complaety cmtrary to the basic

ri&& of eveq human being in a c o n s t i t u r i a sute Eu- single &feod;iot had the right ro
argue his own case. and the c o r n were obiiged to investigate on each individual count These

basic nghrs of each defendant inevitably made the trials v e q long. In order to do justice to each

case. painstaking, Mie-consuming work was an absoiute necessity. To ignore this was unjust as
TWO

wrongs do not make a right?

Hofmeyer recognized that these trials were teribly long.

and diat there were CM, many of them In fact. he felt chat C

O ~ ~ Cfurther
M ~ trials like

the

Auschwitz Trial should be avoided. He felt that the categorization of trials according to

particular "crime complexes" ( Auschwin. Einsizrenijpen, death marches. for example) created
al1 sorts of iimitaiions. in which. for example. one group of papeators could exonerate itself at

the cost of others. In general. trials such as this had to be curraiied if courts were to get through
ail of the cases before them. Hofmeyer's attitude toward such triais was in exact opposition to

Fritz Bauer's goals to make sure that entire ''crime complexes" were juditiaily addressed. Where

Bauer wanted pubiic attention to be dnwn to the big pictue of the rnactrinery of genocide,

Hofmeyer felt that the West Gemianjudiciai system - partinilady the pend code - was an
inappropriate place to do so. He was correct in his assessrnent that the law was incapable of
dealing with such mimes; but he did not offer a soiutim that would attempt to address the

unavoidably present "bigger picture" of the extermination program. He advised instead that such
trials should not longer Qke place. Hofmeyer, therefore. misseci the point of Bauer's and

Kogon's argument He did not entemin the possibility of updating or adapting the S tGB and

StPO so that they couid adchess crimes of the magnitude of those commined at Auschwi~.Such
an amendment would have been conuary to the ban on retroactivity in the constitution and

therefore was not open for discussioa Hofineyer addresseci only the difndties of wimess
-

-

"Haos Hofmeyer, "Roze~~~e~ùtiiche
Robleme und Rakfische Schwierigkeiten bei der DmchfPhnmg da

Rozesse," in Prvbfenteder VeqlofgungundAhndrotg wn n m i n w i s n r c h e n G e w h m h x h e n , M ~ ~ W K

testimooy. and ignmed the larger issue matespeck-dlyBauer hopedjurisis would examuie ar
length. His article was a perfect example of exactly what fnistrated Bauer the unwillingness of
the pubüc and the administrators of justice to look at the whole p i c m and the tendency to

simpw the problems and the solutions.
In fact, Hofmeyer questioned whether the background of the "entire happening" should
be addressed at ail in such trials. The criminal procedural code spelled out the fact that the court

couid not be cornpelleci ro brin? in historical documentaeon to broaden the case. So. although
such background 'ûndoubtedly belonp to the interesthg facts of history." its exclusion h m
trials such as the Auschwitz Triai "wouid cy-

have iimited the difficulties of such a trial."g

Hoheyer substantiated his point by cornparhg the three Kazi triais that had occurred in the
district court of Frankfurt-amMain: nrst the 1952 tial of a guard from Treblinka accused of
cxueity and sadism. w hich had endeavoured only to detamine his individual ,@lt and lasted
rhree days; second the 1963 Auschwia Triai which had Iasted twenty months and which

addressed the entire "crime cornplex" of Auschwia h m a historical perspective: and third. the

smder Auschwia Trial of three guards which Iasted nine rnonths and inctuded even more
histoncal background. Hoheyer felt that the trials of Nazi pards should be individual aiais of
defendants based upon their actions. in which the nature of the crimmal structure in which they
pdcipated was almost irrelevant Otherwise, these "gigantic trials" were taxing to everyone: the

lawyers and judges, who had ro leam an aiormous amount of historical informatim that was a
"psychological burden" becaose the "inhiimiaiiry" of the crimes was so hard to fathom; the jury*
who had to abandon th& jobs for an m m d y long M i e ; and the defeadants. who were often

already old men. The message in Hofmeyefs argument was that it wouid have been much easier

for everyone if they did not have to c o h n t such hhgs? This was especially the case because
the StPO sapuiated that no case could be intmpted for more &an ten days. and therefore the

parricipts in this trial were in the "grotesque" predicament of having to reientiessly face the
aaocities of Auschwitz wirhout a break for almost two years.
Homieyer summarized his article by pointhg to what he saw as the major problem that

encompasseci a i i of the other difficulties he had üsted:

here a political era is being investigated for iîs legai and illegai amibutes with completely
wuitable means. namely with a criminal pmedural code that never thoughr of such
proceedings. is not designeci for t t i e and
~ ~ puts
~ stricdy constitutional principles in the
foreground. principles which possibly give the defendants more protection against a
misjudgment (~ehluneil)."
Hoheyer therefore asked that such trials be conduaed as murder trials rather than political
mais. in which the political background was kept in d d but did nor become the main focal

point of the aiai. He proposed that
perhaps Ui the coundess number of crimes that each defendant is accused of. the
indiciment can be Limited to a few lessa charges thai would already suffice in legai ttams
for the highest possible sentence. h these cases,the total occunaice [of the Holocausq in
the sense of historicd perspective wouid fa into the background and possibly corne up
shon. But it would be the oniy possibility, to s h o m these triais, to lessen the
responsibility of the witnesses. to shorten the lai@ of these proceedin ,and in diis way
to clear the way for the courts to fulfiu the task that they were assigneci.$I

The most criacal reaction to the Auschwitz judgment came h m the East Gaman press

and frOm the foreign press in general. Thexe was unanhous disapprovai in the East Gemian
papers about the rnildness of the sentences. The press wmte that the veniïcts ccmnoted a

.'pexvasive fascism* and sympathy with the ex-Nazis in West Gemiany. The bulierin of the
Institue for Contemporary History in East Bedin referred to an FR article mentioued earlier

The paper argues ;ibsolurely conecdy. thar ihe Auschwita TE& would have had a v q
different ending in the GDR. But that is exactly what diffetentiates the two states, it also
adds self-assuredly. But the West Gemian ress c m o t deny that the murderers h m
Auschwitz found weii-meanhgjudges.. ..

J'

iVe~esDeutschland, a newspaper published in East Berlin. called the verdict "scandalous"and

reporteci that the murdefers had been handled with kid gloves. as part of a generai trend in West

German coumooms where Nazi criminÿis wae concemed. The newspaper thai blasted the West
Gmnan press:

'The judgment in the Auschwitz Triai is a symboiic drawing of a iine under a bloody and
lost epoch," Tagesspeigel comment& on Friday. A drawing of the line? This is the
impression the judgment wanted to rnake. The main perpenators. Hitler. Himmler and
Heydnch. are dead. This is mie. But the cther main perpemm, who thought up die
murder plans right up to the last details. do not oniy iive undisnubed in the Federai
Republic today. many of them have hi& posts in the govanment and economy again."
The newspaper's chief criticism, Wre that of most East Gemm joumalists. scholars. and lawyers

(as we saw with anomey Kaul), was directeci against big business and the foais on capiraiist
growth in West Grrrnany ar di cosu. Particulariy. the role of major industrialists at IG Farben at
the camp and then in the regeneration of the West Ge-

economy was severely condemned.

sentences. The Neue Zürcher Zeinuzg wrote that the pemi code was ili-equipped for such a trial
and tbe resutt that defendants Mufka or Capesius got such îight sentences was most unsatisfying.
Combat. a lefi-wing p a p a from Paris, found the sentences far too Ienient, but acknowledged that

even death senmces would have done norhmg to atone for the crimes of the Nazis. Tne Tànes of
London was l e s critical of the judgment than of the overaiï German public Rfusal to confiont

these crimes. The Times d e d this "depressing," and sugw&

h c i~ was becauseGermans

subconsciously felt that it was hypocritical to condem othas whm they themselves felt paniaiiy
responsible and guùty for these crimes? Reaction in the Polish press was similar to that of the
East Geman newspaper coverage: in Trybum Ludu, the main organ of the Polish United

Worker's P q . there was disappointment thac the court refuseci to see the aial as an indicment
of the camp. the institution of fascism and its most e x m e coasequences. According to
joumalist Jeny Kowalewski. the fact that most defendants would be out of prison within a few
yem of the end of the aial made it much easier to forget ~uschwia,."
Discussion of the Auschwitz Trial tapered off in ihe press within a few weeks of the
verdicr but for some. the trial remaineci of centrai importance. A year after the end of the trial. as
part of a prognm for politid and culturai ducation created by the State of Hesse. Hermann

Langbein lecniredin schools and at public events about the lessons to be leamed h m the aial.

His ilturnînating hdings afkr speaking with many people about the nial showed a distinct rift
between the younger and older genentions about the importance of these kinds of trials. One of
Langbein's lectures to the community leaders in a smaiî town in Hesse was recordeci. There were

many young people in attendance who had eariier been visited by Langbein in school. The note-

taker wrote of this dichotomous reaction:
in the case of the older generation. one encouuters with tiring reguiarity the aûempt of
these people to apologize for themselves (and for the most: a very supdciai apology).
Vay often one aicoumers the stereotypicai response: "yoa have to beiieve me, 1redy
o d y discoveRd tbat Auschwitz existed in 1945." In lesponse to these excuses the lecnuer
[Langbein] estabüshed that at the latest in 1934, with the R6hm Putsch, it had to be cito evay politically thoughtfd pexson rhat the National Sociaüst regime pianneci and
commiaed crimes. There are no apologies b m the younger generation. They ask about

Y
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the purpose of what happend. ûndpose thbf quesion: "What can be done? L ihanswer that would make a renirrence impossible?"M

an

The audience became very animateci during the question period when young and old
confronted each other. One older man asked why the Jews of theu communiq ailowed

themselves to be deportecl without a fight. Surely the rest of the town would have reacteû but as
the deportation took place under "night and fog," diey knew nothing. Why did the Jews not

scream out'?Another older woman. obviously weil educated. calleci out. "actuaiiy we should have
gone out COdie market place md screamed 'the Jews are not to be deporteci."' This caused a
strong mction Ynongst the young. who asked why this was not done. When the woman

responded "out of f a . presumably." a young man countaed: "ûniy fear? You had no other
m o n than chat'?'"" This public debate exemplifieci the growing dissonance berween young and

old in West Gmnany. dissonance that would lead to aiormous protest later in the same decade

with the famous student revolutiom of 1x8.
But the public lecture. and other discussions with young people, also unearthed a
different reaction. iMany were impatient with die consent reminder of the aaocities commined
agauist the Jews and the blaming of the German pubiic through aiais Like the one m FranEdurr

Young people also argueci rhat antisemitism was not solely a Gecman creritioa that

0th

coimaies &O coosidered Jews the enemy. and that in facf Jews had brought this upon

themselves. These saitiments very much echoed those of the olda grneration. leading the notetake. in the article to conclude that these attinides were lemeci in the home nom parain who no

longer wanted to be question& about their activities in the past. The article further concluded:
'6 Hermim hgbein, Ttiomii?nder Bev6llmmgzumAUSCbwitzpn,ze0: RD<dmll eines Referaas," Hesskck
Bf&erfilr VolkrbiMg 3 ( t
3 W . This pubkation was the murhpïece for the "Hesse S t a Cenirai
~
OEce
for Politicai M o n ffilessische tmideszcnrralefntpoIirz;rcheBiI&g)- The h d y criticai voice of tfie notetaker, which appears t h u g b u t the artide, provides an ï l ï m g gîïmpse into the eaniest auempc made bby this
staoe agency to &ute tk young anci the oid about the NaP past.

%a:

"in many parentai homesand for many rwpecrable people ing d . t
bspirispini of impatience has

oot been overc~me."~~
In addition. according ro Langbein, the fatigue expresseci by so many
students when confronted with lessons on the Nazi period ('Ws subject again?") was the result

of the way in which studenrs were leaming: "brutally pur too often the moutain of corpses is
shown. and the investigation as to how it could have corne to this is conducted too
infreq~entl~."'~
The grotesque images of the dead bodies had to be shown only once. argued

Langbein. The constant repetition of these images led to desensitizaaon and tesenmient thar the
older generation. who had been much more ùivolved in the killing, were not seeing these p i c m

at di.

Langbein felt that young people could leam a g m t deai h m the Auschwitz Trial. In
particular. two completely different defendants - Kaduk. the sadist, and Mulka the cold higher

officer '%th

white gioves" - could serve to open dialogue and mate understanding about the

kinds of people who made the concentration camp function. Where Kaduk's behaviour was

relatively suaij$dorward. and his heavy punishment was justifid. M W was a more cornplex

figure and yet the more important one for the public. He represented a more typicai "everyman."
who was in many ways "intaçhangeable"with many other Gennans who by chance did or did

not end up at Auschwitz as a guard He aever got his "hands dirty," in connast to Kaduk. but
must be understood as having had just as much responsibility for the mass murda as Kaduk.

Why? 'The Kaduks could oniy terrorize in t

h fashion because they wexe encourageci to do it by

the Mulkas. even given special vacations and other advantages for their

So despite the

fact that quite obviously the Kaduks always got very heavy sentences and the Mulkas usUany got

wey feiativeiy uwmfhed In the G z m &als. the iess sadistic &.meters s M d net be setin as
any less guilty. despite what the verdict might insaun people to believe.

A few weeks after Langbein's public lecture. the audience reconvened to discuss what

they had leamed. not only at the l e c m but in the case of the snidents. after talking to their

parents about what k i r roles in Nazi Gemany had been. The program organizers were
s p e c i d y interesteci in hearing h m students whose parenu had been in the SS. and who had

spoken about their fnisaaton with their parents' silence at Langbein's exlier tak In the minutes
of the session. the note-taker addressed two p e r d warnings to mchm who wanted their

studenrs to r d y understand the nature of Nazism. antisemitism and the Holocaust in order to
prevent i ts recurrence. Fmt. Ckrman history should not be seen as having taken a "special path"
that led directly to the Holocaust which ivas therefore predetermined by the eveats of the far

distant pst Similady. educatom should not teach their students to hide behind sweeping

generalizations about the inhemt nature of "Gennans," in which the entire nation is deemed
ultra-nationalinand anthemitic by its very cultural and ethnic identity. This created a concept of
German guilt rhat was so unwieldy and vague that it couid not provide any real opening for

understanding and prevention to begin. Rather. people had to think in tams of individual
responsibility for their own actions. individual responses which created the climate for Hitler and

for antisexnitic policies to flourish.

The program orgimizers asked a few questioos of the participants. How did the public
aiIow the early anti-lewish measures - stripping Jews of their nght ht atmd or teach at
university, for example - to occur without a fight? Even worse, how did peuple wilîingiy let heir

coileagues be forced out of th& jobs? How did they let the Nuremberg laws tum th& Jewish
f?iaicis and neighbotus into strangas whom they avoided in the streets, and whose synagogues

they evenniédly bcirned d m in L 938? To d k b e &kitsa onal al characrefv was te diminish

individual guilt. responsibility and feeling. It ais0 cxeated an enonnous infenority cornplex for

young people. This sort of "mystification"of the actuai events and actions of every person
served no educationai purpose and was snongly discowged by the srare of Hesse in its a m p t
to educate the young.

At the same the. the educators also wamed againsr a tendency to teach the Naaonal

Socialist period as an "actident of history," which simply befeU the G e m people. as rhough
suddeniy an enemy had occupied the country. The historical background to the advent of Nazism

had to be accurateiy represented. Young people had to leam how this regime came out of a
climate of chaos and desperation which led normal people to embnce a govenunent that would

oppress and persecute "outsiders." in addition. students should leam about the naditional
German attitude towards authonty figures,in which lawyers. b u r e a u m . teachers. and

government officids were not to be questioned This was attributed to the lack of a "successful
democratic revolution" in the history of Gemany, leading to a b h d faith in authority figures

that aused citizens to more reacfiiy accept the dictatorship of the Nazis. These factors cornbineci
could help studenrs to understand how the Holocaust happened and dthough "reading the lyrical

mtings of Anne Fm&" was important,it did not sufficiently help to understand and "overcome
what happened between 1933 and 1945.41 It is inponant to ranember that this pubiic fonim and

its probing questioos was organized by the srate of Hesse. The fact rhat the state itself was

" ibid. 332 This historicai discussion regardhg the path of German bistory becanie t
k "%rutenueg"

debare. in

wbich historians like Hans ühîch Wehler and Fritz Fischer on one band argued fm a German "specialpath" that ied
to the rise of NaPsm whereas othets, tike Geoff Eiey and David Blackbourn, argued for a more complex
constellation of e v e m t h led to Nazisnz For an i n w e o n to this debare, see Hans Ulrich Wehler, Deutsche
Kaiserrtich, iû?I-I91& aanslated by Kim Traynor (Dover, N.EL Berg PubMers, 2985); David Blackbourn, and
Geoff Eley, The PeculimMnEs
ofGennrm K i o t y Bourgeois Wq ami Politics ùt N i f e e n t h - C w Gcrmm~y
~Oxford:Mord University Ress, 1984); Ge& Dey, From UnflcOtiOn w Narirm-Reimerprcring the Germon P m
(Boston: AUen & Unwin. 1986); fia Fisctier,F m m h i s e m i c h m Ttrird Re*
Elemcnts of Conrinrùty in Gennmt

contemed with how people in West G e m m y de& wirh ihe pow indieates an ofifid pdicy. ai
least in the Education Department. of confrontation with the Nazi en.

The audience was asked to contemplate these questions in order to atablish whether any
elements still existed in Grnnan society, twenty years after Auschwitz. which could m e c i t e the

ciimate of 1933. The audience divided into groups of three. and concluded that adherence to
authority - "driiled into" the heads of the young fhrough the educational. vocationai and policical

system - was stiil very much alive. and particuiarly obvious in the relationship berneen
professor and snidents. and parents n d children. The workgroups conciuded that this system
needed to be

They also agreed that to hide behind the explmation that a Gemi;in

"national chara&* was responsiblr for the murder of the fews was a form of apology that did
not aid in understanding, did not adequately ûssign respoosibility. and did not r e p e n t the mith.

Finaliy. the participants proposeci that leaming about the wide-ranging elements thar led to the

rise of National Soci;ilism should begin early and be comprehensive. in orda to create a
"mdiness to resia against those things which threaten to repeat t h e m ~ e l v e s . * ~ ~

The evening discussion also dealt with the topic of the "Hitler in al1 of us," a fom of
VergmgenheirsbewaItigung that was exploreci during the 1960s. People began to ask themselves
whether ail humans. nor jus Germaus, and not just the demonic Hitler, were capable of actions

-
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Auschwitz Trial in 1968, M e r explored this subject In an essay entitled "TheGolgotha of the
Grrmans." M a u contemplared the mle of the trial in German historical consciousness regarding

Auschwitz and the Holocaust. He addressed the problan. or 'puzzle." of the defendants. How do

Germans understand these people? How could they corne to grips with the existence of Boger.
who was the inventor of a torture machine. or Klehr. who demanded that a prisoner kiil his own

father'?In answer to this, Mauz wrote:

this is aii actuaiiy not so puzzling. Not for those. in any case, who know the "Hitler in
us;" who know bat everywhae and every hour people resist the memory of th& own
actions in the most cowardiy, opportunistic. weak. and nidiless way ho diat they can feel
shieided). The defendants are human beingsOu
M a u criticized hose %nef visitors." either âom the press or the public. who went to the triai

for a day and came away "shaking their heads" with incomprehension at the actions of the

defendants, further engaging in what Martin Walser describecl as the distancing of normal human
beings b m the monsters on the stand. These charaam on the stand were cornplex. but they
were not incomprehensible if people thought long and carefully about them The question

"how?" was on everyone's Lips during the trial: the judges, the press, the prosecution. and the

pubüc aU &ed themselves how it came to be. The law made it difficult for the reai answers to
be fond. because the court was so lestricteci to eyewitness testimcmy and had to chase after

miniscde derails ramer dian End more profound.answento dinicuit questions. According to

Mau. the judges were both tortured and ptected by the LUmtations of the law. They could

reaear behind it when faced with crititisn, but they had more dificuity explaihg it to a wimess
whose testimony had to be excludeci because he did not give enough specific evidence? The

the punishments &en to the convicted. The public would not Snd answers as to human

behaviour or their own acrions in these places. Instead. Mauz proposeci:
What we cm discover in Frankfurt.. . touches nearly al1 Gemians. There was the example
of witness Diamanski. Before he came to Auschwitz. he was at anotha camp where one
day he had to work near a lake. Suddenly he saw something bobbing in the water. He
jumped into the lake and saved a woman. whose boat had capsized. When he brought the
half drowned hurnaa bundle to land, he saw - he had saved a camp guard. His finends
scolded him. "1 couid not know who I was saving," says the wimess. saumed and
confuseci for a moment. For an instant, there was a person in the coumoom. as a person
shouid be: a fellow human being. a helper and a saver. This person wore a fml's
clorhing. because it is considered M e that someone should Rmain h m under ali
circumstances. But it is to this "insmity" that the trial in Frankfun CAS
ail of US."
Mauz hoped that everyone could l e m a lesson about hurnanity h m this mal. He also knew that

people would have to search for it beyond the verdict and the law. within themselves. His

attempt to dissuade people h m seeing the whole event as incomprehensible was a response to
the press coverage and the inciifference Etisplayed by many. The lecttue series organized by the

State. the Mauz book published in 1968. and the increasing discontent among the young in
Gamany indiaes that for some people-albeit not the rnajonty, but a select few scholars.

critics. and fnistrated youth - there was a gradua1 nrming away from the Holocaust as

"incomprehensible." These people began to try to find ways to understand how it had happeneci.
Because the nles and ripes ofrhe Auschwitz TnaI disappeared into the basernent of the
Franldunpublic prosecutor's office, there has been Little scholady analysis of the trial until the

late 1990s. h conqence. Ehere was also almost no research mto the affects of the Auschwia
Trial on the generai population. However, m a book published in 1989 commemOrating one
hundred years of justice in Frankfuh H e h z Haueisen, fonner head of the public prosecutor's

office in Frankaun.m t e about the challenge of the txiai for the legal officiais involvecl. They

investigated how much couid stül be proven, which individual derails counted. how and where

suspects and wimesses were to be found and whether a large trial of the "Auschwitz complex"
was the best solution." Once the trial was set in motion. the prosecution did its b a t to prove the

guilt of the defendants. But much of the judgment was disappointhg to the prosecutors.

Parricularly, Haueisen refemd to the judge's deramination that the SS members at the camp had

been brahwashed by years of propaganda and were morally and spirinially confuseci by the
lessons diey were taught at Auschwitz. Haueisen, and the prosecution in Fiankfurt. did aot h d

this explanation satisfactory. He asked.
would the naaual inhibitions that prevent people h m iavolving thanselves in this kind
of extermination machinery be lessened [by propaganda and Muence]? Was the
behaviour of these defendants not also influenceci by the cowardice most people
demonsaare, some more,some les; fear of puMg out, of explainuig that one would not
panicipate, fear of having oneseif sent to the ûcmt, with di that this tranSfer could mean?
It was more cornfortable and less dangrnus to take pan in killing others in Auschwitz
than to face one's own death on the Eastern Front. 'Ihese were the kind of people rhat
were needed in orda to deliver the mass transports to the gas chambers in a business-like
fashion, even if one or the other of these people disapproved of rhese actions?
Despite the fact that Haueisen's article primarily focosed on explaining the challenges to the

prosecution. he also commentai on the molal legacy of the judgmait, He believed, as a
representative of the state of Hesse, that the verdict had wt adequately presented the crimes of

the defendants and had in fact attempted to mmimize dieir guüt His main argument was h

t

these men were not merely products of the National Sociaüsr system, but existeci in a l l different

eras and wexe stüi

to

be found throughout the wodd: not only those who hid behind the "supior

orderswdefeose, but ais0 those who took pleasure in tortnring and shootmg othas. The judpent

The G a m m public who wimessed this trial had to leam that everyone was capable of acting the
way the defendants did in Auschwia.

And yet Haueisen saw the trial. despire die publems with the verdict, as a positive

development in Gemiany's confrontation with its past It had become a part of kgal history.
whether Iudge Hofmeyer wanted this or not. For Haueisen, %anks to its [the triai's] force of

law. its repenfation of Auschwitz cannot be calleci into question any more. It assureci that for
ail the. Hitler and National Sociaiism cm no longer be discussed without thinking of

~ u s c h w i ~Auschwitz
. ' ~ ~ would become a symbol. inter[wined wit4 the Swastika bat could oot
be forgotten. And noally, this message had to be taken h m the trial:

Let us finaily not forget that it was people who ~orturedand killed in Auschwitz, people
that had always existed and wiil always exist. True, Auschwitz was unique. But are we
certain. that somethhg similar could not somewhere, sometime, be brrilt again? it is neva
too early for vigilance."
One of the greatest cultural commentaries on the trial was the 1965 play The
Invesrigation by Pem Weiss. Based almost entirety on the oral tescimony given at the trial -

much of the play is verbatim testimony h m both defendants and wimesses, amalgamatecf into a
few key characters - the play was a teaction to the triai (sraged ody two months after the
verdict), that challengeci the German public with issues that the judgment, for a l i of the morts

mentioued above. failed to address. Weiss' relationship to the triai and paniculariy to the press
coverage reflected the argument of Martin Walser thas 1presenuedin Chapter Four. Weiss, a

niend of Walsds and a harsh critic of West Gemian capitalist Society?showed the defendants to

same tirne, he refused to spare the audience of the most grotesque details of the aial. In this way

he attempted to make connections between the crimes of the defendants at Auschwitz and the
society that created them. ûne character m the play, wimess number 3. a

d as Wiss' voice.

Straying h m the actuai witness cestimony given at the mai. this wimess was a fusion of

himself. He told the audience:

When we talk of our exmence nowadays
with people w ho were never in a camp
there is always something
inconceivable to hem about it
And yet they are the same peuple
who in the camp were prisoners and guards.
We must drop the lofty view
that the camp worid
is incomprehwsible to us
We aU knew the Society
that produced a govanment
capable of creating such camps
The order that prevailed thae
was an order whose basic nature
we were famiiiar with....51

The play was almost four hours long anci wrm
i in the form of eleven cantos or "sangs," with
titles Wce T h e song of the Black W W and 'The Song of the Swing." Weiss did not intend the

play to be staged as though m a wmom, leaving it up to each director how the audience would
be addressed. Each-c

spoke in monotonou verse, depicting in unreknting detail aie

w m t crimes of defendants like Boger and Baretski while showing that al1 defendaints, the

mwba of Gemian Society to qne5tion th& mle in meLing Auschwitz possible. Weiss was

careful that the play "contsiined nodimg but the facts as fhey were presented in the'-OC

knowing tbar an artiaic representation of Auschwitz could na rake & M e switb rhe auth aml
remain historiai and moraüy poignantR
The investigaion played on fourteen stages simuitaneously throughout Germany - both

East and West - and in

ond don? It was widely critiquai in rhe press. and remaias controversial

amongst historians." W e Weiss' radiai leftist political stance was the subject of much

discussion and some suspicion, it ais0 put the trial. Auschwitz, and the Holocaust at the centre of

enormous public dixussion. According to an article in Der Spiegel, "no stage play since
Hochhuth's n e Deputy has been as widely debated. aiready before its staging. as me

InvesrigarioB.

With me investigation, Weiss used the trial to force Gamans to revisit the

Nazi past and he asked them to recognite their rote in it. He did so as a direct reaction to the

press covenge, and to what Fritz Bauer, and many othas, describec! as public inciifference to the
aial. Some kind of lesson had to be leamed h m the niai. and since the judgxnenr's Light
sentences could not teach it, the task would be leît to historiam. philosophm and aitists.

*'Pet= Weiss, IXe lnvesn$orr'on, m&œd by JQQSwm ami Ulu Gmiberd <NtwYork Atlieneum, 1W),
IC7-8.
" PemWeiss in "Weiss: GeJaÿgvon der Schauhi.." Der Spigel 43 (1965). 162.
" fbid, 152

Both Lawrence Langer and James Young have criticized the play as distortmg the evenfs of the Holocarrst in order

to promote his radical sochika ideological views of W
est Gennan saciety. Langer later revised his opinion, and in

Adminhg the Holocaus~argued that it filied the h o k so glaring in the n5ai itself. Says Langer, "Weisscreated h m
a filale corrmoom dispute [seeChapter Four, 19-20] a fkh vision of t
h cias&m Amdwïtz benmen mwal space
and ciesmxtiveplace." LaPger, Aàmimng r k Holocorrst, 97-5. See also Lawrence L Langer, The Hohcaust and the
L i t e n ~ yImaginan'on (New Haven: Yale Umversity Res, 19'73; Aivia EL Rosenfeld, A DuuMe m g : Rcpeczionr
on Holocaust Lit(Bloomington: Indiana University Ress, 1980); Sïdra DeKoven EPahi, By Words A l o m
The Holocau~rin Lirercmue (Chicago: Claivetsity of Chicago Piess, 1980); lates E. Young, Writmg mid R-ting
the Holocaust: Ahmaive and the Consequenceso f i k q m m i o n (Bloomingto11:hdiima University Press, 1988).
Weiss provoked heavy aiticism for his exclusion of the word "Jew"in his play, and the factthat his only reference
to a victim group are ttie Soviet prisoners of war. An e x d e n t essay rbat carefnly examines this cietrate is by Robert
Cohen, "The Poiitid Aesthetks of Holocaust Literanrie:&ter Weiss's The Investigation and Its CRtics," Wmry
a d Memry 10, nmnbet 2 11998).
%'Weiss:Gesang von &r Schkei," 155.

The Auschwitz Trial had o paradaxical result. On one han4 it illuminateci the&es

of

Auschwitz for a public tbat was ahost complerely, and often deliberately, ignorant of what had

occurred there. West Gamans were forced to confrwt Auschwia through the massive press
coverage. Some did so on a very superficial level; others, as we have seen h m newspaper

editorials and journal articles. did so in a much deeper, more anaiyticaî way. The trial
disseminated largely accufate idonnation about the machinery of Auschwitz - its "anatomy," as

historians Yisrael Gutman and Michael Berenbaum have labeled it - through the historical
background in the indictment and the judgrnent and the expert testimony by the Munich

historians which was covered by the press. Sadly, though. the public could not

historical

understanding of the functioning of Auschwitz by accepting the verdict alm.The sentences
rneted out to the defendants in fact distorted the realities of Auschwitz and the program of

extermination. The ümitations of the iaw obscured more than diey reveaied about the
"Auschwitz cornplex."

In rhis examination of the Fr;inl<furtAuschwitz Trial I have attempted to tell its s t q . The
trial was conducted on a grand Scale?and producd a vast expaase of dmmentary and
testimonial evidence. I have focused on those aspects of the proceedings - before, during and
after - diar 1believe capture its paradoXical essence: the massive proceeding at Nuremberg

which ied to the very n m w West Germanjudicial framework for Nazi ai&;

and the ambitious

goal of the public prosecutor's ofnce in Franldurt cmaasted with the exigencies of the West

Gerrnan pend code. This contradiction applied &O to the extraordinarily imposant testimony,
on one hand by histonans and survivors who provideci a cruciai new and Iastmg historical

understandmg of Auschwitz. and ani the o t h a hand by fonner SS judges who substantiated Nazi
niles and regdations and shielded defendants who had d within th& confines; and the press

coverage. which brough~Auschwitz îrua pubüc consciames and yet disf~ulcedmost people
from the reality of the camp duough its distoned represen~tionof the perpetratm. This

dichotomy is besr exemplifieci in the judgment of the trial. for in it the court recognized the
backdrop of Nazi ideology and the Holocaust, but in the end mled that rhis could not overshadow

the proceedings. This was to be an ordinary aial,and the defendants would be judged according
to their individual actions and nothing more - and yet nobody, including the judges themselves.
couid reaüstidy argue that anythmg about the aial had been ordinary. The law and the crimes
were at odds with one another. Hence. the aial is cenaal to Gaman postwar reckoning with the
pas& and yet the lessons to be lemeci h m it are not necessarily in the trial ploceedings and the

judgmen~The West Gerrnan pend law was simply too limiting in ia definitions and bounbries.
if one were to draw conclusions and l e m lessons fiam the uitimate convictions and sentences,

the rnajority of murderers at Auschwitz wouid appear to be decent men who were ultimateiy not
responsible for committing murder if they, for example, led thousands of men, women and
childm to the gas chambers in Birkenau. OnIy those whose actions exceeded the camp
regulations were found guiIty of perpetrating murder. This is not the lesson that the prosecution.
especially Fria Bauer, wanted the public to leam h m the results of the Auschwitz Trial. Cleary,
justice. the public, and the process of hoaestiy confronhng the pas^ wouid have been beaer

served if the courts could have used the genotide or even the "crimesagaimt hunmity'' charge.

for both of these charges de& widi the bigger crime complex of the extermination program for
which Auschwitz had been exclusively Qeamt up and built hitead although the German public

would leam about Auschwia for the fim time during die Auschwitz Trial, they wouid
undentand it h u g h the distorted lens of the limitatious of the West Gemÿui penal code.

It is difficulr to imagine a le@ qstem tha~is wBkiendy qui@

«> deal with a mime

as enorrnous as the Nazi program of extermination. No triai so f a of Nazi crimes has W y

satisfied either victims. legal scholars. hisonans, or aii of rhe public. Triais onnot provide

historical or moral lessons about the most murdemus episode in human history, but they cm

enlighten and infman ignorant public through revelations about the pasr The beginning of
understanding lie in the examinanon of the extcaordinarily valuable documenration. testimony,

and information tbat is proàuced by such trials.

-

-. -

PHOTOGRAPHS

The Court of the Frankfûrt Auschwitz Triai after the move to Gdus Haus, April
3,1964
Source: Bilderdienst Suddeutscher Verlag
Defendant Josef Klehr and guard, January 3 O, 1964
Source: Bilderdienst Suddeutscher Verlag

Defendants Bruno Schiage and Karl H6cker avoiding the camera, Aprii 25,1964
Source: Bettman Archive, New York City

MIPPENDM
1: LE=
BY ADOLF ROGNER TO THE PROSECU'IION IN
STUTTGART, MARCE 1,1958, REGARDING WILEIELMBOGER
Frorn 4 Js 444/59, 1 : 1.

--

.

StA b. LG Stuttgart 16 Js 1273158
O 1/03/58
29/05/58
01/10/58

OZ10/5 8
08/10/58

Rogner &tes to S t A Stuttgart regarding Wi1lielm Boger
Hennann Langbein, head of the LAC., gives statement re. Boger
Proposal for Arrest Warrant of Boger fiom StA Stutîgart
Arrest Warrant against Boger issued
Boger mested

Emii Wulkan gives Thomas Gnielka documents regarding SS suspects
Gnieika gives the documents to General State Attorney Fritz Bauer
Anest Warrants issued against Hans Stark Pny Broad, Klaus
Dylewski
Stark arrested
Dylewski amsted
Broad amteci
Dylewski exempt from A r m t
StA Stuttgsirt writes to StA FIaddkt-am-&

Arrest warrants issued against Franz H o u Heinrich
Bischoe Oswdd Kaduk
Kadtak, Bischoff amested
Arrest Warrants issueci against Victor Capesius, Bernhard
Rakers. Aiois Stailer

Amst Warraot issued agaiast Stefan Baretski
Arrest Warrant issued against Hel= S t i w i a
Arrest Warrant issued agPinn k h a Sehoberth
~
BmtJki Ivresttd
Amst Warrant issued agallist JosefKlehr, Hans Nîerzwicki.,

Herbert Scherpe
Staller arrested

S&&Z

m&ed

Capesius amJted
h e s t W m t for Stiwitz lifteci
Schobert exempt from Arrest
Nienwicki arrested
IUehr arrested
Arrest warrant issued and amest of Richard Biir
k e s t warrant issued and arrest of Robert Mulka
Arrest Warrants issued aainst Kurt Uhlenbroock
Uhlenbroock arrested
Amest Warrant issued for Ernil Bednarek
Bednarek arrested
Uhfenbroock exempt from arrest
h e s t Warrant issued against Dylewski
Dyiewski amestmi
Arrest Warrant issued against Artur Branvieser
Arrest Warrant issued a~ainstJacob Fries
Broad uempt from a m s t

Muüca reieased
Arrest Wanant i w e d against Emil Hand
Dyfewski released
Amst warrant issueci against Muika
Eanti mested
Mulka Prrested
Breitwieser arrested
Fria arrested
Breitwitser exempt from arrest
Fries acemnt b m arrest
Pro~osaïto Onen the Preliminarv Judicial Inanirv

Decision on the O ~ e a i n eof the Preliminarv Judicial Enauirv

LG FfM
Sehvpe Amsted
Addendnm to the h a o s a i to Orien the
Preliminan Jodiciai Inauirv
StA FfM, 4 Js 44/59 (Scherpe)
Adderidum to the M i o n on the O ~ e n i of
n ~tbe

Addendum 2, StA FfM - suspects Knd E6cker, Franz LnAddendum 2, LG FfM Hacker, Lucas
Addendum 3, S t A FfM - suspect Bruno S W g e
Addendum 3, LG FfM Schlage
Addendum 4, StA F M - suspect Gerhard Neubert
Addendum 4, LG F M Neubert
Decision to Close the Preliminarv Judicial Inciuirv
LG FfM, 4 Jg 44-4/59

-

Proaosal to O ~ e nthe Main Proceedin~s:INDICTMEZrr
4 Js 444/59

Dtcision to Discontinue P i o c d i n a

Translation (US Amy)

Master Sergeant
Tech Sergeant
Staff Sergeant
Sergeant
Corporal
Private, Fkst CIass
Private
Recruit
S o m : George C. Bmwder, Hitler's Enforcers: The Gestapo and Ihe SS Senvlly Service in the Nazi Revulution
ûxhrd U M t y Ress, 1996), 248.

(New Y&

SS Positions in Concentration Camps

Lpgerkommandint
Adjutant
Lageflhrer

W ~ ~ n p i ~ ~
VenvaitungSfuh7eer

A rbeitdenrrfcihrer
Arbez&eimifÜhrer
Komm&flhret
BIockfhrer
LawSàni&Yt&ensîgefieiter
Bewachmgm~ntt~crchqft

Prisoner Positions in Concentration Camps
Lcrgerdlîreste
BlocWtesie
Blockant
Stubenalteste
B/ochchrei&er
Oberhp

-

Pfleger
Leichentrdger
S t u b d ~ e

Translation
Camp Commander
Deputy Commander
Camp Leader
Reportmg Officer
Administrative Officer
Work Recording OfEcer
Work Detail Leader
Labour Gmup(s) Supewisor
Block m c e r
Camp Doctor
Medicd Orderly
Guard Detail

Translation
Senior Camp Prisoner
Senior BIock Prisoner
Prisoner Block Doctor
Senior Rooms Prisoner
Prisoner Block Clerk
Head Capo
Chi& Work Overseer
MediCa Attendants
Corpse Bearers
R o m Orderlies

Source: Edciheit, Abrabam J. and Eddùeit, Hcrshef. H?srory of the Kolocrncst=A Kàn&w& and Dictionay
(WestView Press: Boulder, 1994). 274.

The bottom captioq written by the whess, says: "This was the &mous "&g,"
used by
Boger - Lachmann - Dyiewski. It stood in the barrack of the Politid Department, and 1
sot 35 lashings on it."
From 4 Js 44459, 14: 2228.

APPENDaE 5: JWBGES,
DEFENDANTS AT THE
Presiding Judge:
Commentating Judge:
Assessor:
Substitute Judges:

Jury:

Prosecution:

Hans Hofineyer
JosefPerseke
Walter Hotz
Werner Hummerich
Giinter Ser'boldt
Gertnid FIach
Erna Grob
E?seHabich
Adoif Hoizhauser
Ernst Kadenbach
Emma Kotzur

Dr. Hans GroBmann
Joachim Kügier
Georg Friedrich Vogel
Gerfiard Wiese

Subsitute Jurors: Eiise Knodei

Ferdinand Link
Anna Mayer

Co-PlaintaTs: Henry Onnond

Christian Raabe
Prof Dr. Karl Friedrich Kaul

Defendants and their Attorneys:
Robert Kari Muka, Karl Htkker, Emil Bednarek:

Hans Stark:

Klaus Dylewski, Pery Broad, Dr. Willi Fmdq

Dr.Wüli Schatz, Dr.Victor Capesius:
Johann Schobert:
Bnino Schlage:

Stefàn Baretski:
Arbr Breitwieser

Dr.F m Lucas:
Josef KIehr
Haos Scherpe:
EhilHanti:

Dr. Hermann Stolting II
Dr.Rama Eggert
Dr.Herbert Ernst Miilter
Dr.Rudoif Aschenauet

Hans Schaiiock
Benno Erhard
Dr.Kariheinz Staiger

Dr.Ham Latemser
Fritz Steinacker
Engelbat Joschko, Staiger
-rgBOrga
Dr.Ehs Fertig
Rudoif Heymann
Gerhard GoUna; Staiger
Dr. Friedrich Jugi
Dr.Anton Reiners
Eugen Gerhardt, Joschko
Dr. Wolfgang Z a r n e Fertig
Dr.Ehm-Peter Ivens,
AscheMuer, Eggert
Gollner, Feltig
Haos KnBgel, Reiners
Stofting, Eggert
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